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1

2 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA('' NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION\ 3 BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

4

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -x
5 :

,
In the Matter cf: : Docket Nos.:

o :
COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY : 50-454 OLs

7 (Byron Nuclear Power Station Unit 1) :'

:
8 COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY : 50-455 OL

(Byron Nuclear Power Station Unit 2) :
{9 :

'3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -x
10

United States District Courthouse
11 211 South Court Street

Rockford, Illinois
12

March 9, 1983

14 The hearing in the above-entitled matter

15 convened, pursuant to notice, at 9: 00 A. M.
'

16
BEFORE:

17
IVAN W. SMITH,

18 Administrative Law Judge

19 DIXON A. CALLIHAN,
Administrative Judge

20
RICHARD F. COLE,

21 Administrative Judge j
22 APPEARANCES:

23
r( 3

On behalf of Licensee, Couronwealth Edison
) Company:

24
ALAN BIELAWSKI, Esq.

25 JOSEPH GALLO, Esq.
(]) MICHAEL MILLER, Esq.

.
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C)
1 M. GWEN HERRIN, Esq.'

2 Isham, Lincoln & Beale

O Three First National Plaza
3 Chicago, Illinois 60602

4 On behalf of Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Staff:

5

STEVEN GOLDBERG, Esq.
6 RICHARD RAWSON, Esq.

7 On behalf of the Intervenors:
-

8 BRYAN SAVAGE, Esq.
DAVID THOMAS, Esq.

9 PAUL HOLMBECK
BETTY JOHNSON

10

11

12

(3) 13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22'

3()
24

25

O
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O
1

2 PR0CEEDINGS

3 JUDGE SMITH: We have just concluded an in

4 camera session on security plans. There are some

5 discussions in it which were not necessary to be in camera

6 and I would like to just identify those.

7 We discussed controlling Commission law as to

6 whether the Intervenor, DAARE/ SAFE, should be permitted to

9 participate in the in camera session, even though they

10 have no contention on sabotage; and the determination was

11 made that *.cy have a right to participate to the extent

12 that their interests may be affected, and DAARE/ SAFE did,

() 13 in fact, participate with the presence of Mr. Campbell.

14 We also discussed the Appeal Board's decision in the

15 matter of Diablo Canyon Security Plan litigation, which,

16 in effect, stated the Licensing Board did a worthless job

17 in preparing a decision without direct access to the

18 security plan; but, as it turned out in this instance, we

19 believe, despite the Appeal Board's ruling, that it was

20 not necessary to have a security plan and no party

21 indicated -- the parties were given an opportunity to

22 indicate whether they were prejudiced by the absence of

23 the relevant portions of the security plan and the parties

24 indicated they were not prejudiced.

25 With that then, you can continue your cross

SONNTAG REPORTING SERVICE, LTD.
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O
1 examination of Mr. Roulo.

2 MR. THOMAS: Thank you, your Honor.

pd
3 BY MR. THOMAS:s

4 Q Very briefly, Mr. Roulo --

5 JUDGE SMITH: Just a moment, Mr. Thomas.

6 Dr. Cole pointed out to me, I may have given the

7 impression that no security plan exists. That is not the

8 case. There was no security plan or portions of it

9 presented to the Board or received into evidence.

10 CROSS EXAMINATION

11 (Continuing.)

12 BY MR. THOMAS:

(]) 13 Q Mr. Roulo, with regard to the three continuous years of
14 trustworthy work requirement which you outlined in your
15 testimony, do all permanent Commonwealth Edison employees
16 meet this requirement?

17 A No.

18 Q Does this requirement then apply only to temporary or
19 contractual workers?

20 A No.

21 Q Who does it apply to?

22 A You have, in any element of screening procedure, there are
23{) various categories; and by employment you will have
24 employees on all sides with more than three years of
25 continuous service and less than three years of continuous

x/

SONNTAG REPORTING SERVICE, LTD.
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O
1 service.

2 We apply the screening rules,as appropriate.
V

3 Q When you say "as appropriate," are you talking about

4 access to certain areas in the station?

5 A No. How we screen them, so they can gain access.

6 Q Well, to what does the three continuous years of

7 trustworthy work pertain?

8 A That's one element of how you can gain unescorted access.

9 There are others.

10 Q All right. And unescorted access into security-sensitive

11 areas, is that what you are talking about?

12 A Yes.

() 13 Q So I guess my question then is: Do all permanent

14 Commonwealth Edison employees who require unescorted
|

| 15 access to security-sensitive areas meet this requirement?
|

16 A They meet the screening requirements that are appropriate

17 for them.

10 Q But those are different than the requirements for the

19 contractual or transient workers?

20 A No.

{ 21 Q Well, at any rate, with regard to -- do you ever use

22 temporaries or contractual workers in security-sensitivity

23 areas with unescorted access who do not meet this

24 requirement of three continuous years of trustworthy work?

25 A Yes.

SONNTAG REPORTING SERVICE, LTD.

.
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O
1 Q Under what circumstances?

2 A They would be screened under a different option. They
O

3 would have to have a background check and a psychological

4 evaluation. They would then meet the screening

5 requirements.

6 Q Okay. So the three continuous years is one option for-

7 unescorted access?

8 A Right.

9 Q So then on Page 2 of your testimony where you list, 1, 2,

10 3, 4 and 5, should there be an "or" after " establish a

11 method of evaluating employees" --

12 MS. HERRIN: Excuse me. Do you mean Page 2 and

O) 13 37(

14 BY MR. THOMAS:

15 Q Yes, Page 2 and 3, where, in subgraphs numbered 1,2,3,4

16 and 5, are those alternatives, alternative methods of

17 gaining unescorted access to security-sensitive areas?

10 A Yes.

19 0 Will any one of them suffice?

20 A There are only two. If you would go to the sample

| 21 screening procedure, you would see there are only two

22 options for screening individuals. I think that might

[]) 23 explain it better.

24 Q Okay. One is the trustworthy work record and the second

25 is what, the background check?

SONNTAG REPORTING SERVICE, LTD.
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O
1 A And psychological evaluation.

2 Q So the psychological evaluation goes with the background

3 check? *

4 A Right.

5 Q And the background check simply consists of contacting

6 prior employers and contacting personal references?

7 A Right.

8 Q What is the nature of the contact that is made?

9 A To determine their trustworthiness.

10 Q I know. Do you just send them a letter and say, "so and

11 so has listed you as an employer and provided this

12 information. Is it correct?"

() 13 A It depends on how the contractor chooses to do it.

14 Q Well, what latitude does the contractor have in this

15 regard? Can he do it any way he wants to?

16 A He specifies it in his procedure. We then would evaluate

17 his procedure and approve or disapprove.
I
l 10 Q Wnat methods would you approve?

19 A I think that's an awfully broad question. Can you be

20 specific?

21 Q Well, are there any criteria for which methods would be
!

22 approved or not approved?

23 A
)

In our requirements, we suggest, you know, different

24 methods for doing it; and if it meets our goal for

25 trustworthiness, we would approve it.

SONNTAG REPORTING SERVICE, LTD.
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0
1 Q Well, would a phone call do?

2 A Yes, if it's followed up by a hard copy and documented.

3 Q Okay. What do you mean by a hard copy?

4 A That they would follow up with a letter to the contact

5 specifying that they had contacted them by phone on such

6 and such a date and to verify that information, that it

7 would come back and then be signed off.

8 Q Is there any check made on the accuracy of the letter?

9 A Yes. <

10 Q What? -

11 A In our audit.

12 Q Now, are those audits random audits?

([) 13 A Yes.

14 Q Not on a statistical basis?

15 A Right.

16 Q Is there any other check other than the random audits?

17 A Our office contacts 100 percent of our active contractors

10 that have people with unescorted access at our plants.

19 In addition to that, QA department, which is

20 separate from our group, also does random audits.

j 21 In addition to that --

22 Q Excuse me. Is there any coordination between the random
~

23 audits of your office and the random audits of the QA
[)

24 group?

25 A No.

SONNTAG REPORTING SERVICE, LTD.
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()
1 Q All right. Go ahead.

2 A In addition to that, on the normal security inspections )

3 from the NRC, they select contractors at random during a

4 security inspection and they also do screening audits of

5 individual contractors.,

,

6 Q Is there any coordination between Commonwealth Edison's

7 audits and the NRC audits?

8 A No.

9 Q Would you agree that a contractor -- well, a contractor

10 has a bias with placing an employee in order to get the

11 job; is that correct?

12 A I don't understand the question.

() 13 Q All right. A contractor in order to fulfill the terms of

14 his contract needs workers to do that; right?

15 A Right.

16 Q And in order to get these workers, and some of whom,

17 presumably, will acquire unescorted access, in that sense

18 he, the contractor, has a built-in interest in ensuring

19 that the employees are granted unescorted access; correct?

20 A Yes.

21 Q And, yet, it's the same contractor who is largely

22 responsible under this option that we have been discussing

23{) for establishing the -- for conducting the background,

24 check on his own employees; correct?

25 A Yes.

O

SONNTAG REPORTING SERVICE, LTD.
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1 Q All right. In your opinion, doesn't that place the

2 contractor in somewhat of a conflict of interest?

,]' '

3 A No.

4 Q Can you explain why you don't feel it puts the contractor

5 in a conflict of interest situation?

6 A He wants to do a good job for us. He wants to be a

7 profitable individual, group.

8 With that in mind, he will furnish us the best

9 people he can find.

10 Q Maybe so; but -- well, never mind.

11 The Board -- well, strike that.

12 What sanctions would Commonwealth Edison take

() 13 against an employer who through an audit determined was

14 not providing the proper procedures in the case of

15 background checks or reference checks?

16 A Denial of unescorted access.

17 Q What about termination of the contract?

18 A I don't know that we have -- to my knowledge, we have

19 never reached an impasse to that magnitude.

20 Q You have never done that?

21 A No.

22 Q Denial of unescorted access would only be with regard to

23 the individual employee in question; right?

24 A It could be to the whole company.

25 Q Have you ever done it to the whole company, the entire

SONNTAG REPORTING SERVICE, LTD.
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() '

1 company?

2 A Yes.
O

3 Q Yes?

4 A Yes.

5 JUDGE SMITH: Your testimony is that you have

6 never reached an impasse but would you pull out the

7 po' ibility of denial of a contract if it were found that

8 they just simply didn't have the procedures that you

9 require?

10 THE WITNESS: No.

11 BY MR. THOMAS:

12 Q Do you ever use -- strike that, please.

() 13 Do you ever use temporary employees who do not meet

14 either option outlined in the plan during your testimony?

15 A Only on a visitor status.

16 Q Can you explain that?

17 A Well, as we discussed earlier, if you cannot or have not

18 been screened, the only way you would be able to get in is

19 as a visitor.
1

| 20 Q So you mean you would not allow unescorted access to
| -

l 21 security-sensitive areas under those conditions?

22 A (No Response.)

() 23 Q On a visitor status can you attain unescorted access to

24 security-sensitive areas?
'

I

25 A No.
,

SONNTAG REPORTING SERVICE, LTD.'
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.

() i

1 JUDGE SMITH: Along that line, if I may, is

2 there any provision for pre-clearance of fire department

3 personnel, for example, that might be called upon to come

4 to an emergency on the station?

5 THE WITNESS: We have established procedures for

6 emergency situations and without going into those, we can

7 get them onsite very quickly.

8 JUDGE SMITH: Okay.

9 BY MR. THOMAS:

10 Q Now, with regard to the so-called check or evaluation for

11 what you describe as aberrant behavior, that can be done

12 either by a licensed psychiatrist or physician or other

(]) 13 person professionally trained to identify aberrant

14 behavior?

15 A Yes.

16 Q Let's take, first of all, the category that you list as

17 other persons professionally trained to identify aberrant

18 behavior.
F

19 Who would that include?

! 20 A That's right out of the rules from the Commission, and

21 that could include various training programs. I don't
.

22 have any direct knowledge of that.

23 Q Can you give me an example of somebody who would be
)

24 included in that category, excluding physicians and

25 psychiatrists?.

()
-
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g A No.

2 Q Can you specify any training programs that you have in
O
'#

3 mind?

4 A From my limited knowledge, I understand there are various

5 organizations that will train individuals to give

6 psychological tests and evaluate them.

7 I have no direct knowledge of those.

8 Q Evaluate them for aberrant behavior?

9 A Yes.

10 JUDGE SMITH: Are your personnel provided with

11 psychological profiles that would enable them to identify

12 aberrant behavior, aberrant behavior?

() 13 THE WITNESS: I think we rely on them to

14 determine that from their own testing procedures that they

15 do.

16 JUDGE SMITH: Coming to mind is the system used

17 by airlines, in which airline personnel dealing with

18 passengers are provided with information which enables

19 them to identify the more-than-random possibility of;

l

20 aberrant behavior of passengers.

21 Do you have anything comparable to that?

22 THE WITNESS: As part of our requirements, we

{]) 23 have a continued observation program, and internally

24 Edison does provide supervisory personnel with guidelines

25 for identifying aberrant behavior.

SONNTAG REPORTING SERVICE, LTD.
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O
1 BY MR. THOMAS:

2 Q Do you have any training in so-called identification of

O
3 aberrant behavior yourself?

4 A I have taken the course that is furnished by the company.

5 Continued observation.

6 Q Pardon? What was the last part of that answer?

7 A Continued observation of employees.

8 Q To identify aberrant behavior?

9 A Yes.

10 Q Who receives that course?

11 A All management personnel that would be involved in the

12 operation of the plant and including some offsite people,

(') 13 such as myself.

14 Q How is aberrant behavior defined?

15 A It's a whole-day course and without all my notes that I

16 took, I don't believe I could give you an adequate answer.

17 Q It's a one-day course?

18 A Yes.

19 Q In your opinion, is a physician qualified to identify

20 aberrant behavior?

21 A In my opinion?

22 Q Yes.

[}
23 A No.

24 Q You also make reference to a -- well, in Page 3 of your

25 testimony, Subparagraph No. 3, in Answer 9, you talk about

SONNTAG REPORTING SERVICE, LTD.
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b) !
!

1 " establish a continued observation program for all

2 employees," and then in Subparagraph 5-G, you speak of !

'
3 annual certificates of continuous observation.

4 Is there a continuous observation program in the

5 literal sense of the word for contractor employees at

6 Commonwealth Edison?

7 A We expect the contractor to do that, and he is so

8 required.

9 Q The contractor is required to do that?

10 A (Indicating.)

11 Q Is that correct? You have to say yes aloud.

12 A Yes.

(]) 13 Q Not the Applicant, in other words, not yourself, not

14 Commonwealth Edison?

15 A We do it for our own employees, yes, the same requirement

16 that is applied to the contractor.

17 Q The contractor does it for his_ employees?

j 18 A Right.

19 Q And is this supposed to be literally what it says it is,

20 continuous observation every minute, every second the

21 employee is in the station?
,

'

22 A If that's your definition. I don't know.
r

23 Q I am asking you for that. That is what I am asking you.[
24 Is that your definition?

25 A I wouldn't consider that, no.
,

c
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A
kl

1 Q So it's not --

2 A A day-to-day basis, I believe.

( 3 Q Now, with regard to -- you may have answered this. If you

4 have, just indicate that to me.

5 With regard to the periodic audits or the random

6 audits of temporary employees, isn't it true that many

7 employees work for themselves -- excuse me -- many

8 temporary employees work for themselves?

9 A Not to ny knowledge.*

10 Q To your knowledge, all of them work for a company?

11 A That's the only way that, as far as I know, we get them

12 onsite. They come through a contractor.

() 13 Q Okay.

14 A We don't hire directly.

15 Q All right. These contractors, again, are -- well, there

16 are companies which, in essence, btasplacementbureaus

17 for jumpers and temporary employees, aren't there?

18 A Yes.
,

(

19 Q And these particular companies receive a percentage of the

20 salary for placing their people with you; isn't that

21 correct?

22 A I have no knowledge of that.

23 Q You don't know whether it's true or not true?
[}

24 A I don't know whether it's true or not true.

25 Q Do you know whether any of Edison's or Applicant's

i
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O
1 contractors or subcontractors receive a percentage of the

2 salary for placing people with the Applicant?
!

3 A I have no knowledge of that.

4 MS. HERRIN: Your Honor, I have to object. I

5 fail to see what this line of questioning has to do with

6 ALARA aspects of sabotage and espionage.

7 JUDGE SMITH: Well, the second question I think

8 is beyond relevancy. The first question I think I can

9 understand, questioning the motives of -- I mean the

10 competing interests of the contractor. I think that's

11 what he is getting at.

12 MR. THOMAS: Yes, it is.

() 13 JUDGE SMITH: But that question, he didn't know

14 the answer to that one.

15 As to the second question, it exceeds relevancy.

16 BY MR. THOMAS:

17 Q Your procedures as outlined in your testimony place the
i

! 18 responsibility for screening, temporary and transient

19 employees, on the contractor or the subcontractor; is that

20 correct?

21 A Yes.

22 MR. THOMAS: That is all I have, your Honor.
I

g-) 23 Thank you, Mr. Roulo.
\J

| 24 MR. RAWSON: May I have just one moment, Judge?

25 JUDGE SMITH: Yes.

SONNTAG REPORTING SERVICE, LTD.
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0
1 MR. RAWSON: Thank you.

2 Judge Smith, may I have the last question and answer
rm
lJ 3 read back, please?

4 (The question and answer were thereupon

5 / read by the Reporter.)

6 MR. RAWSON: No questions, Judge. Thsnk you.

7 JUDGE SMITH: Redirect.

8 MS. HERRIN: I just have a couple of questions. ,

9 REDIRECT EXAMINATION

10 BY MS. HERRIN:

11 Q Mr. Roulo, I know this is a long time to remember, but

12 yesterday evening I think Mr. Thomas was questioning you

() 13 about the responsibility for screening -- excuse me -- the

14 contractor had the responsibility for screening employees;

15 do you remember that?

16 A Yes.

17 Q Does Edison have any responsibilities for screening

18 contractors' employees for that program?

19 A We have no direct responsibility but we do check those

20 screening records, yes.

21 Q So Edison has an obligation to check through the

22 contractors' programs?

23 A Yes. The Commission, as I recall, has ruled that it's a

24 licensee responsibility to assure that the contractors'

25 screening is adequate and is being done.

.

1
' s
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0
1 Q And just a few minutes ago Mr. Thomas was asking you about

2 a physician -- excuse me -- a physician checking an

3 individual to see if -- cr for aberrant behavior._

4 Do you know of any situations where a dcctor has

5 actually conducted such an exam for en Edison employee or

6 a contractor, an Edison contractor employee?

7 A I have no personal knowledge of that, no.

8 MS. HERRIN: I have no further questions.

9 JUDGE SMITH: Is there any recross?

10 MR. THOMAS: Just one.

11 RECROSS EXAMINATION
,

12 BY MR. THOMAS:

() 13 Q The check that Commonwealth Edison does is the random

14 checks that you testified to earlier with regard to

15 screening procedures by the contractor and sub?

16 A Right. And as I explained, we do a 100-percent check,

17 although it is random, in my definition of random. We

18 don't have a schedule, you know, for each month, so it's

19 random; but we do check 100 percent of all active

20 contractors' screening records over a rolling 12-month

21 period. That's how we do it.

22 Q Through audit procedures?

23 A Yes.
)

24 Q And the audit procedures consist of what?

25 A Field checks by our field auditor. He goes out and checks
O
V
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1 their procedure, checks their screening records, makes

2 recommendations if he sees, you know, problems.

() 3 Q Okay. But he doesn't check the background references or

4 the employer references?

5 A Yes, he can and has done it, yes.

6 Q He can but you don't do 100 percent?

7 A No.

8 MR. THOMAS: Okay. That is all I have.

9 JUDGE SMITH: You may step down. Thank you.

10 (Witness excused.)

11 MR. RAWSON: Judge Smith, may we inquire of Mr.

12 Thomas whether there are further questions for Mr.

(]) 13 Skelton.

14 JUDGE SMITH: No, the Board has no additional

15 questions of Mr. Skelton.

16 MR. THOMAS: As I read Mr. Skelton's testimony,

17 I don't think it presents any issues over and above those

18 presented by Mr. Roulo's testimony and I would have no

19 questions based on Mr. Skelton's direct.

20 JUDGE SMITH: Mr. Skelton was sworn in the in

21 camera session, and in the in camera session he adopted

22 his te'stimony on Page 12 of the testimony.

23 Now, for the public session do you adopt your

24 testimony on Page 11 and 12 of the *estimony of Lamatra,

25 Branagan, Hayes and Skelton?

O
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O
1 MR. SKELTON: I do, your Honor.

2 JUDGE SMITH: As far as I am concerned then, he

() 3 is excused, isn't he?

4 MR. RAWSON: If that can be done, Judge, that's

5 obviously preferable.

6 JUDGE SMITH: I am sorry. I didn't inquire of

7 you, Ms. Herrin.

8 MS. HERRIN: We have no questions of Mr.

9 Skelton.

10 JUDGE SMITH: I think that appreciates his

11 appearance then.

12 MR. RAWSON: We appreciate the accommodation,

' ]) 13 Judge.(
14 JUDGE SMITH: T..ank you for coming.

15 (Witness excused.)

16 MR. MILLER: Judge Smith, our next witness is

17 Dr. Fabrikant.

18 MR. THOMAS: Judge, I need to get my witness for

19 this examination.

20 JUDGE SMITH: Are we waiting for Dr. Morgan?

21 MR. THOMAS: I am ready to proceed. He is on

22 his way.

23 JUDGE SMITH: Before we begin the testimonies of
| \
' 24 Dr. Fabrikant and Dr. Morgan, we want to remind the

25 parties -- or inform the parties that the Board and the

()'

|
!
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O
1 Appeal Board and the Commissioners are certainly very

2 familiar with the issues involved in the various

() 3 testimonies, the two testimonies.

4 We are also aware that both Dr. Fabrikant and Dr.

5 Morgan have time schedule problems. Therefore, we think

6 that the most valuable thing to this Board and the

7 reviewing forum would be concentration on the areas of

8 dispute.

9 You can be assured that the other aspects of the

10 testimony will be read and read very carefully and

'11 considered.

12 It is the areas of dispute that we believe would be

(') 13 very helpful.
v

14 As a matter of fact, as the testimony progresses and

15 you sharpen these areas of dispute, if you could consider

16 the possibility of putting Dr. Morgan and Dr. Fabrikant on

17 the witness stand together so we can sharpen and isolate

18 these areas, it might be helpful. You might consider that

19 possibility; but we are going to very, very carefully read

20 this testimony, and we are somewhat gratified by the

21 opportunity, too, to have exponents of both sides of this

22 issue present, and it's quite an experience for us to have

23 it, and we want to make the most of it, too.

O
24 Dr. Fabrikant, may I administer the oath, please?

25 (Witness sworn.) ;

O
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(2)
1 MR. MILLER: Judge Smith, I should start by

2 saying that we have identified some minor corrections in

( 3 the outline of Dr. Fabrikant's testimony. I have revised

4 copies for the parties and the Board.

5 I don't believe that you will find that they are of

6 much significance, but in the interests of accuracy, I did

7 want to pass them out.

8 JACOB I. FABRIKANT

9 called as a witness by counsel for Applicant, having first been

10 duly sworn by the Chairman, was examined and testified as

11 follows:
/

12 DIRECT EXAMINATION

(]) 13 BY MR. MILLER:

14 Q Dr. Fabrikant, would you state your name for the record,

15 please?

16 A Jacob I. Fabrikant.
, , ,

17 Q What is your current occupation, sir?

18 A I am a physician, radiologist, professor professor and

19 scientist at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory.

20 Q Where is that located, sir?

21 A In Berkeley, California; and at the University of

22 California School of Medicine at San Francisco.

23 Q Dr. Fabrikant, do you have before you a document which is
(-)g
,

24 entitled, " Testimony of Jacob I. Fabrikant," consisting of

25 64 pages, to which is attached a curriculum vitae, which,

O
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1

!

- 1 if my count is correct, is 32 pages long? Do you have

2 that document in front of you, sir?

($) 3 A Yes, I do.

4 Q Are there any corrections or additions you would like to

5 make to the prepared testimony?

6 A There are a few small corrections in the testimony that I

7 would like to draw your attention to. They are very
'

8 small.

9 On Page 14, the 12th line down begins, " including

10 both sexes," in parentheses --

11 Q Dr. Fabrikant, let everybody else get to the spot, because

12 they want to mark their copies.

("T 13 Why don't you begin again?
U

14 A On Page 14, the 12th line down -- I apologize. I have

15 this dreadful cold, so my voice may not carry correctly.

16 The 12th line down begins, parenthetically

17 " including both sexes", close parentheses, "per rad of,"

18 and insert here please " single exposure and," and then

19 continue on, " continuous lifetime exposure."

20 On Page --

21 JUDGE SMITH: Excuse me, Dr. Fabrikant.

22 Off the record.

23 (There followed a discussion outside the
O

24 record.)

25 JUDGE SMITH: Go ahead.

O
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O
1 BY MR. MILLER:

2 Q Dr. Fabrikant, are there other minor corrections?

() 3 A On Page 16, the next to the last line of the answer to

4 Question 17, after the initials "ICRP," change the word

5 "over" to "almost."

6 On Page 18, the last line, the second word,

7 " relationship," should have an "s" on the end so it's

8 plural.

9 On Page 26, the second line of the answer to

10 Question 28, the first word should be " underlie," not

11 " underlies."

12 On Page 50, the third line from the top, delete the

O 13 avPaen between "1ow" eaa "aoses "

14 Those are all the corrections in the text.

15 However, I also notice that in my curriculum vitae

16 and bibliography, there is a necessity to update,

17 particularly the bibliography, an additional 20

18 publications or thereabouts, which I don't have listed

19 here.
,

20 That would be included on Page 30 and 31.
!

21 MR. MILLER: I would ask leave of the Board and

22 the other parties to submit a revised or supplemented

23 curriculum vitae bibliography at some later date.

24 JUDGE SMITH: Are there any objections?

25 MR. THOMAS: No objections.

(
|

.

|
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'\ 'Q
1 MR. RAWSON: No.

2 BY MR. MILLER:

() 3 Q Dr. Fabrikant, calling your attention once again to Page

4 14 of your prepared testimony, the last sentence in the

5 first full paragraph, the answer that appears on that

6 page, is there any addition or correction that.ought to be
*

7 made there?

8 A Yes. Thank you.

9 In the last sentence, the number "182" appears, the

10 third line from the bottom of that paragraph, the first

11 paragraph. That should be corrected to "169."
12 Q Dr. Fabrikant, with the changes and corrections that you

(]) 13 have just testified to, is the prepared testimony true and

14 correct?

' 15 A Yes.

16 MR.' MILLER: At this time, Judge Smith, I would

17 ask that Dr. Fabrikant's direct testimony be bound into

18 the record as if read.

19 JUDGE SMITH: Are there objections?

20 MR. THOMAS: No objections.

21 MR. RAWSON: No, sir.

22 JUDGE SMITH: The testimony is received as if

23 read.

24 (The document referred to, the prepared

25 testimony of Dr. Fabrikant, received in

O
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OUTLINE OF JACOB I. FABRIKANT'S TESTIMONY

CONTENTIONS 42, 111, and 112

i .

1.O Dr. Fabrikant is a ohysician and radiologist, professor,
and researcher who .sas served on many committees in the
arte of radiation and health and has published numerous
articles on that subject.

II. The 1980 NAS-BEIR committee preferred a linear quadratic
hypothesis, and its determination of the excess cancer
risk per rem, of generally 1 in 10,000, does noti
appreciably differ from the 1977 UNSCEAR Report.

A. The current estimates of risks associated
with exposure to low dose, low-LET radiation
were adopted over 10 years ago.

B. In 1980 NAS-BEIR Committee placed emphasis
on the methods of estimation of the cancer,

risk coefficient rather than emphasizing
the numerical estimates derived.

:
; C. The 1980 BEIR Committee reached an agreement'

({}
'

on the magnituda of the risk associated with
low levels of radiation exposure.

III. The scientific community usually endorses the linear
dose-response model for radiation protection purposes
because it is the most conservative.

A. The supralinear hypothesis does not fit the
data for cancer induction following exposure
to low dose, lot-LET radiation.

L B. Low doses of low-LET radiation do not produce
more cancers per unit dose than high doses.

C. More malignancies will not occur if a given
number of person-rems is distributed among
a greater number of people.

D. Because of the dose rate effectiveness factor,
linear interpolation from high doses may over-() estimate the effects of either low doses or
doses delivered at low dose rates by a factor

i of 2 to 10.
1

@
.

-
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, IV. Some reports on epidemiological studies claim the
linear hypothesis is not conservative but no expert
advisory committee has agreed with such claims.

A. The Mancuso, Steward, and Kneale (1977) study
on the cancer mortality rate for workers at

(j) the Hanford Nuclear Facility has serious flawsg-

and their results are inconsistent with knownradiobiological evidence.

B. The Najarian and Colton (1978) study on the
Portsmouth Navel Shipyard workers also suffers
from serious methodological flaws.

C. Bross' conclusion that susceptible subgroupsin the general population exist which are
especially sensitive to radiation damage is not
supported by the evidence.

D. Bross and Driscoll's (1981) study on lung cancer
deaths in the Portsmouth Navel Shipyars workers
uses unconventional statistical methods andhas methodological flaws.

E. Modan's study on Israeli children who had been
treated with radiation for ringworm of the scalphas substantial dosimetry uncertainties.

(m
\_) F. Dr. K.Z. Morgan's claims that low level exposure

to radiation is more hazardous per unit of absorbed
dose than exposure to high doses at high dose
rates fails to differentiate between the effectsof high-LET and low-LET radiation.

G. Dr. Morgan's various publications and talks
provide no new information on the risks of low
dose, low-LET radiation exposure.

V. Reliable epidemiological studies exist that allow
| risk estimates to be made on the effects of low-dose,
; low-LET radiation..

A.
|

Any changes that have been made in the scientific
!

dose response hypothesis and the risk estimates
are results of new knowledge derived from
epidemiological studies and have not been made,

|

because those studies demonstrate that the risk! r"S
k/ per rad of- low-LET radiation is greater

.

low doses than at high doses.at

S

(y

|

|
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B. The NAS-BEIR Committee used the Hirr3hima andNagasaki atomic-bomb survivor studies as a
chief source of data, especially for low
to intermediate doses of radiation.

(j 1. The Japanese atomic-bomb survivor study does
not supporr the hypothesis that the cancer
risk from low level exposure to radiation is
greater than what was previously believed.

2. The Japanese atomic-bomb survivor studies
will not solve the controversies surrounding
potential low dose health effects but still

| will play an important role in testing
alternative dose-response models because of
the studies' population size and dose dis-
tribution.

3. The Japanese atomic-bomb survivor studies
represent normal populations.

4. The dosimetry of the Hiroshima and Nagasaki
studies currently is being reassessed, but
the reassessment is not expected to yield
significant changes in the low dose, low-LET
cancer risks estimates reported by BEIR,
UNSCEAR, and other councils.s

]

VI. Sensitive subpopulations to cancer induction exist
on the basis of age and sex, but present radiation
protection guides already take into account the exist-

| ence of these small, unidentifiable subpopulations.
|
| VII. Dr. Fabrikant believes the NCRP recommendations on dose
! limitation for exposure to declared pregnant women

provide adequate protection against potential teratogenic
I effects.
1

VIII. Skin cancer is not considered to be an especially
radiogenic cancer.

|

IX. Calculating of internal dose and dose commitments over,

l a 50-year period provides an adequate estimation of the
{) dose commitment to an occupationally exposed worker.

|

|

X. Dr. Fabrikant believes that the presen: ICRP recommended
i.

~h
standards of dose limitation for the general public and

i ( '( # radiation worker populations are not without risk,
|( '- but it will not be possible to detect any excess

1

1
'
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i

' instances of cancer or genetic ill-health, if they do:

-

occur, caused by such exposures because the doses are
Iso small and because the probability of occurrence is !

so infrequent.

|O
i i

4
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TESTIMONY OF JACOB I. FABRIKANT
s,

'

l. Q. State your name, occupation, and present position.

(]) A. My name is Jacob I. Fabrikant. I am a physician

and radiologist, research biophysics scientist,

teacher and university professor in radiology and
in biophysics at the University of California,
San Francisco School of Medicine, University of

California, Berkeley, and the Lawrence Berkeley

Laboratory, University of California, Berkeley.

2. Q. Briefly describe your education, including dates

of degrees received, academic and other honors,

() professional societies and professional experience.

I" hold a Bachelor of Science degree in chemistry
~

A.

and mathematics, McGill University (1952) ; a Doctor

of Medicine degree and a Master of Surgery degree,
~

both from McGill University (1956); and a Doctor

of Philosophy degree in biophysics, University of
London (1964). I am a Fellow of the American
College of Radiology (1978). I did post-doctoral

training in surgery and pathology at Duke Univer-

sity Hospital and trained in radiology at The
Johns Hopkins Hospital. I am certified by the

() American Board of Radiology in diagnostic radiology,
therapeutic radiology and nuclear medicine. I have

.

'(O
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been Professor and Head of the Department of )

Radiology, University of Connecticut School of

Medicine; and Professor and Chairman, Department

O of Diaenostic Redio1oer, McGi11 University recu1ty
of Medicine. I am presently Professor of Radi-

ology, University of California School of Medicine

at San Francisco; Staff Senior Scientist at

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, University of California,
Berkeley; Physic'ian-in-charge of the Donner Pavilion,

Cowell Memorial Hospital, University of California,;

Berkeley; and Professor and Member of the Graduate

Biophysics Group, Department of Biophysics and

Medical Physics, University.of California, Berkeley.
I devote all my professional and academic activi-

,

ties to patient care, primarily diagnostic and

therapeutic radiology and nuclear medicine; to

research in the radiological sciences, primarily
cancer research; and to teaching in radiology and

i

| biophysics, primarily in the radiological sciences
1

in the medical school and in the graduate school

at the University of California. These are all

documented in my curriculum vitae which is attached

to this testimony.

O 3. Q. Have you ever been appointed to or served on, or do

you presently serve on, any recognized national or

[O
.
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international committees, commissions, or groups
( |h dealing with the radiological sciences in general

and radiation and health in particular?

{]) A. Yes, I have served on seven committees of the

National Academy of Sciences - National Research

Council, including the 1977 PEIR I, 1976 BEIR II,
and 1980 BEIR III Committees. I served on the

,

, -

1982 National Academy of Sciences Committee on a

National Institute for Occupational Safety and
Health ("NIOSH") study of the Portsmouth Naval
Shipyard workers. I presently am consultant to

the National Academy of Sciences Board of Radio-
active Waste Management. I was the Director of

O Public Health and Safety of the President's Com-

mission on the Accident at Three Mile' Island
(1979). I have served on scientific advisory
committees of the President's Commission, USPHS,

NIH, NCI, BRH, NASA, American College of Radiology,

the NRPB of Canada and England, and other scien-

tific bodies dealing with radiation and health and
cancer research. I am a member of the Interna-

.

tional Commission on Radiological Protection. I

am a member of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's

Harvard University Scientific Committee for the
() Reevaluation of the WASH-1400 Radiological Health

Effects Model.

(O
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, 4. Q. Have you ever published in the scientific literature
g,)|h dealing with medicine, cancer research, and radia-

tion and health?

(]) A. Attached to my testimony is a complete bibliography
of my publications. My publications now nu=ber in

excess of 200 scientific articles, reports, chapters,
'

and reviews in the open literature. They are all

in the fields of the radiological sciences, medicine
_

and surgery, radiobiology, radiation sciences and

health, cancer biology, and related disciplines.
.

5. Q. Briefly describe the BEIR Committee, NCRP, ICRP,

, the relationship between them, and your personal
participation in each committee.O

A. The BEIR Committee is a standing expert scientific

advisory committee on radiation and health effects

of radiation of the National Academy of Sciences -

National Research Council, viz., the Committee on

the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiations. <

The National Council on Radiation Protection and
Measurements ("NCRP") is an expert scientific

advisory committee on radiation and health effects

chartered by the U.S. Congress in 1964 (originally

dating back to 1929) with designated responsibility
() to collect and analyze scientific data and to

develop recommendations about protection against

{) radiation and on radiation measurements, cuantities,
!

l
,

__ __ _ _ . _ . . _ . - - - - - - - - - ~ ' - - - - ~ ~ ~ ' - ~ ' ~ -
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and units. The International Commission on Radi-
(,) h ological Protection ( "ICRP ") is the oldest expert

scientific advisory body on radiation and health;

[} it dates to 1928. The ICRP is represented by

scientists from some 15-20 countries throughout

the world with responsibilities to evaluate the

health risks of radiation, particularly concerning
radioisotopes and medical applications, estimate

the extent of these risks, and recommend limits
j on radiation exposures to worker populations and

the general population. These advisory committees

on radiation of international and national compo-
sition have, for these many years, met and served

effectively to discuss, to review, to evaluate,o-

and to report on three important matters of
. .

societal concern: (1) to place into perspectivei

I

the actual and potential harm to the health of man
and his descendants in the present and in the

future from those societal activities involving
- the use of ionizing radiations; (2) to develop

quantitative indices of harm based on dose-response
relationships to provide a scientific basis for

*

the evaluation of somatic and genetic risk so

as to better protect human populations exposed
() to low-level radiation; and (3) to identify the

sources and levels of radiation which could
{ cause harm, to assess their relative importance,
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and to provide a framework on how to reduce unnec-

essary radiation exposure to human populations.

I was a member of the 1972 BEIR I Committee
| I

nd w s on the Subcommittee on Somatic Effects.O
was Vice-Chairman of the 1976 BEIR II Committee.
I was a member of the 1980 BEIR III Committee, on

the Subcommittee of Somatic Effects, and Chairman

of the Ad Hoc Committee to estimate radiation
low-LET, whole-bodycancer risks of low-dose,

I am on the ICRP and a member ofradiation.
Committee 1, which deals with risk estimation and

all health effects of exposure to ionizing radia-
,

tions.

O What is the scope and purpose of your testimony?
6. Q.

The scope and purpose of my testimony is toA.

respond those portions of Contentions 42, 111, and
(the112 of the Rockford League of Women Voters

which are within my scientific and" League")
Contention 42 generally allegesmedical expertise.

that no assurance exists that Byron can be operated

so that proper radiation exposure levels to the
Contentionemployees and workers are maintained.

111 asserts that the in-plant monitoring systems

at Byron are inadequate and that Byron's design

base will not keep radiation exposure levels as
Contention 112low as is reasonably achievable.g
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generally claims that Commonwealth Edison Company,

$

(" Edison") has not accurately assessed the effects
of radiation exposure on plant workers.

() In creating this testimony, I have considered

both the specific language of the contentions and

supplementary information which the League pro-

vided in response to discovery requests by both
Edison and the NRC Staff. A basic thrust of these
contentions to which this testimony responds is

that new scientific data are available which
A

demonstrate that occupational radiation exposures

within the limits of applicable NRC regulations

and in accordance with as-low-as-reasonably achiev-

{} able ("ALARA") principles have more serious health
effects than previously believed. This position

is articulated in many different ways, but perhaps
most clearly as follows:

spreading out a given man-rem dose to
more persons . [causes} more cancers. .

because the lethal cancers per man-rem
are more at low doses than at high
doses . . . .

League's Response to the NRC Staff's Interrogatories,
p. 42-3.

t

! 7. Q. Describe the characteristics of ionizing radiationO
which are associated with routine exposures to

i

I radioactivity by workers in nuclear power plants
O in the unitea states-

.

i

:
- - - -

.---- , . . _ . . _ - . . _-. _ - . . _ _ . _ -
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A. Under normal operating conditions, the radiation

s,
resulting from the routine release of radioactive

isotopes is primarily gamma radiation, but beta,
(]}} alpha, and neutron radiations also exist in very

minute amounts.

8. Q. In the scientific community, what are generally
-

regarded as high, low, and intermediate doses of
radiation?

A. The NCRP (1980) Report provides a reasonable
working definition: " low" doses of sparsely

ionizing radiation are arbitrarily defined as 0-20
rads; "high" doses exist at "150-350" rads:

" intermediate" doses are defined as between the
two; and " ultra high" doses are anything greater
than 350 rads.

9. O. What is the definition of low-LET radiation and
how does it differ from high-LET radiation?

A. Linear energy transfer ("LET") is defined as the

average amount of energy lost per unit of ionizing
particle spur-track length. Low-LET radiation

.

is sparsely ionizing radiation and is characteristic
of electrons, x-rays, and gamma rays. Low-LET

g-)s\_ radiations are those encountered primarily in

the routine operation of nuclear power plants.
r~

r(O-
<

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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High-LET radiation is characteristic of alpha
s; particles and fast neutrons. These are commonly

<

encountered in the operation of high energy
(]) accelerators.

10. Q. What are the observed biological effects of low-LET -

radiation in human beings?
A. Briefly, low-LET radiation can affect the cells

and tissues of the body in three important ways.
First, if the damage is caused in the DNA molecule

and occurs in one or a few cells, such as those of
the blood-forming tissues, the irradiated cell

can occasionally transform into a cancer cell,
and, after a period of time, there is an increased
risk of cancer developing in the exposed individual.
This biological effect is carcinogenesis; and the
health effect, cancer. Second, if the embryo or

fetus is exposed during gestation, injury can occur

in the proliferating and differentiating cells and
tissues, leading to abnormal growth. This bio-

logical effect is teratogenesis; and the health
effect, developmental abnormality in the newborn.

.

Third, if the macromolecular lesion occurs in the
'

reproductive cell of the testis or the ovary, theT

hereditary genome of the germ ce.'.1 can be altered,

and the injury can be expressed in the descendants
(]) of the exposed individual. This biclogical effect

- . .
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is mutagenesis; the health effect, genetically
} h related ill-health.

There are a number of other important biological

(]) effects of ionizing radiation, such as induction

of cataracts in the lens of the eye or impairment

of fertility, but these three important delayed
or late biological effects - carcinogenesis, tera-
togenesis and mutagenesis - stand out as those of>

,

greatest concern.

11. Q. How have these biological effects been observed?
A. A considerable amount of scientific information

c

is now known from epidemiological studies of

O exposed human populations and from laboratory
animal experiments. Furthermore, the scientific

evidence indicates that any exposure to such delayed

or late radiation, even at low levels of dose,
carries some risk of such health effects. And as

the dose of radiation increases above very low

levels, the risk of these delayed or late health
.

effects increases in exposed human populations.

12. Q. What are the observed health effects of low-LET
radiation on human beings? '

() A. A number of'important observations on the late

health effects of low-LET radiation have now emerged,

-} about which there is general scientific agreement.,
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These observations are based primarily on evalua- .

il tion of epidemiological surveys of exposed human

populations, on extensive research in laboratory
() animals, on analysis of dose-response relationships

of carcinogenesis, teratogenesis and genetic
effects, and on known mechanisms of cell and -

tissue injury in vivo and in vitro. Cancer-

inducti6n is considered to be the most important

late somatic effect of low-dose, low-LET ionizing
radiation. The different tissues appear to vary
greatly in their relative susceptibility to cancer-
induction by radiation. Influences affecting the
cancer risk include: age at the time of irradia-

<O tion and at the time of the expression of the

disease, sex, and radiation factors and types such
as LET and relative biological effectiveness.

Effects of growth and development in the irradiated
embryo and fetus have been observed and these

effects are related to the gestational stage at
which exposure occurs. It appears that a threshold

level of radiation dose and dose rate may exist

below which gross teratogenic effects will not be
observed.

| *

Estimation of the radiation risks of genetically
(

related ill-health are based mainly on laboratory
animal observations - primarily from laboratory

to

.
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mouse experiments - because of the paucity of data
Ion exposed human populations. Genetic effects due
|

to ionizing radiations have never been directly
observed in human beings. Our knowledge of funda-

mental mechanisms of radiation injury at the

genetic level is far more complete than, for

example, of mechanisms of radiation carcinogenesis,

thereby permitting greater assurance in extrapolat-
ing information on genetic mutagenesis from-

laboratory animals to man.

13. O. At what level of radiation doses have these health
effects been observed?

(]) A. Epidemiological surveys of exposed human populations.

are highly uncertain in regard to the forms of

the dose-response relationships for radiation-induced
cancer in man. This is especially the case for

low-level radiation. It has been necessary to

estimate human cancer risk from low radiation
doses primarily from observations of relatively
high doses, frequently greater than 100 rads.

While radiation-induced cancer in man has been,

observed at levels below 50 rads, the epidemio-
t

i *

() logical surveys are too uncertain to provide reli-
able dose-response data. Surveys of developmental

abnormality in the newborn demonstrate teratogenicto

.- .
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health effects in the 10-19 rad dose range.

Genetic effects in exposed human populations have

never been demonstrated, even after high-level
Q exposure.

14. Q. Describe the relationship between a rem and a rad.
A.

A rad is the unit of absorbed dose of radiation =
100 ergs / gram. The rem is the unit of dose *
equivalent (used in radiological protection) =

absorbed dose (in rads) times quality factor times

distribution factor times any other necessary

modifying factors; it represents a quantity of

radiation that is equivalent - in biologic damage
of a specified sort - to 1 rad of 250-kVp x-rays.

15. Q. Do you agree with the position expressed in Con-

tentions 42, 111, and 112: that the health effects

of occupational exposure to radiation from routine
operation of nuclear power plants in accordance

with NRC regulations and ALARA are greater than

set forth in the curre-t scientific reports by
-

standard setting bodies?
,

A. No.

i
-

() 16. Q. How does the most recent NAS-BEIR Committee Report

express the health effects of low-dose exposures
q {) to low-LET radiation?

,

_ - - - - . _ . _ - _ _ _ _ _ - . - -- - - - - - -
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A. Table V-4 of the 1980 BEIR Report is a table
A- which lists " Comparative Estimates of Lifetime

Risk of Cancer Mortality Induced by Low-LET Radia-
() tion - Excess Deaths per Million, Average Value

per Rad by Projection Model, and Type of Exposure."

To compare the risk estimates with those of the
1972 BEIR Report and the k977 United Nations

Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic
Radiation ("UNSCEAR") Report, the NAS-BEIR (1980)

Report found it convenient to express the risk

estimates as cancer deaths per million persons
(including both sexes) per rad of continuous
lifetime exposure. In this form, the risks were

based on average values per rad recieved over a

lifetime and are not estimates of the excess for
a single dose of 1 rad. For continuous lifetime
exposure to 1 rad / year, the relative-risk projec-
tion in the 1980 BEIR Report is 182 excess canceri

deaths per million persons exposed per rad, and
I

the absolute-risk projection is 67 deaths.

The 1980 NAS-BEIR Committee preferred a con-

strained linear quadratic, rather than the linear,
,

dose-response model for low-dose, low-LET, whole-

body radiation and preferred not to assume a fixed
( relationship between the effects of high- and low-

LET~ radiation. The BEIR Committee chose to express
\~
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the incremental cancer risk estimates as the

number of excess cancers or of excess cancer() deaths in an exposed population of one million

people followed from the onset of exposure to the
end of life. These numbers also may be expressed

.

as percentages of the number of cancers normally

expected for a population cohort of that size over
the period under consideration and in the abs 5nce

of any additional radiation exposure. The expres-

sion of excess cancer risk per rad generally is
,

avoided in the published 1980 BEIR Report tables

(Chapter V) because it would suggest a commitment

{]) to the linear hypothesis that some members of the

Committee wished to avoid because they believe
-

that the effect per rad is most probably variable:
that is, an increasing function of dose in the

region from zero rads up to the point where cell-
killing becomes important.

; The 1980 BEIR Committee linear quadratic

estimatesdonotdi5ferappreciablyfromthosein
the 1977 UNSCEAR Report. These values indicate
that the lifetime excess cancer risk per rem is

generally 1 in 10,000 and may be considerablyO
less.

.

6

-. _ - _ _. - __ _.
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17. Q. Does the scientific community now believe that the

risks of low-dose, low-LET radiation exposure are

much greater than was thought a few years ago?~
A. No. The current estimate of the risks associated

with exposure to low-dose, low-LET radiation was

adopted by the BEIR Committee in 1972. In addition,

the present protection guides for maximum dose

limitations were set by the ICRP over two decades

ago.

18. Q. Are there any risk estimates of health effects

from low-dose, low-LET radiation as great as 10-3,
or one chance in one thousand, that have been

, (]) endorsed by any radiation protection standard-

setting commission or council?

A. No.
'

.

19. Q. Did the 1980 NAS-BEIR Committee state that its

numerical estimates of the cancer risk coeffi-
cients for exposure to low-dose, low-LET radia-

.

tion were exact?

A. No. The 1980 BEIR Committee, in its report (NAS-

BEIR 1980), emphasized that the numerical estimates

for risk coefficients for low-dose, low-LET radia-

O
tion are imprecise and should not be considered as

firm numerical values because of numerous uncer-
) tainties. The quantitative estimation of the

1

- _ - - - - _ . _ - -- .-. _ _ -. - . .
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.

carcinogenic risk of low-dose, low-LET radiationm

is subject to numerous uncertainties. The great-

est of these involves the shape of the dose-
) response curve. Other uncertainties include the

length of the latent period, the RBE for fast

neutrons and alpha radiation relative to gamma and

X radiation, the period during which the radiation

risk is expressed, the model used in projecting
risk beyond the period of observation, the effect
of dose rate or dose fractionation, and the influ-

ence of differences in the natural incidence of
specific forms of cancer. In addition, uncertain-

ties are introduced by biological risk factors,

(]) e.g., the 6ffect of age at irradiation, the influ-

ence of any disease for which the radiation was
'

given therapeutically, and the influence of length
of followup. Moreover, these uncertainties,

unlike sampling variation, cannot be summarized in
probabilistic terms. Instead, their collective

influence denies any great credibility to estimates
.

that can be made for low-dose, low-LET radiation.

Therefore, the 1980 NAS-BEIR Committee placed
1

emphasis on the methods of estimation rather than

b_,
on any numerical estimates derived thereby.

oO
|

.

. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - _ _ _ - - - - -
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20. Q. Did the 1980 BEIR Committee reach an agreement on
.

the magnitude of the risk from low-level radiation

exoosure?

O
~

A. Yes. The lowest dose levels of low-LET radiation

for which estimates of excess cancer risk were

calculated included a single exposure (whole-body)
|

to 10 rads to a population of 1 million people and,

continuous exposure to 1 rad per year for periods

up to a lifetime in a population of 1 million

people. The 1980 BEIR Committee agreed that the

epidemiological data available were not sufficiently
reliable - either with regard to the size of the

study populations or to the completeness of radia-

O eron dosimetry - fo= estimation of excess cancer

risks at dose levels below those cited. The

excess cancer risk estimates were calculated using

four dose-response relationships: linear,

linear quadratic, a modified form of the linear-

quadratic, and a pure quadratic, and were pre-

sented as an envelope of risks. In this envelope,

the linear relationship precented the highest

risk, the quadratic the lowest, and the linear-

quadratic relationships intermediate between the

two. There was no disagreement that this envelope

of risks adequately described the range of dose-

response relationship at low doses.
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f- 21. Q. Why does the scientific community usually endorse4
%s# the linear dose-response model for radiation

protection purposes?

(} A. Although the weight of the experimental evidence

generally favors the linear-quadratic dose-response
model for low-LET radiation (NCRP, 1980), extra-

polation from animals to humans is always hazardous,

and for example with breast cancer, the human data

provide fairly strong support for the linear

model. Moreover, all of the models fit the data

with approximately the same success and a con-

servative model is preferred when the level of

uncertainty is high and when human life and health

(]) are at stake. The linear model also has an -

advantage in that the scientific uncertainty about

dose-response models chiefly concerns the region
lying below the linear regression line. The

simplicity and ease of application of the linear
model are important advantages. Furthermore,

because the use of the linear model does not

require observations over a wide range of doses,

it obviates the necessity for depending so heavily
on the experience of only one epidemiological

O survey, such as the Japanese atomic-bomb survivors .

study. The linear model is also a more flexible
tool, permitting use to be made of all available

(O
.
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epidemiological data representing different-

exposure situations and populations.

Application of the linear model for radiological

(]) protection of workers in the workplace or the

general population is prudent. Under this model,

the risk of radiation-induced cancer remains the
same derived from the population collective dose

equivalent -- in other words, the risk is the same

whether 100,000 people receive a dose of 1 rem,

10,000 people receive a dose of 10 rems, or 1,000
people receive a dose of 100 rems.

22. Q. Following exposure to low-dose, low-LET radiation,

does the supralinear hypothesis fit the data for
O

cancer induction better than the linear hypothesis?
A. No. The GAO Report (1981) describes alternative

dose-response models and comments as follows on

the supralinear model (see Chapter 2, page 37,
GAO, 1981):

The square root of dose-response model
(such as the supralinear dose-response
model as the most representative) pre-
dicts a 40 percent increase in radiation-
caused-cancer if radiation exposure
doubles. According to this model, lower
doses of radiation are much more harmful
than predicted by the linear model. The
analysis of a few recent epidemiological

O-
studies have been cited by some to support
the square root model. These studies
have been Leriously criticized on statis-
tical and/or methodological grounds.

.(O

-. -- -- - .
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For a more detailed analysis of many of those

studies, see the answers to questions 29 through
|

43 of this testimony.

O
23. Q. Do low doses of low-LET radiation produce more

cancers per unit dose than high doses?
A. No. The best reliable evidence available to the

scientific community strongly suggests that the

. linear model probably tends to over-estimate the

risk of most radiation-induced cancers in man as a
result of exposure to low-LET radiation. The

linear model can be used to define the upper

limits of the risk associated with exposure to

{]) low-LET radiation and implies that these risks

rise proportionately as the amount of the dose
increases.

24. Q. Will more malignancies occur if a given number of

person-rems are distributed among a greater number
of people?

A. No. This is another way of saying that the risk
per rem at low doses of low-LET radiation is

greater than for high doses and that the linear,
no-threshold dose-response relationship is not

I

L

conservative because it underestimates the risk
at low doses. No convincing scientific evidence

'( ) exists for these conclusions.
'

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ . . .
-
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The consideration of the processes of repair and
|

.

recovery of radiation injury in the' cells and l

|

tissues of the body and of dose-rate effectiveness() factors (NCRP, 1980) leads to the conclusion that

the linear hypothesis generally overestimates the
risk of low-LET radiation exposure at low doses.

( In experimental systems, the risk per unit dose of
,

low-LET radiation for cell killing, for the induc- '

tion of chromosome aberrations, mutations, teratogenic

effects, tumor formation, and for the shcrtening
{ of life consistently depends upon both the magnitude

of the dose and its temporal distribution. In

general, the dose-response curves for low-LET

) radiation for late (carcinogenesis) and genetic

I effects increase in slope with increasing dose and
dose rate. Thus, linear interpolation between the

;

naturally-occurring spontaneous incidence and the

intermediate-to-high doses and dose rates generally

overestimates the risk of low-LET radiation at
low doses and low-dose rates. This observation
also has been reported by the ICRP (1977) , NCRP

; (1980), and UNSCEAR (1977, 1982).

25. Q. What is a dose-rate effectiveness factor?
A.

The existence of dose-rate effectiveness factors
has long been recognized from clinical experience

(]) and from studies of both genetic and somatic
f

- . . - - _ ._ . _ _
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O and wide spectrum of the tumorigenic responses to
s_/ radiation in the experimental animal, however,

NCRP Report No. 64 (1980) is reluctant at the
() present time to go beyond providing a range of

factors within which a single factor for the total
yield of tumors in man after exposure of the whole
body probably would lie. The DREF range is

estimated to be 2 to 10 when the actual absorbed '

,

dose is 20 rads or less or when the dose rate is 5
rads per year or less.

26. Q. Do any recent reports on epidemiological studies

claim that the linear hypothesis is not conserva-
tive?)

,

A. Yes, but all reports of expert scientific advisory
comittees, including the NCRP, ICRP, BEIR, and GAO.

(1981) committees, disagree with such claims.

Current scientific evidence does not support those
claims. Although some of those studies and reports

,

may be worthy of further investigation, they

currently are not considered convincing enough to

argue effectively against the conservatism of the

linear hypothesis for effects of exposure to low-
dose, low-LET radiation in man.

OI

In addition, none of those reports are new to
|

the scientific community or to international and
'

,. /
D
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,({} national groups or councils constitued to provide

expert advice on radiation and health, such as the
ICRP, NCRP, NAS-BEIR Committee, or UNSCEAR.

-

Most of those reports pre-date the scientific .

reports which analyze all the available data

(e.g. , UNSCEAR, 1977, 1982; NAS-3EIR, 1980; NCRP,

1980) and are quoted and reviewed in these reports.
,

Although some scientific papers have been published

or presented at meetings in the past year, they
do not provide new information but rather give the
authors' current personal interpretation of old
data which have been available for years or decades.

Many of these have never been published in the
() open literature through the critical peer-review

process..

Furthermore, no paper claiming any such effect

goes unnoticed by the scientific community or goes
without critical evaluation. Committee 1 of the

.

ICRP continually reviews all' published epidemio-
.

Iogical surveys on exposed populations, including
.

:

| all studies on human population groups exposed to
low doses. The Committee continues to conclude

that the available information on low-dose radia-
{]) tion and cancer induction in humans is insufficient

to enable conclusions to be drawn regarding the
dose-responde relationship for doses below 10

reds of low-LET radiation. The results of new
-

- - - , - - -
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epidemiological studies of occupationally exposed
groups are consistent with previously available
information.

O
27. Q. Please describe these studies which challenge the

conservc.tism of the linear hypothesis.
A. The following reports are among those which have

been interpreted by their authors, or a few other

people, to indicate that the currently applied
radiation risk estimates, primarily based on the

!

ICRP (1977), UNSCEAR (1977, 1S82), and NAS-BEIR
i

Committee (1980) reports, underestimate the risks

of low-LET radiation exposure at all dose levels:

(]) Mancusco, Stewart, and Kneale, 1977; Bross and

Natarajan, 1972, 1977, 1979; Bross and Driscoll,

1981; Najarian and Colton, 1978; and Morgan, 1975.

28. Q. Please describe the basis for your knowledge of
these studies.

A. I have not personally reviewed the raw data which

underlies these studies. All of these studies,
I

| however, have been discussed in considerable detail
; in meetings of the NAS-BEIR, ICRP, and other

O scientific committees to which I belong; I am

therefore familiar with these studies. Disting-

| uished members of those committees have in fact
- ^()'

reviewed the raw data underlying those studies and

,

y----,-w-. - ,,e- .,w .- . - - - - - . y -- e.na
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reported their findings to the committee. I

personally critically reviewed the studies them-
.

selves and contributed to the scientific and()
other committee reports which analyze and criticize
these studies in great detail. In many

instances, the methodological and statistical
flaws are apparent from the study itself.

29. Q. What data were the basis of the Mancuso, Stewart,

and Kneale (1977) epidemiological survey?
A. Mancuso, Stewart, and Kneale (1977) studied the

cancer mortality rate for the workers at the

Hanford Nuclear Facility at Richland, Washington

[} between 1943 and 1971. Their report was based on

the work experience of 24,939 male workers with

3,520 certified deaths (death certificates) and an
unspecified number of female workers with 412
certified deaths. Their preliminary report came

out in 1977 and primarily was an analysis of the

cancer mortality data for the 3,520 male deaths
.

for which death certificates were available. In

that report, the authors claimed that their
analysis demonstrated a greater number of

radiation-induced cancers than the linear dose-
response hypothesis would indicate. Leading

epidemiologists and statisticians have, however,
() widely criticized this analysis because of its

serious deficiencies in methodology, statistical
!
I
l

1
-
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/(- formulations, and conclusions. In addition, other

analyses of the data have been performed which

show little or no radiation induction effect. See

NCRP, 1980; Hutchison, et al., 1979; NAS-BEIR,

1980; Reissland, 1978; GAO, 1981; Anderson, 1978;

Mole, 1978; Gilbert and Marks, 1979; and Darby and,

! Reissland (1981).

30. Q. What a're the serious methodological flaws in the

Mancuso, Stewart, and Kneale (1977) analysis?
A. The methodological flaws in that report involve

inadequacies of radiation dosimetry, confounding

factors which could have caused cancer in the
[]) workers in the absence of radiation exposure,

selection bias, and inconsistencies with the

spontaneous incidence of cancer in the exposed
population. Their report did not give the

actual individual radiation doses the Hanfordl

l

,

workers who died of cancer received but instead!

L only provided mean cumulative radiation' doses.
i

Their analysis also did not consider the calendar
! year in which the cancer began in the individual

and in the study population. It made no correction
|

O for the fact that the United States population as

a whole had an increasing number of cancers of the

types observed in the Hanford workers during the
.P)4 \_ study period. Thus, this study's conclusion that

'
_ _- -
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(} an increase in cancer occurs with increasing dose
accumulated over increasing time fails to take

into account that a similar increase in cancerO
incidence in the entire United States population

occurred, even in the absence of increasing doses

of radiation, when the incidence of cancer in the

general population is plotted against increasing
time.

Gilbert and Marks (1979) and Hutchison, et al.

(1979) have analyzed the same data used in the

Mancuso, Stewart, and Kneale (1977) report and

concluded that cancer of the pancreas and multiple
myeloma are possibly associated with the work

() experience of the study population. In these

studies, no radiation relationship exists for
t

| lymphatic or cancers of the blood-forming tissues
other than multiple myeloma. Thus, no excess of

leukemias existed which experience, such as with

the Japanese atomic-bomb survivors, suggests

should have been most observable where radiation
is a factor.

Because the recorded radiation doses in the

Hanford workers were very small, perhaps only a
| few rads, the very low cancer-doubling dose

esimates reported by Mancuso, Stewart, and Kneale
(1979) are spurious. Numerous scientists have

strongly disputed those doubling-dose estimates

because their values are inconsistent with known
|
1
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and established radiobiological evidence. If the

mi estimated small dose in the worker population

actually caused a doubling of the spontaneous rate

(]) of cancers, natural background radiation in the

p United States would produce more than the actual
.

number of cancer cases observed in the entire -

United States population. Such a result is, of

course, impossible. Thus, if the Mancuso, Stewart,

and Kneale (1977) cancer-doubling doses are correct,

something other than radiation was the cause of

the observed cancers in the Hanford workers. As a

result of these criticisms, Mancuso, Stewart, and

Kneale have modified their original estimates of

cancer-doubling doses in the range of 2-7 rads and

presently are quoting doubling doses of 2-150 rads

in the worker population. The latter range,

'

however, still is inconsistent with existing

knowledge and experience in cancer epidemiology

and statistics.

31. Q. What did the Najarian and Colton (1978) study

involve?

A. Najarian and Colton (1978) studied employees at

the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard in New England which

() has serviced nuclear-powered ships since 1959. In

their initial report,.the authors estimated that

( (]) 20,000 people had been employed at the shipyard in

- ._ _ _ - - . ._ _ _
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the past twenty years and that twenty per cent of

Ithose workers were exposed to radiation. By

studying the workers' death certificates from 1959

() to 1977, they estimated that 1,450 former shipyard

p employees died under the age of 80. The authors

then telephoned relatives of the decedents to

determine whether these former employees were

radiation-exposed workers. They obtained tele-

phone information on 525 cases, and relatives of

146 of these former employees claimed the deceased

probably was exposed to radiation at the Ports-

mouth Naval Shipyard. By comparing this informa-

tion to the mortality rate of United States white

males in 1973, the authors concluded that the
('_T)

observed numbers of cancers and leukemias in the

selected worker population were considerably

greater than those expected. The actual number of

cancers and leukemias was, however, quite small,

and the conclusions based upon those numbers are

erroneous.

32. Q. Does that study also suffer from serious methodo-

logical flaws?

A. Yes. Much of the criticism of the Najarian and

(3'
Colton (1978) study already has been recorded.-

The flaws in that study include bias in worker

(]) selection, worker history, radiation dosimetry,
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'[ and confounding factors such as exposure to other
(\ |

carcinogens in the workplace. See Hamilton (1979). )
- Even Najarian and Colton (1978) listed the

() important inadequacies of their survey in their

, report. Their study was an analysis of cancer

deaths only and provided no information on the

total worker population at risk. A significant

bias in the information supplied by relatives

exists because this was recall information. The

study did not incorporate data on how long the

employees worked at the shipyard, how long the

nuclear workers were exposed to radiation, or the

amounts of radiation the workers received.
|

)
Dosimetry data were not provided. The authors did

not consider any confounding factors such as the

I carcinogenic effects of other toxic agents, includ-

ing asbestos, smoking, or industrial solvents,

which could have acted along with radiation to

cause the apparent excess deaths from cancer and

leukemia either in an additive fashion or through
a multiplicative mechanism.

Further serious statistical and methodological

inadequacies in the Najarian and Colton (1978)

survey exist (Hamilton, 1979). For example, to1

'

exclude the' effects of carcinogens other than

radiation, the authors should have shown that the<

{'O
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cancer frequencies in the study population increased
O f\_A-s with increasing radiation exposure. Information

on the lifetime-accumulated doses of former

(]) employees, however, was not available. More
s

e importantly, the radiation work at the Portsmouth

Naval Shipyard began only in 1959. It is unlikely

.that changes in overall cancer frequency induced

by radiation would appear before a minimum latent

period of 10 years after the initial exposure or

after 5 years for leukemia. These are roughly the

minimum latent periods for cancer and leukemia

induction in other studies of exposed populations.

Thus, the Najarian and Colton (1978) data analysis

should be divided into two periods: cancer deaths
O

occurring during the~ period from 1959-1969 when

radiation effects would not be expected to appear,

and cancer deaths occurring from 1970-1977 when

radiation effects might be expected to appear.

Of all of the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard workers

who died between 1959-1969, about 25% had cancer

| listed on their death certificates as the cause of
1

| death. Only thirty-three radiation workers died

during this period, however, and about 40% of

their deaths were recorded as due to cancer. For,

|
' ()' all shipyard workers who died between 1970-1977,

approximately 25% had cancer listed as the cause

[ 7 ) x. of death. Of the 113 radiation workers who died

.

:

I
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during the 1970-1977 period, about 40% were due

to cancer -- no more than during the previous ten

year period. Thus, no differences existed in the

({) incidence of cancer deaths in all workers or for

p the radiation workers during the two periods.

Najarian and Colton's conclusions, therefore, are

not concordant with well-established medical

epidemiological data on the effect of the latency>

period of cancers on the expression of risk of

radiation-induced cancer. This absence of the

apparent latent period effect casts considerable

doubt on any conclusions by Najarian and Colton

(1978) and others who have chosen to cite these

conclusions as evidence that very low-level doses
O

of radiation contributed to the unexplained high

numbers of cancer deaths among the radiation

workers (Reissland and Dolphin, 1978)..

'

When radiation dosimetry data were made avail-

able to Najarian and Colton, a number of serious

inconsistencies in their analysis became apparent.

For examplo, one-third of the leukemia cases
.

reported in their original paper had no history of

radiation and another one-third had negligible

levels of exposure. With the new dosimetry data,

| () statistical analyses showed no significant differ-

ences in the cancer incidence in the different

) exposure levels.
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)
O 33. Q. Do any other significant factors exist which cast

J

considerable doubt on the conclusions made by

Najarian and Colton (1978)?
O

A. Yes. The list of chemical and physical agents .

P

probably present at the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard

during the past 25 years includes over 40 poten-

tially harmful chemicals. The common occupational

carcinogens affecting the health of workers in the

United States are quite well known. The presence

of so many chemical carcinogens in the workplace

underscores the difficulty in assessing the effects

of low levels of radiation in this and other

nuclear worker populations.

O
34. Q. Has any other study been made of the Portsmouth

Naval Shipyard workers?

A. Yes. The final report of the U.S. Department of

Health and Human Services, Public Health Service

Centers for Disease Control, NIOSH's Epidemiolcgic

Study of Civilian Employees at the Portsmouth

Naval Shipyard, based on a total cohort of 24,545

civilian white males employed at the Portsmouth

Naval Shipyard between 1952 and 1977, is now

available (Rinsky, et al., 1982).
)

.

(O

-
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35. Q. What were the findings of that study?

A. The report found no excess deaths due to malignant

neoplasms or due specifically to neoplasms of the

[}
blood and blood-forming tissues (leukemias) in

civilian workers at the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard.,

This NIOSH study found no relationship between

exposure to radiation and mortality from any cause

among the worker population when compared to the

United States white male population. Furthermore, -

no excess in leukemia mortality was observed in

the radiation exposed population when compared to

the non-radiation exposed employees of the Portsmouth

Naval Shipyard. A National Academy of Sciences -

National Research Council (NAS-NRC, 1982) scientific

advisory committee has reviewed this report, and

the committee did not disagree with the NIOSH

study findings.
.

36. Q. What conclusions has Bross made in his Bross and

Natarajan, 1972, 1977 and Bross, et al., 1879

studies?

A. Bross claims that the risk for cancer-induction to
pregnant women and all adults following diagnostic

X-ray exposure, which is low-level radiation ex-

j []) posure, is greater than the risk at high doses and
1

'
~at high dose rates. Bross also claims that he has

(O

1
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identified susceptible subgroups in the general

} population which are especially sensitive to

lradiation damage. ;

O
, 37. Q. Do you agree with Bross' observations?

A. No. Bross' belief that especially sensitive

subgroups exist is derived from his analysis of

the Tri-State Leukemia Survey (Graham, et al. ,

1966; Gibson, et al., 1972) wherein he studied

what he termed as certain " indicators of suscep-
tibility" (e.g., viral infections, bacterial

infections and allergies) shown by the leukemic

child from birth until diagnosis of leukemia.

Bross concluded "the apparently harmful effects of()!

anten3tal irradiation are greatly increased in

certain susceptible subgroups of children possess-

ing the indicators associated with a slightly
.

higher intrinsic risk of leukemia" (Bross and

Natarajan, 1972). Re-analysis of Bross' observa-

tions (Smith, . et al. , 1973) showed, however, that

children with leukemia are simply more prone to

viral and bacterial infections and allergies

before the clinical onset of the leukemic disease.
Thus, these " indicators" characterize the disease

() itself and do not relate to the child's inherent
susceptibility or sensitivity to leukemia. The

O occurrence of these " indicator" diseases as part
|

_ _ _ _ . . ._ _ _-_ __ _ _ _ _ - - _ . . _ . _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ -___
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of the pre-leukemia phase of leukemia in children

is well known in pediatric medicine and in clini- '

cal hematology. Analysis of Bross' data shows

that the incidence of these " indicator" diseases
e before the clinical onset of leukemia is the same

in children who had received no irradiation p
utero as those who had. Bross' hypothesis, that a

~

susceptible portion of the population exists that

has a higher risk of leukemia, also has been

challenged on the grounds that Bross' methods do
-

not allow the identification of susceptible

individuals ahead of time and, therefore, do not

allow his thesis to be tested (Smith, et al. ,

Q 1973).

More recently, Bross has claimed that the rela-,

tively small radiation exposures (in the millirad

range) from diagnostic X-rays in adults signi-

ficantly increases the risk of leukemia (Bross, et

al., 1979). In coming to this conclusion, it

_

appears that Bross erroneously assumes that, in

the absence of diagnostic %-rays, the incidence of
_

heart disease and leukemia in the general popula-

tion would be zero. Of course, this is not the

case. Also, below the ten rad exposure level, his

O " dose-response" curves for adults exposed to

diagnostic X-rays are flat. This suggests that a

to

__ _
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threshold exists in the dose-response relation-

ship. Indeed, a more conventional relative risk

analysis recently done (Boice and Land,1979)

found little or no increase in the risk of leukemia
from a small number of diagnostic X-rays in,

Bross' selected Tri-State study populations.

Bross also erroneously assumes that the relative

risks are fixed and that the " percentage of the

population affected" varies with the dose, i.e.,

he assumes that the basic response variable is the

proportion of the irradiated population affected,

!

| by radiation rather than the dose. Conventional

relative-risk analysis assumes that everyone is

O affected and that the re1ative risxs vary with
'

dose. The reason for Bross' unconventional

i methodological approach is unclear. This position

taken by Bross in his 1979 study (Bross et al. ,

1979) appears to be at odds with his earlier paper

(Bross and Natarajan, 1972) in which he postulated

the existence of a sensitive, fixed size subgroup

I of people whose relative risk of leukemia increased

rapidly with increasing X-ray dose.

In addition, the leukemia risk (or " percent |

affected") in Bross' analysis increases dramati-

cally only in males and only after a large number

of diagnostic X-rays. Females, however, appear to!

be unaffected. No radiation dosimetry was performed

:
i .

1
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g in the Tri-State Survey. The cause-effect rela-

tionship is obscured because if a person is

receiving very large numberr of diagnostic X-

O rays - 40 or more within 10 years - it implies

e that a disease state is present and perhaps is

deriving from heart disease or a preleukemic

sensitivity to infections.

Further interpretations of the Tri-State leukemia

study data introduced by Bross (Bross and Natara-

| jan, 1972, 1977; Bross, et al., 1979) have sub-

sequently been criticized in the scientific litera-

ture (Smith, et al. , 1973; Land, 1977, 1979;

Oppenheimer, 1977; Boice and Land, 1979, Rothman,

(]) 1977; MacMahon, 1972; Hamilton, 1979), as have the

conclusions Bross has drawn.

Although small subpopulations which are abnormally

sensitive to radiogenic cancer apparently exist,

the evidence does not support Bross' conclusions

that such groups may exist and be identified on

the basis of the presence of certain diseases or

on the existance of conditions other than age or

sex. See also my response to question 55 of this

testimony.

O
38. Q. Has Bross performed any other similar radiation

study analyses?

OG
.

.
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A. Yes. Recently, Bross took data from the Najariang

and Colton survey and concluded that the Portsmouth

Naval Shipyard workers sustained very large

O numbers of lung cancer deaths as a result of

exposure to low-level radiation (Bross and Dris-p

coll, 1981).
.

39. Q. Do you agree with that observation?
'

A. No. This Brass report has many methodological

errors and uses unconventional statistical methods.

Bross and Driscoll (1981) also make unsubstan-
tiated claims on the existence of subpopulations

which are especially sensitive or susceptible to

({) radiation damage. Furthermore, in their. attempt -

to re-analyze the data from the Portsmouth Naval

Shipyard study, Bross and Driscoll (1981) claim
that the official publication of Rinsky, et al.

(1981) was purposely misleading and underestimated

the lung cancer risk by a factor of 20 to 200. By

regrouping selected data for lung cancer, which

do not appear in the Rinsky, et al. (1981) paper,

Bross reached the conclusion that above the 1-rem

exposure range, with more than a 15-year follow-

up, a two-fold increase of lung cancer exists.
O This would mean an excess of 189 deaths per million

people exposed per year per rem compared with the

( ICRP (1977) and NAS-BEIR (1980) estimates of about

.

_
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1 lung cancer deaths per million people exposed

N. per year per rem. Because no detailed denomi-
- nators, basis for expected cases, or host factors

() are given or corrected for in the Bross analysis,

p his conclusions cannot be evaluated or substan-
tiated. Finally, smoking, the leading cause of

lung cancer, was not examined in any detail as an

important confounding factor in Bross' analysis.

40. Q. What conclusions can be drawn from Modan's study

of Israeli children who had been treated with
radiation for ringworm of the scalp (Mo' dan, et

al., 1977)?

(]) A. Certain human thyroid tumor data derived from that

study (Modan, et al., 1977) appear to show that

the risk coefficients at low doses are greater

than or equal to the risk coefficients at high

doses and high dose rates. Substantial uncer-

tainties, however, exist in the dosimetry. Any
.

interpretation of the low-dose thyroid cancer

effect in the Modan study (Modan, et al. ,1977)

must consider the possibility that: (1) imprecise

irradiation techniques or restless children could

have resulted in direct thyroid exposure; (2)

O pituitary irradiation may have increased the

number of thyroid cancers; and (3) the radiation

() may have interacted with other factors such as

. .

- - - - - - . . - - - , - - _ _ . _ . - - -
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gg ethnic background, nutritional deficiencies, or

goiter to alter the risk. Also, Modan's con-

clusions must be balanced against the lack of(')
\''

thyroid tumors in other similar series and the

p lack of such an increase in thyroid tumor incid-

ence in children in Utah who apparently received

much larger thyroid doses from fallout radioiodine

than those reported in the Modan series.

41. Q. Are you familiar with Dr. K. Z. Morgan's con-

clusions about low-level radiation effects?

A. Yes. Dr. Morgan claimed that low-level exposure

may be more hazardous per unit of absorbed dose

() than exposure to high doses at high dose rates,
'

(Morgan, 1975 ) . He has persisted in that claim

since then.

42. Q. Do you agree with those claims?

A. No. In his assessment, Dr. Morgan did not dif-

ferentiate between the effects of high-LET and

low-LET radiation. As a consequence, Dr. Morgan

has never demonstrated that his claim holds true
for low-LET radiation. Indeed, in his study he

emphasized the potential effects of high-LET

radiation at high doses from internally-deposited

radioisotopes. Thus, Dr. Morgan's analysis does

zo
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g not provide any information on the low-level dose

range of low-LET radiation exposure.

I -

| ()
43. Q. Do Dr. K. Z. Morgan's publications and talks

p provide any new facts or new information on the

risks of low-dose, low-LET radiation exposure?
A. No. I have reviewed the publications listed in

the League's Response to Edison's Second Set'of
:

Interrogatories, pages 9-1 to 9-3. Dr. Morgan's

papers, articles, and talks provide no information

not already known to the ICRP (1977), NCRP (1980),

UNSCEAR (1977, 1982), and NAS-BEIR (1980) commit-

tees. Dr. Morgan is a well-known health physicist

! () who has been a member of national and international

radiation and health committees, and his writings|
1

and statements do not go unnoticed. Most of his

writings and statements listed are his own opinions,i

; unreviewed by his scientific peers, and frequently
i

j merely interpret other people's data or reports

and analyses by authors who have been thoroughly

discredited (e.g. , Mancuso, Stewart and Kneale,

1977; Kneale, et al., 1978; Kneale et al., 1981;
.

Bross and Natarajan, 1972, 1977; Bross, et al.,

1979; Stewart, et al., 1980).

44. Q. Have the changes in scientific hypotheses and

j cancer risk estimates in recent years occurred
,

,

I

i
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because of the existence of new scientific infor-
mation that the risk per rad of low-dose exposure

- to low-LET radiation is greater than at high
() doses?

p A. No. Changes in the scientific dose-response

hypotheses and the risk estimates are results of

new knowledge derived in the last ten to fifteen

years from epidemiological studies of exposed

human populations and new scientific laboratory
observations. Quantitative epidemiology based on

current statistical methods is a relatively new

science of medicine. Until such studies were

instituted with sufficiently large study popula-

{]) tions, for periods of 10 to 20 years or more, and
~

with sufficient information on accurate radiation
dosimetry, risk estimation for excess cancer .

induction could not be precisely determined.

Therefore, after many years of follow-up, long
latent periods, and new insight into the mechanisms

{ of radiation carcinogenesis, greater reliability
and precision of risk estimation can be obtained.

| Even with these great advances in our knowledge,
i however, no new information derived from either
;i

laboratory experiments or epidemiological studies

has reliably demonstrated that the risk per rad of
low-LET radiation is greater at low doses than at

I (]) high doses. On the contrary, the evidence is

f

I
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?)( compelling that for exposure to low-LET radiation,

the risk per unit daue at low doses generally
-

appears to be less than at high doses (see NCRP,

() 1980; NAS-BEIR, 1980) because of the more effi-
'

p cient repair mechanisms of cells and tissues of

the body at low doses and low-dose rates and

because of dose rate effectiveness factors (NCRP,

1980).

45. Q. Do reliable epidemiological studies exist that

allow risk estimates to be made on the effects of
low doses of low-LET radiation?

A. Ye s . - In fact, it is remarkable how many careful

{)
and detailed epidemiological studies have been

,

made on the effects of ionizing radiation in man

(see UNSCEAR, 1977, 1982; NAS-BEIR, 1980). Good

information on the probability with which cancer

is likely to be induced by moderate absorbed doses

in the region of 100 rads and, in a few cases, by

much lower doses of tens of rads is now available.

This information allg.ws risk estimates to be made

with reasonable confidence for ten or more individual
body organs or tissues, with the likelihood that

these are the more sensitive ones to cancer induc-
t

tion, and an adequate estimate can be made of the

total risk of cancer induction following uniform

({) whole-body irridation.

'

.

_ . , _ , _ _ . ._, _ _ . - -- ~ _ ?
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46. Q. What use of the Hiroshima and Nagasaki atomic-bomb

-

survivor studies was made by the NAS-BEIR committee?

A. The chief sources of data used in the NAS-BEIR

() Report (1980) were the populations exposed to
1

e whole-body irradiation in Hiroshima and Nagasaki, |

patients with ankylosing spondylitis treated with

x-rays in England and Wales, other patients who

were exposed to partial-body irradiation thera-

peutically or for diagnostic reasons, and various

occupationally-exposed populations such as uranium

miners and radium-dial painters. But most epide-

miologic data do not systematically cover the

range of low to intermediate doses, and the Japanese

-) data appear to be fairly strong for that dose
a

range. Analysis in terms of dose response must,

therefore, rely heavily on the Japanese atomic-

i bomb survivor data.

The comparatively large neutron component of the

dose in Hiroshima and its correlation with gamma

dose, however, limit the relevance of the more

numerous Hiroshima data for the estimation of risk
from low-LET radiation. The Nagasaki data, for

| which the neutron component of dose was very
1

small, are weaker for doses below 100 rads. Thus,*

() it is necessary to obtain the maximum benefit from

the Hiroshima data. In any analysis of the Japanese

b(~): ( .-

.
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:[ data that attempts to separate the effects of
'

neutrons and gamma rays, however, the gamma-ray
- coefficients (low-LET radiation) are determined |

() mainly by the Nagasaki data.

F

47. Q. Do the epidemiological studies of either the

Japanese atomic-bomb survivors or the ankylosing

spondylitis patients of England and Wales support

the hypothesis that the cancer risk from low-level

exposure to radiation is greater than what was

believed previously?

A. No. It is recognized that neither epidemiological

survey involves a study population that will

[]} negessarily provide a better understanding of the

carcinogenic effects of low-level radiation (see

| Beebe, 1981a, 1981b; Smith and Doll, 1981). They -

represent,. however, the two most important epide-

miological studies existing of large populations
|

| exposed to higher levels of radiation. These two
I

studies are important because the irradiated'

t

populations are sufficiently large enough and the

radiation doses are sufficiently high enough to

provide reliable statistical analyses.

They are not, however, epidemiological studies of *

O low-level radiation cancer effects. The Japanese

atomic-bomb survivor study has a cohort study
n

.

-

,

|

!
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population (Life Span Study sample) of 110,000

survivors with radiation doses estimated as high
-

as 400 to 600 rads (kerma) (Beebe , 1981a) . The

() mean dose estimated for the leukemia patients in
|

P the atomic-bomb survivors is 86 rads (Beebe,

1981b). The British ankylosing spondylitis patient

population under study comprises 14,560 persons,

and the estimated mean bone marrow dose is 321

rads with some patients receiving thousands of

rads to certain tissues (Smith and Doll,1982) .

These are not low-level radiation exposures.

48. Q. How will the Japanese atomic-bomb survivor studies

(} and the British ankylosing spondylitis studies
'

.

contribute to the scientific knowledge regarding'
the effects of low-level radiation?

A. The epidemiological investigations of the Japanese
' atomic-bomb survivors and the British ankylosing

spondylitis patients will never solve the contro-

versies surrounding the potential low-dose health

effects no matter how long these studies continue.

Direct estimates of the low-dose risk in these
|
'

studies will and should be made, but their statis-

tical instability gives them little practical

Q,

value for purposes of radiological protection.

| The Japanese atomic-bomb data also cannot reflect
! .m

.
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the influence of dose-rate and dose-fractionation
'

which are especially important in analyzing the
l

potential cancer risks of low-doses in occupationally

() exposed workers or the general public. Although

the effect of a single dose of ionizing radiation,

will always be of great importance, some of the

most important questions being asked in radiological

protection involve continuous low dose and low

dose rate exposure. The continuation of the

Japanese atomic-bomb survivors and the British

ankylosing spondylitis patient studies will,

however, play an important role in testing alter-

native dose-response models. No other populations

1

{3 of such size and dose distribution exist thati

w)
could be expected to assist in defining with

greater precision dose-response relationships in

the low-dose region.

49. Q. Do the two studies discussed above represent

normal populations?

A. The issue of whether the populations studied are

"nammal" is not important to the scientific

| results obtained from the study. To claim that

such important epidemiological studies are incorrect

)
or spurious because they do not involve " normals-

| populations" implies that either other populations

(]) exist that do not contain any confounding factors

. - _ _ . - _ - . _- _ __ - - - _ _ __ -_--
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or the limitations of the present radiation epi-

demiological studies are not taken into considera--

tion by the scientists or the national and

() international committees and groups concerned with

p radiation and health. Neither situation is true.

50. Q. Does evidence exist to su'pport the statement that

the atomic-bomb dosimetry in the Hiroshima and

Nagasaki studies needs to be reassessed?

A. Yes. Criticism of the T-65D dosimetry system used

in the Japanese atomic-bomb survivor epidemiological

studies since 1967 has occurred recently. The

entire basis for the dosimetry is now under restudy

in several of the national laboratories of the
Department of Energy and in other scientific

,

laboratories. The preliminary findings indicate

that a major reduction in the neutron component of

the Hiroshima doses may be required with some

compensating increase in the gamma component. Any

changes.in the Nagas&ki doses, however, would be

far less extensive.

51. O. Does this mean that the reevaluation of the

Japanese data will show that the risk estimates

() for cancer'are grossly underestimated?

A. No. Until the present uncertainties of the Japanese
,m

1 ' (')N atomic-bomb survivor data are resolved, no precise
\_

.
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/~ statement can be made as to the effect of any of:

the necessary changes in risk estimation. Thew-

. present indications are, however, that low-dose, |
|

(]) low-LET radiation excess cancer risk estimates
will not change uniformly for the various effects.,

Instead, those risk estimates may stay the same in

some instances, may increase by less than 10

percent in other situations, and may double under
|

,

the linear or linear-quadratic models of dose-

response in very limited situations.

52. Q. If there is a change in the risk estimates calcu-

lated from the Japanese atomic-bomb survivor

studies, would you expect a significant change inO |

the low-dose, low-LET cancer risk estimates reported
by BEIR, UNSCEAR and radiation-protection standard-

setting commissions and councils?

A. No. The excess cancer risk estimates for the
I

i largest proportion of the organs and tissues of
!

(. the body exposed (cited in the NAS-BEIR (1980),

UNSCEAR (1977, 1982), ICRP (1977), and NCRP (1980)

; reports) are not based solely on the Japanese

atomic-bomb survivor studies. Instead, they are

based primarily on a large number of epidemiological
() studies of' human population groups exposed to

medical radiation or to occupational radiation.

[ } These latter two groups are studied with their own

individual dosimetry. The Japanese data only

_. - .- . _ - . . . - - ._. .- - -__
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g augment these. Almost all excess cancer risk

estimates for the different organs and tissues of

the body (except for bone cancer and bone marrow

O
cancers) are based on linearity of dose-response

p and, therefore, are conservative (NAS-BEIR, 1980).

In the NAS-BEIR (1980) Report, the cancer risk

cstimates for low-dose, low-LET whole-body expo-

sure are based primarily on the Nagasaki survivor

leukemia data, and those dosimetry estimates may

not change appreciably and perhaps not at all.

53. Q. How will this reassessment of the Japanese atomic-

bomb dosimetry data affect the risk coefficients

(') for radiation carcinogenesis among the Japanese

atomic-bomb survivors?
1

A. At the present time, it is not known. It would be'
'

premature to attempt reanalysis of observed

effects until the revision of dose estimation is
|

completed. This revision is expected to last two

years or more and will include reassessments of

individual shielding factors and organ dose cal-

| culations.
|

| - It is recognized, however, that any changes in

the Nagasaki doses in the reassessment will be far

less than those of the Hiroshima doses and poss-

ibly will result in negligible effects on the

! Nagasaki estimates of carcinogenic risk in the
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../y exposed atomic-bomb survivors (Bartlett, 1982).

Neutron and gamma tissue dose values as a

function of distance from the hypocenters of the-

atomic-bomb explosionc of Hiroshima and Nagasaki,

p however, have been recalculated by Loewe and

Mendelsohn (1980; 1981) of the Lawrence Livermore

National Laboratory. These calculations are

supported by those of Pace (Oak Ridge National

Laboratory), Scott (Scientific Applications,

Inc.), and Bartlett (1982).

For values of neutron dose, the differences

between the new estimates and the T-65D estimates

can be broadly attributed to the effect of the

(]) moisture content of the air and to the methods of

calculation, including the use of a different

neutron energy distribution than presently known

to be correct spectra. Humidity effects give rise

to a factor of about two in reduction of neutron

dose, the neutron spectra to the remainder. The

reductions in dose due to the latter is greater in

the case of Hiroshima.

Considerable uncertainties remain in the results

-of these new calculations, and firm conclusions at

the present time are unwarranted (Bartlett,
O

1982). The reassessment is still in progress and

will need to include recalculations of shielding

h) factors for the effects of terrain and buildings,

.

. - - _ . - . . - . . - - - - , -
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a consideration of organ dose conversion factors,,

and the possible contribution to doses to persons

from other sources. It is premature, therefore,
O

to derive risk factors, RBEs, or dose-response
,

e functions using these new, but preliminary, dose
estimates.

(
54. Q. Do all radiation epidemiological studies have

uncontrolled variables such as those which exist
in the atomic-bomb survivor studies?

'
A. Yes, but this will not necessarily reduce the

value of the study. Investigators reporting thei.r

results, and those who depend on those results,

O shou 1d he awere of the gossidi11tr that hose

factors, such as age, sex, nutrition, infection,

other illnesses, and carcinogens other than radia-

tion, may be present and may influence the results

in some unexpected way. The host or environmental

factors may interact with radiation to exaggerate
- or minimize the effect of radiation or some charac-

teristic associated with exposure to radiation may
independently affect the normal expectation of the

effect under study. For example, the results of

the study of British ankylosing spondylitis

'
prt'7nts treated by X-ray (Smith and Doll, 1982),

'

!

valuable as they were seen to be from the time

,

|
...
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they were first reported, were regarded with some reserve I

until it was shown that ankylosing spondylitis

patients not treated by X-ray probably have a

() normal cancer experience (Smith et al. ,1977)

e except possibly for cancer of the colon where some

correlation between that cancer and ankylosing

spondylitis exists through their mutual association

with ulcerative colitis (Beebe , 1981b) . These host

and environmental factors do not, however, eliminate

the value of the study as long as the researchers

are aware of the possibility of their existance.

55. Q. Does scientific evidence support the theory that

( s]
some people may have increased susceptibility or

m

sensitivity to cancer induction by ionizing radia-

tion?

A. Data on sensitive subpopulations provide one of

the strongest direct pieces of evidence for the

existence and importance of repair (and hence of

| dose-rate dependence) in radiation carcinogenesis

j in man. Data also aid in the identification of

small population groups which apparently are

I abnormally sensitive to radiogenic cancer. Dif-

I ferences in sensitivity to radiogenic cancer
i s

s-) obviously occur as a function of age and of sex,

and therefore, sensitive subpopulations do exist

'

|
|
|

|

|
1

|
. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ - - _ _ _ _
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-( on this basis. Additionally, Bross has claimed
'

that such groups may exist on the basis of other

conditions or the presence of certain diseases,

O such as a11erer grone or virus infection of a

p mother while an individual was i_n utero, butn

Bross' claims have been shown to be unsupported by

the data.

A notable development during the past decade is

the increasing recognition that human genotypes

exist that confer both increased susceptibility or

resistance to DNA damage and increased cancer risk

after exposure to carcinogenic agents, including

: ionizing radiation. The role of constitutional

susceptibility to cancer induction is not well

enough understood, however, for it. to be used as

a factor to modify risk estimates (NAS-BEIR, -

1980). The risk estimates developed for the BEIR-

Report (1980) are averages for large populations

that include many genotypes. Thus, it is unlikely

that the present risk estimates would be notably

altered if data representing very small subsets of

abnormally radiosensitive persons could be recog-

nized and excluded from the calculations of the

NAS-BEIR (1980) Committee cancer risk estimates.

If population subsets can be identified as having

a substantially greater risk of radiation car- |

Q cinogenesis, and at the present this has not been
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the case, their risk will require separate estima-

tion. At the present time, the incidence and
~

sensitivity differentials of these diseases,
O

particularly for ionizing radiation, appear to be

> so low that even their increased sensitivity to

radiation would not be likely to detectably influ-

ence the' dose-effect response of a large, random

population containing a normal number of such

individuals. Accordingly, present radiation

protection guides already take into account both

the existence of small, unidentifiable susceptible
sub-populations and the existence of various

susceptibilities of the tissues and organs of the

O body to cancer-induceton.

56. Q. Does the potential risk of teratogenic damage to

the developing child in utero justify a prohibi-

tion against women of childbearing age and young

men working jobs that could potentially expose

them to radiation?

A. No. Teratogenic effects, by definition, can occur,

only in the developing embryo and fetus. Therefore,

teratogenic effects cannot occur unless a woman is

pregnant. I believe the NCRP recommendations on

dose-limitation for exposure to pregnant women in

the workplace of 500 millirem for the entire

(O gestation gerioe provide adeguete grotection

.

__
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against potential teratogenic effect. Because men

cannot become pregnant, teratogenic effects cannot

be considered relevant to radiation protection of

O young men who are occupationally exposed.

P

57. Q. Is skin cancer, particularly malignant melano,ma,

considered to be an especially radiogenic cancer?

A. No. The skin is not considered to be a sensitive

organ to radiation-induced cancer. Doses of

radiation as high as 1500 to 2000 rads are required

before malignant lesions will occur in the skin.

Such doses are far beyond the levels of exposure a

nuclear power plant worker can expect to receive

O in his entire 11fetime (NAs-aria. 1980, uNscria,

1977, 1982; ICRP, 1977).

In addition, malignant melanoma is one skin
'

cancer in which ionizing' radiation is not consid-

ered to be a risk factor (Austin et al. , 1981) .

The epidemiological study at the Lawrence Livermore

National laboratory (Austin et al. ,1981)- has

demonstrated no causal relationship between radia-

tion exposure and the increase of malignant melanoma

in workers. These scientists studied over 5,000

employees of the Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory and noted a statistically significant -

excess of malignant melanoma among male workers.

The cancers were, however, found to be unrelated

- --
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/}
to either the length of employment or to the type

of radiation exposure. It was highest among the

group of employees classified as chemists. The

study did not give detailed exposure comparisons,

, but the authors attributed the excess malignant

melanoma of the skin to the life style of the
'

exposed persons and not to the radiation.
.

,

58. Q. Do internal dose and dose commitments that are

calculated over a 50 year period provide an adequate

estimation of the internal dose and dose commit-

ments that an occupationally exposed worker will

receive?

[} A. Yes. This 50 year period was established by the.

NRC and represents an appropriate length of time

the average person works in a lifetime. This

period is used for the general population as well.

Because the rate of accrual of a committed dose in

the worker population tends to decrease over time,

the percentage of a person's total dose which he

would receive after the 50 year period would be

quite small. In addition, the average age of the

general population, the likelihood that a worker

will not be employed at the same job for more than

O
i 50 years, the normal operating lifespan of a

nuclear power plant, and the probability that a
es

l(() person will not live his entire life in the same

.
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|

C
geographical location, all make it extremely

^{
unlikely that large numbers of people will be

continually exposed to radiation, in the workplace

or in the areas surrounding a normal operating

nuclear power plant, for periods of more than 50,

years in their lifetime.
i

|

,' 59. Q. In your opinion, what levels of low-LET radiation

exposure are sufficiently low as to properly

protect the health and safety of the workers at

the Byron Station?

A. Epidemiological studies primarily involve studies

of people after exposure to intermediate-to-high

doses and dose rates. Linear interpolation of(])
' dose-response between the naturally-occurring
i

; spontaneous incidence and the incidence observed

following exposure at intermediate-to-high doses ,

and dose rates generally overestimates the risk of
,

low-LET radiation at low '.oses and low dose rates

and may be considered as an upper bound. The ICRP
.

{ (1977) , NCRP (1975) , UNSCEAR (1977,1982) , and
i '

NAS-BEIR (1980) reports all incorporate this ,

observation.

On this basis, some potential risk of carcinogenic

O or genetic effects of low-dose, low-LET radiation

exposure exists which is estimated to be no greater

|

|*

l

,

!
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than a lifetime risk of one in ten thousand per

s
|average rem to large populations and could be much

- less (ICRP , 1977; NCRP, 1980; UNSCEAR, 1977, 1982;

NAS-BEIR, 1980). This is a conservative estimate,

e and the existing epidemiological data will not

support any greater risk estimate. Quite apart from

current NRC or EPA regulatory positions, no epi-
.

demiologic data exist to support any suggestion
I

that maximum levels of 25 mrem (whole-body) and 75

mrem (thyroid) per year are necessary to protect

the public health.

The present ICRP (1977) recommended standards of

dose-limitation - 0.5 rem per year for the general

(} public and 5 rem per year for the radiation worker

population - are not to be considered without

risk. Such a concept does not-exist, because the

" linear, no-threshold hypothesis" does not accept
the possibility that no risk exists. The practical

questions of concern, however, are whether these

current recommended standards adequately protect

the general public and worker populations taking
into account all factors, including a comparison

of riaks that society normally accepts ir every
day life.

The question of interest for this prcceeding is:

For the radiation worker population in industry,

) will delayed or late health effects occur at
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.

levels of exposure in the range of 0.5 to 5 rems

,J.
per year? The NAS-BEIR (1980) Committee concluded

that delayed health effects could occur in those-

() radiation workers who are exposed to an amount of

p radiation close to the maximum permissible dose

during their entire occupational lifetime.

Such health effects, however, are unlikely to
' ever be observed in these occupationally exposed I

populations. This is so for at least two reasons.
,

|

First, as stated previously, the current risk

estimates for radiation protection standards,

recommended by the ICRP and NCRP, are based on the

linear hypothesis which is considered to represent
- the upper bound of the risk; the scientific evid-

ence is compelling that the actual risk would be

considerably less even for an accumulated dose in

the range of 100-150 rems working lifetime of

low-dose, low-LET radiation exposure at low dose-

rates. Furthermore, any estimation of risk based

on the linear hypothesis does not take into

account known biological processes of cell and

tissue repair and recovery following exposure to

low levels of low-LET radiation delivered at low
dose-rates. Accordingly, and as mentioned pre-

() viously in'this testimony, a dose rate effective-

ness factor of from 2 to 10 can be predicted to

to
G
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J decrease the potential risk due to these normal

'- processes of cell and tissue repair and recovery.
*

Second, one must keep in mind that any potential

( incremental risk of cancer-induction or genetic

> ill-health due to exposure to low-LET radiation at

dose-rates between .5 and 5 rems per year would

be extremely small when superimposed on the present
i

risks to the population of spontaneous cancer

induction or genetic ill-health due to natural

causes and in the absence of any excess radiation.

Hence, it would not be possible to actually detect

any excess incidences of cancer or genetic ill-
i

health, if these do occur, caused by exposures in

(]) the range described, because the radiation doses

are so small and the probability of occurance is

so infrequent.

|

|

|
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0
1 MR. MILLER: Dr. Fabrikant is available for

2 cross examination.

O
3 MR. THOMAS: At this time I would ask leave to

4 file with the Board a cross examination plan for Dr.

5 Fabrikant.

6 Also, I don't know if it's normal procedure to give

7 a copy to the Court Reporter, but I think it might --

8 JUDGE SMITH: You may; and it's very helpful, in

9 my experience.

10 MR. THOMAS: If he will receive it under the

11 same conditions as the Board, I think it might be --

12 facilitate the reporting.

() 13 JUDGE SMITH: That is good procedure.

14 CROSS-EXAMINATION ON BEHALF 0F INTERVENOR

15 ROCKFORD LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS

16 BY MR. THOMAS:

17 Q Dr. Fabrikant, a few preliminary questions regarding your

18 characterization of the various BEIR, B-E-I-R, Committee

19 reports.

20 You state that the 1980 BEIR Committee reached an

21 agreement on the magnitude of risk associated with

22 radiation exposure; is that correct?

(]) 23 A That's correct.

24 Q Isn't it true that Dr. Edward Radford, H. Rossi, C. Mays

25 and others on the committee all had addenda where they

SONNTAG REPORTING SERVICE, LTD.
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1 expressed their disagreement in this regard?

2 A They filed what is referred to as the National Academy of
(

3 Sciences Report, a minority report, to express their'

4 opinions; but you will recognize that in the case of the

5 magnitude or risk, we are only referring to -- or I

6 presume you are referring to the magnitude of cancer risk.

7 The committee decided to present these estimates as

8 an envelope that extended from linear down to quadratic

9 bounds.

10 Indeed, Dr. Radford chose and preferred most 'of the

11 linear components, although he did enforce, for example,

12 for the Portsmouth and Hiroshima and Nagasaki, linear,

(]) 13 quadratic-and linear quadrant.

14 Dr. Mays, who, indeed, wrote the section on bone and

15 on liver, pointed out that there is a quadratic component,

16 so although he endorsed aspects of the linear, the linear

17 quadratic and the quadratic, he preferred to point out how

18 caution should be taken in these estimates.

19 Dr. Rossi, indeed, endorsed the linear and the,

20 linear quadratic, but preferred to argue or to point out

21 that there is strong evidence for quadratic responses as

22 well; for example, in the Nagasaki leukemia.

23 So, therefore, when I say there was agreement --{)
24 and, again, one has to recognize there was complete

25 agreement in the genetic risks and complete in the

|
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O
1 teratogenic risk.

2 The disagreement that prevailed among the various
G
kJ

3 members of the Sonatic Effects Committee prevailed on the

4 preference of the dose response model to be used for

5 specific cancer risks; for example, for low-dose, low-LET
,

6 whole body radiation. i

|

7 In this case Dr. Radford preferred the linear

8 whereas others preferred the linear quadratic, but,
9 nevertheless, Dr. Radford did agree that the spectrum of

10 cancer risks did, indeed, fall within that envelope.,

11 Q But in that regard, didn't your statement about the BEIR '

12 Committee reaching agreement on the magnitude of cancer

([) 13 risk deal with that in the context of low-dose, low-LET
14 radiation?

15 A I still say that, indeed, they did reach agreement, but,

16 the agreement was within the envelope of risk, not a
17 specific numerical estimate.

18 Q Now, you also make a statement, with regard to the
19 BEIR-III Committee regarding the cancer coefficient, that
20 it's generally 1 in 10,000; is that right?
21 A No, I did not make that statement as such.
22 Q Okay. What --

{) 23 A The BEIR Committee recognized that the ICRP Committee and
24

the UNSCEAR Committee considered an overall estimate for
25 the cancer risk of whole body, low dose, low-LET radiation

SONNTAG REPORTING SERVICE, LTD.
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1 to be approximately one in ten to the minus four or 1 in |

2 10,000, and even there it could be less.

"J 3 But the BEIR Committee recognized -- in response to

4 your question --

5 Q Yes.

6 A -- the BEIR Committee recognized that various scientists

7 disagree on the risk per rem or risk per rad, and this can

8 change depending on whether it's low dose or high dose,

9 depending on the dose response relationship. Therefore,

10 throughout the text of the BEIR Report, we refrained from

11 putting this into one rad or one rem perspective. In

12 other words, we didn't say it's ten to the minus four or

([) 13 ten to the minus three or ten to the minus five or

14 anything such as that.

15 However, in working out the estimates, if one wanted

16 to take an average rad as appeared in Table 5-3 or 4 -- I

17 don't remember -- I think it's 4 -- the average risk per

18 rad is not in very much disagreement with the ICRP and

19 with the UNSCEAR identification of 1 in 10,000. It is not

20 very much different than that.

I
'

21 Q All right.

22 A But we didn't use the ten to the minus four or 1 in 10,000

23 number.{)
24 Q As I understand it, then, isn't it true that there are

25 different values given in the BEIR-III Report, ranging
O
V
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1 from the lowest of about 2 lethal cancers per person rem

2 with the highest being about 6?

3 A Well, I think what you are doing is you are talking about

4 person rem. In fact, we never used that context. What

5 you are doing is then you are extrapolating it; and if you

6 talk about person rem, you are, , indeed, talking about a

7 linear response. No, we didn't look at it that way.

8 We looked at it in terms of an average rem or an

9 average rad to compare it, the number, to compare --

10 that's in the same table I just referred to -- what the

11 UNSCEAR Report would be, which, indeed,, reflects one, ,

12 rem or an average rem, and they use linearity -- or the

O is 8E1R-1 Report, the 1972 8 err-1 Report, which usee

14 linearity, so if one wants to take the average rem -- in

15 other words, taking the entire dose response relationship

16 and averaging out to an average rem, not one rem, which is

17 at the low-dose range, then the range would be anywhere

18 from about one and six, depending upon the projection

19 model used, whether it's an absolute risk or a relative

20 risk model. It's important to make that statement.

21 Q With regard to your statement that the supralinear

22 hypothesis does not fit the data for cancer induction

23 following exposure to low dose, low-LET radiation, are you

24 aware of the 1982 GAO Report indicating that the best fit

25 for the low-LET radiation exposure of the ankylosing
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<~N |U
1 spondylitis patients was a square root-cubic function?

2 A Yes, I am aware of that.

() 3 MR. RAWSON: Judge, I am sorry to interrupt Mr.

4 Thomas.

5 It would be helpful to me if I could get a page

6 reference to Dr. Fabrikant's direct testimony, that you are

7 referring to there. I am a bit lost.

8 If everyone else is following, then I can search for

9 it myself.

10 MR. THOMAS: I can quickly give it to you. In

11 the summary it's listed as III A, Roman Numeral III A.
12 MR. MILLER: Page 20, I believe, it is.

({} 13 MR. THOMAS: Page 20.

14 MR. RAWSON: Thank you.

15 BY MR. THOMAS:

16 Q Would you agree with the statement, Doctor, that since

17 only the square foot function is effective at low doses,
18 the same report concludes, "the supralinear function" --

19 excuse me - "the supralinear function provided the best

' 20 fit for that data; in other words, there were more cancers

21 per rem at low doses than at high doses?" -

22 A Would you please repeat the question?

23 Q certainly.s
d

24 Based upon the same report, the 1982 GAO Report,

25 would you agree that, since only the square root function

()[
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1 is effective at low doses, the same report concludes that

2 the supralinear function provided the best fit for that
n
k> 3 data?

4 A No, I don't agree.

5 MR. MILLER: Excuse me. May we --

6 MR. THOMAS: Can you --

7 MR. MILLER: What I would like to do is just

8 switch these microphones back, so Dr. Fabrikant is able to

9 speak into the microphone and face the questions at the

10 same time. I think we will all be able to hear much

11 better.

12 THE WITNESS: There will be a small epidemic

() 13 here of what I have.

14 BY MR. THOMAS:

15 Q Can you explain why you don't agree?

16 A Yes. The statement in the GAO Report, which I remember

17 well, has to do with the fact that they pointed out that

18 they used all the dose response models, and in doing that,

19 the group on the GAO and a number of the member: of that

20 committee were the same members of the BEIR Committee and

21 are also on the NCRP.

22 Working with the same data demonstrated that it

23 wasn't just the supralinear model or the dose response

24 model that fit the data; that, indeed, all the linear,,

25 linear quadratic, there are various forms of the linear
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1 quadratic and the quadratic equations -- also fit the

2 data.

3 They pointed out that this is an example. Even

4 though the supralinear fit the data, all the data, in

5 fact, all the data on the breasts, and virtually all the

6 other epidemiologic data will fit all three, linear,

7 linear quadratic and quadratic dose response models. So

8 the dose response model doesn't necessarily, which is

9 direct, because it fits the data.

10 That is in the same GAO Report, if one reads the

11 conclusions of that section that has to do with the dose

12 fit and the dose response model of the ankylosing

([) 13 spondylitics.

14 Now, to bring you up-to-date, Sir Richard Doll,

15 D-o-1-1, who is, in fact, the epidemiolgist and professor - -

16 Regis Professor -- at Oxford, who has been the prime

17 senior epidemiolgist in this work now for 25 years or

18 more, reviewed the data with me when I was visiting

19 professor at Oxford, and he pointed out, indeed, that,,

20 from the algoplot or the various charts that they have

21 studied of selected patients of the British ankylosing

22 spondylitics in order to obtain dose estimates, that none

23 of the curves fit. In fact, there is a falling down of
[)

24 the curve at the higher doses.

25 In order to be able to provide a dose response curve
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1 and, therefore, an estimate of risk in his 1982 paper,

2 which was published in the British Medical Journal, and

O
3 which he showed me in its preprint form, in its rough

4 form, he could not determine a specific dose response

5 model, so he chose to use -- and this is in the paper --

6 he chose to use the dose response data that I was

7 responsible for formulating in the BEIR Report; and if you

8 would turn to the BEIR Report, on Page 160 through Pages ---

9 JUDGE COLE: This is the BEIR-III Report you are

10 referring to?

11 THE WITNESS: BEIR-III report.

12 A (Continuing.) -- through Pages 167, the data which I have

() 13 written are placed there as clearly as can be.

14 The result, therefore, in the 1982 publication of

15 Sir Richard Doll and Peter Smith, uses linearity and uses

16 the data that appear in Table 5-7.

17 And so Where the GAO worked with data that dates

18 back to the middle 1970's, Dr. Sir Richard Doll, in fact,

19 worked with his current data in 1982 and used Table V-7
20 from the BEIR Report for dose estimates -- for dose

21 response estimates and risk estimates.

22 BY MR. THOMAS:

rT 23 Q Does that complete your explanation?
(/

24 A Yes.

25 I have a copy of the cross examination plan if that
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3 will help.

2 Q Doesn't it still remain true that the square root function

3 is a supralinear relationship?

4 A It's one form of a supralinear relationship.

5 Q Do you also agree that there is no one mathematical

6 formulation that provides a perfect fit for the data?>
.

"i A Yes.

8 Q Turning to the Japanese atomic bomb survival study, which,

9 in essence, beginning, I believe, around Page 47 of your

10 testimony, isn't it true that there is general scientific

11 agreement that the Japanese dosimetry was erroneous or

12 poor and that the doses actually received were less than

() 13 the original estimates?

14 A You have two questions there.

15 May I answer them separately?

16 Q Certainly, certainly. -

17 A First, I wouldn't say that they are erroneous. I would

18 say they are incomplete by virtue of the fact that new
?

19 information has become available, and it was in the late

20 '60's that the research done at Oak Ridge National
,

!
' 21 Laboratory had ended.

22 So a good deal more information is now becoming

23 available.{)
24 And there is intense research going on now in three

25 of the national laboratories, Oak Ridge National

|
|
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1 Laboratory, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory andros

2 Alamos National Laboratory, as well as Scientific

0x/ 3 Applications, Incorporated, to re-assess the dosimetry

4 particularly with regard to the neutron dosimetry.

5 The second part of your question is that the

6 predictions at the present time indicate that the doses at

7 Hiroshima and Nagasaki might be less than were estimated

8 by virtue of the fact that there is a decrease in the

9 neutron flux.

10 It's important to recognize, however, that the data

11 are not complete and will not be complete probably for

12 another two years, we presume, or maybe a year-and-a-half.

(]) 13 And so it would be incorrect to predict at this

14 present time whether or not there is going to be a

15 substantial or even a minor decrease in these doses.

16 When all the information on the neutron spectra on

17 the dosimetry absorption of percutaneouses, the house, the

18 body, the tissue, the organ sbsorption -- when all of that

19 information comes together, presumably there is going to

20 be a decrease in the dose at Hiroshima and much much less

21 of a decrease in the dose at Nagasaki.
i

22 The decrease, particularly in the case of Nagasaki,

23 may not affect the risk estimates at all since the amount
)

24 of neutrons at Nagasaki was small, as it was estimated

25 prior to the re-assessment.
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1 What is important, however, is that the Hiroshima

2 data are very, very large, the numbers of survivors and

f'] 3 the numbers of cancers derived from that live set-up

4 population, and has a broad spectrum of doses from very

5 low to relatively high.

6 The Nagasaki data as well have a broad spectrum of

7 doses from low to high, but the numbers of cases of cancer

8 below approximately 100 rads or 100 ren is relatively

9 small, which makes that data base relatively unstable

10 compared to the Hiroshima data.

11 Q Excuse me. Is this in answer to the question that I asked

12 you?

() 13 A Yes, it is.

14 So it is important to recognize that the risk

15 estimates derived from a re-assessment of the Hiroshima

16 and Nagasaki dosimetry cannot be predicted at the present

17 time precisely as it will occur, and that is the answer to

18 your question.

19 Q Thank you.

20 But isn't it true that if the doses actually

21 received do prove to be less, then the risk is to be

22 greater than predicted in the BEIR-III Report?

23 A That's right.
)

24 Q Again, referring to the same studies or study, I believe

25 you make the statement that these studies do, in fact,
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1 represent a normal population; is that correct?

2 A (Indicating.)

3 Q I am sorry. You have to say yes or no.
.

4 MR. MILLER: You have to say yes.

5 A I am sorry.
.

6 Yes.

7 BY MR. THOMAS:

8 Q How do you define normal in this context?

9 A Well, in that case when I say normal, I refer to the fact

10 that it is in the sense of an epidemiological study.

11 This population is one of many populations that have

12 been exposed to ionizing rcdiations that have been

([) 13 studied.

14 To the extent that they may not be normal, that they
1

! 15 may have been ill or had an illness prior to radiation, or

16 the population distribution with regard to age or sex

17 might have been skewed, which would not make it a

18 normal-life population.

19 The Japanese populations are as close to normal as

20 one would anticipate when one compares these to all the

21 epidemiological studies that have been done, not only for

22 the radiation but for all other diseases, so it's

23 important to recognize, from an epidemiological point of
)

24 view, taking into account what may not be normal -- and I

25 am putting that in quotation marks -- the Japanese
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1 population could be considered as normal as the British

2 ankylosing spondylitic patients, to which you happen to

3 have referred, who happened to have a very serious disease

4 at the time of radiation, or people who have been

5 occupationally exposed to radiation and to chemicals and

6 who may not have been normal as a result of the fact that,

i

7 they have had chemical carcinogen exposure.

8 So when we do refer to the normal, we are referring

9 to the control population and we are referring to the

10 treated or the affected population.

11 So the Japanese population would be equally as

12 normal as any of the other normal populations, taking into

([) 13 account all the confounding factors.
i

14 Q Isn't it true that Dr. Alice Stewart has shown there was
15 delayed effects of the bombing and the fire blast and so

16 forth; namely, selective survival of exceptionally fit

17 individuals as well as residual disabilities?

| 18 A She has not shewn it. She has proposed it, but she has
i

19 not demonstrated this at all in the Japanese survivors.

20 Q In your opinion?

21 A In my opinion.

22 Q Taking into account Dr. Stewart's study, isn't the cancer

23 coefficient actually greater than 1 lethal cancer per

24 1,000 person rem or 20 times the value that you give --

25 A No.

O
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1 Q -- in your testimony?

2 A I don't agree with that.

3 Q Regarding the re-assessment of the Hiroshima and Nagasaki

4 dosimetry, which you have discussed here and also in your

5 prefiled testimony, isn't it true that Dr. Radford, the<

6 BEIR-III Chairman, disagrees with your statement that the

7 re-assessment is not expected to yield significant changes
J

8 in the low-dose, icw-LET cancer risk estimates previously .

9 reported?

10 A He doesn't state that there will be large differences. Fe

11 states that there will be differences.

12 By and large, I do not believe there will be,

() 13 significant differences at the very low doses, both in the '

14 Hiroshima and Nagasaki desimetry re-estimates.

j 15~ The importar.t point here is there may be a factor of
'

16 no more than 10 percent, which would mean 1.1 or 1,2,

17 which is not a significant' difference.

18 One would expect a significant difference might be

19 an order of magnitude and no one expects an order of

20 magnitude.

21 The maximum that might be changed in Hiroshima would

22 be on the order of 2 or 3, but no more than that. Those

23 are estimates.

24 Q Are you familiar with a publication by Dr. Radford in the

25 Journal of Science where he -- wherein he indicates that

: O
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1 the risk actually seems tc be about twice what was

2 indicated in the BEIR-III Report?

3 A I am familiar with Dr. Radford's publications. I am

4 familiar with his statement.

5 MR. MILLER: Judge Smith, I think if it's
,.

6 possible and Dr. Fabrikant is going to be examined from

7 documents of other scientists in this field, that the

8 document be made available to him before he is asked to

9 comment en it.

1Q JUDGE SMITH: Yes, except Dr. Fabrikant has

11 demonatrated tremendous mastery of these other documents,

12 and I don't think he has been at a disadvantage.

() 13 Any time you feel that you need access to the

14 document, you speak up, unless you have a different

15 approach. I mean, unless --

16 MR. THOMAS: Judge, I take it in this area it's

17 impossible to examine without making reference to numerous

18 other documents.

19 That's the only question I have on that particular

20 document.

21 JUDGE SMITH: That is not the objection.

22 MR. THOMAS: I understand what the objection is.

23 JUDGE SMITH: There is no problem.

24 MR. THOMAS: I understand what the objection is,

25 but I don't think we can have or tender 10 copies of every'

O
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1 document that we are going to be asking questions about.

2 THE WITNESS: I should point out, for everyone's

3 sake -- Dr. Morgan is well aware of this -- that there is

4 a huge literature, and each of us has to be encyclopedic

5 in being able to gather this literature, and they are not

6 that easily available.

7 At the Donley Laboratory I can put my hands on Alice

8 Stewart's recent paper in a moment. It's important to

9 recognize that.

10 We don't sit there with huge numbers of papers.

11 However, we --

12 MR. THOMAS: I understand.

O is THE WITNESS: -- due we are fem 111ar with them.

14 We are all familiar with each other.

15 I am a close friend of Dr. Radford, I know Dr.

16 Stewart quite well and I know Dr. Morgan quite well, and

17 we are all familiar with each others' writings, very much

18 so.

19 So when I respond to a question, yes, I know Ted

20 Radford extremely well. I have spent many hours, days,
21 months with him on the BEIR Committee. I am very familiar

22 with the statements that you make.

23 MR. THOMAS: And I am sure --

24 JUDGE SMITH: So if respective counsel doesn't

25 mino, why don't we let the witnesses indicate when they
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1 need help, because I think that they are fully capable of

2 presenting their testimony, unfortunately, without us

O
3 lawyers being present.

4 Maybe we could just put them on, go and they coula

5 present it.

6 MR. THOMAS: I think that would probably be the

7 most efficient procedure; but that was going to be my

8 suggestion exactly.

9 Thank you, Doctor.

10 BY MR. THOMAS:

11 Q Now, with regard to your testimony at Page 3, Q and A 3,

12 which simply lists a variety of groups and/ organizations

O is and committees to which you betong, you refer to the, e11

14 caps, NIOSH study.

15 For the record, can you indicate what that acronym

16 represents?

17 A The NIOSH study?

18 Q Yes.

19 A The NIOSH study committee, in this particular case, was a

20 study to evaluate any possible spermatogenic or

21 chromosomal changes in the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard

22 workers on an epidemiologicsl basis.

23 0 My question is actually: What does NIOSH represent?

24 A National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health.

25 Q Thank you.
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1 Now, with regard to that study, you are a member of

2 that group; is that right?

3 A I am on the committee.

4 Q Or the committee?

5 A NIOSH, yes.

6 Q Okay. Do you agree, with regard to that study, that, when

7 the NIOSH group does not dilute the exposed population by

8 having a vast number of workers who received essentially

9 no dose, that there is a significant risk of cancer

10 related to the recorded radiation doses?

11 MR. MILLER: I am sorry. Well, Dr. Fabrikant,

12 if he remembers that type of statement being made, I guess

([') 13 I have no objection; but that just lacks foundation in an

14 evidentiary sense.

15 I really want Dr. Fabrikant to explain his position

16 as fully and as completely as he can, but the record is

17 going to be in a pretty sorry state unless there is some

18 foundation laid for questions such as that one, which

19 assert as a fact what the NIOSH study stated.

20 MR. THOMAS: Can you answer the question in its

21 present form, Dr. Fabrikant?

22 A Yes; but I think you have an erroneous background on this.

23 The NIOSH study, to which you are referring, is the
[)

24 Rinsky report in Lancen, L-a-n-c-e-n, Rinsky, NL, 1982.

25 The committee I am referring to is a committee to
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1 evaluate the somatic genetochromosomal changes that could

2 occur in the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard.

3 We were aware and reviewed the Rinsky report, and,

4 of course, we reviewed the Najarian and Colton's data, and

5 had no direct responsibility for evaluating carcinogenic

6 risk.

7 Now, let me answer your question. I do not agree

,8 that when one takes and selects out a very few with the

9 high doses or the relatively high doses among the

10 Portsmouth Naval Shipyard workers, which was taken into

11 account, that there is an excess cancer risk in that

12 population.

(]) 13 This has been clearly demonstrated, that there is no

14 excess cancer risk, in the very excellent report by Rinsky

15 and his colleagues in Lancen, 1982.

16 JUDGE SMITH: NIOSH is the National Institute

17 for Occupational Safety and Health.
'

18 BY MR. THOMAS:

19 Q All right. Thank you.

20 Regarding the ICRP, which I believe you also make

21 reference to on the same -- or actually on Page 4, I

22 believe you indicate -- I am sorry - Page 6, Q and A 5,

23 you say that you are on the ICRP; is that correct?'

)
24 A That's correct. I am a member of Committee 1 of ICRP.

25 Q Committee 1 is a subcommittee of the ICRP?
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1 A Tnat's right, it's a committee of the ICPP.

2 The ICRP stands for International Commission on
(~)
'd 3 Radiological Protection.

4 I am a member of the committee.

5 Q Are you a member of the commission or just the committee?

6 A No, I am not. I am a member of the committee.

7 Q Just the committee?

8 A That's right.

9 Q Now, referring to your testimon/ at Page 12, Question and

10 Answer 13, you make a statement there that while

11 radiation-induced cancer in man has been observed at

12 levels below 50 rads, the epidemiological surveys are too

() 13 uncertain to provide reliable dose-response data; is that

14 correct?

15 A That's correct.

16 Q Regarding this statement, how do you explain the data of

17 Modan -- is that correct?

( 18 A Modan.

19 Q -- showing the significant increase in thyroid carcinoma
|

20 at 6.5 rad or the increase in multiple myeloma in cancer

21 of tha pancreas among Hanford radiation workers at less

22 than 2 sem?,

!
,

23 MR. MILLER: Can we make that two questions? !

24 Why don't we deal with one epidemiological study at
1

25 a time?

O
.
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1 MR. THOMAS: I have no objections.

2 JUDGE SMITH: Now, with respect to your

3 objection --

4 MR. MILLER: It really wasn't an objection. I

5 just suggest that the record will be much more

6 understandable if we have separate answers for each of the

7 two epidemiological studies that were identified in the

8 question.

9 JUDGE SMITH: Both of them were combined to

10 dispute his previous statement, however.

11 MR. THOMAS: That is correct.

12 But, yes, if you will just address the studies

() 13 separately.

14 THE WITNESS: I have answered your first
'

15 question regarding Modan's studies.

16 BY MR. THOMAS:

17 Q Would you state it again now because it sort of got lost

18 in the shuffle here?

19 A I am about to answer it.-

20 Q What?

21 A I am about to answer your question.

22 Q Fine.

23 A
)

This has been answered in the prefiled testimony on Page

24 42, Question 40, where, if you wish me to read it, I will

25 be very happy to; but I think it's --
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1 Q It's not necessary.

2 A It really comes down to the basic points that I have

3 outlined here.

4 Modan is well aware of the uncertainties associated

5 with the dosimetry of these children.

6 One has to remember that particular study. These

7 were the Jewish children from the concentration camps of

8 Nazi Germany who were brought to Israel immediately after

9 the war. They were, indeed, irraciated virtually at the

10 side of the ship before they were admitted at Haifa. So

11 we had restless, squirming, frightened children coming

12 from concentration camps -- I am just setting up the

k_) 13 problem or epidemiology in medicine for you --

14 Q I understand.

15 A -- coming to Israel --

16 Q They were irradiated for tinea capitis?

17 A -- and they had tinea capitis or ringworm of the scalp.

18 If you had anything to do with -- and I presume you

19 have -- with children, holding them down whenever you are

20 trying to do anything with them, immediately they are
,

l 21 frightened and they squirm, and that's exactly what

22 happened.

{} 23 Now, remember in those days when ringworm of the

! 24 scalp was treated, it was treated with multiple shots

25 around the brain, and the radiation went through into the
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1 brain, and also the thyroid is high up, not far from this,

2 and, of course, there was ringworm all aror the back as

O
3 well. The pituitary gland is lying ri . the middle,

4 and that has a great deal of hr- endocrinological

5 balance in the body, and the r function is,

6 essential for keeping h :o .- control of cancer

7 induction in the endocr2 ,.:s; and so these are

8 virtually Modan's words of 1977.

9 Any interpretation of the low-dose thyroid cancer

10 effect in the Modan study must consider the possibility.

11 Q Are you reading from your testimony?

12 A Yes.

O 13 Q Oaay.

14 A "1, Imprecise irridiation techniques on restless children

'

15 could have resulted in direct thyroid exposure; 2,

16 Pituitary irradiation may have increased the number of

17 thyroid cancers; and 3, The radiation may have interacted

18 with other factors such as ethnic background."

19 In the Hepperman studies at the University of

20 Rochester there is a high incidence of thyroid cancer

| 21 among Jewish female children; nutritional deficiencies

22 which occurred at that time or goiter or other'

23 circumstances which can alter the risk.{])
24 Also, to back this up --

|
25 Q Excuse me. Just one question on this part.'
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1 You did not place that in quotes.

2 That is not a quote?

3 A No, it's not a quote. I am just summarizing from the

4 Modan.

5 Q All right.

6 A I happened to sit with Birook Modan on that ICRP Committee

7 and we are both on the subcommittee of that committee that

8 evaluates the low-dose studies and the possibility or

9 potential excess risk, so the Modan studies are well-known

10 in the literature.

11 And so there are many uncertainties with regard to

! 12 the dosimetry, which was re-created, in fact, in the late

() 13 1970's, trying to reconstruct what occurred on the docks

14 in the late 1940's.

15 Now, with regard to your second question, it is only

16 the Mancuso, Stewart and Kneale report and, of course,

17 subsequently Alice Stewart and Kneale and subsequently

18 Kneale and Stewart, which demonstrates the doubling dose

19 or predicts a doubling dose of between 2 and 150 rads for

20 the multiple myeloma and carcinoma of the pancreas among
i

|
'

21 others; the pancreas being the lowest doubling dose, with

22 a mean of 15 rads.

[]} 23 If one looks at the lower margin of that, the lower

24 bound of that, it means, in fact, that you and I and

| 25 everyone in this room will eventually die of cancer from

()
|

I
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1 natural background radiation simply because the

2 presumption of that doubling dose is much too low. It is

3 not consonant with human medicine, epidemiological studies

4 or radiobiological information.

5 So the conclusion to be drawn is that they are not
,

6 correct, they can't be correct, or else we will all be

7 dying of cancer.

8 So I do not agree, nor does the GAO nor goes the

9 IchP nor does the BEIR nor does the NRC agree with these

10 statements or the conclusions drawn therefrom.
.

11 Q I am sorry.

12 Does that complete your answer and response?

([) 13 A Yes.

14 Q All right. Let's -- you have made reference to Mancuso,

15 Stewart and Kneale analysis, and you discuss that at Page

16 23 of your testimony, Q and A 30.

17 And with regard to your discussion there, isn't it

18 true that the statements made in your answer refer only to

19 an early first publication by -- of that analysis and, in

20 fact, there were five later, separate publications of

21 their data giving the details and addressing the concerns

22 raised in your testimony --

r' 23 A I <- -
%.]

24 Q Excuse me.

25 -- and showing the same cancer risk?
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O
1 A No. The answer is yes and the answer is no.

2 The most recent it the 1981 report of, I believe
(3
'~' 3 it's Kneale Stewart and Mancuso. That occurred -- that

4 was published in the British Journal of Industrial

5 Hygiene, and in the sense -- in the last line on Page 30
'

6 of the main paragraph, I refer to that.

7 As a result of these criticisms, Mancuso, Stewart

8 and Kneale have modified their original estimates of

9 cancer doubling doses in the range of 2 to 7 rads and

10 presently are quoting doubling doses of 2 to 150 rads in

11 the worker population. That's a 1981 publication.

12 Yes, they have modified and, indeed, they have beeni

() 13 responding to a great deal of the criticism that has been

14 directed toward them by the numerous authors and the

15 numerous committees.

16 That doesn't -- that has not changed their

17 assessment of the risks that is now between 2 and 150 and
|

| 18 it has not brought any new evidence that there are

19 convincing risk estimates that are excessive at low doses
l
i 20 to modify the risks proposed by NCRP or ICRP.

21 So there is new information, although they have
l
! 22 been, indeed, modifying and responding to the criticism

23 step by step.

24 MR. THOMAS: Judge, the next question I have is

25 rather -- it involves a consideration of four different

O
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1 studies, some of which we have already discussed. !

2 I don't know what the Board wants to do with regard
3 to lunch or a recess, if you want to take it now or

4 postpone it or what.

5 JUDGE SMITH: This is our regular time. I

6 wasn't aware that we already arrived there. So let's

7 return at 1:15.

8 MR. THOMAS: Thank you.

9 (Whereupon at 12: 00 A. M., the hearing in

10 the above-entitled matter was recessed, to

11 reconvene at 1:15 P. M. on Wednesday,

12 March 9, 1983.)

() 13

14

15

16

17

10

19

20

21

22

23
(1)

24

()
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() |
1 |

2 AFTERNOON SESSION -

3 (1:15 P. M.)
4 MR. MILLER: Jud6e Smith.

5 JUDGE SMITH: Mr. Miller.

6 MR. MILLER: Judge Smith, I am informed that

7 there is a representative of the supervisors of Rockvale

8 Township, which is located in Oregon, Illinois -- the

9 gentleman's name is Mr. John Thomas -- and with leave of

10 the Board and the other parties, he would like to make a

11 brief limited appearance statement.

12 JUDGE SMITH: You have no objections?

() 13 MR. MILLER: We have no objections.

14 MR. THOMAS: We have no objections.

15 JUDGE SMITH: Fine. Mr. Thomas, we would be

16 pleased to hear from you.

17 MR. JOHN THOMAS: Ready?

18 JUDGE SMITH: Yes.

19 MR. JOHN THOMAS: Gentlemen, I have a short

20 presentation in regard to the nuclear plant located in --

21 nearly in the central part of our township, which I am an

3 22 elected official of, supervisor, and I would like to give

| 23 you this presentation at this time.

24 In regard to the Byron nuclear plant owned by the

25 Commonwealth Edison Company, the part I would protest is

O
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1 in the name.

2 Since it is located nearly in the center of the town --

(
3 or Township of Rockvale, I would like to recommend the

4 name be Rockvale nuclear plant.

5 The debate surrounding nuclear power is likely to

6 continue as long as commercial nuclear power exists.- That

7 will continue until a different and cheaper way is found

8 to produce electrical energy.

9 When it comes to protecting the good earth, I do not

10 see nuclear power as an uncontrolled threat to our

11 government or our environment.

12 Each way of generating electricity has a different,

() 13 impact on the environment.

14 Relative to all energy sources, nuclear appears to

15 have more benign impact and a more easily monitored

16 impact.

17 Radioactivity can be pinpointed down to the very

10 atom, or as fossil fuel by-products are measured, in parts

19 of a million.

20 Nuclear power has its releases, but background

21 radiation already exists in the world from many sources;

22 for examples, rocks, buildings, the sun and so on and so

23 forth.
)

I 24 If this is compared to fossil fuel use , the

25 blacklung disease of coal miners, nuclear power has the
O
x_/

,
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0
1 least impact on people or the public.

2 A meeting such as this is helpful to have a strong

O 3 public debate arguing the safety issue. It is meetings

4 such as these that are helpful to have a strong public

5 awareness of the need to be careful with any type of

6 plant.

7 It can be said the radical aspects on each side

8 makes for the best kind of engineering that man can

9 produce.
,

10 Another thought. Attending a meeting and watt.11ng a

11 film on nuclear weapons, pointing out the destructive

12 power and velocity of those nuclear explosions, I doubt if

( .) 13 people distinguishing between nuclear power generating|

14 electricity and nuclear weapons. I think they comingle

15 the two, and that's why many people are probably against

16 this nuclear power. They just don't understand it.

17 I have yet to find a medical doctor against nuclear

16 power plants generating, that this be, or nuclear power.

19 Of course, I don't know all the doctors, but the ones that

i 20 I have contacted.

! 21 Since nuclear waste will be produced, the method
1

22 used to package it, seal it several times, the last

23 wrapping in thick concrete, then stored in a closed tomb,}
! 24 I will declare it will have, by far, less impact on the
|-
| 25 environment than residents have exercised since they

I (
,
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O
1 received the deeds from the U S Government.

2 The point I am making here -- I will say this first - -

O
3 commonwealth Edison has been instrumental in removing

4 hazardous waste that was found on their property purchased

5 for the nuclear plant. This would not have been

6 accomplished and Commonwealth Edison -- what I mean by

7 accomplished, accomplished, it has been removed -- and had

8 Commonwealth Edison not come into Rockvale Township, this

9 hazardous waste would not have been removed,

10 Other hazardous waste was discovered adjacent to the

11 Edison property. It will be a job for the EPA to remove

12 and clean up. Chemicals from this waste could be carried

() 13 by rain water, by direct route to underground aquife s.
,

14 That's what would then be pumped out for livestock

15 and people to be used for drinking purposes, and since

16 this is cleaned up, it will help to eliminate maybe some

17 of that coming about, unless some of it has already taken

18 place.

19 In my opinion, the plant would create less

20 environmental waste on land during the life of the plant

21 than the people have done in the past by polluting the

22 land with refuse such as cans, junk material and discarded

({} 23 material from homes and farms, plus the hazardous waste

'

24 that has been discovered there.

25 In closing, I would like to say I am in favor of the
('U)

,

|
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1 nuclear plant.

2 JUDGE SMITH: Thank you, Mr. Thomas.

O''
3 Mr. Thomas, I might explain that the option of

4 naming the power station is with the Commonwealth Edison

5 Company, and we don't have the jurisdiction to do that,

6 unless there are no objections, we can change it.

7 (Laughter.)

8 JUDGE SMITH: But that really is beyond our

9 purview.

10 Proceed, Mr. Thomas.

11 MR. THOMAS: Thank you, your Honor.

12 CROSS EXAMINATION

O is (Continuing.)

14 BY MR. THOMAS:

15 Q Dr. Fabrikant, of course you realize you are still under

16 catn?

17 A Yes.

18 Q On Page 24, Question and Answer 26, regarding the

19 committees you cite in the context of that answer, how are

20 the members of those committees selected?
|

|
'

21 A With regard to the first three, the NCRP, the ICRP and the

22 BEIR Committee, these are groups of scientists selected

{]) 23 for their expertise, primarily directly or indirectly

24 related to the radiation sciences, so that individuals or

25 groups of individuals who are experts in genetics, in
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O
1 medicine and pathology, in mathematics, in epidemiology

2 and statistics, in physics, in engineering, are brought

3 together.

4 The obvious situation is with the NCRP, it is

5 invariably Americans, whereas, with the ICRP, it has an

6 international composition.

7 With the BEIR Committee, which is an expert

8 scientific advisory committee of the National Academy of

9 Sciences, the selection process tends to be internal but

10 open. In other words, the National Academy of Sciences

11 selects the committee, and invariably the chairman of the

12 committee does not have power of the composition of the
,

([) 13 committee.

14 I am not apprised of how the GAO in this case formed

15 its committee; but, recognizing the membership of the

16 various committees and subcommittees of that particular

17 1981 GAO Report, it was based on the same criteria; that

10 it is achieved excellence snd achieved standards of

19 excellence in the sciences directly or indirectly related

20 to radiation.
|
! 21 Q Isn't it generally true that the chairman of those

22 committees tends to select at least the majority of those

23 committees, tends to select people who agree with that()
24 person's point of view on the committees?

25 MR. MILLER: I am going to have to object.

|
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1 Unless we can establish that Dr. Fabrikant is a

2 chairman and that's how he selects members of his

O
3 committee, I don't know how he could possibly answer what

4 other people do in their selection criteria.

t 5 MR. THOMAS: I think there is a foundation for

6 it. He has indicated an extensive background and

7 experience with these committees.

8 If he can't answer it, if he doesn't know, then

9 that's his answer, he doesn't know.

10 JUDGE SMITH: He may answer.

11 A In recent years in association with the committees,

12 commissions, or whatever, I am associated with, I would

() 13 tend to disagree with you.

14 I cannot speak for what occurred 20 years, 30 years

15 or 40 years ago when the numbers of scientists were small

16 and those scientists working in the same field, indeed,

17 had to know each other quite well, since the critical mass

18 was small.

19 However, in recent years it tends to be infinitely
,

20 more democratic.

21 There is no question, in the case of the BEIR

22 Committee, as you are well aware, there was a great deal

() 23 of dissention associated with the members' points of view.4

24 That in no way compromised their scientific ability, I

25 would suggest, and disagree with you, if you are implying
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() |
1 that the chairman has persuasion over the composition of a '

2 committee.,

O
3 In certain cases, and not in recent years in the

4 National Academy or Sciences, in the division of medical

5 sciences, where the BEIR Committee was formulated,,in the
6 past there may have been a certain amount of persuasion,

7 but in recent years the answer is no, there has not been.

8 The committee is formed and the chairman is,

9 appointed and the chairman is not appointed by the

10 committee.

11 BY MR. THOMAS:

12 Q With regard to your testimony at Page 27 and 28,

() 13 specifically Question and Answer 29, and even more

14 specifically with regard to the last sentence in that

15 answer, where you state, "In addition, other analyses of

16 the data" -- again referring, I believe, to the Hanford

17 data - "have been performed which show little or no

18 radiation induction effect."

19 Do you see where I am referring to?

20 A Yes.
.

21 Q You cite there, among others, Hutchison, et al., and

22 Gilbert and Marks; right?

(]) 23 A Yes.

24 Q Now, isn't it true that Hutchison -- both Hutchison and

25 the Gilbert and Marks study both found statistical
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1 significance in the Hanford data regarding two

2 malignancies, to wit: Multiple myeloma and cancer of the

O
3 pancreas?

4 A Yes, they did.

5 Q And isn't it also true that the Hanford dosimetry was

6 superior to that involved in the Japanese atomic bomb

7 survivor study?

8 A Superior in what way?

9 Q Technoligically superior in a sense of -- superior in a

10 sense of state of the art, more advanced.

11 A No. The Atomic Bomb Commission or the Radiation Effects

12 Research Foundation is the same state of the art as the

() 13 Hanford data.

14 Q Would you agree that the Japanese atomic bomb study,

15 despite the extensive government fundings, exhibits an

16 error factor in dose estimates of approximately 200

17 percent, while the Hanford study exhibits an error factor

18 of no more than 20 percent?

19 A I don't agree.

20 JUDGE COLE: 1 am sorry. I didn't hear your

21 answer, sir.

22 THE WITNESS: I don't agree.

r~T 23 BY MR. THOMAS:
U

24 Q Now, with regard to your testimony at Page 29, Q and A 30 - -

25 JUDGE SMITH: Mr. Thomas, it has been brought to
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1 our attention when the lawyers who have their backs to the

2 audience are asking questions it is difficult to hear, so - -

O
3 MR. THOMAS: I will try to --

4 JUDG$ SMITH: That is true generally.

5 MR. THOMAS: How about sideways, your Honor?

6 BY MR. THOMAS:

7 Q In that answer you make the statement -- again talking

8 about Gilbert and Marks, Mancuso, Stewart and Kneale, you

9 make the statement, "Thus, no excess of leukemias existed

10 which experience, such as with the Japanese atomic bomb

11 survivors, suggests should have been most observable where

12 radiat, ion is a factor," again talking about contrasting
() 13 with the Hanford study; is that right?

14 A (Indicating.)

15 MR. MILLER: You have to answer.

16 A (Continuing.) Yes.

17 BY MR. THOMAS:

10 Q Now, would you agree that the presence of this excess of

19 leukemias, as you describe it, depends, in large measure,

,
20 upon the presence or absence of concurrent body insult at

!

21 the time of exposure to radiation?

22 A With what regard when you say " body insult"?

(]) 23 Q Okay.

24 A You mean blast or infection or --

25 Q Comparing the Japanese atomic bomb survivors study, you, ()'
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1 had extensive concurrent body insult at the time of the

2 exposure in terms of the fire and the blast and so forth,

O
3 as opposed to Hanford, which --

4 A I understand.

5 Q Okay.
,

6 -- had no concurrent body insult.

7 A The answer, I think, to your question, trying to

8 reformulate the question, is no.

9 Leukemia happens to be 3 very important disease,

10 because of its rarity, particularly in the Caucasian

11 population, and the fact that it is a sensive index or a

12 sensive marker of radiation injury, so that leukemia --

() 13 the acute leukemias appear early, within 2 to 3 years, and

14 express themselves possibly from 7 to about 15 years, and

15 then the expression of risk decreases.

16 We recogn17e this because there are many

17 epidemiological studies which demonstrate the expression

18 of leukemia in individuals who have been exposed to

19 diagnostic radiology, to individuals who have been exposed

20 to occupational exposure, and, of course, to individuals

21 who have been exposed to therapeutic radiology for benign

22 diseases.

{]) 23 The Japanese are just one population who were

24 exposed to atomic blasts or atomic weapons.

25 In all the other epidemiological studies, there is
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1 no evidence that the body has to be overwhelmingly

2 traumatized or insulted, as you put it, in order to be

3 able to induce leukemia in either a multiplicative effect

4 or synergistic effect that can be demonstrated.

5 So when we come back to your question, does a body '

i 6 or does a population have to be insulted prior to the

7 index of leukemia, the answer is no.

8 Q I am not trying to quibble with you.

9 I guess the question is not whether it had to; but

10 doesn't the evidence indicate that you are more likely to

11 have this excess of leukemia where you also have the

12 concurrent body insult as opposed to where you do not?

(]) 13 A No, the evidence doesn't indicate that.

14 Q Now, you also indicate in your testimony or make the
,

15 statement that -- you say, " Skin cancer is not considered

16 an especially radiogenic cancer"; is that right?

17 A Tnat's correct.

| 18 Q In that regard, wasn't there a significant increase in the

19 cases of malignant melanoma among test Smokey,

20 S-m-o-k-e-y, participants and among radiation workers at
!

21 Livermore National Lab?

22 A I am not specifically familiar with the excess incidents
|

23 of malignant melanoma or the reliability of the excess

I 24 incidents of malignant melanoma in the smoke test atomic
|

! 25 veterans.

O
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1 In the case of the Lawrence Livermore National

2 Laboratory, yes, there was an increase in skin melanomas
i O
; 3 in the population, and I have explained this in detail in

~

4 my testimony.

| 5 of all the skin cancers that we know and have
i

6 studied extensively, malignant melanoma, because of its
!

; 7 rarity, has been probably studied the most, and it turns
;

8 out rather remarkably, that radiation, ionizing radiation,
!

9 is not a risk factor in malignant melanoma. This has been

10 demonstrated in the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory workers;

11 and it turns out that most of those workers were chemists.
I

| 12 Now, with regard to radiation science, the other

O is aspect of it is that evea in that case, whether or not

i 14 malignant melanoma could or could not be induced by
!

| 15 radiation, it still turns out that the cancers of the skin

i 16 do not appear, if they do, at doses below 1,000 rads or 10

17 gray.

18 Q Then I take it you don't feel the Livermore National Lab

19 results -- you don't feel they are related to radiation

20 exposure?

21 A It's been proven that they are not related

22 epidemiologically by Austin in 1982.j

23 He is the director of epidemiology of the State of

24 California.

25 BOARD EXAMINATION

O ,
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1 BY JUDGE COLE:

2 Q Sir, you have mentioned a dose level and you said -- I

3 thought you said a thousand rads, a thousand rem and right

4 after I heard you say ten?

5 A Ten grey. It's a factor of a hundred.

6 Q That is the equivalent of a thousand standards?

7 A Yes, those are the new standard international units.

8 MR. THOMAS: Is that all?

9 JUDGE COLE: Thank you. That's all I have.

10 BY MR. THOMAS:

11 Q Referring to your testimony on Page 40, which is a part of

12 Answer -- Question and Answer 37, going all the way back

() 13 to Page 37, you talk there about Dr. Bross' interpretation

14 or the Tri-State Leukemia Study data?

15 A Yes.

16 Q Would you agree that the studies of Dr. Bross do not rule;

17 out the likely existence of subgroups in the population

18 that are supersensitive to radiation?

19 A His studies do not rule them out; but you should be aware

20 of the fact that we are already -- we have already

21 identified subgroups in the population that are more

22 sensitive to radiation induction of cancer.

23 For example, age is a significant and important
[}

24 variable associated with induction of cancer, age at the

25 time of irradiation and age at the time of expression.
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1 Sex is important, for example, in cancer of the breast and

2 on thyroid cancer; and we do know that there are certain

3 hereditary diseases where there are deficient enzyme

4 repair mechanisms which may be associated at least with

5 ultraviolet radiation.

6 So these have been identified already; but Bross'

7 data do not identify any of these groups.

8 Q Again referring to your -- well, your testimony, Page 42,

9 Question and Answer 40, where you are talking about the

10 Modan study and, actually, also referring to your earlier

11 testimony concerning the Hanford study, is it your

12 testimony that you feel that the Japanese atomic bomb

() 13 survivor study, based upon a population that was exposed

14 to an atomic blast, is a more scientific study and

15 controlled study than the Hanford or Modan studies? Is

16 that a fair statement?

17 A Do I believe that the Modan or the Hanford studies are

18 more scientific than the Japanese or the other way around?

19 Q Does it make a difference?

20 A Well, do I believe the Japanese are more scientific or do

21 I believe the Modan are more scientific?

22 Q Do you believe tla Japanese are more scientific?

23 A I think they are .1 very important scientific
)

24 investigations.

25 Each has a very important role to play to put

l
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1 together the myriad of bits of information that we need in

2 order to be able to understand risk, particularly

3 radiation risk.

4 The very fact that over 100,000 Japanese survivors

5 have been studied in the life span sampling is an

6 indication that we don't have another population like

7 that; and we have derived from it --

8 Q You mean numerically we don't have another?

9 A Another population of that size --

10 Q Okay.

11 A -- to study, over 84,000 controls.

12 As a result, we have to derive every bit of

() 13 scientific information from it.

14 It has the largest range of radiation exposures. It

15 has the largest range of age and sex distribution in a

16 population.

17 There are constraints on it, obviously. For

18 example, in the Japanese survivors, there were much fewer

19 males in the age of approximately 20 to 30, because those

20 were the Japanese scidiers who were off to war.

21 On the other hand, there are limitations of the

22 Hanford study with regard to dosimetry, with regard to

(]) 23 what is referred to as the healthy worker effect, which

24 are selected workers who have been exposed.

25 There are limitations of the Modan study, simply j
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1 because these were children, so they narrowed in an age

2 distribution, because they had already been diseased,

O
3 because the status of radiation therapy at that time was

4 very different from what we know today. Because we cannot

5 reconstruct the dosimetry correctly, we are estimating.

6 So there are strengths and limitations of all the

7 epidemiological studies, and it isn't satisfactory to

8 argue whether one is better scientifically than the other.

9 What is important is we derive the best information

10 from each one of them and put them together and weave them

11 into a fabric so we have an answer as to how to protect

12 the health of the public.

() 13 Q In your testimony, wouldn't you agree that you place a

14 great deal more emphasis on the atomic bomb survivor study

15 than either the Hanford or Modan studies?

16 A Simply because we have been studying -- or the various

17 commissions and councils have been studying the Japanese

18 survivors now since 1950 or 1955; wnereas, the Hanford

19 studies and the Modan studies are very, very recent

20 studies.

21 Q Just one more question, I believe.

22 Isn't it true that the Mancuso study group shows a

(]} 23 greater population than the Japanese study when we add

24 into the Mancuso study group the Oak Ridge population?

25 A The actual numbers may ultimately, when we add in all the
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1 facilities of nuclear reactors and all the workers and the

2 shipyard workers and the work of Matinowski, now at Johns

3 Hopkins, where as many as seven different nuclear

4 facilities will be studied, that ultimately this

5 information will be brought together and will provide a

6 good deal of epidemiological information, there is no

7 question about it.

8 There are limitations of the Japanese studies, as

9 there are limitations on all of the others.

10 At the present time you are aware that the Hanford

11 studies are continuing extensively, and put together with

12 the Oak Ridge studies and put together with the Matinowski

() 13 studies, there will be a more identifiable array of

14 information to be able to improve, if necessary, our risk

15 estimation.

16 MR. THOMAS: Your Honor, given the extensive

17 nature of the prefiled testimony and a desire to have Dr.

10 Morgan also testify, at this time I have no further

19 questions of the witness.

20 JUDGE SMITH: Mr. Rawson.

21 MR. RAWSON: The staff has no questions of Dr.

22 Fabrikant. I

23 Thank you, sir.{}
24 BY JUDGE COLE:

25 Q Just a couple of questions, Dr. Fabrikant.
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1 In response to some questions concerning the

2 Hiroshima and Nagasaki incidents with respect to the
(~)''

3 population makeup, I believe you testified that it could

4 be described as a normal population.

5 Do you recall that, sir?

6 A Yes.

7 Q I guess I was surprised to hear that, in view of the fact

8 that this was a wartime situation and I would have

9 expected that the adult male population was, in fact,

10 considerably reduced because of the war situation.

11 A It was.

12 Q In view of that, sir, is this -- was that, in fact, the

([) 13 case there, and how then could it still be described as a

14 quote " normal" unquote population?

15 A I understand.

16 Let me sort of explain something to you. It was in

17 response specifically to the awareness in the literature

18 that the Japanese survivors were not a normal population,

19 implying that other populations that have been studied,

20 such as the Hanford or workers or people who have been

21 treated with X-rays, were normal populations, and these

22 data were used in contradistinction to the Japanese.

23 From the point of view of epidemiology, when one{)
24 looks at control populations and irradiated populations,

25 we have to take into account all the limitations and all
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1 the constraints.

2 These are recognized and they are adjusted in the

')
3 Japanese data, and when the analyses are done for all the

4 populations, whether it's Modan population or the Hanford

5 population, corrections are made for the age distribution,

6 the sex distribution, the life table distribution, and

7 these corrections are specific for that population. Life

8 tables of the Japanese are used in order to be able to

9 correct for that distribution.

10 So when we go back to what is normal, if I were to

11 say it is abnormal, then, indeed, I would have to say that-

| 12 all the other epidemiological studies were.

() 13 For example, the uranium miners were heavy smokers.

14 It is not a normal population when one is looking at lung

|

15 cancers because there are confounding factors.

! 16 When one is looking at the children in the Modan

17 population, they were nutritionally deprived because of an

18 ethnic control on them, they were Jewish, they had been in

19 concentration camps and they had advanced scalp disease.

20 No, they were not normal. Nevertheless, these are the

21 only populations with which we work.

22 So to discard these populations as being abnormal

{} 23 means, in fact, we could never do any epidemiological

| 24 studies.

|
| 25 So I am modifying my statement, when I say they are
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1 normal, to the extent that they are normal and we

2 understand the constraints placed on them and we must

O
3 correct for them and take into account for them in the

4 interpretation of the data.

S Q All right, sir.
-

6 On Page 43 of your prefiled testimony, sir, in

7 response to Question 41, you indicate that you are

8 familiar with Dr. Morgan's conclusions about low-level

9 radiation effects, and in Question 42 you are asked

10 whether you agree with those claims and you state you do

11 not and you give the reason why you do not, sir,

12 indicating that Dr. Morgan did not differentiate between

() 13 the effects of high-LET and low-LET radiation.

14 Are you familiar with the type of radiation that the

15 typical nuclear power plant worker would be exposed to?

16 A Yes, I am. This is in my testimony.

17 Q Yes.

18 Could you state what that is, sir?

19 A Surely. It's going to be primarily low-LET radiation.

20 There is going to be very little, if any, high-LET, since

21 a small amount of neutrons, under certain circumstances,

22 and possibly in the fuel cycle a small amount of alpha.

{]) 23 Q All right, sir.

! 24 For a typical power plant worker, do you have some

25 idea of the relative percentage of high-LET as compared to

!
'
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1 low-LET?

2 A The high-LET would be a minor fraction of probably less_

'"' 3 than one percent, I am sure, of the exposure that can

4 occur. It's going to be primarily the gammas.

5 Q And how much of an impact would this make for an

6 equivalent dose rate on the worker?

7 A Very, very small.

8 To begin with, he would have to be in direct contact

9 with alphas, and to a large extent -- lesser extent the

10 neutrons, the alphas having a very, very short range.

11 In containment, for example, it would be associated

12 with the cladding.

() 13 On the other hand, the lower LET radiation with the

14 low-LET radiation, such as gammas, of course, that will be

15 the majority of the radiation that he will receive,

16 working at a distance with tools, in high radiation areas.

17 So that one recognizes, from the point of view of

18 radiation protection, the greatest concern will be low-LET

19 radiation.

20 Q All right, sir.

21 Have you read Dr. Morgan's testimony?

22 A Yes, I have.
l
| {) 23 Q In his testimony he quotes some statistics concerning the

24 changes in the average occupational dose rates for

25 radiation workers over the past several years, indicating;

I (s)
|
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1 that since 1980 there has been an increase in the average

2 occupational dose.

() 3 Do you recall that, sir?

4 A Yes, I do.

5 0 Do you know why that has occurred?

6 A I am under the impression -- I don't know directly why;

7 but I am under the impression -- I have been told that

8 following the Three-Mile Island accident there has been a

9 notable and extensive list of changes that have to occur --

10 that have occurred in nuclear reactors in the United

11 States.

12 As a result, in order to effect these changes, a

() 13 large number of workers now have to be exposed for a

14 longer period of time. So in the post-THI era, at least

15 in the recent years, that has been one factor.

16 The other factors I can't account for.

17 Q All right, sir.

18 Let me get back to a question I asked earlier, which

19 I poorly stated, and I got an answer, but it wasn't the

20 question that I thought I was asking.

21 With respect to the difference between low-LET

22 radiation and high-LET radiation, for a given dose there

23
{-) would be a certain average health response or health

24 effect.

25 When I said how much difference would that make,

i
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1 what I meant was for a given dose of low-LET radiation as

2 compared to any -- the same amount in rems or rads of

O
3 high-LET radiation, what is the relative -- what is the

4 difference in predicted health effects?

5 A The higher LET radiation, with regard to rad'.aolon
?

6 protection, has a higher quality factor, wrich means it

7 has a higher moment of biological effectiveness. The

8 factor of 10 is placed into the formula.

9 For neutrons, sufficient neutrons, possibly, for

10 fission neutrons, a factor of 10, which, in fact, means

11 that an alpha or a neutron has a greater relative

12 biological effectiveness, it would cause more damage,
gg
i) 13 The risk factors are calculated in rems, taking intom

14 account possibly what that difference might be.

15 In the case of uranium miners, for example, that is

16 taken into account because of the alphas and the radon in

17 the mines.

18 So that when we estimate the risk factors, we factor

19 them in terms of rems, and so the high-LET factors are 1

20 taken into account.
I

21 Q All right, sir.

22 So if the dose is reported in rads, then there could

{]) 23 be a significant difference?

24 A Yes.

25 Q But if the dose is reported in rems and converted by the
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1 relative biological effect factor, then the health effect

2 should be the same?

O 3 A That's right. If it's per rem, that would be so. That's

4 with regard to risk.

5 In other words, there will be -- X number of rads of

6 alpha would be converted to rems, but ' rom that X number

7 of rads of Alpha, X or Y or whatever, we can determine

8 what that relative biological effectiveness would be by

9 -multiplying it by the quality factor.

10 Q All right, sir.

11 So if Dr. Morgan's results are reported in rems,

12 then there shouldn't be any difference if it were high-LET

([) 13 and low-LET; is that correct?

14 A No. Let me correct that point.

15 If we are working with high-LET radiation,.then

16 linearity is much more probable, if not almost completely

17 correct, from the limited data we have.

18 Remember, we have very limited human data with

19 regard to high-LET.

20 As a matter of fact, in the case of the very

hieh-LET's, there might be limited data showing21 c

22 supralinearity might occur.
i

(~) 23 On the other hand, for low-LET, there is an

24 extensive amount of repair, and that extensive amount of

25 repair has been documented well in the NRCP Report No. 64,
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1 1980. |

2 To the extent from animal studies and from cell and

( 3 tissue culture studies and from the limitad amount of

4 epidemiological human studies, a reduction factor of 2 to

5 10 due to repair dose reduction effectiveness factor

6 probably obtains for low-LET radiation as much more

7 effective repair.

8 So, therefore, the risk for rem at lower doses of

9 low-LET radiation will be less.

10 Q All right, sir.

11 What is the best source of information related to

12 the health effects associated with various doses of

([) 13 low-LET radiation of the type that the nuclear power plant

14 worker is exposed to as compared to high-LET radiation?

15 THE WITNESS: Mr. Miller, would you raise the

16 NCRP No. 64 report?

17 MR. MILLER: Did you want to see what I am

18 handing him?

19 A This is the one to which I refer in my testimony.

20 It is influence of doses distribution in time on

21 dose response relationships for low-LET radiations, NCRP

22 Report 64, published in 1980, April 1, 1980.

23 This goes from the fundamental physical and
(mus)

24 biophysical information and signs all the way through to

25 human studies, and it weaves together very, very carefully
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1 and cogently the important scientific and human studies,

2 which bear on the shape of the dose response curve, and,
O\'

3 therefore, the estimate of risk for low-LET radiation and

4 how, because of the special circumstances of how we

5 receive radiation in the case of nuclear power reactors,

6 it's continuous low level, whereas in the case of atomic

7 bomb survivors, it was instantaneous and acute -- all of

8 that is taken into account, and I submit this as being

9 probably among the best of the scientific documents which

10 brings it all together.
_

11 BY JUDGE COLE:

12 Q All right, sir.

() 13 Does the BEIR-III Report address this subject?

14 A Yes, very much so.

15 In the case of the human studies, it recognized that

16 the sparseness of the human epidemiological studies are

17 such that a dose rate effectiveness factor due to repair
|
! 18 would be difficult to estimate, but in the very front of

19 the BEIR Report we brought that point out; and, therefore,

20 the BEIR Committee did not factor this in, which, again,

21 would argue strongly that the linear response -- the

22 linear dose response model would overestimate the risk.

() 23 It would be above that risk where repair and recovery of

24 injury occurs for low-LET radiation.

- 25 I remind you that the estimate of risk that was the
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1 contentious part of the BEIR Committee Report had to do

2 with low level, low-LET whole body radiation.
Il\'

3 So, in fact, we were ac- 'asing the issue of low-LET

4 radiation all the time.

5 That's why the illustrative example used had to do
~

5 with an acute dose of 10 rads and a cantinuous dose of one

7 rad per year for a lifetime.

8 We used both examples, since they would cover the

9 spectrum of what could occur in society, and then we could

10 segment out the one rad per year related to occupational

11 exposure, age differentials, things like that.
.

12 So the BEIR Committee did address that and

() 13 recognized in the animal studies there was a dose rate

14 factor, but since the data was so limited in human

15 epidemiological studies by the nature of the human

16 studies, the committee decided not to factor this in and

17 would take a conservative approach, and that is exactly

18 what they did, and articulated that in the very front of

19 the document.

20 Q Just one other question, Dr. Fabrikant. It has to do with

21 response -- not a response, but a question concerning the

22 relationship between leukemia and bodily injury.
1

[]} 23 I was just thinking about the incidents at Hiroshima

24 and Nagasaki, where there was a considerable amount of

25 trauma associatea with the radiation dose and the trauma
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1 was manifested in a lot of burns and whether that type of

2 injury would preclude cleansing those parts of the body

O
3 and resulting in a higher dose by virtue of the type of

4 the injury.

5 A That these individuals, indeed, got a higher dose of

6 radiation as a result of the injury to their bodies, is

7 that what you are --

8 Q Yes,. The body was burned and they obviously can't

9 cleanse the surface as well if it's a burned surface or :

10 traumatized in that way, so that the predictions of doses

11 based upon certain other measurements might have been

12 considerably different.

() 13 A On, I would guess that predictions of dose in all these

14 epidemiological studies are very, very severely limited.
15 The reconstruction of dose estimates, which is

|
16 exactly what we have to do in all our epidemiological
17 studies, is fraught with difficulties.

18 In the case of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, no dose
19 measurements were taken in Hiroshima or Nagasaki.
20 In the case of all the clinical studies, such as the
21 ankylosing spondylitis patients, 14,588 patients, all the
22 charts have to be gone through, medical charts, to try to

[} 23 reconstruct what those doses may have been 20, 30 years
24 ago, and that is as precise as we can get.
25 In the case of the irradiation of children, in thes
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1 tinea capitis, the ringworm children, we have very, very

2 little understanding of what the dose may have been. We

3 have a range of an order of magnitude, but the precision

4 is very, very poor. Indeed, we have to reconstruct this;

5 and in the case of the Japanese, those are among the most

6 difficult to reconstruct.

7 JUDGE COLE: Thank you, sir. That is all I

8 have. Thank you.

9 THE WITNESS: Thank you.

10 BOARD EXAMINATION

11 BY JUDGE CALLIHAN:

12 0 I have a couple of comments, Dr. Fabrikant.

(]) 13 We are aware, as you pointed out earlier today, of

14 ongoing re-evaluations of the casualties and causes

15 thereof at Hiroshima and Nagasaki, at Livermore and

16 elsewhere.

17 Have those re-investigations progressed to the
,

18 degree that one can at this time estimate or predict the

19 effect of the re-evaluations on the historic numbers

20 associated with those exposures?

21 A I would answer no.

22 I would answer that it has progressed to a

23 significant degree, but there are four or five{)
24 laboratories and groups that are working on this, and

25 these pieces are going to be put together, each group
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There has been a greatO working on a different component.

1

deal of reticence to attempt to predict what these changes
- 2

simply because not all the information is in;
3 might be,

and any amount of change could seriously affect the social
4

the actual numbers are not going to be
5 implications;

draumatically changed.
6

So that all of us have agreed that whenever this
7

we should be restrainedinformation will become available,
8

simply becauseso.newhat in predicting what it might be,
9

it's only going to be two or three more years, and I
10

impress upon you that a large number of scientists are
11

involved and everyone is straining to publish this very
12

O 13 au1ck17-
in the footnote ofAnd yet we have to recognize that

14 that as the
every one of these papers there is the caveat,

15
these estimates will change.new data become available,16

Some of the finest of these scientists now with the17

National Cancer Institute have been publishing and in
18

Texas from the Atomic Bomb Cancer Commission or the RERPF19

have been publishing with this caveat because they are the
20

formidable scientists in
ones who have been the most21

They have been on the National
22 gathering these data.

RERPF program for many, many years.Academy of Sciences'
23g you should be aware that there is a steady
24 Also,

four years where the books were opened
25 progression every
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1 and the books were closed in the gathering of

2 epidemiologic data of those individuals during that

O
3 interval of time in the Japanese survivors where new

4 cancers have appeared in different organ systems; and that

5 continues, in the absence of the new re-assessment of the

6 dosimetry. In other words, a decision has been made to

7 continue to use the old dosimetry, to b, ring the

8 information up-to-date. Indeed, the books have just been

9 closed on this four-year cycle as of December 31st last

10 year, and so that information continues to be gathered.

11 It would be a pity to stop and wait until the j

l12 numbers come out, because even then the numbers may not '

() 13 still be correct. There will be some discussion and
14 contention about them.

15 But the important thing is that the two programs are

16 going simultaneously. The epidemiological studies of the
1

17 follow-up of the patients, which are so essential, and the

18 re-evaluation, including the Japanese scientists

19 re-evaluating in collaboration with the American

20 scientists, so that ultimately these will come together.

21 To answer your question, I have been reassured the

22 answer is no, they have not progressed for someone to

23 factor these data in yet.()
24 Q My following remarks will not truly be a question. They

25 will, perhaps, be an enlargement on our most recent
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1 conversation.

2 My observation in your testimony particularly and

3 elsewhere is that there is yet much to be learned and one

4 should be open to all manner of belief and investigation

5 and findings as to the relations bett.een health effects

6 and radiation, and it will be a period before we can tie

7 these things down tightly; and, in the meantime, one

8 should respect and accept all opinions and relations

9 between health effects and their cause.

10 Now, what little bit of question that implies, I

11 will ask: Do you agree with that as a statement?

12 A Very much so.

() 13 The very question arises that, every time a

14 particular study -- in this case the studies that are

15 cited in this testimony -- comes under scrutiny, it does

16 not necessarily mean that the studies are wrong. It may

17 very well mean that the investigators have identified

18 something of importance and that we should pursue that in

19 a scientific manner.

20 I think what we are experiencing -- and Dr. Morgan

21 and I would agree on this -- is the constant interchange

22 of scientists questioning each other's data and

23 questioning each other's interpretation of the data, which{)
24 is a very healthy thing we have been doing in science, in

25 radiation sciences, since the turn of the century.
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1 What has now occurred is it has become a societal
2 issue and, therefore, those of us in science, who have to

O
3 speak up and be heard, do it vocally.

4 It is of importance to recognize that no one is

5 questioning th,e scientific integrity or the purpose of any

6 of these studies, whether they are the atomic bomb

7 survivor studies or whether they are the Hanford studies.

8 The questions that arise is the impact this might

9 have on our knowledge and science; and, as you bring out,
10 keeping an open 'ad and bringing these pieces together is.

11 very important.

12 No one is questioning, as Mr. Thomas has brought '

() 13 out, that, indeed, there was an increased incidence of

14 cancer of the pancreas and multiple myeloma among the
15 Hanford workers.

16 These are very important observations. They should;

17 be pursued. No one should, indeed, try to hide them; and

18 they give us more imformation, not only about radiation,

19 but about what occurs among workers, what occurs among

20 workers who may be involved with toxic chemicals, the

21 other aspects of occupational health that extend far

22 beyond radiation.

23
[)

Impressed upon a lot of people in this room is that

24 if it weren't for the incredible contributions of the

25 radiation sciences over the past 50 years, we would not
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1 have a reasonable approach to estimation of risk of toxic

2 chemicals, because the method that is being used now is

\ ')
3 related to the absolute risk model that we use for
4 radiation exposure.

5 So I did -- my highest accolades to those

6 scientists, including Dr. Morgan, who I have known for 20 '

7 years now, who have been in the forefront, pioneers of the

8 radiation sciences, who have established the ground work,

9 the basis, for understanding radiation effects, and from

10 there flows our understanding of many other effects of

11 chemicals, pharmacological agents and other environmental

12 pollutants, so I agree with you completely, we must keep

() 13 an open mind.

14 JUDGE CALLIHAN: Thank you very much.

15 JUDGE SMITH: Mr. Thomas, do you have additional

16 cross examination based upon the Board's questions?

17 MR. THOMAS: No, I do not, your Honor.

18 JUDGE SMITH: Mr. Miller.

19 MR. MILLER: I just have a couple of questions,

20 Dr. Fabrikant.

21 REDIRECT EXAMINATION

22 BY MR. MILLER:

23 Q Mr. Thomas referred you to Page 28 of your prepared

24 testimony and the studies by Hutchison and Gilbert and

25 Marks of the Hanford workers.
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1 Do you recall that line of incuiry?
2 A Yes.

(
3 Q I believe -- at least my notes show -- that you testified
4 that there was, in fact, a finding of statistical
5

significance in the incidence of multiple myeloma and
6 cancer of the pancreas?

7 A Correct.
8 Q By those two investiga tors; right?
9 A That's correct.

10 Q What if, anything, does the statistical significance of
11

the incidence of those two forms of cancer tell us about
12

the overall risk estimates of cancer induction from
([) 13 exposure to low level, low-LET, low-dose radiation?

14 A With regard to cancer of the pancreas, it is an increased
15

incidence in high-dose exposure among the Japanese
16 survivors; but in the case of pancreas in this particular
17

I population, the numbers are extremely small.
i 18

In this particular population, the Hanford workers,
t 19 there is a large history of chemical exposure, because

20
these individuals came from the chemical industry when

21
they went to Hanford during World War II, and there is a

22
very, very close correlation between the chemical

i g 23 occupational hazards and cancer of the pancreas.v
| 24
! In the case of multiple myeloma, this is important,
i 25

() because multiple myeloma has occurred in radiation-exposed
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1 populations. The incidence of that disease is extremely
2 small as well and in this population as well. That's why

O
3 Just one or two cases are sufficient to increase the
4 significance of the disease against the background of a

5 rare disease.

6 Among radiologists there has been an increase in

7 multiple myeloma.

8 This is why multiple myeloma stands out as an

9 important signal to ask the question, "Should this be

10 pursued further?"

11 In the case of cancer of the pancreas, it's easily

12 explainable with regard to the chemical exposure.
A
(,/ 13 In the case of the multiple myeloma, although there

14 is a relation with chemical exposure and occupational

15 health, the question has not been settled.

16 Q Just to follow up, with one more question.

17 In your judgment, do the increased incidences of

16 multiple myeloma and cancer of the pancreas which were

19 observed among the Hanford workers cause you to question

20 the overall risk estimates for cancer induction as a

21 result of exposure to low level, low-LET radiation?

22 A By no means no, I would not question it, simply because of

23 the rarity of these two diseases under the circumstances-)
24 in that particular age population and the very fact that

25 both of them are associated with the chemical industrial
' /~')
;

\.

|
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1 exposure.

2 Q What significance --

(3ss 3 A So there are confounding factors.

4 Q What significance, if any, is there to the fact that there

5 was no observed increase in the incidence of leukemia
6 among the Hanford workers?

7 A As I pointed out before, leukemia is a very early marker,
8 a sensitive marker of radiation injury; that in all these

9 populations, exposed over long periods of time, even to
10 low level radiation, such as in the Portsmouth Naval

11 Shipyard workers, one of the first diseases looked for

12 would be leukemia, because it appears early and,

(]) 13 therefore, the latent period it is short. It has a finite

14 expression in time, anywhere up to about 15 years or 25

15 years, and that expression decreases with time.

16 The very fact that the Hanford workers have been

17 studied now for that long period of time, some 25,000
18 workers, male workers, and some four-and-a-half thousand

19 female workers, over the long period of time since World

20 War II, it should have already demonstrated, if it were
21 due to radiation, at least some increased incidence of

22 leukemia if it should occur, arise, within a particular
23 period of time, which expresses the risk, and subsequently
24 a decrease, much the same time period as in the Japanese.
25 This has not appeared in excess and, therefore, one

O
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1 questions all the aspects of the other confounding

2 factors, simply because the most sensitive index of

() 3 radiational exposure has not appeared.

4 MR. MILLER: I have no further questions of Dr.

5 Fabrikant.
t

6 I discussed briefly with counsel for the Rockford

7 League and counsel for the Staff an approach that sort of

8 picked up on something the Board said this morning.

9 At the conclusion of Dr. Morgan's examination, we

10 would certainly be willing to have Dr. Fabrikant join Dr.

11 Morgan, if it would be helpful to the Board, in conducting
s

12 further examination with both individuals available to

(]) 13 answer questions, not simultaneously, but in counterpoint,

14 if you will.
,.

15 JUDGE SMITH: Thank you. That might be very

16 helpful.

17 I neglected to ask you if you had cross based upon

18 the Board's questions.

19 MR. RAWSON: No, sir, I do not.

20 JUDGE SMITH: Any recross?

21 MR. THOMAS: No.

22 JUDGE SMITH: Okay. Step down.

23 We will hear from you later.
)

24 THE WITNESS: Thank you very much.
|

25 (Witness excused.)
(')s

'

\_
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1 MR. THOMAS: We are ready to proceed.

2 Your Honor, at this time the League of Women Voters,

n''
3 Intervenor, would call as its witness on this issue Dr.

4 Karl Z. Morgan.

5 MR. MILLER: I would like the record to reflect

6 that I am handing to the Board my cross examination

7 outline for Dr. Morgan.

8 JUDGE SMITH: Dr. Morgan, may I administer the

9 oath, please?

10 (Witness sworn.)

11 KARL ZIEGLER MORGAN

12 called as a witness by counsel for Intervenor Rockford

() 13 League of Women Voters, having been first been duly sworn

14 by the Chairman, was examined and testified as follows:

15 DIRECT EXAMINATION

16 BY MR. THOMAS

17 Q Dr. Morgan, would you please state your name for the

18 record?,

19 A Karl Ziegler Morgan.

20 Q Do you have in front of you a document entitled, " Prepared

21 Direct Testimony of Karl Z. Morgan on Behalf of Rockford

22 League of Women Voters Regarding Contentions 42, 112 and

[]) 23 111, Occupational Exposure?"
,

24 A I do.

25 Q Does that document consist of 27 pages of questions andf.()i

{
i
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1 answers?

2 A Yes.

O
3 Q Was that document prepared by yourself?

4 A Yes.

5 Q Is that document -- well, at this time do you have any

6 corrections which you with to make to your prefiled

7 testimony?

8 A I have no major corrections.

9 It would be informative if I would add some

10 explanation to the two tables in the report.

11 In looking at the tables in conjunction with the

12 text, I found that it might be a little difficult for the - -

() 13 Q Are you referring to the tables on Pages 14 and 157

14 A Yes.
<

15 Q Okay.

16 A It might be a little difficult for the person not familiar

17 with these manipulations to understand how I intended the

18 table to be used; but I think in --

19 Q Do you believe that this explanation would aid in

20 understanding your testimony?

21 A I think with just one short sentence that it would make it

22 clear.

/]) 23 Q All right. And what is that?

24 A If I may just quote what I am suggesting for

25 clarification, at the bottom of both tables the sentence,
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1 "The values in Tables 1 and 2 should be used only for the

2 values of d" -- that's the little d, there are two d's --

( 3 "only for the values of d that are greater than 2.8 rem

4 where the cancer coefficient" --

5 JUDGE CALLIHAN: What coefficient, Dr. Morgan?

6 A (Continuing.) " Bracket C sub S plus C sub L end bracket,

7 slash 2 d" -- this is a little d - "is 1.44 times ten to

8 the minus three cancers per person rem."

9 BY MR. THOMAS:

10 Q Does that complete the statement of explanation?

11 A That completes the statement.

12 MR. THOMAS: Yes. Could you -- I got lost about

([) 13 halfway through that myself.
'

14 MR. MILLER: I lost it.

15 JUDGE SMITH: I lost it, too.

16 JUDGE COLE: Maybe you could repeat it.

17 A (Continuing.) The values in Tables 1 and 2 should be used

,
18 only for values of d that are greater than 2.8 rem, where

!

19 the cancer coefficient, parentheses, C sub S plus L sub S,

20 end of parentheses, slash 2 little d., 2d is 1.44 times ;

21 ten to the minus three cancers per person rem.

22 JUDGE COLE: Dr. Morgan, would you read again

23
[)

what you had inside the parentheses?

24 THE WITNESS: Yes. I would rather use the

25 blackboard, I would rather use it there, but there .s no
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1 chalk. A lecturer can't lecture without chalk.

2 Yes, there is. I put a slash but this is the same

()
3 thing.

i
4 JUDGE COLE: The second time you said L sub S, I

j 5 believe, and you meant C sub L.

6 THE WITNESS: Oh, I said it wrong?

7 JUDGE SMITH: Also, you had C sub S plus C sub S

: 8 slash two small d.

9 JUDGE CALLIHAN: That is either way?,

! 10 THE WITNESS: You can write it either way you

; 11 choose.
!

! 12 JUDGE COLE: That's right, either.

() 13 THE WITNESS: Either way would be all right..

14 (Indicating.)

15 MR. THOMAS: Dr. Morgan -- I am sorry. I didn't
1

16 mean to interrupt.-

17 JUDGE SMITH: I am sorry. Go ahead.

18 BY MR. THOMAS: '

! 19 Q When you say cancers per person rem, ar* vou speaking of

20 all cancers or --

21 A Yes. I will try to keep in mind that in this paper, in

22 this discussion, that at times I will address the total

23 cancer incidence, at other times the lethal or fatal
|[}

24 incidents.

25 Q Thank you. That would be helpful. I

1
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1 Does that then complete the explanation you wished
2 to make regarding the two tables?

(} 3 A Yes. I could write pages on this but I think this will be

4 sufficient here. I will be glad to give further

5 explanation if it's wished.

6 Q All right. Let me dir ect your attention to the top of

7 Page 19 of your prefiled testimony where I believe there

8 is a mathematical -- the figure appears there, 2,000

9 lethal cancers," and if you look at the preceding

10 calculations I believe it should read 20,000, but I leave

11 that to you.

12 MR. MILLER: Or 22,000.

() 13 THE WITNESS: Let's see.

14 MR. THOMAS: I will give him the calculator.

15 THE WITNESS: That isn't the same as the copy I

16 have here, so I have some trouble locating it.

17 MR. THOMAS: Well, can you just read the

10 statement?

19 THE WITNESS: " Natural background radiation of

20 approximately 100 millirems per year United States causes

21 about" -- well, it's certainly more than 2,000 lethal

22 cancers or 24 -- yes, that's in error. That should be

23 20,000.

24 MR. THOMAS: Your Honor, I would indicate that

25 we would furnish corrected copies of the testimony to the

O
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1 Court Reporter in the future. I don't have them with me
2 at the present time.

O
3 JUDGE CALL 1HAN: Mr. Thomas, with apologies to,

4 Dr. Morgan, back to essentially this consideration that

5 you put on the board, on Page 13 of your testimony, are we

6 suffering from a common typewriter ailment, whereby the C

7 sub 1, and something else, I thought there is really C sub

8 L.

9 THE WITNESS: It should be C sub L.

10 JUDGE CALLIHAN: That is a common typewriter

11 problem.

12 THE WITNESS: Yes. I should explain this

() 13 particular typing I didn't get until a few minutes ago and

14 there are, perhaps, some typographical errors or other

15 interpretations there.

16 JUDGE CALLIHAN: Thank you.

17 BY MR. THOMAS:

1 10 Q Dr. Morgan, in addition to those corrections which you

19 have indicated, do you wish to supplement your testimony
20 in any respect?

21 A No.

22 Q Do you then wish to have this 27-page document that we

23) have been referring to -- does this then constitute your

24 testimony in this matter?

25 A Yes.
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1 Q And are thosa -- are the answers contained therein true
2 and accurate to the best of your knowledge?

() '

3 A Yes.

4 MK. THOMAS: Judge, does it --

5 JUDGE SMITH: Attachments.

6 BY MH. THOMAS:

7 Q Does the same apply to the attachments to your testimony?

8 A Tnat's correct.

9 MH. THOMAS: Your Honor, at this time I would

10 move to admit the testimony of Karl Z. Morgan into

11 evidence on behalf of the Intervenor Rockford League of

12 Women Voters.

() 13 JUDGE SMITH: Dr. Morgan, those are Attachments

14 A through I, attached?

15 THE WITNESS: Yes.
' 16 JUDGE SMITH: There are objections.

17 MR. MILLER: Judge Smith, I do have objections

le to some portions of Dr. Morgan's testimony and the

19 attachments.

20 In addition, I would like to conduct a brief voir
i

21 dire examination.

22 JUDGE SMITH: Yes. Before we begin in the voir
1

23 dire and general cross examination, I would like to(')s%
24 propose a course of action which the parties might

25 consider.
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1 We are aware that Dr. Morgan submitted his testimony

2 directly and it has not gone, apparently -- correct me if

O
3 I am wrong -- it has not gone through legal counsel.

4 MM. THOMAS: That's correct.

5 JUDGE SMITH: So if the parties don't object, I
,

6 would appreciate it if you would permit Mr. Thomas to work

7 rather closely with Dr. Morgan as you make objections to

8 matters which they don't particularly -- which they may

9 not oppose the changes which you are suggesting in your

10 voir dire.

11 MR. MILLER: I would be happy to do that.

12 MM. THOMAS: With the Board's permission, maybe

() 13 I snould sit over by Dr. Morgan, too?

14 JUDGE SMITH: Do you object, if he limits it to - -

15 MM. MILLER: Not if he is sitting there, no,

16 sir.

17 MR. THOMAS: I don't know anything to tell him.

1e VOIR DIRE EXAMINATION

19 BY MR. MILLER:

20 Q Good afternoon, Dr. Morgan. My name is Mike Miller. I am

21 one of tne attorneys for Commonwealth Edison Company.

22 Dr. Morgan, do you have any training as an

| ("} 23 industrial psychologist?

24 A No.

25 Q Have you ever been employed as an industrial psychologist?

|
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1 A I am not sure whether you said technologies or

2 psychologist.

O 3 Q No; psychologist, sir.

4 A I thought you said technologies. No, no to both

5 questions, if it's psychologist.

6 Q And have you ever worked in a nuclear power plant as a

7 maintenance worker?

8 A No.

9 Q Have you ever been personally acquainted with an

10 individual who has worked at a nuclear power plant that is

11 run by Commonwealth Edison Company?

12 A Would you restate the question?

() 13 Q Let me see if I can't sharpen it up, because I suggest you
,

; 14 might know some station superintendent.

15 A I was going to say yes the way you worded it, but I don't

16 think you really meant it that way.

17 Q Tne question is, sir: Have you ever known personally an

le individual who has worked as a maintenance worker at a

19 Commonwealth Edison nuclear power plant?

| 20 A Not to my knowledge as a maintenance worker.

21 Q Do you know the composition of the work force at

22 Commonwealth Edison's nuclear power plants? By that I

23 mean: Do you know how many of the employees at the plant{)
24 during normal operations are contract employees and how

; 25 many are directly employed by Commonwealth Edison Company?

| ()
|
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1 A I may have seen some indications on that in a generic

2 sense that give some estimates, but I don't know anytning

O
3 specific.

4 Q Do you know wno the present superintendent of the Byron

5 nuclear power station is?

6 A No.

7 Q Do you know what the the N-GET is?

8 A Tne N-GETt

9 Q Yes, N-GET.

10 A I have been puzzled by the use of it here. I am not sure

11 that it's a point I would have to define.

12 Q Have you ever participated in the design of a nuclear

() 13 steam supply system for a pressured water reactor?

14 A No.

15 Q Have you ever participated in the design of a steam

16 generator for a pressurized water reactor?

17 A No.

10 Q Have you reviewed the FSAR that was prepared by

19 Commonwealth Edison and its contractors for the Byron

20 nuclear power plant?

21 A I may have seen portions of it but I haven't reviewed it

22 in toto.

(]) 23 MR. MILLER: That cencludes my voir dire

24 examination.

25 I would now like to make certain motions directed to'
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1 Dr. Morgan's testimony. .

2 My first motion is directed to the paragraph that

() 3 begins at the bottom of Page 13. It has a No. 2 followed

4 by a parentheses in front of it. It continues after the

5 two tables on Page 16 and concludes just below the middle

6 of Page 17.

7 The grounds for my motion are that --

8 JUDGE SMITH: Where does it conclude, Mr.

9 Miller?

10 MR. MILLER: Just on Page 17, sir, just above

11 the paragraph that begins with the No. 3

12 JUDGE COLE: But does not include Table 1 and

(]) 13 Taole 27

14 MR. MILLER: Yes, that does not include the two

15 tables. I want to make that clear.

16 The grounds for my motion is that the voir dire

17 examination established that Dr. Morgan has no

le qualifications as an expert nor does he have any personal

| 19 knowlecge wnich would enable him to provide opinions to

20 this Board with respect to the reactions of temporary

21 worxers to health physics practices at a nuclear power

22 plant or more specifically at the Byron power plant.

23 I would ask that that portion of the testimony be

24 stricken on that basis.

25 MR. THOMAS: Judge, I am opposed to the motion.

()|
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1 I don't think that -- he is -- there is some relationship

2 to Byron, but he is not talking specifically about jumpers

3 which have been employed at Byron. Obviously, no jumpers

4 have been employed at Byron, at least in terms of working

5 in hot operations or hot jobs, which is what we are

6 talking about here.

7 I think that he is talking about collective dose and

8 the way generically that the employment of jumpers affects

9 the collective dose in his opinion; and I think that his

10 background and qualifications indicate that he is

11 certainly qualified to express an opinion on that. Again,

12 the weight of the opinion is a matter for cross

(') 13 examination and the Board's discretion.

14 MR. MILLER: I think Dr. Morgan has fully

15 explained the theoretical basis for his opinions with

16 respect to electrodose, and I have certainly no objection

17 to that portion of his testimony coming in.

10 This portion of the testimony as to which I have

19 maae my motion, your Honor, however, deals with quite

20 another matter, that is the state of mind and the training

21 that is given to temporary workers as opposed to permanent

22 station employees. That is a matter as to which Dr.

23
)

Morgan has no first-hand knowledge, indeed he disclaims

2' any knowledge of the N-GET, which yesterday we heard

25 described as the primary training document for radiation

;

!
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1 protection at the Byron nuclear power plant.

2 MR. THOMAS: Judge, perhaps I should -- may I

() 3 ask Dr. Morgan some questions with regard to Mr. Miller's - -

4 the subject of Mr. Miller's voir dire, if that is

5 necessary?

6 JUDGE SMITH: Yes. You are allowed to have as

7 on direct examination, on vo r dire; you are entitled to

8 have both your argument and your reply testimony on voir

9 dire.

10 MR. THOMAS: May I put just a few questions to

11 him then?

12 JUDGE SMITH: Proceed.

(]) 13 DIRECT EXAMINATION

14 (Continuing.)

15 BY MR. THOMAS:

16 Q Dr. Morgan, with regard to the testimony which Mr. Miller

17 has indicated, would you indicate to the Board the basis

lc or your testimony regr rding the relationship between the

19 collective dose and the use of jumpers?

| 20 A My testimony on that relates to a number of Nuclear
|

| 21 Regulatory Commission reports, NUREG reports, which give

22 the numbers that are employed as jumpers and the numbers

- 23 that are employed in terms of the station and of the

24 corporate organization, and it's based on work tnat I have

25 done with different utilities in planning and trying to

O
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1 improve their nuclear facilities as far as health physics

2 is concerned.

O
3 Q Have you consultea with utilities regarding ALARA and the

4 use of jumpers?

5 A Yes.

6 Q Could you just briefly indicate some of the utilities with

7 which you have consulted on that subject, if you can give

8 it off the top of your head?

9 A Well, I consulted with TVA and they, of course, have a

10 number of utilities. I discussed in meetings, not just

11 this subject but the general health physics program and as

12 it relates to emergency planning and ALARA and other

() 13 health physics activities.

14 I am at present trying to set up a program for

15 training or these health physics groups in a university so

16 that they could be employed and at the time of employment

17 have some prior education and training pertinent to these,

10 activities and the use of these instruments and sc on..

19 I am actively employed as a consultant with PFL,

20 Pennsylvania Power & Light Company; and there we

21 frequently discuss ALARA.

22 Q In tne context of the use of jumpers?

(} 23 A Ana our committee, we have of ten discussed the question of

24 jumpers, along with other subjects, yes, the entire health

- 25 physics program.
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1 Q Oxay. Is there any other basis for the testimony which

2 Mr. Miller is challenging, which I have not covered, which '

O
\_/ 3 you wish to bring to the attention of the Board?

4 A Well, I don't know that I understand completely what the

5 objection to-including these statements of mine in the

6 orficial report are.

7 I have had in my classes, training classes, hundreds --

8 actually thousands -- of students, many of whom are

9 working in these plants, many of whom are working with

10 NRC, DOE, EPA and in the various nuclear plants.

11 I have tried to impart into them the importance of

12 ALANA, keeping exposures as low as reasonably achievable;

([) 13 and, of course, I have visited nuclear plants, with my

14 students there, so I think I have more than a peripheral

15 knowleoge on the subject.

16 Q Okey. Have you.ever had occasion to observe jumpers

17 working at nuclear power stations?

10 A I haven't followed any jumpers on the basis of

19 time-position activity; but I have certainly seen many of

20 them at facilities.

21 MR. THOMAS: That is all I have.

22 MR. MILLER: Your Honor, the answer to the last

23 question that Mr. Thomas posed absolutely proves my point.

24 At Page 16 of Dr. Morgan's prepared testimony,
:

25 Subsection A, the last sentence there says "Thus the

O
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1 jumper on the average takes longer to do a given hot job,"
2 and in response to Mr. Thomas' question, Dr. Morgan said

() 3 he had never seen a jumper do any work.

4 MM. THOMAS: Objection, judge. That's not what

5 he said.

6 MR. MILLER: Nor had he done any -- I guess the

7 answer was he had not done any time studies with respect
8 to the jumper doing the work.

9 MR. THOMAS: Yes. Well --

10 MM. MILLER: I don't think he has the

11 qualifications to make these statements.

12 JUDGE SMITH: Part of the problem is that the

() 13 parties are arguing either it's all out or it's all in.

14 Some of it seems to me are ooservations that Dr. Morgan,

15 over the many years he has followed the industries, can

16 make to put his testimony in context. However, it would

l'( be rather soft testimony as compared to the very precise

10 testimony we might have as to the actual practices in

19 place at the Byron plant.

20 However, I think what he is going to do is put his

21 remarks in context. On the other hand, there are some

22 aspects of it that I just don't think that even the

23 experience that he has listed would enable him to come to

24 the conclusion he has, and in my own view, without

25 discussing it with the Board, is that last observation.

O
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1 I would have preferred to have seen some discussion

2 of this among the parties before his appearance and arrive

CTl 3 at some way in which his concerns could be placed in the

4 context and given the proper limitation.

5 I am wondering if perhaps even my remarks as to the

6 sortness and crispness of the opposing testimony might not

7 assuage the concerns of the parties; but neither of you

8 has gone into the precision necessary for the Board to

9 rule based upon your comments. It's not all bad, it's not

10 all good.
.

11 MM. THOMAS: The problem, Judge, is, I have no

12 question of these challenges. Every time we put a witness

() 13 on they challenge the voir dire; but I never have any

14 notice in what respect they are going to challenge it to

15 so the --

16 JUDGE SMITH: The Board itself anticipated this

17 line or questioning. We discussed this in advance. It is

la going to come up, we are going to have some problems on

19 it; but I realize you'have not had this opportunity

20 before.

21 MR. THOMAS: Right.,

!

22 MR. MILLER: I must say, with all due respect to

23 Mr. Thomas, and I realize he is a latecomer to this

24 proceeding, Dr. Morgan's deposition was taken May 27,

i 25 1982, and so there was an opportunity to learn the lines
r^g'

V
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1 of inquiry that were likely to take place when he appeared

2 as a witness.

3 MR. THOMAS: Judge, it's always been my specious

4 experience tnat challenges of one sort or another are made

5 by motion so the other side has an opportunity to respond
_

6 and some kind of notice, I don't see how that would be

7 tremendously harmful. We could then present a more

8 derined issue than we do when it arises as he is called to

9 the stand.

10 JUDGE SMITH: I think under ideal circumstances

11 that would be nice if we could do that. There has to be a

12 balancing, however, between having a confidential

(]) 13 preparation and reasonable notice; but this is consistent

14 with the long-standing practice that I have observed in

15 these proceedings, that the voir dire is not revealed
.

16 until the time actually arrives.

17 JUDGE SMITH: We will take a short -- unless the

10 parties have aaditional ooservations to make, we will take

19 a short break.

20 MR. MILLER: Judge Smith, would it be helpful if

21 I placed on the record additional motions that I have

22 based on the voir dire and other matters going to this?

23 JUDGE SMITH: It might be. The difficulty is my

24 capacity at least to recall and -- to recall them all at

25 once as we need them --

(),

|
|
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1

MR. THOMAS:
I would appreciate it so I could2

O snape some kind of response rather than trial by amb3 ush.
JUDGE SMITH:

You want them all to be collected4
then we can rulei ,

5
MR. MILLER: Yes, sir.

6 That is certainlysatisfactory.
7

JUDGE SMITH:
It's the quality of the ruling8

that is --

9
(Laughter.)

10
JUDGE SMITH:

11 -- that is endangered here.
JUDGE COLE: Proceed

12 at your peril, sir.
MR. MILLER:

()) I obviously want to -- I an sure we13

all want the very best ruling we can have.
I must say14

that this is -- the remainder of my motions are
15 , perhaps,

! not as complex as this one.
i 16
\ So if -- why don't I just proceed?i

\ 17
JUDGE SMITH: Sure. Go ahead.10
MR. MILLER: My next motion is directed to19

Paragraph 4 on Page 19.
It continues over to Page 20.20

This is a paragraph in which Dr. Morgan gives a21 n

opinion regarding certain design changes that ought t22 o bemade in the Byron Station.
[) 23 Yet,

I believe the voir dire established24 that he hasno background
in the design of nuclear power plants,25

either nuclear steam supply system or steam generator
s.

. - _ .
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1 Then, my last motion based on voir dire, is on Page

2 21, there is a numbered Paragraph 2 on that page toward

() 3 the top. I move to strike the second sentence of that

4 paragraph. This is simply speculation by Dr. Morgan with

5 respect to the relationship between health physicists and

6 the site production manager, yet he doesn't know the

7 present superintendent at Byron Station. It seems to me

8 there is simply no basis for that sort of a statement in

9 the testimony.

10 JUDGE CALL 1HAN: Mr. Miller, that is the

11 sentence beginning, quote, "Nothing is more," unquote, in

12 the third line of that section?

(]) 13 MR. MILLER: Yes, sir. that is, yes.

14 JUDGE CALLIHAN: Thank you.

15 MR. MILLER: Now, I have certain additional

16 motions that really aren't based on any voir dire; and in

17 the interest of giving you some additional ones, I ought

le to make those now, too. -

19 JUDGE SMITH: Before you move on, is all of

20 Paragraph 2 on Page 21 the subject of your motion?

' 21 MR. MILLER: No, sir. Just the second sentence.

22 MR. THOMAS: The last sentence.

23 MR. MILLER: The one that says, "nothing is
O

24 more."

25 At Page 8 of Dr. Morgan's direct testimony, seven

)
,
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1 lines from the bottom there is a sentence that begins with

2 the words, "Dr. Seymour Abrahamson." I move to strike

( 3 that on the grounds that it's not Dr. Morgan's testimony

4 from the face of the prepared testimony, it's the

5 testimony of Dr. Abrahamson. As such, it's hearsay and I

6 believe it should be stricken.

7 JUDGE CALLIHAN: What page, Mr. Miller, please?

8 I am sorry.

9 MR. MILLER: Page 8, sir.

10 JUDGE CALL 1HAN: Thank you.

11 MR. MILLER: Similarly, on Page 11, it's about

12 12 lines up from the bottom, it's the portion of that page

(]) 13 that begins -- the sentence begins with the words "I had

14 the good fortune to work closely many years with the

15 world's greatest geneticist, H. J. Muller," and then the

16 testimony purports to state Dr. Muller's concerns. Once

17 again, Dr. Muller isn't here available for cross

10 examination. The statement is hearsay and I move that it

19 be stricken from the testimony.

| 20 Now, finally, I am a little bit puzzled by all the

21 attachmerts and the attachment that is the restatement of
|

22 the contention, I guess it's Attachments D through I.
I

l 23 These ere -- I am sorry. It's attachment E through I.
(

24 These are a series of articles by Dr. Morgan and a

25 letter that he wrote to the editors of Science Magazine on

O
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1 some date that is not identified. That's the very last

2 attachment, Attachment I.

3 I have read the attachments.
4 In many ways they make the same points that are in

5 Dr. Morgan's testimony and yet they are not in the form

6 that the Board has requested prepered testimony be

7 submitted to it. There is not a specific reference that I

8 could find in Dr. Morgan's prepared testimony to any of

9 the articles or the letter to the editor of Science

10 Magazine.

11 I question their relevance given the exhaustive

12 nature of Dr. Morgan's prepared testimony. I think at

(]) 13 best they are duplicative. At worst, they contain

14 statenents that are attributable to people who are not

15 available for cross examination. There are photographs

16 reproduced with respect to one article which have

17 absolutely nothing to do with any of the issues in this

10 litigation. I don't know that it's going to add to the

19 record at all to have those attachments in the record. I

20 move that they be stricken as well.

21 That concludes the motions I wish to make with
22 respect to the prefiled testimony,

23 JUDGE CALLIHAN: Dr. Morgan, can you identifys
1

24 for us, please, the medium in which Appendix G -- I beg

25 your pardon -- Attachment G, George, appeared? --
(Dus
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1 THE WITNESS: I don't have a copy -- this is in

2 the Encyclopedia Britannica.

() 3 JUDGE CALLIHAN: It's entitled, " Hazards of

4 low-level radiation."

5 THE WITNESS: That's a section from the

6 Encyclopedia Britannica.

7 JUDGE CALLIHAN: Thank you.

8 MR. THOMAS: Judge, as long as we are --

9 JUDGE SMITH: I am sure you recognize, Mr.

10 Miller, if we were to give the attention that your motion

11 requires as to the attachments, it might just absorb the

12 rest of the arternoon. You are saying there is no

(]) 13 relevance to the testimony and that they are not in a form

14 that the Board has requested testimony.

15 Can you give us a basis upon which we can rule upon

16 them wholesale?

17 MR. MILLER: Yes, sir. If you wish one, I think

10 I have suggested it. That is, Dr. Morgan's testimony was

19 supposed to be in question and answer form or submitted as

20 a narrative statement identified as testimony.

21 What we have instead is both a question and answer

I 22 form of testimony, to which largely I have no objection.

23 Then, in addition, four or five narrative statements
C)

,

'

24 that I believe significantly duplicate the substance of
,

25 his testimony, at least insofar as is relevant to the

O
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1 issues to which he is here to testify.

2 JUDGE SMITH: We would be very hesitant to

() 3 exclude testimor.y solely because of the form of it,

4 although we did make a request.

5 However, it is the burden of the party sponsoring

6 the testimony and not the burden of the adversary party or

7 the Board to clean it up when it is a mixture of relevant

8 and irrelevant testimony. t

9 MR. MILLER: Judge Smith, I guess I really want

10 to focus on the issues that Dr. Morgan has important

11 things to say and I know I want to hear what he has to

12 say, certainly.

(]) 13 JUDGE SMITH: Yes.>

14 MR. MILLER: I guess I would like some

15 explanation as to if we could have one as to what purpose

16 those articles serve. I don't find them referenced in the

17 testimony. That's what is so puzzling to me.

16 JUDGE SMITH: Generally speaking, we would not

19 favor a practice of placing into evidence large volumes of

20 evidence, some of which is relevant, some of which isn't,

21 and then leaving it up to chance which portions of it are

22 cited in proposed findings.

23 We -- at least the Boards which I have been

24 associated with -- we have required that when large

25 volumes of paper have been submitted, that only the part

O
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1 that has direct relevance to the issues be considered and
2 marked and identified.

3 Otherwise, we don't know. The parties don't know

4 What is available or what to meet in the proposed findings

5 at the end of the hearing.

6 Does Dr. Morgan believe that all of this attached

7 information is essential or even desirable to his
1

8 testimony, and the word is "all," the word is "all" of it?

9 MR. THOMAS: I understand. As your Honor

10 indicated previously, this testimony did not go through me

11 and I would just let Dr. Morgan answer the question.

; 12 JUDGE SMITH: That might be a suitable subject

(]) 13 matter for you to confer with Dr. Morgan.

14 MR. THOMAS: Fine.

15 JUDGE SMITH: In a recess.

16 MM. THOMAS: Fine.

17 JUDGE SMITH: Why don't we address the other

le aspects of the motion, the hearsay, the two hearsays and

19 the -- well, I guess we have completed the jumper.

20 MR. MILLER: Yes, sir.

21 MR. THOMAS: Right.

22 MR. MILLER: And the other motions that I made

23 with respect to testimony based on my voir dire, the')
24 statement about the station superintendent and the

25 statement about the design of the power plant.

.
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1 MR. THOMAS: I think if I could have permission

2 to talk with Dr. Morgan, we might be able to resolve some

O
3 or tne concerns.

4 I realize he is under oath and that's why I want to

5 ask permission to discuss the subject matter of the

6 motions with him.

7 I think we might be able to resolve, for example,

8 the last sentence that he referred to in Paragraph 2

9 about, you know, nothing is more likely to dampen the

10 enthusiasm or a -- even, than a recalcitrant site

11 production manager.

12 JUDGE SMITH: Would you like to help? This

() 13 would be a good time for afternoon recess and let's make

14 it longer than a normal one and take into account all of

15 the objections and see what is remaining for the Board to

16 rule upon.

17 MR. THOMAS: Yes, right.

10 JUDGE SMITH: As far as the hearsay is concerned --

19 MR. THOMAS: You know, I would respond to that

| 20 that, you know, it's my experience that experts can rely

21 on opinions expressed by others as a basis for their own
.

22 testimony.

() 23 JUDGE SMITH: Yes, and, indeed, Dr. Fabrikant

24 gave us what I thought was very reliable testimony based

25 upon his knowledge of working associations with others.,

1 (^h
\_/'

|
t
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1 MR. THOMAS: It's almost --

2 JUDGE SMITH: Can I --

( 3 MR. THOMAS: I am sorry.

4 MR. MILLER: I was just going to respond by

5 saying I have no objection to hearsay testimony used as a

6 basis for an expert's opinion, and there are other

7 references in Dr. Morgan's testimony to which I have no

8 objection on that basis.

9 The two instances as that I site, however, as I read.

10 the testimony, are simply put out as evidence rather than

11 as a basis for his own opinion.

12 JUDGE SMITH: Instead of his own testimony?

() 13 MR. MILLER: Yes.
'

14 JUDGE SMITH: With that dichotomy in mind, let's

15 take our recess of 20 minutes.

16 MR. THOMAS: Okar. May I just inquire if Staff

17 has any similar motions? Last time Edison did this, Staff

10 also tacked on theirs.

19 If they have some, we might as well get them now.

20 JUDGE SMITH: That's right. I think that's a

21 good idea.

22 MR. RAWSON: The Staff has no plans at this

r- 23 point to move to object to or strike any portions of the
\.)s

24 testimony.

25 MR. THOMAS: Okay. Thank you.

)
,

|
|
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1 JUDGE SMITH: Do you join in any aspect of these

2 motions?

O
3 MR. RAWSON: Judge, we are considering that.

4 There are a couple of aspects that we may join in. There'

5 are other aspects on which we have not taken a position.

6 JUDGE SMITH: Then you are going to join in

7 whatever negotiations take place?

8 MR. RAWSON: Yes.

9 MR. THOMAS: I do have permission to talk to

10 him; right?

11 JUDGE SMITH: Oh, yes.

12 Mr., Miller, you don't object to him counselling Dr.

() 13 Morgan?
I
L 14 MR. MILLER: No, I don't object to that.

15 (Recess.)

16 JUDGE SMITH: Well, gentlemen, may we hear your

17 solution?

16 MR. THOMAS: Judge, having reviewed this, I will

19 go down point by point and indicate what matters we have

: 20 been able to resolve and what we haven't.
:

21 With regard to paragraph 4 of page 19, that deals

22 with PWR design only in the context of radiation doses and

| (]) 23 talks about maintenance and operation.

24 I think that Dr. Morgan's expertise does cover that

25 and I can bring -- you know, as a matter of fact, I can
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1 ask him to indicate the nature of the experience that he

2 has had in that area. He has never designed a PWR, but I

3 don't think that that's necessary to comment on it in

4 relationship to the radiation doses.

5 With regard to Page 21 --

; 6 JUDGE SMITH: Let's take it up one at a time.

7 MR. THOMAS: All right.

8 JUDGE SMITH: Do you mind?

9 MR. THOMAS: No, not at all.

10 JUDGE SMITH: This is the one that we didn't

11 really have a chance to focus on.

12 MR. THOMAS: You know, I would indicate that he

([) 13 talks in there about the high radioactivity of cobalt-60,

14 cobalt-68, which grew ir.to the system from cobalt-59. It

15 seems to me he is, obviously, an expert.

16 JUDGE SMITH: We will deny the motion to -- we

17 will overrule the objection to accept 4, that means 4

10 remains on Page 19.

19 MR. THOMAS: Okay, all right.

20 JUDGE SMITH: It is, however, subject to cross

21 examination.

22 MR. THOMAS: Of course.

- 23 JUDGE SMITH: And it is subject to the evidence

24 we have already received.

25 MR. THOMAS: Of course.

O
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1 With regard to Page 21, the last sentence of

2 Paragrapn 2, we would agree to strika that sentence. That

( 3 could be characterized fairly I think as a gratuitous

4 reference.

5 JUDGE CALLIHAN: What was your verb, Mr. Thomas?

6 MR. THOMAS: Pardon?

7 JUDGE CALLIHAN: What is your verb in your

8 statement?

9 MR. THOMAS: We will agree to strike the

10 sentence.

11 JUDGE CALLIHAN: Thank you.

12 MR. THOMAS: We will agree.

(]) 13 JUDGE CALLlHAN: Strike, strike.

14 MR. THOMAS: Okay, to strike.

15 MR. MILLER: On behalf of Mr. Querry, the

16 Station Superintendent at Byron, thanks.

17 MI. THOMAS: Whoever you are.

10 (Laughter.)

19 MR. THOMAS: With regard to the references on

20 Page 8 and Page 11 to the studies of others, I suppose

21 that there are portions in there, such as the

22 characterization of Mr. or Dr. Muller as the world's

23 greatest geneticist, but as I read those references in

24 context, they clearly form the basis for and corroborate

25 opinions of Dr. Morgan, which are expressed in his direct

O
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1 testimony and I regard them in very much the same context

2 as Dr. Fabrikant's references to BEIR-III and NRCP, you

() 3 know, various committee reports and that sort of thing.

4 So I think those are properly included.

5 JUDGE SMITH: Well, we observed a possible

6 distinction between his reference on Page 8 to Dr.

7 Abrahamson and his reference to Dr. Muller. Perhaps we

8 can inquire just briefly --

9 MR. THOMAS: Surely.

10 JUDGE SMITH: -- and see if our distinction is

11 correct.

12 One gets the impression from your reference on Page

(]) 13 8 to Dr. Abrahamson that you have just picked up intact
14 his testimony in short and placed it into this testimony.
15 You give no indication of the basis by -- your knowledge
16 as to the bases for Dr. Abrahamson's testimony.
17 Do you have anything other than he testified to that

10 fact to support your confidence in his testimony?
19 THE WITNESS: Your Honor, may I make a comment?

20 JUDGE SMITH: Yes, please. It was directed to

21 you, Dr. Morgan.

22 THE WITNESS: Dr. Seymour Abrahamson, he and I
23 testified in the Shoreham hearings along with the former-

24 chairman of the BEIR-III Committee, Dr. Ed Radford. He

25 made the statement in his testimony at the Shoreham
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1 hearings and we rode to the airport together, the three of

2 us, Radford, Abrahamson and I, and we discussed this en

O 3 route to the airport. That's the basis of my statement.

4 JUDGE CALLIHAN: Mr. Thomas, do you intend to

5 bring out on your direct examination the fact that,

6 perhaps, Dr. Morgan accepts this statement as his view as

7 well as it having been Dr. Abrahamson's view?

8 MR. THOMAS: Yes. That is the purpose of

9 including it in the direct examination. He does thereby

10 adopt those statements.

11 JUDGE SMITH: In view or Dr. Morgan's

12 explanation of how he happened to include Dr. Abrahamson's
i

i () 13 testimony, does your objection pertain or remain?

14 MR. MILLER: I think it really does, your Honor.

15 We have no reference to the record. The Shoreham

16 transcript, as you probably know, is tens of thousands of

17 pages long, although I am sure we could identify Dr.

10 Abrahamson's testimony fairly readily, but I think it's

19 just burdening the record and is unfair to the parties

20 cross examining to have it stated in this form. If he is

1 21 going to adopt it as his testimony, that is one thing

22 entirely; but somehow to present it to this Board with the

23 aura, if you will, of Dr. Abrahamson's testimony, which I(}
24 am willing to concede, is substantial, without Dr.

25 Abrahamson being here to tell us in person, I feel is

i
f
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1 improper. 1

j
,

2 JUDGE SMITH: Did you discuss with Dr.

() 3 Abrahamson the basis for his conclusions, the methodology,
4 the data that he relied upon and that type of thing or did

5 he just tell you the essence of what you have here?

6 THE WITNESS: His testimony at the proceedings

7 dealt more with the subject of genetic effects on the

8 possivle than the somatic or teratogenic, so the statement

9 he made was in the context of numerous other statements
10 regarding the genetic effects of ionizing radiation.

11 JUDGE SMITH: I am sorry. I didn't make my

12 question clear.

{} 13 As you . ode to the airport with Dr. Abrahamson, did

14 you have an opportunity to discuss, to your satisfaction

15 as a scientist in this field, the data upon which he

16 relied for these comments and the basis for his

17 conclusions, sufficient to satisfy you as a scientist that

16 you would be willing to adopt that as your opinion?

19 THE WITNESS: He did not discuss the basis of

20 his statement on this.

21 JUDGE SMITH: On that --
|

22 MR. TH0f1AS: Can I ask one question on that?

i 23 JUDGE SMITH: Yes.
O 24 BY MR. THOMAS:

25 Q Did he discuss it in his testimony and were you present
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1 for that testimony?

2 A I was present for the entire testimony. He gave

3 considerable evidence for his evaluation of the genetic

4 risk.

5 Q Are you prepared on that basis to adopt it or not?

6 A I would say, your Honor, that Abrahamson played an

7 important part in the BEIR-III report and I have read

8 quite a bit of his publications and it wasn't just a spot

9 decision to accept his opinion.

10 BOARD EXAMINATION

11 BY JUDGE SMITH:

12 Q If you had to make an important decision all your own

() 13 which would have significance implied by this testimony,

14 would you be willing without further inquiry into the

15 basis to taka action based upon that testimony?

16 A Not on that testimony alone, but the fact that it, so far

17 as I could tell, correlated with other information on the

10 genetic erfects and his publications and in publications

19 of the international commission and of the UNSCEAR

20 Committee.

|
21 Q So your confidence in his conclusion does not depend alone

22 upon his testimony but it makes sense based upon your

23 general background and information?{)
24 A Ir the numerical figure, if quantitatively there were any

25 marked differences from what has been published in these
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1 other publications, UNSCEAR publications, including the

2 more recent one, and tha ICRP publications, I would have --.

3 I would not have been willing at all to accept this

4 figure; but the fact that it seemed to be about the same,

5 I was quite willing to take this as a good, round number.

6 JUDGE SMITH: With your explanation and Dr.

7 Abrahamson's testimony and your familiarity with his

8 background, there is only one aspect of your willingness

9 to accept his conclusions, we will accept that aspect of

10 the testimony.

11 However, we would not look with great favor of

! 12 proposed findings which would purport to have Dr.

() 13 Abrahamson --

14 MR. THOMAS: Oh, no.

15 JUDGE SMITH: -- as the authority for this. The

16 authority for these figures will remain as being Dr.

17 Morgan to the extent that he has this information or

le doesn't have it will control the gravity of it.

19 On the other hand, now, on Page 11, he has indicated

20 he has worked closely for many years with H. J. Muller,

21 and on the face of it he indicates, if he has worked in

22 the relevant area of his testimony, that he has at least

23 had the opportunity to understand thoroughly the basis for

24 H. J. Muller's testimony and opinions and indeed adopt
i

25 them as his own, but I think we need some clarification
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1 for that.

2 If we have to rule on the basis of it, assuming that

O
3 his work with Muller was relevant work, there is at least

4 some indication that he has an independent basis other

5 than Dr. Muller's conclusions that the information is

6 accurate.

7 Now, could you comment on that?

8 THE WITNESS: Yes, your Honor.

9 I don't want to leave the impression in any wise

10 that I am a geneticist. I am a health physicist; but Dr.

11 Muller and I became close friends when the both of us were

12 members of the International Commission on Radiological

() 13 Protection when we attended a number of meetings abroad

| 14 and in this country, where we sat down together and argued

!
15 these matters, where we had dinner together and where we

16 spent much time together.

17 We exchanged letters, quite a number of them. In

10 order to keep the conversation going over a period of

19 years, I arbitrarily took the position, more for argument

20 than anything else, that I felt the limiting factor was
|

| 21 somatic damage. Of course, my friend would not buy that. '

22 So we had exchanges of correspondence. I give him why I

23 felt from what I have read that somatic was the more[])
24 limiting factor, the boundary condition, and Dr. Miller

25 would not agree to that and he often brought up the
O,

ss
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1 subject of these recessive, non-visible mutations which he

2 felt were or greater concern than the ones that were

() 3 pronounced and you could easily identify, because he was

4 interested in the improvement of the race through the

5 years, not its slow degradation.

6 BOARD EXAMINATION

7 BY JUDGE SMITH:

8 Q In your intercourse with Dr. Muller, is that consistent

9 with the method by which you and other scientists in your

10 field develop your background information in your field?

11 A Muller and I were two members of the main commission, the
12 National Commission 213 I am still a member, one of the

(]) 13 emeritus members. There are three of us now that are

14 emeritus members, and in a small group like this, you

15 cannot have experts in all fields.

16 I probably have the greater experience in practical

17 health physics and experimental problems in the field of

10 health physics than other members. Dr. Muller was the

19 specialist in this field. John Laudig was a specialist

20 and radiobiologist and so on through the 13.
|

21 So no one of us pretended to be experts in the areast

22 of others on the committee but we profited from numerous

23 discussions and then made decisions on what reports to

24 accept, what numbers seemed to be acceptable in terms of

25 the recommendations of the chairman of the various
O
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1 committees that reported to the main commission.

2 JUDGE SMITH: Mr. Miller, I don't understand why

3 you selected the single sentence to objcct to. It seems

4 to me that the entire balance of that paragraph would

5 stand or fall.

6 MR. MILLER: Yes, sir. I may have misspoken-

7 myself but I intended to move to strike from the words, "I

8 had the good fortune," to the end of the page.

9 JUDGE SMITH: Now, in view of Dr. Morgan's

10 discussion, do you believe that the objection is --

11 MR. MILLER: I will withdraw my motion wi.th

12 respect to that one.

O
(/ 13 I think there still remains some other matters for

14 consideration.

15 JUDGE SMITH: Yes. The jumper, the jumpers.

16 MR. MILLER: Yes.

17 JUDGE SMITH: Now, the Board had a lengthy

10 discussion on the jumpers.

19 Our concern is that neither we nor the evidentiary

20 record to date demonstrates the nature of the jumper

21 participation in the industry.
_

22 We can easily postulate circumstances where none of

(]) 23 his testimony -- most of his testimony concerning jumpers
'

24 could be accepted, because we can envision circumstances

25 where the jumpers are highly-trained professionals and can
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1 come in and do the job quickly and efficiently, or we can

2 postulate where they are highly-trained professionals in

([) 3 other areas and come in and have an intense training

4 course and do the job, the specialized job, efficiently;

5 and the record doesn't say which is the case.

6 JUDGE COLE: We also have another kind of

7 jumper, the non-trained man.

8 JUDGE SMITH: We could have a non-trained

9 jumper, who by virtue or intense training is able to do

10 the job more efficiently than the generalist or even the

11 specialist in the plant, depending upon the amount of

12 training and the resources and the specialization of it.

13 Since the record does not establish one way or the
v

14 other and since Dr. Morgan has not indicated a degree of

15 expertise on his own on which he can make the distinction,

16 it's our view that absent some better support for his

17 conclusions, that we cannot accept these.

10 We did, however, have some more reservations. I

19 mean a little bit more concern about Paragraphs D and E;

20 and that is, jumpers who are not -- don't remain
i
l 21 permanently in the industry, we think that it's a

22 reasonable assumption without expertise to assume that

23 they won't keep abreast of what the developments are and

24 they won't have the type of medical surveillant care,

25 unless they are nuclear specialists, career people. So we

O
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1 are not quite so eager to throw those observations out or

2 we are not eager to throw any of them out, for that

() 3 matter, Dr. Morgan; but we think that those are probably
4 observations that are more logical.

5 The last paragraph objected to, the last sentence,
6 quote, "Obviously, ir a job that could be done by one

7 person with 4 rem exposure, is done by four persons in

8 turn, there will be four times as much ingress and egress
9 exposure." That is almost a truism and requires no

10 expertise and I think that's a fair observation. So that

11 would remain; but what is your view of Paragraphs D and E?
12 MR. MILLER: Your Honor, it seemed to me that of

13 all the paragraphs, subparagraphs, in the portion of the
s.

14 testimony that I moved to strike, those two are in a sense

15 most objectionable. ,

16 Not having worked as a maintenance worker, not

17 having any knowledge of what Commonwealth Edison's

10 training program is and, really, not knowing any

19 maintenance workers, I think it's just a shot in the dark

20 by Dr. Morgan as to whether he is any more qualified to
21 express an opinior abo'2t what a jumper's comprehensio of

22 the risks or car:er will be.

23 It's like me getting the President of Commonwealth

24 Ecison Company to come here and testify, yes, in his

25 opinion they do have adequate comprehension.

O
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1 JUDGE SMITH: Well, an expert does not have to

2 be an expert on every fact or statement he makes in expert

! () 3 statement. Some of it is put in as contextual matter to

4 express his concerns. If he is talking about non-career

5 jumpers picked up from casual labor pools, who may or may

6 not have long standing employment in the industry -- and

7 we don't have any evidence one way or the other -- he has

8 expressed a valid concern; and, at the very least we might

i 9 say, if we don't except his testimony, we might say that

10 the utility's testimony has failed to address that

'

11 concern.

12 MR. MILLER: Well, I believe that Mr. Rescek's

(]) 13 testimony and his cross dealt with the issue of the,

| 14 training that is given to temporary workers, and including

15 a discussion of the risks of cancer that are involved, the

16 whole N-GET document, which was admitted into evidence,

17 contains sections that deal with that issue.

10 But I would certainly have to evaluate the Poard's

19 comments and determine whether additional evidence is
!

| 20 required so we can meet our burden of proof.

21 JUDGE SMITH: The distinction here is a jumper

22 who was in the industry a relatively short time, let's say

; 23 a year, and he is given this training. Let's assume that
|

| 24 the training is the best that is available.

25 The question is: 20 years hence, 50 years hence,

()
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1 will he, as compared to a person who is a long-term i

!
_

2 industry employee, remain the comprehension of the risks

''
3 and have the appropriate medical surveillant care? That's

4 the point that he is making there.

5 And I think that it's a reasonable observation to

6 make as an observation of normal human behavior, that

7 events far in the past are not going to have the same --

8 occupy the same importance in a person's concerns as those

9 who live with them as they go along.

10 THE WITNESS: Could I make a brief comment, your

11 Honor?

12 JUDGE SMITH: Yes.

() 13 THE WITNESS: During the 29 years I was at Oak

14 Ricge National Laboratory we had, of course, both

15 permanent employees and temporary employees; and one of

16 our big problems was always with the temporary employees,

17 outside contractors that would come in for a job, because

1b of difficulty in giving them training, because they move

19 from one job to another. That's in reference to C.

20 In reference to D, we had a very -- what I thought

21 was an excellent medical program to follow our own

22 employees, but we do not have it -- we did not have any

/~T 23 way of providing medical surveillance over temporary
| 'u)

24 employees to see whether cancers were developing, whether

25 there were cataracts in their lenses. So that was in part
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1 the basis or my comment.

2 The other reason I commented on this is that at the
A
(_) 3 present I am working with some universities in organizing

4 programs to train technicians and others so we can cut

5 down on the number of temporary employees that are

6 employed in these various facilities.

7 JUDGE SMITH: All right. Dr. Morgan, since you

8 raised specifically C, the Board observed during

9 conference that the conclusion is really a non sequitur.

10 It assumes -- C is, "If PNPP has done a thorough job of

11 training its permanent employees, it will not have given

12 as comprehensive and in-depth and training of jumpers who

(]) 13 move from one plant to the other."

14 That does not necessarily follow. That assumes a

15 finite amount of training available and any that you give

16 permanent employees is necessarily taken from the

17 temporary employees. That is not established by this

10 record and as a matter of logic does not follow, so we

i 19 will not accept C.

20 However, we are inclined to accept E as to the

21 continued medical surveillant care.

22 MR. THOMAS: Judge, with regard to C, could I

23 just point out that Mr. Rescek testified that there is

O 24 annual retraining for permanent employees, which by

25 derinition, I take it, could not be given to jumpers or

O
|
'
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1 temporary employees?

2 JUDGE SMITH: Not so, not so.

() 3 MR. MILLER: I don't think that's right.

4 JUDGE SMITH: His testimony -- in the first

5 place, that is a different situation compared to what he

6 says in C. He says, "As a result of a thorough job of

7 training permanent employees, it cannot have given as

8 comprehensive an in-depth education in training of

9 jumpers." That does not necessarily follow. That is not a

10 logical sequitur.

11 MR. THOMAS: I agree with what you said. He

12 doesn't say as a result. I --

({} 13 JUDGE SMITH: He does say. If, the word "if" is

14 a consequential prep situation.

15 MR. THOMAS: Well, your Honor, at this point,

16 just for purposes of getting this testimony in, I am, you

17 know, almost really prepared to just, you know, concede A,

10 B and C.

19 I think J should stay in, because I think that based

! 20 upon his observations of jumpers --

21 JUDGE SMITH: J?

22 MR. THOMAS: I am sorry. F.

23 Just based u;an his observation of jumpers at Oak;

I ()
| 24 Ridge, that that's a fair observation; but, as I say, I am

25 really concerned that -- I would rather have him testify

)'
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1 on cross than, you know, the --

2 JUDGE SMITH: Well, --

() 3 MM. THOMAS: Whatever ruling the Board wishes to

4 make.

5 JUDGE SMITH: All right. The ruling that we

6 will make --

7 (Board conferring off the record.)

8 JUDGE SMITH: The Board's ruling is that going

9 to Page 13, Paragraph 2, beginning with Paragraph 2 --

10 well, our thought was that if any of the following

11 examples survived, that Paragraph 2 would have to survive.

12 However, that doesn't work, because the availability of

(]) 13 subsequent medical surveillant care does not affect the

14 dose, so the ruling then will be that the only thing that

15 survives will be paragraph D, which is entitled to regular

16 weight, and paragraph E, which we believe is a fair

17 comment upon human events. Also surviving will be --

10 (Board conferring off the record.)

19 JUDGE SMITH: Within the context of Dr. Morgan's

20
,

experience at Oak Ridge. As a matter of fact, we will
i

21 require him to amend it to say, "His experience at Oak

22 Ridge indicates that at Oak Ridge, jumpers" --

23 MR. THOMAS: Are you talking about F now?

24 JUDGE SMITH: Yes, F.

25 Is the same true at Oak Ridge with jumpers on G?

O
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1 JUDGE CALL 1HAN: No.

2 JUDGE SMITH: Is that your observation about

O
3 Jumpers at Oak Ridge?

4 THE WITNESS: I think, your Honor, I would

5 change the word " cheat" to -- if I were applying it there,

6 to a different word.

7 MR. THOMAS: G, G.

8 JUDGE SMITH: G.

9 THE WITNESS: Oh, G.

10 MR. MILLER: Excuse me. It seemed to me that

11 the witness whose testimony we are now all discussing and

12 making suggestions on is not willing to accept on his own

([) 13 the statement the Board made. He wants to change the word

14 cheat in Subparagraph F on the basis of the change you

15 suggested, your Honor.

16 JUDGE SMITH: Oh, I see. How would you change

17 it?
,

!

! 10 THE WITNESS: I would say " improperly used the

19 dosimetry program."

20 JUDGE SMITH: And we would still -- all right.

21 If he wants to change that, that's up to him; but,

22 nevertheless, the observation will be made that that is

(") 23 his experience at Oak Ridge, as is the case with G.
V

24 Was that the case with G, too, Dr. Morgan?

25 THE WITNESS: Yes, your Honor.

t
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| 1 JUDGE SMITH: So we will add to the testimony F

2 "at Oak Ridge jumpers are more likely", and G, "at Oak

3 P.dge jumpers cannot be expected."

4 JUDGE SMITH: I know it's almost irresistible

5 and it seemed to be necessary for all of this to

6 transpire; however, I think that the Board, when it looks

7 at the whole record, could have been relied upon to have

8 made a decision based upon the evidence and the relative

9 opportunity to know with respect to the Byron plant.

10 But, nevertheless, I think the motions were

11 appropriate. It has just taken a lot of time.

12 As to the attachments, it is not the Attachment E

() 13 through --

14 MR. THOMAS: I.

15 JUDGE SMITH: -- I, they are all out on the

16 basis that it is not the responsibility nor is it really

17 possible for the Board to pick out from the attachments

10 the aspects which are relevant to the case and which are

19 not. We simply don't have time to do it.

20 MR. THOMAS: I understand.

21 JUDGE SMITH: It doesn't add that much, as far

22 as I can see, to his testimony.

23 MR. THOMAS: I understand. Just for the record,)
24 your Honor, in the interests of a full record, I would

25 nots that there is an omnibus reference to the attachments

O
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1 on Page 7.

2 JUDGE SMITH: Well, that doesn't cure it. It's

n'
3 not just --'

4 MR. THOMAS: I just make that statement.

5 JUDGE SMITH: For that reason we are not saying

6 that they are not, under certain circumstances a portion

7 of them could have been included; but they are not now.

8 Is there anything further?

9 MR. RAWSON: Judge, on that score, should we

10 then indicate the one sentence referring to the

11 attachments on Page 7 is also withdrawn or stricken.

12 MR. THOMAS: There is not much point to it if

() 13 the attachments themselves are gone.

14 MR. RAWSON: That is my thought.

15 JUDGE SMITH: The statement is withdrawn. Now,

16 when the statements are out they remain in the rejected

17 evidence file, that is as this goes into the record the

10 statement will be crossed t'- ough, should be crossed

19 through, so it's still a n '. s and the attachments will be

20 physically attached, but . significance is they are

21 available on appeal but the significance is we will not

22 accept proposed findings based upon these attachments or

! r3 23 what we make a decision on.
| (J

24 MR. THOMAS: I understand. Thank you.

25 JUDGE SMITH: Now, would you work with the

|
t
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I ()
f 1 reporter on conforming the testimony to our ruling? i

2 MR. THOMAS: Thank you.

O- 3 JUDGE SMITH: Thank you.

4 (The document referred to, the prepared

5 testimony of Karl Ziegler Morgan, received

! 6 in evidence, follows:)
,

7

8

i 9

10

11

! 12

'

($) 13

14

15

16

'

17
f

i 18
'

. 19
|

| 20
!

! 21

22

*3()
# 24

25

()
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I. INTRODUCTION

O .l.What is your name and position?Q

A. Karl Z. Morgan. Until 1982 I was Neely Professor in the

() School of Nuclear Engineering of Georgia Institute of Technology

and now am Consultant on Radiation Safety and Adjunct Professor

at Appalachian State University.

Q.2.What,are your qualifications and experience?

A. I have an A.B. Degree from the University of North Carolina,

an M.A. in Physics from the University of North Carolina and

a Ph.D. in Physics from Duke University. I formerly taught at

Lenoir Rhyne College as chairman of the Physics Department

from 1934-1943 While at the University of Chicago in 1943,

I was one of a group of six persons who developed and established

() the new science and profession of health physics. I was

Director of the Health' Physics Division of Oak Ridge National
Laboratory from 19*3-1972. I have been Neely Professor at

I

the Georgia Institute of Technology from 1972 to 1982. I have

done research on cosmic radiation, on instrument development

and internal dose of radionuclides, conducted research on

dosimetry of alpha and neutron (fast, thermal and epithermal)

irradiation, electrochemical etching of plycarbonate a: 1 CR-39

foils, plutonium distribution in bone (human and animal) and

cataractogenesis of X, Gamma and Neutron radiation. Current

(]) fields of interest include health phy. sics, radiation protection
'

diagnostic x-ray exposure, internal dose from radionuclides,

)
environmental exposure, radiation protection standards, non-

ionizing radiation, safe operation of the nuclear energy
industry, and effects of human exposure to low levels of

ionizing radiation. Memberships includes member of the Health
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1.

Physics Society, first President in 1956: member of the Inter-
1

national Commission on Radiological Protection, Chairman for

20 years of committee publishing values of maximum permissible

body burden of radionuclides and maximum permissible concentration
' () MPC in air water and food. These serve as basis of radiation

,

standards in all countries: member of the National Council on
Radiation Protection, Chairman for 20 years of committee

.

publishing values which are essentially the same MPC limits

now used by NRC. For other professional activities, memberships,
honors, reports and publications see complete biographical
sketch, Attachment A.

~

II. STATEMENT OF CONTENTIONS

()Q.3.Whatisthepurposeofyourtestimony?'

A. The purpose of this testimony is to respond to Contenti6ns

42, 112 and th'ose portions of 111 which pertain to inplant
monitoring of radiation. See Attachments B, C, and D for text

i of these contentions. This is a discussion of Contentions 42,
|

112 and 111 regarding what I believe is inadequate radiation

safety at the Byron Nuclear Power Plant (BNPP). Those three

Contentions are closely interrelated, so I have partitioned
.

my discussion'between them as follows:

[ Contention 42 ~

1) Why the radiation dose at nuclear power plants
,,

is increasing.

(]) 2) Why I expect this occupational dose of the SNPP
_

- will not be as low as could be reasonably,

achieved.
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3) Tho cost of collective dose at BNPP..

4) Why the risks of radiation damage are greater
O

than estimates of the Commonwealth Edison
-

Company (Ceco).

() Contention 112

1) How exposure and concomitant risks of radiation

workers at the BNPP could be reduced.

2) What are acceptable dose limits for radiation
.

Workers.
.

3) How better'ALARA conformance for workers at the

BNPP could be attained.

Contention 111

1) How inplant monitoring at BNPP can be improved

to protect radiation workers and the public from

(]) radiation exposure that may result both from

routine and emergency operations at the BNPP.

Because Contentions 42 and 112 and the inplant monitoring

aspects of 111 overlap in so many ways, I have chosen to discuss

them together. The results of my review of some of the

important matters encompassed by these contentions are

. summarized in the following paragraphs. '

'

.
-

,

III. DISCUSSION OF ISSUES -

-

.

() Background and Summary of Position
~

_

Q.4. Why is this issue one of importance in the licensing process

{]) for the Byron Nuclear Power Plant (BNPP)?

A. Current regulations require that occupational exposure to

radiation at operating nuclear power plants be kept As Low As
.

. . _ . __w __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
- --
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Reasonably Achievable (ALARA).

()Q.5.Whatisthenatureofthehealthriskofoccupationalexposure
to nuclear power plant radiation workers. '

A. Scientists have long known that large amounts of radiation can

cause cancer in man and can be harmful in other ways, but

most also believed that low doses produ.ced few or negligible
ill effects. Recent studies, however, have produced strong

j evidence indicating that low levels not only cause cancer and -

genetic damage but may indeed be even more harmful than higher
doses per unit of exposure. From 1960 to the present an

overwhelming amount of data have been accumulated that show

there in No Safs Level of exposure and there is no dose of

radiation so low that the risk of a malignancy is zero.
When exposure results from a radiation source external to

() the body it is referred to as external exposure. When a radio-
nuclide is contained in a body organ the body receives internal
exposure. Exposure may result from a relatively insoluble form

.

cf a radionuclide as it passes through the gastrointestinal
tract, from a soluble radionuclide such as hydrogen-3 or sodium-

2h that is relatively uniformly distributed in the body, or from
radionuclides such as iodine-131 that go selectively to the
thyroid gland and plutonium-239 that localizes in bone.

'

- .

External radiation takes place when a person is near a source,
but for internal exposure a person carries the source in his

(]) body where it continues.to irradiate him until it is eliminated '

by biological excretion and radioactive decay. The term " low -

[) level radiation" is not well defined, but in general it is'

j considered to be at levels less than five rem per year, the
[ '

occupational MPE for total body exposure.'

.

. .d.
_ _ - _ _
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At least for some types of radiation damage and for come

0 kinds of radiation exposure (especially from X, gamma and beta
,

rananons) there is some repair of the radiauon damage going,

on in the body.
The diehards for the threshold hypothesis, LO

however, do not seem willins or able to accept the evidence that
f'r man there never is a complete repair of the radiation dasage.
Even at very low exposure levels there are many thousands of

interactions of the radiation with the cells of the human body
For example, the relatively small dose of one rad of X-rays of 1

.

million electron volts corresponds to 2.2 billion photons per
square centimetre acting on the body.

It is inconceivable that
all the billions of irradiated and damaged cells would be repaired
completely or replaced.

The most significant damage from low-level exposure to
O

radiation resu1te from the direct interaction of the etream of
ions produced by radiation with the nucleus of one of the billionsof irradiated cells.

The cell may be killed, the radiation may
produce no damage, or such damage as is caused may be repaired
But it is a fourth possibility that concerns us:

.

that the cell
nucleus may be damaged but the cell survives and multiplies
producing over a period of years a clone of cells that is

,

diagnosed as a malignancy.
It seems obvious that if the cell

nucleus is damaged and some information is lost or if a similar
series of events leads to the development of a malignancy or

Q genetic damage, there can be no dose so low tht the risk is
.

zero.
Since there is no threshold or safe' exposure level and

because the risk of cancer per rem exposure appears in many cases
to be greater at low doses than at high doses, it is importa tn
to keep all exposures as low as reasonably achievable

Q.6.Why is the increasing radiation dose at nuclear plants ispJw9 sam
.
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A. Occupational radiation dosos from oporating nuclear power plants

may be calculated for each individual worker and/or all radiation
exposures from the plant may be counted in a collective doae.

Recent increasing trends in both the average collective dose -

O ree reactor year and the averase collective dose ver mWe year
in nuclear power plants is of concern because of its concomitant

risk to radiation workers.,

The average dose to a radiation worker at a nuclear power

plant in the U.S. has rcmained relatively constant and, in fact,
has shown a slight decline from 1974 through 1980 (i.e. , averag;

radiation worker dose was 0 74 rem in 1974 and 0.67 rem in1980) .
However, there has been an increasing trend in both the aversge

collective dose per reactor year and the average collective

dose per MWe year (i.e. , 404 person rems / reactor year and 13

(]) person rems /MWe year in 1974, and 791 person rems / reactor year

and 1.8 person rems /MWe year in 1980). A General Accounting

Office report of August, 1982 points out the fact that the
,

collective dose has increased four times faster than has the
number of operating reactors and gave this trend along with the

TMI accident as reasons why serious questions are raised

relative to the adequacy of radiation protection programs at
nuclear power facilities. I share this concern because the

.

'Senetic, somatic (cancer), and teratogenic (birth defects)
risks increase with 'an increase in person rem. -

(]) Q.7.Has the existence of these problems been acknowledged by the
commercial nuclear establishment?

Yes.
.

) A.
Q.8.What actions have been taken in the attempt to resolve the

~

problems identified?
-

- - , - , - - - , - - -,
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A. Lowsr limits for occupational exposure have been set and

further reductions are being studied. New equipment and meansO
of producing a better health physics preventive program have

.

been developed. As indicated in testimony I gave before-
O Congression.1 hear 1ugu 1.se week,(2) since 1950 there have

been quantum drops in the maximum permissible exposure (MPE)

levels by a factor of 10 for occupational exposure (from 52
R/y to 5 rem /y) and by a factor of 300 for members of the

.

public (from 1 5 rem /y to 5 rem /y). As a matter of fact,

these jumps are much larger in some cases because it is

generally recognized from both theory and experiments that

there can be no safe level of exposure to ionizing radiation

in the sense that the risk (e.g. the risk of causing cancer)
I

is zero and no MPE can be set so low that the risk is zero.
(]) As a consequence the philosophy of keeping exposures As Low

As Reasonably Achievable ( ALARA) has been adopted by ICRP,

NRC., EPA, the EEIR Committee, et. Also, it is emphasized

that the NRC proposed revision of 10CFR Part 20 (August,

1982,'p.18) would delete the 5 (N-18) rule which permitted in
excess of 5 rem per year, i.e., lga rem per year to radiation
workers whose accumulated dose D was not restricted by D= -

5 (N-18) (<) equal or less than 12 rem where N= age of worker.
.

G- al:: attachaeuto E, F, u."E.=ud I. -

,

IV. POTENTIAL IMPACT OF FAILURE TO MEET ALARA ON HEALTH AND SAFETY

O or ras rust 1c
.

(])Q.9.DotheoccupationalexposureissuesdiscussedinSection3of
this testimony pertain to Byron?

A. Yes.
I

i

_ _ _ _ . ___
.- . - _ _ . _ .
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Q.10.Will confermanco with ALARA ba achieved at the BNPP?
A. In the BNPP case it seems wise to examine the measures that

() have been taken and some of those that have been neglected and
.

judge whether or not its record of occupational exposure can

(]) be expected to fall in the better class of reactor operations
which maintain a low level of occupational exposure to radiation.

There are three reasons why ALARA may not be achievable at the

BNPP under the presently proposed radiation protection program:

I consider that one of the major defects in the planned '
program of the BNPP is that almost all the dose reduction effort

seems to be directed toward assuring that individual occupational
er-amire do not exceed 3 rem per quarter or 5 rem per year with
i ... no concern to limit the collective dose.

I believe the upper limit for the collective dose should

[]) be set at 400 person rem per year per plant or 0.4 person rem

per MWe per year with a firm resolve to try to stay below 200

person rem per plant and 0.2 person rem per MWe per year. In

the low dose range of radiation workers (i.e., 0 5 to 5 rem
per year) the total overall cancer coefficient is about 2 x 10-3

l

cancers per person rem or 10-3 fatal cancers per person rem so

| an, average of 300 person rem per year over the 40 year life

of the BNPP would result in 24 cancers or 12 cancer deaths
'

among the plant radiation workers. Dr. Seymour Abrahamson in ~

his testimony in the Shoreham Nuclear Power Plant hearings,

O ~3'"uary 27, 1983 gives.as a rule of thunt100 children with ~

genetic diseases among the children and 70 amon6 the grand-

children per 106 (million) liveborn per rem of exposure or 1.2

employee children and 0 9 grandchildren would be expected"to
.

suffer some genetic disease. Some " practical" persons will

. , ;: '
- .
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claim that an averago limit of only 24 cases of cancer among
radiation workers and two cases of genetic diseases to children

O and grandchildren and 20 introduced into future generations in
*

i

a stable population by this plant if restricted to an average"

'

() of 300 person rem / year'is a too conservative restriction.

However, I suspect some of these same persons might be as

conservative as I am if carcinogenic or genetic misfortune

had struck in their immediate family.

The " upper limit" of 400 person rem per year per plant

and the goal of 200 person rem per year per plant that I re-

commend may be difficult to achieve because nuclear power

plants differ widely in their performance record. There is a

difference (by a factor of 10) in the collective dose (person,

rem per reactor year.) record of the 74 reactors operating at

([) the present time. It is significant that some nuclear power

plants have maintained a rear;nably good record of a few

hundred person rem per year for a few years and then suddenly

exceeded the 1000 person rem mark in lesa than a year. '

Therefore, I hEve no expectation that BNPP will be cble <

'

to stay below 400 person rem per year much less average only

300 person rem per year and I have no assurance it will act go

up to 3000 person rem per year as did for example the Surry '

.

nuclear operation. Obviously, were BNPP to average this
~

annual collective dose of 3000 person rem per year we would

(]) be considering the acceptability (or lack of it) of 240 cases

of cancer among workers and over 200 children suffering with' |

'

{} genetic diseases in a stable population as a result of

occupational exposure over the operating life of the plant.

Maybe in this case most of the " practical" persons would look,

!
.

-. _ _ - _ . _ _ - _ . - - - . -. - - _ - . _ . . . _ ._
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askance at such a nuclear plant operation but maybe they like
me, should ask the NRC why some nuclear power plants whichO
are at present delivering very high collective doses of

.

occupational exposure are permitted to continue in operation,
() or more to the question at issue: Why hasn't the NRC set an

-

upper limit to the annual collective dose for present and
futur' e operations of the BNPP?

. .
.

Another way. of examining this question of collective

dose is to look at the national picture of which the BNPP
will be a part. There were 68 operating nuclear power plants

in the U.S. in 1980 and they delivered 53,796 person rem or
791 peraon rem average per plant in 1980s some of these

operated at a power level much lower than the 1120 MWe

rated power of the BNPP. Thus the prospects of the BNPP

() averaging only 300 person rem per year is not encouraging or to
| be anticipated. If we assume the average number of nuclear

power plants operating in the U.S. during the 40 year life

of the BNPP is 120, the average collective dose will be 791
person rem per reactor year, this means there will be over

5000 cases of genetic diseases produced in a stable U.S'.

population by the nuclear power plant operations during the

| life of BNPP. I believe this is unnecessarily high and .

( should be reduced to a value somewhat less than half our
.

| present level by designing and operating these plants with an [
'

() average of 300 person rem per plant per year as I suggestt

,

above.
.

{]) What would the collective dose of the BNPP cost in
terms of the U.S. dollar? Still another way of evaluating

the collective dose of the BNPP is in terms of the U.S. dollar.
Some years ago the NRC said that a nuclear power plant might '~

-_.
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censidsr it was conforming with ALARA if it. invested $1000
where it could reduce the collective dose by 1 rem. Since theO U.S. dollar has shrunk in value at least by a factor of two

.

since the NRC guide was published, one rem is worth at least
() $2000 in 1983, or since the fatal cancer coefficient is 10-3

fc/pr, a human life on that scale is worth $2,000,000 dollars.,

On this basis the U.S. nuclear power plant operations in terms

of radiation de, mage cost $108,000,000 in 1980 and can be

expected to cost an average of 190,000,000 1980 dollars per
,

year over the life time of the BNPP or a total 40 year cost

of 7 6 billion 1980 dollars. The cost would be about twice
this value were genetic mutations added to the fatal cancer
cost. These costs of course, do not include the cancer,

teratrogantic, and genetic costs of radiation exposure during
O mining and manufacturing the uranium fue1, etc. 41so, 1

doubt they include all the private and societal costs of

doctor bills, hospitals, care of sick or mentally retarded

and the loss of erstwhile taxes from non-productive persons. -

I had the good fortune to work closely many years with the

world's greatest geneticist, H.J. Muller, and his major concern

was the " nonvisible mutations" that will be introduced into -

| the population from this radiation exposure. He held that
I

tey could produce insidious and comparatively subtle effects

such as greater susceptibility to diseasa, lack of resilience, ~

() and failure to attain peak performance. His studies suggested

that there are 10,000 nonvisible mutations per visible' mutation

[]) and on this basis the above figure of 5000 genetic effects

might escalate to 50,000,000 cases of subtle genetic damage

or 15 billion dollars.
-.

=' mu - -- - --_a J
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Why doso the distribution of the collective dose to more

individuals increase the harmful effects of radiation?
O There are two main reasons why this is a prchlem.

.

a) The first is related to the effects of low level

O radiation exposure. 2he individu 1 doees of occupationat

workers are kept well below the limiting value of 5 rem per

year with only a few exceptions where 3 r.em per quarter (the

upper annual dose limit) is used. This is good in that it

tends to distribute the risk. However, it is very bad and

counter productive in another sense because it results in an

increase in the collective dose and more cancers and genetic

defects than were the dose shared by fewer radiation workers.

This is because:
,

1) There are more cancers produced per rem at low

() doses than at high doses and in many cases, as pointed out in

the 1981 GAO Report, " Problems in Assassing the Cancer Risks

or Low-level Ionizing Radiation Exposure 2," 1981(1) , the best

fit at low doses for leukemia is given by the relation Cs=
bas TH~in which Cs = cancers produced by the superlinear

hypothesis A and 3 are constants, and d = individual doses

(rep / person). It is instructive to compare this superlinear

function with the linear relationship C1 = BA d. This can bel
.

done by normalizing the two equations (i.e., setting the

normalizing constants A1 = 1, A = ff0, and B = 10-3 so thats

() C, = C1 at 10 rem / person below which C rather than thes
,

linear relationship C1 begins to dominate for many types of

(]) malignancies induced in man by ionizing radiation. Table 1
.

indicates how C and C1 differ at various doses and emphasizess

that, while the dose coefficient C /d is constant at 10-31
-

.

. g

~~~
--

__
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cancors/ rem for the linear relationship, it is equad'. to 10 3

only at the individual dose of 10 rem in the case of C,/d orO
for the superlinear theory. C /d becomes quite large at lows.

individual doses. For example, in Table 2. C,/d = 10 3 /10d-0 5
=10-3 for d = 10 rem, 3 16 x 10-3 for d = 1 rem, 10 x 10-3

|

for d = 0.1 rem and 31.6 x 10-3 for d = 0.01 rem. This is |
,

emphasized in Table 2 where it is seen there would be expected .

31.6 times as many cancers produced from a collective dose

D = 105 rem were it given to 107 persons at 0.01 rem each

rather than to 104 persons at 10 rem each. At individual doses
above 10 rem the linear hypothesis predominates so it is

convenient to use i the sume of pd and C,/d or (C, + Cp/2d '

as I have done in the last columns of Tables 1 and 2 in
determining the most appropriate cancer dose coefficient

(i.e., cancers /pr). In this case the cancer coefficients
become 10-3 for d = 10 rem, 2.08 x 10-3 for d = 1 rem, 5 5 x
10-3 for d = 0.1 rem, and 16 3 x 10-3 for d = 0.01 rem. This

; combination of the linear and superlinear model has the

advantage that it accomodates both the data on cancer incidence

among the survivors of Hiroshima and Nagasaki and low dose

data such as those of the occupational exposure cf radiation '

workers at the Hanford Nuclear reactor facilities (see
Appendices A, E, and C), and the Navy nuclear submarine workers

at the Portsnouth navy shipyards.
O

2) Ano her reason why distributing th collective

dose increases e harmful effects of ionizing diation is

O that this is comp 11shed 3y the emp1oyment of temporary

workers -- mmonly called jumpers. This pra tice results in
.

-- -
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TME 1

Cancers Expected at Various Individual Doses (d) from the
Superlinear Function (C,) and the Linear Function (C )g

d(rem) C, = BA, [d C = BA dg g C, + Cg (C, + C )/2dg

-50.0001 3.16 x 10 10~7 3.17 x 10-5 ~3158 x 10

0.001 10 ' -0~

10 1.01 x 10 ' ~3-

50 x 10

0.01 3.16 x 10'' -510 3.26 x 10 ' -3~

16 x 10
~30.1 10 10'' -3 -31.10 x 10 5.5 x 10
~3 -3 -3 ~31 3.16 x 10 10 4.16 x 10 2.1 x 10
-210 10 10 2.00 x 10 1 x 10

-2 ~3
~

-2 i -1 -4100 ,3.16 x 10 j,f 1.32 x 10 /,.6 x 10

1000 0.1 1 1.1 5.5 x 10~4

~

In the above, B = 10 , A, = /16, and A = 1.g

d= dose above natural background

fkeyafues op. ra. b te r / 4 2. rAould bw v s- J o Aly Po' -
.

V% valu.e r af- ch. that- akt f ?** f** PN* h *

.

Q.t A esu u k e r.e t l<.e C a kc4 V C0 +ff f'! * "! .:
|

C, + (, 8 3 ,, q q g to -3 c a u c. e s t'e ''

O
Sd )

perrow neu.
'

1
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TME 2

5
Cancers for a Collective Dose, D = 10 rem

~3 *
Case Individual C=C D/d = 10 D. C=C D/d C = (C + C )D/2dg s a gDose, d

1 0.01 100 3160 1630

2 0.1 100 1000 550

3 1 100 316 208

4 10 100 100 100

_ _ _ _ _

C = C,D/d = 10 /IO D/[d
~

NOTE: In Case 1 the 10 rem is delivered to 10 persons at 0.01 rem -

(10 mrem) each.

In Case 2 the 10 ram is delivered to 10 persons at 0.1 rem
(100 mrem) each.

5
In Case 3 the 10 rem is delivered to 10 perso s at 1 r m d

In Case 4 the 10 rem is delivered to 10' persons at 10 rem each.
d= dose above natural background

$Ct O 4
~

.

O

O
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higher doses for many reasons, a few of which are:
,

a) These workers cannot be as familiar with the tailsO
,

of the layout and past operations and past cidents
- s

with a particular reactor as are the sit employees

or even the central utility employees It is true

they work with models and mockups efore they do a

" hot'_ operation, but this is a cor substitute for

having seen and worked in a pecific restricted area

on previous occasions. us the jumper on the

'

average takes longer do a given hot job.

b) The jumper is more ikely to make mistakes that will

increase his e osure and that of others and do or

fall to do t ings that might cause reactor accidents

than wou be the case with site employees.

O c) If unp has done a thorough 3o3 of tratnin, its
.

pe ent employees, it will not have given as com-

rehensive and in-depth education and training of ;

jumpers who move from one plant to the other in a

very non-professional manner,

d) Jumpers will not have adequate comprehension of the

risks of cancer that develops 20 to 50 years after

the radiation exposure or of the agony and suffering
'

r

'

that may be caused to their children or future

descendants as a result of their Sonad exposure. -

O e) zumpers cannot have the medical surve.i11 ant care that

is provided by the plant health department. As a

Q result, malignancies are more likely to go unrecognized

in the early period when proper intervention may be

urgent.
.

Y

_ _ ._ _ - _ . _ , _ . _ _ _ _ - - . _ _ _ - - . _ _
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f) Jumpers are more likely to *153cs** the dosimetry

program (e.g., keep the dosimeter as far from the
O

radiation source as.possible) while on a hot job
.

than permanent employees because they don't want to

use up their wprking time and be out of employment.
g)h|- 0 A.h 8LfoLe

Jumpers cannbt be expected to use the bes.t of care
f
in the use of protective clothing. For example, they

might not wear or remove properly their face mask

during hot operations.

h) Sloppy repa [ work and espionage are more lik ly

from a tr sient worker than from a perma t employee
'

who wish to advance and be promoted d who has
'

built u retirement benefits with h' company.

| A consid.erable fraction of the dose during hot operations is

O' received while going to and from the operation. Obviously, if

a job that could be done by one person with 4 rem exposure is

done by four persons in turn, there will be at least 4 times

as much ingress and egress exposure.

3) Another reason that the Byron Plant will have

difficulty keeping radiation exposures as low As Reasonably

Achievable (ALARA) is that Ceco has underestimated the possible

radiation releases for the BNPP. Using this lower estimate

will cause the radiation protection program to be less con-

servative than it should be. In each case in which the Byron

1 O PzS ca1cu1atee rieks in terms of cancer induction, an attempt

has apparently been made to search out the lowest cancer co-

Q efficient which can be found in order to make the risk ap: var

as small as possible. In each case in which the Byron FES

calculates risks in terms of cancer induction, an attempt has

1. _ ._- _ _ _
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.apparsntly baan mado to scarch out the lowest cancer coefficient

which can be found in order to make the risk appear as small -

as possible. For example, values of this coefficient in BEIR-
1

III are given which range 1 x 10-4 to over 6 x 10-4 lethal

O cancers per ver=on-rem. and the rES 99 ears to use the very

low value of only 1 3 x 10-4 1c/pr. Thus, if Edison's dose

commitment for a 30 year life of the plant averaged 2,000

persons-rem /y the number of radiation induced cancers would be

only 7 8 lethal cancers or a total of 16 cancers, while the

larger figure warranted 36 lethal cancers and 72 total cancers.

Also, the data in BEIR-III are based on cancer induction among

the survivors of atomic bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki,

and I and numerous othcrs have shown the serious biases in
that data, such tnat the cancer coefficient should be at least

O lo-3 le/pr while data from Occupational Exposure of Radiation

Workers at Hanford, Washin6 on (a study which is much moret

applicable to Byron workers than the Japanese study)

indicate that the coefficient should be 6 to 8 x 10-3 Hence

we can expect Byron, operating at an average of 2,000 per/y

.to cause 360 to 480 lethal cancers, or a total of 720 to 960 -

I
t

cancers overall. The Byron FES compounds these deficiencies

when it nr.dertakes comparison with natural background radiation \
as though natural background radiation were harmless and man

were able to afford more of it. That may or may not be -

| Q appropriate in terms of.an environmental analysis however,
..

for safety purposes, and for a view toward achieving the ALARA

goal, such comparisons are both meaningless and misleading.

Using the 10-3 le/pr the value given above, one can ascertain
.

that natural background radiation of approximately 100 mrem /y }
.

| v.

| - _ . -- . -
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in the United States causes about 2 '000 lethal cancers or
A

'

44,000 cancers per year, or 660,000 and 1.300,000 cancers
() 'over the 30 year life of the Byron plant. In addition, the

.

1 3 x 10-4 le/pr figure used in the Byron environmental

analysis is not even taken from the 1980 BEIR-III report, but

rather from the 1972 BEIR-I.
4) A fourth reason that the BNPP will have difficulty

keeping radiation exposures ALARA is that the Byron PdR design

has high radiation doses inherent in its design and maintain-
'

ance and operation. I do not consider that the BNPP can or

will conform with ALARA because it does not concede that the
.

risk of radiation exposure is as great as is presently'

commonly recognized. It has not gene to the source of the

radiation Problem and chosen a PWR design that would eliminate

(} many of the sources of high doses of radiation and it is

simply building and prepe. ring to operate a plant of a design

that is certain to involve very hot operations some of which

could have been eliminated at the source. At this late date
:

it would be difficult, if not impossibic, to make major

changes in plant design. It seems to me inconsonand with the

principle of ALARA to build a PWR that we all recognize from -

s

the outset will, for example, build up crud in the steam

generator tubes that will have very'high radioactivity of
Co-60 and Co-68 which grow into the system from the co-59

() and Mn-55 that are permitted to enter the high neutron flux

region of the reactor. This reduced water flow in the seam
,

(]) generator due to crud buildup not only reduces greatly the

overall efficiency in the plant's generation of elec.tricity,

but it leads to very expensive periodic shutdowns and a high

:
. . _ . , . _ _ . _ - _ _ _ . - _ . . . . ___ _ _ - _ __
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probability that the steam generators may have to be replaced

eventually as was the case at the Surry and Turkey Point() !
reactors. Details on problems with steam generators will l

*

.

be considered when the Rockford LWV litigates Contention 22.
(} All of this adds up to thousands of person rems of collective

,

occupational exposure and a concomitant increase in cancers ~

among the radiation workers. Surely modern science and

engineering can find a way to build PWR's so that cobalt and
.,

manganese are not built into the system (i.e., via metal alloys
or via fittings and gaskets) or introduced via the make up
water. As a secondary defense, better and safer methods

f

should be developed to flush.out these metals from the water

and to clean them (along with other crud) from the steam
generator tubes. The record of operation of other PWR's

() clearly indicates that it becomes increasingly more difficult

to keep down radiation exposure as a nuclear. power plant

ages so it is incumbent that more effort be made to keep

down all exposures during the startup and early operating
period.

.

- QJ1What changes can be made in the SNPp radiation protection

program which will reduce radiation concomitant risks to

.workers? :
..

A. We must concede at this stage that major changes in design of

the Byron plant are impossible. However, some improvements

() could still be made to-reduce occupational exposure such as: '

1) more space for liquid and solid shielding.in
'

{]) ,

some are as.

2) more permanent as well as temporary shielding

in the hotter operations areas.

. :
,.. ,

- , - _ , - . _ - - - _ _ - - .- -. - . -
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3) more fix d area monitors of cipha, bata,

gamma, and neutron radiations in some areas along with more

O air samplers for radioacuve contamination. |.

There are other areas also where improvements can be made in

Q dose reduction. A few of these are:

1) Employment of a larger health physics staff

with more senior members with experience and several who are

certified by the American Board of Health Physics.

2) Change the BNpP organization chart so there is

a solid line (rather than a dotted line) between health physics
supervision and top corporate management. ?!M.i.% io .4
li' ty b Jampeu ~ J h i r " e o f f v u i, C v " cc pe * han1ths

._

ph sicists to comply w h ALARA and reduce adiation e osure
than a site production manager who at time is willing to put

y a,,,,+4 - r,,u a''1 = = _ahr n;deu nedi.1 - ph;"cice i pr;v-sii.n
3) Improve the quality of health physics so more

of these employees have a college degree.

1+) Improve the education prcgram for staff members

| of the health physics department so that they have basic

knowledge as well as practical information relating to health
physics.

,

5) Provide more extensive training in radiation .

physics, biology, and health physics to all plant and corporate
employees. Be :;ure every employee knows his assignment in

case of an emergency.

6) Improve the health physics record keeping of

all employees -- both permanent and temporary.
O

7) Face up to and establish a policy with respect

to many practical problems. For example:

a) What advice does BNPP give an employee regarding
- ___ _ - _ _- - - ____ -.
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procreation after receiving a large single dose?
.

*

The long range genetic risk for the male employee

O
is dose to the spermatogonia, but on the shcrt

.

range up to about 100 days following a large single

(} exposure (e.g., 2 rem to the gonad) procreation

should be avoided becauss large doses to sperm cells

could lead to serious malformations in one's
| children.

b) What will be done to avoid high doses to the fetuu?
,

The risk of just 2 rem to the fetus can be a serious

consequence if the mother should have a deformed
,

child. Except in emergencies, women of child-

bearing age should never be forced to do a hot

operation. Rather they should be encouraged not to

() do a hot job if they think they could be pregnant.

c) When will whole body counts be required?

d) When will urine and fecal samples be required? Fecal

camples are the best way to determine the risk from

inhalation of radioactive dust.
.

e) Will the medical program require chest X-rays?
1
' How often? ~

.
,

f) Will differential blood counts be made on all perma-

nent employees? Who will do these?

|- g) Will special eye examinations be conducted on all
l

()) employees subject to high neutron doses? Who pays
|

for these? -

,

{]) h) What dose limits have been set for serious emergency |

.

operations? How have the 25 rem and 100 rem emergency
|
'

levels been explained to employees?

5 i;

1
-
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1) Have all dotails of the protactivo clothing program

been studied in every respect? Have all health

physicists had several drills or dry runs of this
-

,

program?

() j) Face masks do not fit properly unless a man is clean

shaven. What is the health physics policy on this?

k) Can bottled drinks be brought into the plant? They

might transfer contamination outside the plant.

1) What are the rules regarding smoking and cating in

areas that might be contaminated?

m) When are nose swabs taken?

n) What is done to remove skin contamination when the

use of soap and water is not adequate?

| o) Where are contaminated clothes laundried?

(]) p) What is done when a person's own clothing is
'

contaminated? Who payn for the loss?

q) Are there tie ins between process water and potable

water? Sometimes bachflow preventers fail.

The above is just a sampling of thousands of questions I would
|

like to have answered satisfactorily before I am satisfied the

BNP,P is prepared to move into the final phase of its operations

when the reactor first reaches criticality.

Q22.What changes can be made in inplant monitoring to improve

the radiation protection program for the BNPP.

[])A.l.Iamnotsatisfiedwith.thedosimetryprogramforemployees.
.

In particular, the neutron dosimetry is not adequate. The

use of NTA films (thick photographic emulsions) is far' from

saticfactory and should be replaced by the use of polycarbonate

foils and CR-39 which are processed by both static and

_ _ _ - _ _ - - - .
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electrochsmical etching. If this were done, the neutron
,

detection sensitivity could be increaeed by a factor of 1000

O over that of the NTA film method and there would be essentially
.

no loss of data due to track fading.

O 2.uso, the neutron p1 ant survey program usir.g such instruments
'

as the,long ccunter(BF ) and Bonner Ball technique have much to3

be desired when it comes to actually measuring the neutron dose

in the three energy ranges (fast, thermal, and epithermal neutrons). _

3.Although the BNPP portable and fixed instruments for measuring

the gamma dose are probably adequate, I doubt the adequacy of
,

the alpha and beta dosimetry. Techniques for rapidly surveying
,

large surfaces that have alpha contamination have been developed
and should be imployed by BNPP.

'

4.More use should be made of direct reading pocket instruments (e.g.,

($) peepers and fiber dosimeters) and peepers should be required for

| all persons engaged in hot operations.

5. Finally, the calibration and quality control of the entire
,

dosimetry program should be reviewed and checked out in every

detail and evaluation of the entire health physics program by

an outside, ind& pendent group of experts could flag these and
I

many more areas of health physics where improvements are in order -

:

O'

if ALARA performance is to be expected at BNPP.

6.To keep radiation levels As Low As Reasonably Achievable, Ceco '

Should provide and utilize more adquate monitoring of radioactive -

(]) exposures within the Byron Plant. In addition to those mentioned ~

l
.

above, including but are not limited te:
.

|

{) 1) monitoring devices at more locations within the

plant. This should include placement of monitors for temporary
~

workers on areac of maximum exposure. .

I -?
|

-
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2) provisions for more frequent reading of monitors
by independent analysts.

O
3) placing in operation equipment and chemical

.

procedures which will enable rapid quantifiable determination
O of the amounts ccuries) of re1 ease of the more significant

radionuclides which include but are not limited to: Sr-89,

Sr-90, Cs-134, Cs-137. I-131. I-132. I-133, I-135, C-14,
Dr-85. Kr-85, Kr-85m, Kr-87 Dr-88, xe-133, Ie-1332, Xe-135.
Pu-238, Pu-239, Pu-240, Pu-241, Am-241.

4) Monitoring devices that measure differences in

alpha, beta and gamma radiation dose levels.

5) Providing for and constant update and replacement

of equipment and analyses to respond to new experimental and
'

analytical results.

O 6) the inf-mation from the improved monitoring

suggested above should be used to produce more accurate

calculation of design doses, including both, internal and ,

external radiation exposures.
,

Q13. Are there any regulations regarding decisions which impact

radiation exposure to be incurred at operating plants?
A. Yes, there are. The standards for protections against radiation

are contained in 10 CE'R Part 20. Specific requirements are

contained in 20. 1 (c) which states: ... persons engaged in"

activities under licenses issued by the Nuclear Regulatory

O co==ission . . . should. in addition to comp ving with thel

requirements set forth in thic part, make every reasonable

effart to maintain radiation exposures, and releases of .

radicac.tive materials in affluence to unrestricted areas, as

low as is reasonably achievable."

1

1______________-___________________ - - - - - _ _ _ _ _ . - . _. -- - - - - ..
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Regulatory Guido 8.8 additionally contains guidanco on hcw th$

above ALARA principal is to be implemented in operating plants.

Under " Review of New or Modified Designs and Equipment

Selections " Regulatory Guide 8.8 states that: " Specifications

O for equipment should reflect the obsectives of the AtARA

program including consideration of reliability, serviceability,

limitations of internal accumulations of radioactive material,
t

and other features addressed in this Guide." (Regulatory

Guide 8.8, Information Relevant to Insuring that Occupational

Radiation Exposures at Nuclear Power Stations will be as Law

As is Reasonably Achievable, Revision 3. June 1978, p. 8.8-6.)

Ceco has committed to the principals of ALARA in the Byron /

Braidwood FSAR. A policy statement to this effect is found
.

at 12.1.1 in the FSAR and Section 12.1.2 5 on equipment
_.

(]) selection further states that consideration is given to

minimizing maintenance requirements in order to comply with

the ALARA policy. (Byron /Braidwood Stations Final Safety
.

Analysis Report, Section 12, Radiation Protection, pp.12.1-1

and 12.1-9.) Such commitments would require that raasonable

actions must be taken in order to avoid a significant future

modification that would entail substantial radiation exposure.

., . .

:
-

V. RECOMMENDATIONS
,.

. ' . i'(
.

CQ.14,Would you please summarize your testimony?
A. 1) Ceco has not shown that it plans to conform

adequately with ALARA.
'

2) Ceco will not be able to keep person rems at .

a satisfactorily low level. -

-

.!
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) 3) CcCo seriously undtractimatos the cancor and,

genetic risk of radiation exposure at the Byron Nuclear Power

O
Plant.

,

4) Ceco relles too heavily on distributing its
,

() occupational exposure to temporary workers.

5) There are many ways in which the BNPP could

further reduce occupational exposures.

6) BNPP health p,hysics and dosimetry programs should

be improved.

7) Improvements are needed in the monitorir.g of

releases of radionuclides by the BNPP.

8) Improvements are needed in the BNPP education

program regarding problems associated with ionizing radiation.

Q.15.Would you please state your recommendations for this plant?

(). I recomaend that the BNPP not be granted an operating license

until it conforms satisfactorily with improvements discussed

in this report.

For specific suggestions en the types of changes that can

be nade at BNPP see U.S. NRC Docket #50-322 (OL) Shoreham
|

Nuclear Power Station, Atomic Safety and Licensing Board

Decision on Resolution of Suffolk County, Contention 26 - ALARA,

October 14, 1982.' While the Shoreham Plant is a BWR, similar

changes should be made at BNPP, PWR before an OL is granted.

() REFERENCES

'l) GAO Report " Problems in Assessing the Cancer Risks of Low-

level Ionizing Radiation Exposure"

2) " Significance of Human Exposure to Low-level Radiation" by

Karl Morgan, presented before the Congressional Hearings in
.

Washington. D.C.. January 24. 1978
1
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Georgia Institute of Technology *,

BIOCRAPHICAL SKETCH,

(1981)

O noacia, xiat z - = etr erofes or .

Education

A.B., University of North Carolina
1929H.A., Physics, University of North Carolina
1930Ph.D., Physics, Duke University

.
1

1934
_ Employment History '

.*.

.

Lenoiit Rhyne College, Chairman, Physics Department 1934-1943University of Chicago, Metallurgical Laboratory
-

1943Oak Ridge National Laboratory
tDirector, Health Physics Division '

1943-1972Georgia Institute of Technology, Neely Professor 1972-Present

Experience Summary: During the period as Chairman of the Physics De'partment at
Lenoir Rhyne College'research in cooperation with Duke University in the field
of coa!c ray showers, mason lifetime, etc., was carried out. While at the

O University of Chicago, Morgan was one of a group of six persons who developed
and established the new science and profession of hea'Leh physics. At Oak Ridge
National Laboratory he was Director, Health Physics Division, from its incep-tion. He directed over 200 persons engaged in research, engineering,' and 100 in
applied activities. As a professor at Georgia Tech Dr. krgan taught courses in
health physics and directed the research of eleven Ph.D. students.;

Experience Summary as a Teacher: Continuously throughout his professional lifeDr. Morgan has been a teacher. While completing his graduate studies and
conducting cosmic ray research at Duke University (1931-34) he caught courses in
physics, and from 1934 to 1943 he was a professor and chairman of the physics
department of Lenoir Rhyne College. During the early war yes s, prior to 1943,
he taught night courses in theoiy of flight, navigation, and instrumentation toNavy students. In 1943, when the Chicago health physics group moved to Oak
Ridge, Tennessee, he was in charge of the tittPont health physics trainee group,
many of whom (e.g., L. J. Cherubin, L. L. German, J. W. Healy,, C. M. Patterson,
W. McAdams, etc.) became leaders it. health physics. While director of the
Health Physics Division at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, he conducted the first,

| formal training of health physics. There we::e close to 100 students in thosei p early classes (1946-49) and among these were many who later became leaders in
this profession; for example, Albert H. Holland, Van C. Tipton, Ralph H.

v
Pen-

nington, H. W. Speicher, P. B. Klevin, T. E. Shea, O. R. Placak, C. B. Powell, .C.P. Straub, F. W. Chambers, etc.

O -

-
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Experience Summary as a Teacher (continued)
.

Q In 1949, he organized the Health Physics Fel.lowship programs at Vanderhi
University and the University of Rochester. Later, these programs were extended
to 15 other universities and these programs led to the education and training of
a large fraction of the leaders presently in the health physics profession.'

From 1950 to 1972 Morgan commuted from Oak Ridge to Vanderbilt University andn
V University of Tennessee where he taught courses in health physics to the Fellow-ship students.

*
.

Dr. Morgan has had many other special teaching activities, such as Short Courses
at Georgia Tech, a teaching assignment at the University of Sao Paulo, Brazil,
program director of four International Sumer School on Radiation Protection in-

Yugoslavia, etc.

. It was an act of fate that brought Dr. Morgan to.gthe University of Chicago early
in 19,43 to join H. M. Parker, E. O. Wollan, C. C. Camersfelder, R. R. Coveyu, O.
C. Landsverk, and L. A. Pardue as the original group of health physicists. On
one of his cosmic ray expeditions to A. H. Compton's laboratory on Mount Evans,'

near Denver,. Colorado, he learned to know Professor J. C. S.tearns, chairman of
the physics Departnant at the University of Denver. Dr. Morgan wanted to move'

vest and Stearns wished to con.e east, so they planned to change teaching posi-tions in 1943. These plans were interrupted by the war, but his association
with Stearns and Compton and 12 years experience in cosmic ray research resulted
in his being asked by Stearns to join the Metallurgical Projct at the University*

of Chicago, under the direction of Compton, in 1943 to begin what has now been
.

over 38 years of active work in health physics research, education and
Q stration. admini-

.
..

Experience Sucreary as a Researcher '

From 1931 to 1943 Dr. Morgan conducted research on cosmic hadiation. This
included studies of cosmic showers and meson measurements on Beach Mountain in
North Carolina and Mt. Evans in Colorado and in Linville Caverns near Marion,North Carolina. From 1943 to 1972 he performed research on instrument develop-

and internal dose of radienuclides.ment
From 1972 to 1982 he has conducted

research on dosimetry of alpha and neutr'on (fa,s t , thermal and epithermal)
irradiation, electrochemical etching of polycarbonate and CR-39 foils,
plutonium distribution in bone (hu=an and animal.) and cataraccogenesis of I,! gamma and neutron radiation. 4

Current Fields of Interest '
'

,

.

Realth Physics, radiation protection, diagnostic x-ray exposure, internal dose
from radionuclides, environmental exposure, radiation protection standards,
nonionizing radiation, safe operation of the nuclear energy industry, andi

6 effects of human exposure to low levels of ionizing radiation. *

Professional Activities, Memberships
.

Member:

O Health Physics Society, First President in 1956
International Comission on Radiological Protection, Chairman for 20 years
of ccemittee publishing values of maximum permissible body burden of '

.

.
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Professional Activities. Memberships (continued)

.-
,

radionuclides and maximum permissible concentration MPC in air, waterO and foed. rae e erve a ba t or radiation t ndarda in att coontries-
National Council on Radiation Protection, Chairman for 20 years of
consmittee publishing values which are essentially the same MPC limits

j
jnow used by NRC. -

O American Association for the Advancement of Science
:.

American Industrial Hygiene Association ~

Radiation Pasearch Society
American Physical Society
International Radiation Protection Association, First President, 1968

,
,

Fachverband fur Strahlenschutz
{ Sigma Pi Sigma

*

*

t . ,

.

Honors: 5
.

Associate Fellow: American College of Radiology
Fellow: American Physical Society and American Nuclear Society
First President Health Physics Society in 1956 and International Radiation
Protection Association,1968

Awarded the .first gold medals for meritorious work in the field of radiatien
protection by the Royal Academy of Science of Sweden in 1962 jointly withWalter Binks (England)

Distinguisheo Alumni Award and Honorary Doctor of Science Degree from Lenoir
Rhyne College, 1964 and 1967, respectivelyi

-
t

Honorary membership in Sigma Pi Sigma, the physics honor society, from BereaQ College, 1957 .
-

First Distinguished Service Award of the Western Chapter of the Health-

Physics Society, 1968 '

Distinguished Achievenent Award, Health Physics Society, 1973 -

Honorary member of Fachverband fur Strahlenschutz,1973
. .

Editor-in-Chief, Journal HEALTH PHYSICS, 1958-197.7

Reports and Publications
.

| over 350 papers and publications have been written since 1930. The early ones'

dealt with cosmic radiation, and the later ones with health physics. Listedbelow are 100 of the 200 vritten in the period 1968-1981:
,

1. "Conmon Sources of' Human Exposure to Ionizing Radiation in th'a United
States," American Engineer, July 1968.

2. " Ionizing Radiation: Benefits Versus Risks," Annual Meeting of the
* Health Physics Society, June 16-20, 1968, Denver, Colorado; and;

published in Health Physics, Vol.17, No. 4.
3. "Redirectit;g , Health Physics Studies to Areas of Createst Interest,"

First European Congress of the International Radiaton ProtectionO -

Assectaeten, nenton, reance, october 9-11, 196Si Pusltshed inl

Proceedings, 1968.
4. " Development of Health Physics as a Profession," Proceedings of First

Intarnationsi Congress of Radiaton Protection, Rome, Italy, Vol.1,
3, Pergamon Press, 1968. -

.

e

- - - - , .-.
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Major Reports and Publications (continue'd)

5 .* "The Need for Standardization Procedures in the Application of Ionizing
O Radiatto= to riedicat nd oe= tat racie ts " Se=tnar sponsored 67 the

National Center for Radiological Health, Rockville, N rylgnd,
November 15, 1968, Seminar Paper 003.

6. "The Proper Working Level of Radon and Its, Daughter Products in the

O Uranium Mines of the United States," Hearing on Radiation Standards
for Mines, Washington, D.C., November 20, 1968; Congressional Record,
1968.

7. " Supplemental Statenient on the Proper Working Level of Radon and Its
Daughter Products in the Uranium Mines of the USA," Supplement to

'

Testimony presented on November 20, 1968, Washington, D.C.;
l Congressional Record, 1968.
'

8. " Assumptions Made by the Internal Dose Committee of the International
Consnission on Radiological Protection," %ixth Annual Meeting of the -

cesellschaft fur Nuciearmedizin, Wiesbaden, Germany, September 26-
28, 1968; published in Proceedings, 1969. '

9. "Present status of Reconnendation of the International Comunission on
Radiological Protection, National Council on Radiation Protection
and Federal Radiation Council," contained in book entitled Progress
in Nuclear Energy, Series XII, Vol. 2, Pergamon Press,1969.

10. " Risks from Diagnostic X-Rays," Yale Scientific, Vol. XLII, No. 5,
February 1969; Reprinted from Yale Scientific in the Jodenal of the
American Radiography Technologists, Vol. XIV, No. 4, Winter 1969.

11. " Future Opportunities in Health Physics," Health Physics Society
Midyear Topical Symposium, Los Angelew, California, January 29-31,

O 1959. -

12. " Education, Training and Certification Requirements of the X-Ray
Technologist," Amer. Soc. of Radiological Technologists, July 2, 1969.

13. " Radiation Standards for Reactor Siting," Testimony presented before
| the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy at its Hearings on Enviromnental

Effects of Producing Electrical Power, Phase 2, January 1970;
Congressional Record.

14. " Energy Pollution of the Environment," Midyear Symposium of the Health
Physics Society, Louisville, Kentucky, January 28, 1970; Proceedings
published in USPHS-B!tE Series, BRH/DEP-70-26, Oct.,1970.

.

15. "A Time of Challenge to the Health Physicist," Presidential Address
presented before the Second International Congress on Radiaton
Protection, May 8,1970, Brighton, England; Health Physics, Vol. 20,
May; 1971, pp. 491-498. '

.

| 16. "My opinion-You Can Drastically Cut X-Ray Exposure Below Today's
'Levels," Consultant, March / April, 1970.'

17. " History of the Health Physics Society," published as part of the RSNA
Symposium on the Creical History of American Radiology (Hov.1970)

18. " Standard Man-Standard Patient," Medical Radioisotopes: Radiation Dose
and Effects, AEC Series 20, p. 87, June 1970.O 19. " History of the Ini:ernational Radiation Protection Association,"
published in Proceedings of the RSNA Symoosium on the Critical History
American Radiology, November 1970. -

O
<

|

\ .
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* * 'Hajor Reports and Publications (continued)
-.

20. * " Adequacy of Present Standards of Radiation Exposure," Environmental *

O Affaira..t., n 1. AP t1. 1971
21. " Criteria for the Control of Radioactive Effluents," IAEA Symposium I

on Environmental Aspects of Nuclear Power Stations, UN Building, i
'New York, August 1970, Proceedings published, this paper is IAEA-.

O SH-146/10; synopsis published also in Environmental Studies,1971.
22. " Maximum Permissible Levels of Exposure to Ionizing Radiation,"

International Summer School on Radiation Protection, Boris Kidric '
Institute of Nuclear Sciences, Cavtat, Yugoslavia, September 20-30,
1970; Proceedings published in 1971 under title of " Radiation
Dosimetry."- '

23. " President's Report on the General Assembly of IRPA," Brighton, England,
May 1970, Health Physics, Vol. 2Q, No. 5, 1971. , *

24. " History of Radiation Protection," Symposipa Commemorating the 75th
Anniversary of the Discovery of X-Rays, Milwaukee, November 13-14,,

1970; Materials Evaluation, Vol. XXIX, No. 3, March 1971. ,
25. "Why the 1968 Act for Radiation Control for Health and Safety Is

Required," Radiology, Vol. 99, No. 3', pp. 569-588, June 1971.
26. " Excessive Medical Diagnostic Exposure," Third Annual National Conf. *

on Radiation Control, Scottsdale, Ari=ona, May 3,1971; published in
P,oceedings.-

27. " Health Physics and the Environment," International Symposium on Rapid
Methods for Measurement of Radioactivity in the Environment,
Neuherberg, Federal Republic of Germany, IAEA-STI/ PUB /289, Vienna,
1971.

.

Q 28. " Adequacy of Present Radiation Standards," presented at the Environmental
and Ecological l'orum, Silver Spring, Maryland, January 20, 1971;
Proceedings of Forum published in 1972, USAEC-TIC-25857. '

29. "Never Do Harm," Enviornment, y , No. 1, January / February, 1971.
30. " Proper Use of Information on Organ and' Body Burdens of Radioactive

Material," presented at the'IAEA/WHO Symposium on the Assessment of
Radioactive Organ and Body Burdens, Stockholm, Sweden, Nov4mber 22-
26, 1971, IAEA/SM/150-50; Proceedings of Symposium published by IAEA.

31. " Health Physics Measures to Inplement New USAEC Regulations Relating to
Radiation Exposure of the General Public," Budapese, May 1971;
Proceedings publ.ished by Akademiai Kiado, Budapest, Hungary.

';

32. "The Need to Reduce Medical Exposure in the United States," outline of
| testimony presun::ed before the Health and Welfare. Subcommittee of
| that Senate C amittee on Labor and Public Welfare on Senate Bill <

S.3327, May 15, 1972, Washington, D.C.; published in C'ongressional
i Record, 1972.

33. " Comparison of Radiation Exposure of the Population fro's Medical
Diagnosis and the Nuclear Energy Irdustry," Transactions ANS, M:1,
64 (June 1972).-

- 34. " Environmental Iapact of Natural and Man ~Made Ioni=ing and Non-IonizingO Radiatiens." Se=end 1nternational Su mer School on Radiatten Preteci: ion, ,

Herceg Novi, Yugoslavia, Aug. 1973; Proceedings, 1973.
35. "The Need for Radiation Protection," Radiologic Technology, , 6,

p. 385 (1973).-

O 6- ""*e """* i" '"* ""*'** S'"'"*>" ""' "" " '""* ' 2=*" '" '
Ubermassigen Medizinischen Strahlenbelastung in der Vereinigten
Staaten von Amerika," Rontgen-Blatter, E,127 (March 1974).

~

I__ . ---_ _ _ . - - - - -- _ _. . .
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Major Reperts and Publications (continued)
'

.

O " Reducing Medical Exposure to ' Ionizing Radiation," American Industrial37.
Hule J-al, n, no. 5, ass orar 1975)..

38. Two chapters in text, Environmental Problems in Medicine titled
" Exposure to Non-Ionizing Radiation" and " Ionizing Radiation
Exposure," W. D. McKee, Editor; Chas. C. Thomas Publisher,1974.

" Types of Environmental Health Physics Data That Should be Collected39.-

i

and Evaluated in a Nuclear Power Program," p. 276-298, Chapter 16
in Environmental Impact Statements for Nuclear Power Plants, Eds.,
R. A. Karam and, K. Z. Morgan,1975, Pergamon Pressi

40. "The Bases for Standards and Regulations," p. 313-336, Chapter 17
,

in Environmental Impact Statements for Nuclear Power Plants, Eds.,!
R. A. Karam and K. Z. Morgan,1975, Pergamon Press,

" Release of Radioactive Materials from Reactors," p'.41.
101-155, Chapter 5

and " Ways of Reducing Radiation Exposurein a Future Nuclear Power ,
*

Economy," p. 155-169, Chapter 6, Nuclear Power Safety, Ed., J. E. Rust,and L. E. Weaver, 1976, Pergamott Press
" Transportation of Radioactive Material by Passenger Aircraft," Report42.

to Joint Committee of Congrass on Atomic Energy, Report No. 1 -
Sept.'17, 1974, U.S. Covernment Printing Office.

" Health Physics - Past, Present, and Future," presented at First Asian43.

Regional Congress of the International Radiation Protection Assa. in
Bombay, India, Dec.1974; published in Proceedings.

" Suggested Reduction of Permissible Exposure to Plutonium and Other44.
I

Transuranium Elements," J. ha. Ind. Hygiene 3_6, (8), 567 (Aug.1975).45.
" Effects of Radiation on Man - Now and in the Future," p. 251-262,

'

Chapter 13, in Energy and the _ Environment Cost-Benefit Analysis;-

Pergamon Press, Eds., R. A. Karata and K. Z. Morgan,197646.
" Programs Needed for Education and Training of Health Physicists,"

Proc. Am. Phys. Soc. Meeting, December 1974.
47.

"Recent Developments in Fast Neutron Personnel Dosimetry Using Track
Etch Methods," presented at Cnngress of tho International Radiation
Protection Assa., Holland, May 1975i

" Medical Radiation Protection," presen;ted at Health Physicspublished in Proceedings.40.

Meeting, Suffalo, New York, July 15, 1975.
49.

'%ys of Eeducing Exposure in a Future Nuclear Power Economy," presented
at American Public Health Association Annual Meeting, Chicago,Illinois, November 18, 1975.

*

50. '
" Keeping Dose Commitments ALAP," _ Proc. ANS National Topical Meeting,

,

71,'rueson, Arizona, October 6-S, 1975.
51.

"The Particle Problem," Third International Summer School on Radiation
Protection, Herceg Novi, Yugoslavia, published in Boris Kidric
Institute Series, August-September 1976.

"The Linear vs. The Threshold Hypothesis," Third International Summer
52.

School on Radiation Protection, Herces Novi, Yugoslavia, publishedO in Boris Kidric Institute Series, August-September,1976.
" Current Problems and concepts of the Health Physicist," Third53.

International Summer School on Radiation Protection, Hertog Novi,
Yugoslavia, published in Boris Kidric Institute Series, August- .

September 1976.O
t

i
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Hajor Repoets and Publications (continued),
.

O 54 .' "Use of Recycle Plutonium in Mixed Oxide Tuel in Light Water Cooled
Reactors," testimony presented at public hearings on MOX fuel,
Washington, D.C., Nov. 1976.

55. "A Course on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection for State and Local
* Health Officers," Proceedings of Health Physics Society, Denver,

Colorado, February, 1976.
56. "Conments on Operation of the Kerr-McGee Cimarron Facility and the

Karen Silkwood Case," before the Congressional Small Business Comm.,April 26, 1976.
| 57. "Dtta Interpretation," Proceedings of Workshop on the Utilization and
| Interpretation of Environmental Radiation Data, Orlando, Fla.,'

March 1-3, 1976. - -

58. "Rolf M. Sievert: The Pionear in the Fieldsof Radiation Protection,"
Mealth Phys. 31, 263-264 Sept. 1976.

; 59. "
Health Hazards from Diagnostic and Therepeutic X-Ray," Proceedings of
Conference on Diagnostic Imaging, Chicago, Ill., Sept. 27, 1976.

"Yes is the Answer to Question of R. H. Thomas and D. D. Bufick, 'Is60.
It Really Necessary to Reduce Patient Exposure?'" J. Am. Ind.
Hygiene 31, 665-667, Nov. 1976.

"The LineaEHypothesis of Radiation Damage Appears to Be Non-Conservative61.
in Many cases," Proceedings of Foerth International Congress of the
Intentational Radiation Protection Association, Paris, France, April25-29, 1977.

.

62. "The Dil mns of Present Nuclear Power Programs," Proc. nf Hearings
.

O mere = the Enertv neso rees Conservation =ed nevelo =ene Comm. _Sacramento, Cal., February 1, 1977.
63. " Radiation-Induced Health Effects," Science 195,157, 344 (January 28,

-

1977).
64. "The Need to Reduce Medical Diagnostic Exposure,"_J. Am. Ind. Hygiene

38, 6, June 1977.
65. "What is the Misunderstanding All About?" Bulletin of Atomic Scientists

57, 56-58 (February 1979).
-

66. " Neutron Dosimetry in High Energy X-Ray Beams of Medical Accelerator,"
Phys. Med. Biol. 24,, Not '+,756 (1979), M. Sohrabi and K. Z. Morgan.67. " Alpha Particle Track Production in Polycarbonate Foils Amplified by
Electrochemical Etching," Nucl. Tracks 3, 185 (1980), G. B. Stillwagonand K. Z. Morgan. '

68. " Energy Dependence of Fast Neutron Dosimetry Using Electrochemical1

Etching,"Trans. Am. Nucl. Soc. Student Conference, Cainesville, Fla.,
| 1978, S. J. Su and K. Z. Morgan.

69. "Should Permissible Limits for Occupationr.1 Exposure be Reduced?" Proc.
.

,

of Annual Meeting of the Health Physics Soc., Minneapolis, Minn., '

June 19, 1978. Published in Proceedings of Fourth International'

Summer School on Radiation Protection, Boris Kendric Institute,.

Belgrade, Yug., Sept. 1979. ,

70. "A New Polycarbonate Fast Neutron Personnel Dosimeter," Amer. Ind. Hygiene
Assn. J. 39, 435-447 (June 1978) K. Z. Morgan and M. Sohrabi.
" Purpose E Radiation Protection Monitoring," IAEA Symposium on Advances71.

O in Radiation Protection Monitoring, Stockholm, Sueden, IAEA SM-226/139,
3-20, June 26-30, 1978.

.

"

,.
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Major Reports and Publications (continued)- ' ~

7 2. . Should Radiation Exposure from. Operation of Nuclear Power Plants be"

O = 4 = at" > F, = te t a, e 6 ==tt et 1 ea u ta c tt f
Churches, May 2-7, 1978.

: 73. " Cancer and Low Level Ionizing Radiation," The Bulletin of Atonic
,

Scientists, M -41, (September 1978). |

O 74. "The Effect of Field Strength and Frequency in the Electrochemical Etching
of Recoil Particle Tracks in Polycarbonate," Health Physics 35, 894
(Dec.1978), H. Sohrabi and K. Z. Morgan. -

75. " Risk of Cancer from Low Exposure to Ionizing Radiation," Symp. of the'
'

AAAS, Washington, D. C., February 17, 1878.
76. "Are the Current Standards and Guidelines for Low-Level Radiation Adequate

to Protect Public Health?" "What are the Current Standards?", Comments
| made by KZM acting as moderator in Senate Conference, Washington, D.C.,
| Senate Office Bldg., February 10, 1978. Published in Congressional

Record and Reprinted by the Environmenta? Policy Institute.
| 77. '"Significance of Human Exposure to Low-Level Radiation," Presented before

Congressional Hearing, Washington, D. C., January 24, 1978, published in
Congrcssional Record.

. ,

78. " Walter S. Snyder," Health' Physics M,1-2 (January 1978).
79. "A Chirper Checker - Adjunct to the Use of Personal Radiation Monicors,"

Health Physics 3_5_, 693-697 (November 1978), P. S. Stansbury and
K. Z. Morgan. *

I
~

. " Evaluating the Bulk Etching Rate for Polycarbonate Foils' During Electro-80

chemical Etching," Hezith Physics M , 735 (1978), C. B. Sti11 wagon,
K. Z. Morgan, and S. J. Su.

C '81. "How Dangerous is Low Level Radiation," New Scientist, April 5,1979. -

82. " Radiation-Induced Cancer in Man," Congressional hearing before Senator
John Glenn, March 6,1979. .

.

83. " Decommissioning of the Corleben Facility," Proceedings of hearings in
. Hannover, Germany, April 5, 1979

84. " Neutron Dosimetry Using Electrochemical Etching," Shian-Jang Su,
C. B. Stillwagon and K. Z. Morgan, Annual meeting of Health Physics
Society, July 3, 1377.

85. "Some New Characteristics of a Polycarbonate Fast Neutron Personnel
Dosimeter," M. Sohrabi and K. Z. Morgan, Am. Ind. Hygiene Society,,
May 16, 1976. -

86. "A Rejoiner to a Rejoiner on Radiation Risks," New Scientist, 1979.,

'

87. " Cancer and Low-Level Ionizing Radiation," IV International Summer
School on Radiation Protection Proceedings, August'-September, 1979.

"Haza'ds of Low-Level Radiation," 1980 edition of the Encyclopaedia88. r

Britannica.
%

89. " Education and Training of Health Physicists, Proceedings of\ Health
Physics Symposium, Honolulu, Hawaii, December 10-13*, 1979. - -

90. "The Recon:mendations of the Bureau of Radiological Health on irow to
Deal with Fallout Contcmination are not Sufficiently Conservative,"
Health Physics _38, 432, March, 1980.

91. " Measurement of Neutron and Charged Particic Contamination in High Energy
Medical Therapy X-Ray Beams Using Recoil Track Registration in Poly , ,

carbonate Feils," Health Physics Society, Seattic3 Washington,
| July 23, 1980.

.
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.. 92. Radiation Risks from Nuclear Power--Final Round," New England Journal,.

303, No. 11, 645, June 9, 1980.
.O .

93. "Two Groups of Track Sizes in Polycarbonate Foils following Alpha Particle
Radiation," Health Physics 36, 741, 1979..

94. " Radiation Dosimetry," Science 213, 602, August 2, 1981. -

95. " Risks of Nuclear Power Plant Accidents and Consequences on Population() and Biosphere," Proceedings of Colloquium on Energy and Society, Paris,
France, September 16-18, 1981, Group de Bellerive, Geneve, Switzerland.*

96. " Risk Assessment of Exposure to Ionizing Radiation--Another View," Pro-
casdings American Nuclear Society, Miami, Florida, June 8,1981 *

97. " Detection of Alpha Particles Utilizing Polycarbonate Foils Processed by
the Electrochemical Etching Technique," Health Physics 39, 751,
November, 1981.

.

i 98. " Appreciation of Risks of Low-Level Radiation vs Nuclear Energy," Co=ments
on Molecular and cellular' Biophysics 1,.5o. 1, 1980.

99. 'inierodosimetry of an Internally Deposited Alpha Emitter," in publication, s

Health Physics, 1982..

100. " Nuclear Power Plant Accidents," Annual Meeting Amer. Assoc. Advancement
of Science, Washington, D.C. , January 3,1982.,

.
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O u. as the seaff has recognized in sonEc-0410 and

in the Black Fox testimony previously cited, occupational #

Q radiation exposure to station and contractor personnel has -

generally been increasing in recent years, and violation of

the limits of 10 C.F.R. Part 20 has been avoided by C.E. , as

by other licensees, by obtaining the temporary services of
!

transient workmen rather than by devoting adhquate effort to
reducing exposure's. Among other things, this practica results
in using larger numbers of people and thereby increasing the

risk of sabotage, operator error and similar safety-related
hazards. Furthermore, new information on low-level radiation

effects indicates that the By'ron design basis will not provide
O =afe operaeron. xccoreing1y, soeh 3ecause of th. 1ack of

assurance that proper exposure levels will be maintained and

because of the practice of using transient workers, as a result

of this serious and unresolved problem the findings required
4

| by 10 C.F.R. SS 50.57 (a) (3) (8) and 50.57 (a) (b) cannot be made.
.

.

.

.

O ~

.

.

O '

'

J Oa.ch m n? 3
.
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, C.E. has not act the requirements c4 NEph gpg
'_ _ _ .

t , j)).'*'

.

.. _. . .t 20. .bncauso it has not cdeque.toly assossad thoPar.._. _ . 10 .C_ F. ._R . .. . . . _ . . . . . . . .. . . . . _ . . . _ _ _ ,_ ,,,, ,, _, _ _

effect of radiation on plant workers and provided a design base o

for the Byron plant which will provide radiation levels as low

as achievable. To keep' radiation levels en low r.s achievable

#there is a need for better use of preventive measures to reduce

O'
1

radiation, including neutron, exposure levels to regular plant |

|

personnel and transient workers. These include but are not |

limited to:; ,

(a) Plant designs for reducing amount of radia-
. ,

's
tion exposure which take into account new evidence on

low levels of radiation which were not considered in

design,of the plant. .

(b) Improved *. record keeping of radiation exposures,

I including cumulative exposures both at the plant site and
'

at other facilities.
,,

(c) Better training of personnel to prevent radia-

tion exposures, including more use of regular trained

parsonnel rather than transient or temporary workers with

littla experience and training.

(d) Limiting exposure to high le"els of radiation
v -

,.'y to volunteers and/or only older workers beyond the child

bearing age or others incapable of biological :deproduction.

(e) Better education about radiation dangers to

ensure cooperation of workers in keeping radiation exposures
'

to a minimum.
' O
,

.

As a result the applicable findings required by the Act,!! EPA,

Q and the Regs, cannot be made herein.
.

. - - . . _ - - - - - - - . _- -

_ _ - _ _
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o 111.* C.E. has not met the r.equirements of NEPA
.

and the Regs, including but not limited to 10 C.F.R. SS 50.34(a)
and 50.36(a) because C.E. has not adequately monitored and provided

O a design base for the Byron plant which will keep radiation

levels as low as achievable as required for operation of the

plant to protect the health and safety of the public. To keep

radiation levels as low as achievable, C.E. should. provide and
utilize:

A. More adequate environmental and discharge moni-

toring of radioactive emisgions frca the Byron plant, which
include:

(1) Monitoring devices at more locations
within and without the plant site.

(]) (2) Provisions for more frequent reading
"of monitors by independent analysts.

(3) Better monitoring devices which include:
,

(a) An automatic system of nonit'oring
that notifies local authorities by an alarm
when discharge emission exceed design linits;,

'

(b) Monitoring devices that measure
differences in alpha, beta and gmtma. dose levels,
which presently are not' proposed to be con,
sidered and measured; -

,

(c) Monitoring and recording of emissions
of all dangerous long lived radionuclides, in~
cluding especially I-129 shd Plutonium; -|

|

('d) Bioaccumulative testing in a tiered
system to assess the uptake of radioactive and

(])
- soil to lower organisms and to contamination of

chemical. polutants from bottom sediments or

the food chain of man and other life.
.

O
-

-
. .

g
__. __ _ _ _ ._
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B.

More accurate calculation of design doses which,

can be accomplished by utilizing information frem the

improved monitoring suggested above and also by:
-

(1) Providing for and cogstant update and
replacement of equipment and analysis to respond
to new experimental and analytical results.
was licensed for construction, for example, whenByron(including C.E.)some

asserted improperly that
there was a threshold to radiation' effects;

.

(2) Including in calculation of doses the
large transient populations in the low populationzones around the plant, including school children
when present in schools and others participatingin recreational facilities:

1' (]) .

(3) Including internal radiation doses
' caused by inhaled and/or ingested radionuclides

which are deposited in different parts of the body
wheretheygiverepeatedradiationesunti)[gtheyare eliminated from the body;

(4) Including in calculation of radiation
doses, cumulative doses to the general population
circles of radiation from any nuclear facilityoutside the site boundary caused by overlapping|

|

(whether on or off the site),'

Dresden, LaSalle, Quad cities including Zion,and Braidwood
Stations, as well as any new p,roposed facility
and disposal facilities such as the IIorris Waste

-Disposal Site; and
.

(5) Including in the calculation, esicula-
tion of doses to people by utilizing actual radio-
nuclides for and in food, animals, plants,' soil,

(]) water, and in other parts of the environment in.and around t'he Byron site.

'
.

O As a result the applicable findings required by the Act
, NEPA,

and the Regs, cannot be made herein. ,,_
_ . . _ _ . _ . . . _ . . _ . . . . . _ . _ . . . . . . . _ _ .
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Q RISK ASSESSMENT OF EXPOSURE TO 10NIZING RADIATION
*

*
ANOTHER VIEW

O '''

Karl Z. Morgan
School of Nuclear Engineering

Georgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta / Georgia 30332

In the early period, up tc about 1950, essegtially $11 the , scientific
community subscribed to the thr/eshold hypothesis; namely, there is a safe, low
level of exposure to ionizing /radiation below which no harm will result to the

exposed individual. During this period, most of the concern was directed toward
preventinglargeoccupation'/al exposure where there might be early manifestations

/ '

of the radiation syndrome! in the form of a threshold erythema, changes in the

differential blo' d counJor a general rundown in health requiring an extendedo

vacation for the radiat' ion worker as had been the assumption and practice in
several European coung/ries. Very little consideration was given during this

-l
period to maximum permissible exposure (MPE) levels for members of the public,

f_f studied by Muller (1) suggested thatbut data on fruit lies
*

these MPE levels
I

, should be based on revcation of exce_ssive radiation-induced genetic mutations

and malformations. During the past thres decades there has been a large ongoing
program of resear in many countries of the vor,ld on the induction of malig--

nancies by interme iate and low levels of radiation exposure to animals and man.

As the follow-up qeriods in these studies have been extended', malignant tumors

(especially those with long latent periods in man) have shown a surprisingly high

*
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incidence even at low exposure levels. As a consequence, levels of MPE have,

from time to time, taken downward quantum jumps. For example, the MPE for

occupational workers has dropped approximately 'oy a factor of ten since 1950 (52

R/y suggested by ICRP up to 1958 and 5 rem /y suggested by ICRP in 1957), and the

MPE for members of the public has dropped by a factor of sixty since 1952 (from
4

1.5 R/y suggested by ICRP in 1952 to the present EPA level of 25 mrem /y). This
, increasing concern for the risk of cancer from lov-Ir. vel exposure to ionizing
|

~

radiation is exemplified by a statement of the Internati'onal Commission on.s
Radiological Protection in 1971,( "It could be concluded that the ratio of
aoeatic to genetic effects af ter a given exposure is sixty times greater than was

though t fif teen years ago."

Perforce, during the early period most of the studies on the effects of low-

level exposure were conducted on mice, rats and other animals rather than on man.
t

These animal studies in many cases grossly underestimated the cancer risk to man

. because of the greater radiosensitivity of man and because many types of cancer

have incubation periods of ten, twenty, and fif ty years, i.e., longer thsn the

life span of most experimental animals, and cancer incideace relates more to time

since a given exposure than to the fraction of life span under observation since
,

th:. exposu' re. Unfortunately, most human studies of radiation-induced cancer'

cover periods less than een to twenty years, so additional cancers a;pearing
.

; af ter completion of a study could only increase the risk estimate.
I In recent

times it has been possible to conduct limited number of extensive epidemio-a

logical studies of humans exposed to lov levels of radiation (Oxferd in utero x-

and Kneale;U) studies of Modan et al.(0) ofray exposure studies of Stewart
-

persons whose scalps were x-rayed for ringworm; studies of Hanford radiation

workers by Mancuso, Stewart and Kneale;(5) etc.). These studies have revealed aO
cancer risk that is ten to fif ty times the risk suggested from many of the animal

2
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studies or as indicated by studies of survivors of atomic bombings of Hiroshima
>

O
and Nagasaki and of patients treated therapeutically with x-rays, especially the

x-ray treated patients with ankylosing spondylitis.
,

The folly of placing too much reliance on animal studies was emphasized

emphatically by a study of Shields Warren and Gates. They exposed two strains

'of mice to identical regimes of x-ray doses. In one strain there was a high

incidence of leukemia and significant life shortening while in the other strain
,

of mice there was hardly any observable effect. Ima'gine what wrong conclusions
'

could be reached in extrapolz ting exposure data from mouse to man!

Unfortunately, the standards-setting bodies have, for the most part,
accepted two human studies (i.e., Japanese bomb survivors and spondylitis

patients) as though they were gospel truth and have not attempted to evaluate the

dose esimtates or to examine the serious biases they introduce which cause them

to grossly underestimate the radiation risk. The seriousness of inadequate dose

evalution for the Japenese bomb survivors does not need to be emphasized.
Marshall provides strong evidence that this dose has been overstimated prob-

ably by a factor of two or more, which would make the cancer risk two or more

times larger than thn estimates in the BEIR-III report.( The most significant

of the biases introduced by the standards-setting bodies and especially by BEIR-

III report and the recent GAO report result from their failure to account for
the af ter-e ffec ts of the fire, blast and a traumatic situation faced by the

Japanese survivors of a catastrophic experience which confounded the effect of

the radiatica dose, which in many cases raises the question of overkill or
. O multi,le cencer induction thae shou 1d have been eahen ineo accoun=.
1 The ehrsicat

injuries along with concomitant pain and mental anguish resulted in a weakening

of the immune (reticuloendythelial) system such that they could no longer fight

off the ravages of con = ton diseases; a result many died early before cancer |
as

.
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could manifest itself. The weaker ' members who already had a large cross section *,

for developing cancer were the first to die of comon diseases. Many of those

who avoided or survived these diseases in the first few months following the

bombings succumbed to cancer, the leukemias recching a peak of incidence during |O.

'i

the period of six to elven years after exposure. Later, and even now, all other
!

types of malignancy with longer latency periods (with the exception of chronic

lymphatic leukemia) have been on the increase, i.e., the cancer risk estimate
-

!

increases each year. The magnitude of cancer inciduce is related to the accumu-
s

lated radiation dose received by these Japanese bomb survivors. A somewhat
-

s

similar bias existed in the case of patients with ankylosing spondylitis. These

were sick persons suffering with a painful and serious disease such that studies

al.(10) iWicacd t too did urly of mm dimseof Radford et

pneumonia, chronic bronchitis , influenza, peptic ulcer, gastrointestinal
.

disease, tuberculosis, cerebrovascular disease, etc.-during the usual latency , !

Kneale and Stewart (11*12) have shown that person,s withperiod of most cancers.

in situ cancer (a malignancy in early stages of developcent) have a propensity, a

large cross section for, or are in grave danger of dying from secondary infec-

tions and accidents before malignancies ars diagnosed clinically. This is shown .

to result from the fac t that the precancer state is associated with lowered
.

immunological competence.

One may ask why is it that the standards setting bodies (ICRP, NCRP,

UNSCEAR, BEIR Committee, GAO Committee, etc.) have been so reckless in their
s

willingness to accept data from the Japanese bomb survivors and the spondylitis

patients as hallmark references to the exclusion of other human data and to useO
these data without attempts to correct for the above mentioned serious biases.

I, of course, cannot answer this question. One interpretation would be that

there was a conflict of interest for almost all members of these comittees or

.

4
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that
consciously or subconsciously many members of these bodies wanted to find

O =* e ete et=x r te -t vet ee re t verr == tt == ===> tee tr str tst -a 1

however, would like to render the more charitable explanation that when the above

needed corrections to the Japanese survivor data and the spondylitis patient data

were not made, th tre was a reasonably good fit to the data on short-lived animals

for which there is a large amount of statistically significant data, so they did
.

not attempt to solve the extremely difficult question,of how one could reasonably
go about making corrections for these biases. Therp are, o'f course, ways for

correcting the biases from fire, blast, etc., but this was not done in the cass |

of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. The mortality patterns have been studied in a number

of cities following ordinary bombing, fires, floods, earthquakes, etc. In many

cases the increased death race from common causes in the year iollowing the

disaster was as much as fifty percent greater than during the year before it, andi

in every case the death rate: vere higher among the veaker segments of the
population.

I have no explanation of why the errors in dose estimates ware not -

ferreted until this late date. On the other hand, these bodies leaned over

backwards to try to depreciate and discredit the Mancuso-Hanford study (5) herew

the dosimetry was the best in existence anywhere. In addition, even the critics i

agreed there was a singificant increase of two malignancies cancer of the pan-
creas and multiple myeloma. It is true the number of cases ,vas too small to

provide good statistics, but the original program including the three plants at

Oak Ridge was larger than the Japanese study group. .

1

Although the standards-setting bodies have discarded the threshold hypo-

thesis in favor of the linear hypothesis, many of their individual members have -

expressed the opinion that the linear hypothesis greatly exaggerates the risk of

low-level exposure to ionizing radiation. This may be true for certain kinds of

cancer and some types of radiation exposure to some animals, but there is very

5
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strong evidence that in many (if not in all) cases of human exposure to low-level

radiatior., the linear hypothesis seems to underestimate the radiation risk, and

the best fit to the data is a super linear relationship.

In the simple case, the risk of cancer from low-level exposure to ionizing
O kradiation may be given by the relation P(d) = a + bd in which P(d) is the

probability of succumbing to a malignancy from a dose d(rem), and a, b and k are

constants. When k = 1 we have the linear hypothesis, when k > 1 we have the

threshold hypothesis (because at low doses the error bars ove,rlap the abscissa),

and when k < 1 se have the superlinear hypothesis. Baum(13) was one of the first*

of a number of researchers to ,show that k < 1, or the superlinear relation gives

the best fit for a number of malignancies among the survivors of Hiroshima and

Nagasaki bombings (i.e., k = 0.5 for all malignancies at Hiroshona; k --0.8 fori

acu te leukemia at Nagasaki, k = 0.86 for leukemia at Hiroshima, and for the

O combined cities k = 0.19 for lung cancer, k = 0.35 for stomach cancer and k = 0.5
.

for female breast ' cancer. Perhaps it should be noted that since recent
'

investigationa(7) show the dose to the Japanese bomb survivors was less than

assumed by Baum and by BEIR-III(8) and CAO(9) Committees, the values of K are-

less than the above values and superlinearity becomes more pronounced. A series *

of papers strongly suggests that the induction of thyroid carcinoma ce
:

low doses of ionizing radiation is more serious than was . thought a decade ago and

that k < 1, or it too may be best represented by a superlineaE relation to dose.

In their analysis of the ankylosing spondylitis data on x-ray induced ' leu- '

kemia the CAO } concluded, "All mixed models tested did much better than the-

i

linese model, and the unusual square root-cubic model did the best of all."O
'

,

:
Since at doses less than 100 rem their cubic term contributed < 1% to the

cancer risk P(d), this means that at low doses the best fit related to k = 0.5 or

P(d)u 6 The GAO concluded that for the Japanese survivors, " Dose-response

|
<

] 6
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curves that were square root, linear, quadratic or v.ubic at icv levels all gave

acceptable fits for at least one set of data" and that " highly sensitive groups

low doses could lead to dose-response curves for the entire population thatat

show larger effects per rad at low than at high doses", i.e., a superlinearO mrelationship. The BEIR-III Comittee stated, "the existence of exquisitely

sensitive subgroups of suitable size conceivably would produce a dose-response

curve that showed a greater effect per rad at very low doses than at high." I

believe there is strong evidence from studies of Bross .and others for the
.%

exis tence of such radiosensitive subgroups in a heterogeneous population of

hum:ns that may not be apparent in a group of the usual homogeneous inbred

animals that are studied to find dose-effect relationships and that the results

of such animal studies can and have led to false assumptions about human popula-

tions.
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An,ovsrwhciming amount of cata show that tharo is no
'

safe level of exposure and no dose of radiation is so low
that the risk of a malignancy is zero. The question
Is-how great is the risk?

f
'

KAnt. Z. Moace

O Cancer and low l$ ei ionizing raciation
Reports of a significant increase in who had been exposed o diagnostic fo!! owed by a conference on low
the risk of cancer from exposure to X ray in utero. The C lifano letter level radiation, he!d last February
low levels of ionizing radiation and also criticized the pee;r review sys- and conducted ::nder the chairman-
evidence suggesting that fcderal tem of the NationalC neerInstitute, ship of the author, which was spon-
agencies had attempted to squelch specifically an incid t where radi- sored by the Environmental Policy
these repcris resulted in the con- ologists were "emba rassed and an- Institute, the Atomic Energy Forum
gressional hearings held last winter gered with the findin s"of effects of Sand the Environmental Study Con-
on this subject being conducted at a low-level esposu e to radiation ference. The latter is a bipartisan
rather hot pace. What prompted which had then b en used as ciri- caucus of raore than 280 members of
these heated discussions were the dence .for limitin mass mammo- the House and Senate who have a
two le'ters sent in November of 1977 graphy programs in the United shared interest in staying informed
by several organizations-the Envi- Stato.The Bross program was can- on environmental and related energy
ronmental Policy Center; Friends of celed following eer review of the developments: Senators Gary Hart
the Earth: Oil,Chemicaland Atomic study.

and James Jeffords are the co-Workers: Environmental Defense chairmen. The panelists representedFund; Public Interest Research Both studies eferred to in these
.

Group; Sierra Club; Union of Con- letters hwe sh wn a significant in- most of the organizations, govern-
'

ment and private, that are keenly
'ccrned Scientists and the National crease in came incidence following concerned with the question of,

Resources Defense Council-to exposures tha were far below the
'

hovernment officials questioning ac- maximum pe missible exposure, tumor formation (oncogenicity) and
low !cvel radiation. Given the wide

tions taken by their respective de- MPE (that is far below 5 rem per range of views and interpretation ofpartm :nts.
year to the to al body of a radiation exposure data, these conference

The letter to James Schlesinger, worker). Th Mancuso study had proceedings (available facm Senator
Secretary of the Department of En- confirmed t e earlier findings in Hart's office) should be interesting
ergy, stated that the Energy Re- 1974 of Sa uel Milham [1] that the . reading.
search and Development Adminis- cancer risk or radiation workers at This article presentsin some detail
tration (now DOE) had made a seri- the govern eret's plutonium produc- my views regarding the risk of can-
ous mistake in transferring the study tion facili es at Hanford, Washing- cer from low-level exposure to ion-
by T. F.Mancuso, A. Stewart and G. ton, had i creased. The Bross study izing radiation.
Kneal at the University of Pitts- had showf a 5,000 percentincreased
burgh on the " Lifetime Health and risk of cpneer among the children During the first years of the Atom-

.

Mortality Experience of Employees who had been exposed to diagnostic ic Age (1942-1960) a large number cf
of ERDA Contractors" to the federal X ray in utero, and who later dever scientists-perhaps most who were
government's Oak Ridge, Tennes- oped ce rain respiratory diseases. knowledgeable in health physics andsee, operations under the direction The hearings were held last Janu. radiobiology-accepted the thresh-
cf E. A. Tompkins. The letter sug- ary any February in the Rayburn old theory that there is a safe level of
gested that this move was part of "a Buildi g by Representative Paul exposure to ionizing radiation, and
well-defined pattern of harassment Roge , chairman of the Subcomrnit. that as long as a person does not
and intimidation of scientists who do tee Health and the Environment exceed this threshold or safe level
not agree with the position of pro- of t ? Committee on Interstate and no harm will result or the radiation
moters of radiation technologies that

Chere are no adverse effects associ- For gn Commerce, Testimony from damage on the average will be re-
ma y-witnesses was presented on a paired as fast:isitis produced.From

ated with exposures to low-levelion- variety of subjects such as the Man- 1960 to the present, an overwhelm-izing rndiation." . cuso and Bross programs, Test ing amount of data have been accu-,

The letter to Joseph Califano,Sec- Srnokey, petitions to reduce the mulated that show there is no sa/c
'

(,')retary of Health, Education andmaximum permissible exposure by a leret of exposure and there is no
Velfare, questioned the discontinu- factor of 10 mechanisms of radia- dose of radiation so low that the risk

ance of the Tri-State Study by 1.D.J. tion damage, the peer review system of a malignancy is zero. Therefore.
Bross at the Roswell Park Memorial as it applies to awarding of govern. the question is not: Is there a risk
Institute in Buffalo, New York, on ment rescarch contracts, etc. from low icvel exposure? Or. what isthe risk of cancer among children The congressional hearings were a safe Icvel of,cxposure? The ques-
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tion is:-How great is this risk? Or, of the hulnan hedy, and along each ' may require as many as three suc .
how great may a particular radiation chromosome are coded millions of cesshe events (like throwing three

| risk be before it exceeds the expect . bits of information like an immense. electrical switches connected in se-
ed beefits, such as those from meds library which enables or instructs ries). For example, if one identical
ical radiography or nuclear power. the call to function properly and to twin dies of a particular type of

it is obvious to all scientists in the divide or stop dividing at the appro- leukemia (one switch thrown geneti-
field, as well as to diehards for the ' priate time. When radiation passes 'cally), the other twin has a high
threshold hypothesis, that at least through the human body, four prin- probability of eventually sufferin3a

similar fate; Some of these switchesfcr some types of radiation damage cipal events can occur:
. .

and for some kinds of radiation ex- * the radiation passes through or may be thrown by viruses, bacteria,
,

pasure (especially from low LET near the cell without producing any chemicals, mechanical insults or by -
radiation, that is, X, gamma and beta damage, radiation. - . -

radiations) there is some repair of * the radiation kills the cell or Studies by Bross (4,5] lend sup.
the radiation damage going on in the renders it incapable of cell division, port for the series of events
body.The diehards,however, do not * the radiation damages the cell hypathesis sugg,ested by Burch, and
seem willing or able to accept the but the damageisrepairedadequate. suggest synergistic relationships be-

-

evidence that for man there is never .ly, or tween them. He has shown, for ex--

e complete repair of the radiation o the cell nucleus (or library of ample, that children (ages 1-4) wi h
JJamage, since even at very low ex- information) is damaged but the cell allergic diseases such as asthma or .

p:sure levels there are many thou- survives and multiplies in its pertur. hives have a 300 to 400 percent
sands of interacticas of the radiation bative form over a period of years (5 increased risk of dying.of leukemia .

with cells of the human body. For to 70 years) and forms a clone of c;mpared with other children (that .
example', one rad of X rays of I cells that eventually is diagnosed as is, allergic diseases throw one -

switch): Children who received in
- ~ -

million electron volts corresponds to a'mslignancy. '.
2.2 billion photons per square centi- ~ Only this last event relates to so. utero diagnostic X ray exposure
meter acting on the body. It isincon- matic damage such as cancer from have a 40 to 50. percent increase in ,

ceivable that all the billions ofirradi- low. level exposure. 'It seems 'obvi. risk of dying of Icukemia [6] but !

ated and damaged cells would be ous that if the cell nucleus is dam. children.with two switches thrown
repaired completely or replaced. aged and some information is lost or (that is,in utero exposure and later
.There a' e undoubtedly many if a similar series of events leads to ' . developing an allergic disease) haver

mechanisms of radiation injury such the devielopment of a malignancy, a 5,000 percent increase in risk of I
-

jas damage to cell membranes, dam ' there can be no dose so low that the dying of leukemia. . .

age to the body repair mechanism,s, risk is zero. Thus the risk of induc. Students of Stewart and Kneale' |

mdirect damage (for example, dam-' tion of cancer'from radiatio' spo. [6], MacMahon (71, the BEtR Com . !n
age to cell blood supply and forma- sure increases more or less with the mittee [8], Bross [4,5] and others

.

'

tion of harmful chemicals such as increase or accumulation of radia, suggest that children have a higher
hydrogen peroxide in cell cyto- tion exposure.The riskis simply one risk of dying of radiation-induced
plasm) and impairment of efficiency of chance, just the same as the risk leukemia than' do middle-aged per-
to lung clearance mechanisms. Each of chance of en accident ever'ytime a sons, Hempelmann [9), Albert and

Ocf these mechanisms may contribute trip is made in a taxi.
~ Shore [10], Modan, et al., [11}, Sil-

to the development of a malignancy. * * - - verman and Heffman [11,121, and.

flowever, perhaps the most signifi- . .It is evident also that all persons do others have shown that radiation-
cant damage from low. level expo. not run the same risk of developinga induced thyroid carcinoma presents
sure results from direct interaction malignancy ~ frem a given radiation a higher risk in children than in an

O of the stream ofions with the nucle.' exposure and that the risk of some
'

adult population and, as with leuke-
us of one of the billions ofirradiated . types of cancer is greater for certain mia, this risk decreases linearly as
cells that may in the rare event sur- people than it is for others.Burch 12 the dose decreases.
vne and cont,mue to divide but fail 3] has shown, for exemple, that the There are studies also which indi-
to repair the radiation. damage. final onset of a malignancy or other cate that sex is a factorin the type of'

hc'e s!e 46 chromosomes in the disease may require a series of a malignancy which may develop.
nuc ces of cach normal somatic cell events and a given type of leukemia Mancuso et al. [13] report that older -

8estember M3 h FM m 21 -|' '
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d Engin: ring at the Garrgia Instituta cf Technohgy. A fcunder ef the 7
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seirne: ef huhh physics, Mrrgan was Dircet:r cf thzHealth Physics - !

. - ,

', . . Division cf the Oak PJdga Nati:nal Laborattry from 1943 to 1972.-
'

- '':""T/ ~ He has been chairman of the International Commission oc Radiological - *-

3*:
3 Protectbn and the Nationa) Couneu kbse.iition Protection.f ,. .at aut aoWava be !972)

i n Rad
Co m m. .ee.9 ow.Imro. mal h

h younger men'have a higher risk '

.
. Table 1 -

!cf radiation induced malignanci:s
Changes In Levets of Permissible Exposure -than do men of middle age. After

, to Io, sizing Radiation *-

examining data of Saenger and Fon RActrnow Wouzas '
~

pkins (14), E. B. Lewis [151 - *

i
ted out t, hat the,y had failncte the sigmficant merease m, ed to Recommmded Volves

- r
leu . Comments -

kemia among persons between ages 0.1 erytheos dosely
1925: Recommended by A. Mutscheller and50 and 79 who received iodine-131 (-1R/wk for200 kVX ray 52 R/y R.M Sievant -

treatments. Najarian (16} in his stud-
its cf the Portsmouth (N.H.) Navy , , , ,, 3~ fjp****d*d by ne,w and used worldwide -[

tYard nuclear submarine workers re- 0.1 R/ day (or0.5 R5k) 3iR/y 24: Recommended by New

- -~ ~~ .
'

ported 'a 450 percent higher death .

ratt from leukemia among the radia. 1949:Jtecommended by acw. _.

tie.n workers than the general popu 0.3 nm/wk 15 n@ 1950:Recommendea by im fu total body
,.

-

lation, and noted that .the cancer . exposure _

incidence was esnecially high among 'E ' - - -'
-

1956: Recommended by'reah !
*

wcrkrrs aged 60 to 69. Thus, be 5 rem /y 5 rem /r - 1957: Recoarnended by New for total body i
.

cause of genetic inheritance,various '

*aPomm.
-

dis:ases, age, sex, eating and smok- i
' '

'

t-
ing hs, bits and, perhaps, many other Fox MsMasas os ran PuntSc ' ' !-~

andsvidual charactensues, certain !''

msmbers of the general population Recommended Vclues-
-

- *
,

i
-

have a higher nsk of radiation- Comments !
- -.

-
. . -

. . . . . . . . . . .-
) induced malignancies than others.

Cos'rcesk ' {-).C.? ,(i;5 rem /y " 1952: sussested by wcw for m'my body organ~
3-

'

!
-

' ~ . .
.

.
' .

- - e cancer; risk from exposure to LW ~

1953: Sussested by wcw E

""
- - -

i ng radiation is mur.h greater Y, . ' . #," [' [N:.3" . * .""#
"

.

..' , P52 Sussested y im fw ronada or total body
.

than was thought to ba 15 : case 5 rem /30y g,

C . .::. ; . . c.17 nm/y... 195s: sussested by ice for son' ads or total bedr
t

some yearse ago.. Following* the 7.' e- *
$'dM'F. . - - -

-

ocaths of the Japanese. survivors of 7.5 miem/y Wg y,- .u.025:n=i/r 1977: suzzested by uA[20Irorany bodyor
- =.

' Hiroshima and Nagasaki from radia T - N'? 'Pi:. - sma i

heved that the pnne:p,al chromo nsk .'..:. o;y "
; ". * " o,co3 , fy' , eacePt thymid*

,.
*

gtica sickness, many scientists be- 3i.- ,
.

g95: sussested by r.mnA for perseas'11rias near .5'

..t .(- .;
from radiation exposure vias only an ' J'r.' ' .. J. F ' ' ' . . ' . .' a nuclcar power blac:a

'

i..

-
.excess of cases of leukemia, which * ' - . C D. .*6 .-

~-
' .-

. '

reachrd a peak about six years after. . s"" I R = 0 35 m=
tha bombmg and then slowlf de mrem .[*e

. ., .

--

-,
;,p ,,,

'
.,

_
,

,

minuem .-H ' '

- : -'

- clined. Many persons concluded that wen J National cotmcil on Radiados r:otection and Measurements
' ' ' - * i,

'

th: cnly chronic risk among the sur 2.ev.== Interandonal Comminion on Radiologhal Protcction .- s- ** jvivors was leukemia.Unfortunately* * '

7 ''-
*'

.
- - ,'

hsw:ver, as the study of these survi ' *For addinonalinformation. see Morgan n!).
-

- =-

i

vcrs contmued other forms of can . "Presentracia:. ion pmtecuan guide of the Nuc! car Regulatory Commission.rhe limit set by the Endroomental Protection Agency for the thyroid was 0.075 rem per year.I
-

j

| cer (bone, breast, ' lung, salivary" ; :-'t'*T ' ' - ..

gland, prostatec . thyroid,. etc.).g .- ~

,4 .
-

sh:wed a sigmhcant increase-[17,, sive mutations may be as harmful be that rnany and perhaps most of"

,

18]. Probably with the passage of and' debilitating to the humanra'ce as
,

en we will find that this. exposure theincrease in risk of cancer.There- our human diseases,iiicluding can- i
cer, are related to a genetic factor ihsresulted in an increase of statis kfore,'1 wish to pause and sound a and especially to Muller's 10.000-tical signifi:ance in many..or,rno'stEivarning that I'm sure my long. time

'

kinds of malign:mcie;s that are com .n friend, the geneticist H. J. Muller, non-visibic| or "small" mutationsi
men among human populations. ;-% w'ould urge me to make were he alive - that result from each observed mu-i

tation. As Mulleremphasized,it mayshould be emphasized here that0today:.4- ' - ' " M- be that in the long run these small j
''-

ugh this paper treats only thet N.- ."-a
m'utations that result in a lack of'..

formation of tumors.by ionizing ru-4The.BEIR i8] report only treated the Vigor, susceptibility to diseasC,
diation, the geneJ c risks and espe /long ternirecessive mutation ques- slight reduction in mer.tality andi A '

cially those associated mvith reces ~ tion in : superficial way. It may well physi,que, etc., will be a far greater .}
.
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Mest of us r: cog'nizo that the risk of inducing canegr at %Q
Irsw des:s of radiatian is far grsatar than wo enco 'M

thought !! to b'e, and it may be as great or greater for the IT-$
human race than the genetic risk. .- f'

". .;,:-

Wrden to society than the easily Table 2
'

identifiable dominant muutions. Cancer Risk and Known Range or Linearity -

[
This is because the small mutations g.dearity of Risk per Personehminated so slowly ftora the Dose down to per rad Comments ''

e pool. -

uring the first years of the At- < 13 rad 0.3 - 1.0x10-*/ Hiroshima and Nagasaki atomb bomb survivors
omic Age (1942-1960) almost every- 0.5 - 1.7xlCMC [8,30,31]; see also Moriyama and Kato'

[U* "[**
'

Av. 370 rad 0.2 - 0.3x10-*t a hntis of spine (ankytosing spondylitis) patientsg g ve di ne os
far exceeded the risks of chronic

'
s;matic damage such as cancer or o.2 - c.s rad 3x10-*e pelvimetry exposures--stewart and Kneal. -

life shortening. However,it has be- 6xio-ac [6. 27].

\ ccma increasingly clear that this as- '

-t.o rad 3 - 30xto-*t pelvirrery exposures-Dross f4,51

\ sumption may be unwarranted and
-

untenable. The BEIR [7] committee 20 rad 0.5 - I.1x10-*T X. ray therapy-Hempelmann [9]
i pointed out "until recently, it has'

been taken for granted that genetic 6.5 rad 1.2x:0"I X ray ror riewi (tinea capitis) -Modan et at.
risks from exposure of populations tit] and saven., and Hoffman [12]
t3 ionizing radiation near back' t = leukemia risk per person. rad -

; gr und levels (about 100 m,llirems c = totai cancer risk per person. rad - -i
per year) were of much greater im- T = thyroid cancer risk per person. rad

.

port than were somatic risks. How. rad - 100 ergs per gram of tissue *

cver, thit assumption can no longer
ba made if 11near non threshold rela- *I.M. Moriyama and H. Kato. "Monality Experience of A. Bomb Survivors 1970-72." i. m .

Ascc Life Span Study Reprt. Tech. Leport 15-73 ( Washington, D.C.: Atomic Bomb Casua!ry
, tic ships are accepted as a bas,s for Commission.1973).i
estimating cancer risks." The com--

flee then went on to supply many
wes of data,most of which support
the linear hypot'iesis. In 1971 the years.Some of thequantum dropsin; malignancies increases progressive- .

International Commission on Radio- perrnissible exposurc levels during ly as the dose accumulates. Them
logical Protection (ICRP) [19] made a this period are presented in Table 1. doses in some cases are considera-
similar observation: "It could be The occupational maximum permis-; bly lower than the prescat levels of
concluded that the ratio of somatic sible exposure level has dropped by: maximum perrnissible annual expo-
to genetic effects after a given expo- a factor of 10 and the level for the_ sure of the radiation worker. In fect,
sure is 60 times greater than was public by a factor of 300. inany researchers [22-25] havef
thought 15 years ago." Much of what has been said about shown that in some cases the linear

the risks of exposure to low levels of hypothesis actually underestimates, .

The emphasis of this article on ionizing radiation would have con- the risk. .

cancer risk is not to depreciate the siderably less we;ght if it could be Table 2 indicates the magnitude of
'

seriousness of genetic risks from shown that although the linear hy- the cancer risk and shows that this
exposure to ionizing radiation but pothe:is holds at intermediate to risk increases linearly with the accu- m

j ratl.er to point out that the scientific bigh levels of exposure it provides a mulated dose down to very' low val- '

community was rather smug 15 v ery large element of conservatism ve, that is, down to 0.8 rad for leuke- F
! -

years ago (as some scientists still are at low doses and dose rates. Unfor- mia or other forms of cancer (espe-
today)in the belief that somatic risk tunately, in most cases of human cially central nerve system tumors)
is far less than genetic risk and that exposure there is no evidence of a resulting from pelvimetries, and to '

samatic risk is almost negligible at safety factor at low doses if we 6.5 rad for thyroid car'ci..oma res"It-
Iqw doses. Now most of us recog- assume that the linear relationship ing from X ray therapy of the scalp E,

| pc that the risk of inducing cancer between radiation dose sad cancer for ringworm (tinea capatis). It must
|

| Gow doses of radiation is fr.r great- inductio' at high doses applies also be pointed out that these doses (0.S [n

| cr than we once thought it to be and at low doses. We have a large to 6.5 rad) are not the doses below
it may be as great or greater for the amount of data-much pf it which the linear hypothesis breaks
human race than genetic risk. human-showing a statistically sig- down, but the lowest points on the

Thcre has been a number of re. nificant increase in a number of human exposure curves for these,

tions in the permissibic exposure types of malignancies as a conse- two malignancies. And we have
evch for occupational workers and quence of exposure to low doses of every reason to believe the linearity
for the public during the past 35 ionizing radiation and the number of of these curves continues on down
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to zero dose and that there is a who were exposed in utero do not Rotblat*s recent publications [361
similar linearity for other types of support some findings (6-7, 27-281. seem to confirm the above explana-

,

j
| neer that simp!y have a longer They indicated that on the basis of tions of why the cancer risk as deter. '

hubation period or have not been findings of Stewart and Kneale,and mined from survivors of Hiroshima l|

| studied over a wide range of doses to upon the ccrresponding linear hy- and Nagasaki atomic bombings is
a human population. pothesis, they should expect 36.9 too low. He compared the cancer

It should be emphasized also that excess cancers in this group during risk in two groups: one that entered
this 0.8 rad is only 2 percent of the 42 the 10 years following exposure,but Hiroshima during the first three days
rad permitted by the International only one case of liver cancer was following the explosion and were
Commission on Radiological Protec- reported. As a consequence many exposed to the residual neutron- o

tian (ICRP [261) each year to the persons were quick to proclaim that induced activity- and radioactive
active bone marrow of the radiation ther- is something wrong with the egntamination from li.e fallout; and:

I

werker and that the 6.5 rad is only 13 retrospective studies of cancer in- the othergroup that entered Hiroshi-
percent of the 50 rad permitted each duction by diagnostic in utero X ray ma at a later date and received negli-

; year to his thyroids. (The maximum as reprted by Stewart, MacMahon gible radiation exposure. Neither of
; permissible concentration (MPC) and oti.:rs and that now we can these groups was subjected to the

values given by the International relax. Unfortunately (for in utero trauma of blast, fire, burial under
Commission and the National Coun- exposed children), this is not the debris, etc. The leukemia risk to the
cil on Radiation Protection (NcRP) case. first group exposed to residual radia-

*

for members of the public are calcu- Stewart and others [22. 30,32-341 tion was 1.6 x 10-* teukemias per I'

lated on the basis of 10 per:ent of have published reports which sup- person. rad. Rotblat was conserva
.

'

these dose rates, that is,4.2 rem per port the studies of MacMahon, etc., tive in several of his assumptions so I
year for bone marrow and 5 rem per of cancer induction by low level (< l this risk estimate must h considered |year for thyroid.)

~

rem) diagnostic in utero .' ray and as a lower estimate. This value for !

rn there is little doubt that the Japanese adults I's, therefore, in agreement,

V1f a million. children each received studies greatly underestimate this with the leukemia risk estimate in
t

I rad from in utero exposure. we cancer risk. In fact,Jablon and Kato Table 2 of 3 x 10-4 which applies to
might expect 300 to 3,000!cukemias, [8,29], commenting on the unusually children that received in utero expo-'

depending upon whether or not the Icw cancer rate among children who sure from' medical diagnosis. Rotblat '
'

child had certain respiratory diseas- had receivedin utero exposure at the points out that this leukemia risk
es, some of which, as indicated by tkne of the bombing, stated that estimate is eight times the estimate
Bross [4,51, act synergistica!!y with " conceivably such a result might fol- of 2 x 10-5 leukemias perperson. rad
radiation exposure (see Table 2). Iow if there were an excessive spon- as given by the International Ccm-,

There is r.cc as much data availab!e taneous abortion rate for fetuses by mission on Radiological Protection
on the effects of low level exposure I.arge doses."Thus the fetuses which (ICRP) [26]. -

cf adults as for children but, as seen were most likely to have developed At this point we migh't make the'
from recent data of Mancuso et al. into cases of radiation-induced leu- interesting conjecture that perhaps
!!31, the risk of radiation induced kemia received such high doses and Rotblat has provided a clue to the !

,

malignancies other than leukemia were subjected to so much trauma puzzle of why no genetic mutations i
may be as great or greater for adults that they failed preferentially to sur , have been observed among the off-
than that for children (perhaps as vive. In fact, there is reason to be- : spring of the survivors of the bomb.
high as 70 x 10-* cancers per lieve that an unusually high inci ; ings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki-
person. rem). Furthermore, studies dence of abortions and high rate of,I Thus, there is little dwbt the Japa-
of Stewart i6,27),MacMahon[7,281 infant mortality followed the atomic' nese data greatly underestimate the
and many others indicate that fol- bombings. '

risk of radiation-induced cancer and
'

lowing in utero exposure the inci- the genetic risk is also underestimat-
ce of focal cancers (such as cen- Many studies [351 have .shown that ed.

I nervous system tumors)is about during periods of stress and commu- Some of the reasons [221 why in f2

the same as of leukemia, so that the nity disasters it is the fetuses, infants many cases use of the linear hy- [,

total n::mber of fatal malignancies and young children that suffer the pothesis to estimate risk at low
might be twice the m.mber of leuke- most. It is known also that during doses is not conservative are as fo!-

Mas given in Table 2: 600 to 6.000 such periods of suffering and unrest lows.
'

*
Uncers for a million children ex- incipient cancers can easily be mis- * Orcrkill at high Joses.Most csri-posed to onIv I rad. taken for acute infections. Also, it rnates of risk from radiation expo-

In 1970, 'Jablon and Kato [291 seems likely that the Japanese con- sure are based on linear extrapola-
l'omted out that their data on the trol group may have had a greater tion of cffects at high doses down toi

: '"'*vors of the atomic bombings cancer risk than normal. reto dose. Often with such extrapo-
n
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More often than not extension of data from animals to -

man results in an uncierestimate of risks, especially at
,

Q low levels of exposure. i
.

l

lation insufficient account is taken from one animal to another or to ducted on animals exposed to high f
| of overkill at high doses and in no man. Differences in me'abolism, doses of radiation, cell sterilization

pase can more tnan 100 perccat of mnover rate, GI tract uptake, skin may take place such that many of
she animals be killed by radiatien. perspiration, blood circulation, mi- these ce!!s that are likely targets for
Sometimes one simply determines totic index, etc., can have a marked development of a malignancy are

,

the best least-squares line which will effect on animal response to a given preferentially destroyed. Thus, such<

pass through the (0,0) point. Some dose ofior;izingc,r non ionizingradi- data points at high exposure levels
points used in determining the slope. ation. An examination of data leads ,would tend to reduce the slope of the
of thisline may be on the upper bend me to conclude that more often than curve that is extrapolated to zero
of the curve where the animals are no: this kind of extension of data dose and may, result in an underesti-
injured by large doses of radiation from animals ta man results in an mate of risk at low levels of expo- -

',
tnd do not survive long enough to underestimate of risks, especially at sure. -

'

.1 die from the. malignancy under low levels of exposure. There is no question th'at sorae
study. * Refergeneity o/ human popula- animal studies of exposure to X or T

* Shortfollow-up period afhumaa tion.The vast majority of studies of gamma .raSation have shown that ,

studies.), tost studies !8] of etfeats of effects of radiation exposure are the cancer risk per rem is less atlow .i
ionizing radiation on man extend carried out with disease free inbred . doses when the dose is protracted or :i

over only a small fraction of his life animals. Radiation ecology pro- fractionated. This seems, & finitely, 1
,

span. If, for example, one deter- grams must be extended to animals not to be so for high LET radiation
mines the slope of tha curve of thy- in the wild, if we are to simulate (alpha or neutron exposure) where

,

'

roid carcinoma risk vs. X-ray dose effects we expect from low doses to there islittle or no repairof damaged
'and the followup period is only human populations. cells and where only a single particle
seven years, studies of the popula- In assessing population risk oflow (alpha or heavy recoil ion) passing
tion until all have died would in- levels of exposure we nced to know through the cellis required to initiate

percase the slope of the curve and the dose response for young and old, the damage (for' example, the rare,

disk estimate especially at the low male and female, sick and well, fat events in which a :urviving precur- -

dose end of the curve.* and slim, different eating habits,etc. sor malignant cell is produced. llow-
o Fractionallife span animatstud- When we have such data, undoubt- ever, for some types of radiation

le r. Sometimes comparisons are edly our estimates of risk to certain damage (leukemia induction among
niade between fetal damage during groups of the population from low middle. aged persons), following ex-
the first trimesi:r of a mouse and level exposure will be much greater posure to low LET (X or gamma)

.

fetal damage expected during the than the risk to the so-called average radiation,it may require two or more
'

i first trimester of a woman, or a man, close encounters of the photons with ,

comparison is made 'between ani- * Cell sterili ation It is well estab- the nucleus of a cell before the dam- 1

mais having a life span of 20 years lished that as ht. mans grew old, the age can become a precursor of a
with expected effects over the life percent of abnormal ce!!s in' the malignancy. In such a special case

'

span of man. Since in most cases body increases; for example, the the risk per rad would be less at low
damage from radiation exposure re- percent of chromosomal aberrated doses than at high doses and the
lates to what happens in a given cells increases with age of an animal. linear hypothesis would be conser-
number of years following the expo- Using our earlier analogy we mig':t vative (see figure).
sure rather than what happens over a say the body has accumulated more
certain fraction of the animals' life cells in which one or more switches The average radiation dose of the '
spanduch extrapolations to man can are thrown or which present a larger 442 Hanford workers who died of
cnly lead to underestimates of risk. cross-section for cancer production cancer during the study period N

o Radiosensitivity differs among from radiation exposure. (1944-1972) was only about I rem /'

animal species. Many studies have As indicated above it is commonly [131. Mancuso, Stewart and Kneale /
emphasized the risk of extrapolating believed that some type of malignan- estimate only 6 to 7 percent of the 5

hata on effects of radiation exposure cies develop as a result of a series of cancer deaths (26 to 31 cancers) !
changes that take place in the 46 were induced by this radiation.The !
chromosomes that comprise the nu- total number of deaths in the study

'

.

"' cleus of a normal somatic ce!! in group was 3,520 so their cancer, risk ,.duc of hyroi c eer h been of st
ies which involved a fS!ow up perioJ of only man. Thus, as man ages he has a was 7 to 8 x 10-8 or about 25 times
is is to years after X ray exposure or after scattering of cc!!s and clones of ce!!s the 0.03 percent risk given by curve

'

8.*dioiodine was siven. If the e* Posed ronI*- which have one or more abnormali- A in the figure,and 10 to 25 times the
p$rso s.it is cerhn's di tonas c2niers ouy ties and are highly susceptible to be commonly accepted tor,al risk, of

** *' '

have developed. At low doses cancers take triggered m the dcVelopment of a radiation-Induced mahgnancies.
,

. Ionser to develop. malignancy. When studies are con- (This sug;ests perhaps that maybe
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Cancer Induction as a Function of Doseof Ionizing Radiation This figure is a plot of equation
from G to 100 rem

E =kD*, (1)

3.0 in which E = cancerrisk fpercent of persons
with cancer) as a result of exposure to a dose
D(rem) of ionizing radiation.

2.7 Case A.in which n = 1, illustrates the lincer
Aypothesis in which one would expect 3 x
10** cancers per person. rem.

2.4
Case B. is which n = 2.itiustrates the old

threshold hypothesis where the cancer risk
52.1 beemes nestigible or statistically insignifi.

[- canf x t0w average dose per person. Perhaps"

y *h typines the low leukemia risk of middle.
C

,,3 ,+ aged persons that are exposed to low LETA
.e + (linear energy transfer) radiation.p Recent human studies suggest that Case C.= 1.3 @ p

or some other curve for which n < I, appliesy S' ,o
Y d + to leukemis among the young and the old and

] 1.2 g p gardless of the age of the person. In such
perhaps to most other forms cf cancer irre.

,+

a p s', cases the nsk per person. rem is greater atlow20;7 e
doses than at high doses./ +

Curves A, B and C are given primsrily for
0.6 i!!ustration, but each curve appears to be#

4 applicable in certain cases. Perhaps it is of/9
0.3 / interest to note that for a dose of I rem the

cancer risk is 0.03 percent by the linear
hypothesis (curve A) and 3 x 10-* percent

pd 0 ("*3 * * ** # * *
0 20 40 60 80 100 (cme $

Dose or tonisins RaJiation (rem)
,

.

the power of Din curve C should be about radiation safety, they would 1974 Milham report that 'there is an
less than one-half. But I believe's not now be trying desperately to increased incidence of radiation.in-
more likely explanation is that the save face. duced cancer among Hanford work-
majority of Hanford exposures were The forces in support of and in ers.
more than the average of I rem. opposition to the findings of Mancu- In converting from absorbed dose

, Baum 1231 found that the powerof D so et al. have now had their day in (given in rad in which I rad corre-
| which gave the best fit in a number Congressional hearings, as men- sponds to an energy deposition of
i cf studies of cancer induction by tioned above. In addition, Stewart 100 ergs per gram) to the quantity,

innizing radiation was n = .5.) reported at the February 1978 meet * dose equivalent (given in rem) we
The estimate by Mancuso et al.of ings of the American Association for use the relationship,

a 6 to 7 percent increased risk of the Advancement of Science in
cancer associated with radiation ex- Washington on further analysis of - Dose Equivalent (rem)

.

posure among the vorkers at Han- the Hanford data which greatly
ford created constderable controver- strengthens the arguments in the = Absorbed Dose (rad)
sy. This is partly because the Han- earlier paper. Gilbert 1371 of the xQxN (2)ford cancer risk coefficient is 10 to Hanford operations made a careful ~

-

75 times higher than assumed in the study of the Mancuso et al. data to Q is a physical correction factor
ast. I believe, however, that contro- dercrraine if, in fact, their findings related to stopping power (dE/dx)

versy develops because many per- were accurate. At the Conference on or linear energy transfer (LET). Nis ,

sons in the nuclear industry and in Low-Level Radiation on February a biological correction factor.
the federal agencies have been inad- 10,1978, Gilbert presented a report As a general simplification (espe-
visably proclaiming that there is no which I interpret as supporting Man- cially for internal dose calculations),,

| Oadiation risk. There probably is no cuso et al., for at least two types of we set Q = 1 forX, gamma, electron
,

l 'decupation that is free from some malignancies that seem to have a and beta radiations and Q = 10 for
risks to its workers. So if the propo- high rish from low level radiation alpha radiations when they are emit.
ncnts of nuc! car energy had bcea e:posure. ted by internally deposited radionu-
more reasonable in their claims All these findings confirm the clides. It is easy to see why Q for

36
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The real c'lprit of unnecessary population dose is not Mu

the nuclear industry but the rnedical profession. " . " ",
,

7--

ripha should be much greater than r'adiated tissue. Thus N may be an standards ne bued on observations ' > ~
the Q for X rays or for the electrons important factor also in determining of carefuity contrclied inbred,
produced by X rays because the whether the radiation damage func- healthy animals. And itis these stan-

necific ionization is much greater tion behaves like curve A, B or Cin dards which are used in animal ed
C!ong an alpha. track than an the figure and why there are marked periments to determine carcinoge .

electron-track. For example, S. = diffencrees in dose response curves nicity data for man. But man is a 9
8,000 ion pairs per micron of tissue for wious types of radiation, for wild or heterogeneous animalliving [
for alpha particles while S, = 8 ion various animals (including man) and in many types of environment with

'

pairs per micron of tissue for an as a function of age, sex, genetic various eating and drug habits, with
.

ciectron when both particles have factors', cert-in diseases, etc. many diseasea and eccentricities, of
cnsrgies of about I megavolt. This Nfactor may in time explain various ages, etc. [*

Thus, the difference in damage to why the very young and the very old It is little censolation to a mother -

a living cell in the two eases is like persons are most susceptible to radi- to know that the average risk to '

the difference in damage from a ation damage ind why even for X cr
.

the persons living in her community \,
r

bulldozer or a rabbit running through gamma radiation curve C probably is 3 x 10" cancers per' man rem,or
a cornfield. Many rabbits may have gins the best fit for cancer induc-

0.003 percent from an environmental [Ito stcp on the same corn spro'st over tion from fctal exposure and for dose of 100 millirem accumulated
a short period of time to carnaSe it exposure of the old.The difference over a 10. year period from a nuclear t
(or many secondary electrons may in the appiicable curve in the figure power plant, when she learns that in N
be required near the ce'Inucleus in a for some animals and for man as a fact her child with asthma has a risk i
short time to cause damage). And, function of age may be due to the of 50 times this or 0.15 percent .
thus, it is understandable why f fact that skeletal cand bone marrow chance of developing cancer from '

some types of X or gamma radiati,or development continue rather uni- this exposure. It helps very little to
,!

on
damage (for example, leukemia formly throughout the life of some tell the mother that natural back- I
emong middinged persons) curve animals but not in man. In the very ground radiatic n is 100 millirem each /

(q in the figure provides the best fitearly life of man bone turnover is year and this gives her child a 1.5 (
) experimental data or n = 2 in rather uniform and a!! the bone mar- percent risk of, radiationinduced /Equation (1) (see figure). It is easy row is active, but later in life much cancer over the same 10-year period.

Neither does it help to tell her that'if [/tiso to see why n < 1 for curve Cin ~ of man's bone is less active and '

the figure applies in the case of all more and more marrow becomes a coal burning power plant (even an
forms of chronic damage from inter- inactive (vellow marrow). unusually cican one) were to replace i
nal alpha emitters. This is because at Radiation biolepsts have con- the nuclear power plant, the risk 5
high doses or dose rates there is ducted thousands of experiments from the power plant probably 4

" overkill," that is much of the with various type: of animals in would go up from 0.15 :o 5 percent /
i alpha energy is wasted, as would be order to determine the dose effect and the primary risk would then'

the case were we to try to kill a relationsbips andin many cases have become one of chronic bronchitis
squirrel with a cannon rather than extrapolated these data to man (per- and emphyseraa rather than cancer.
with a rifle. haps brazenly er at best with some It is difficult for this mother to un-

The other modifying factor, N,in misgivings). Some ecologists and derstarid why she should risk the life
Equation (1) is not as well under- health physicists have warned that of her child so that the power plant
stood as Q. When I first began using much of this animal data may not be can be located at a particular river |
N in 1947, I thought we needed a applicable to man for many reasons, site or, as she may rationalize,so the ;
biological correction factor to ac- a few of which are: stockholders can expect a better re-
count for additions! biological dam- * Studies have shown that the turn on their investments.
age from certain internally deposited dose response of various kinds of Many perceive the solution to be !
radionuclides and that this factor animals can differ by orders of mag- reduced levels of maximum permis- |

was related mostly to non-uniform nitude in going from one species to sible exposure (MPE) for occupa- l

position or " hot areas or spots"of ancther (for example, fly to fish to tional workers and for the public by |diation of select parts of critical mouse to monkey to man). a factor of 10. In fact, petitions have !
rgan tissue (for example, the * Studies have shown that even been submhted to the Environmen- I

| endostea! or perosteal tissue of the slight differences in species or tal Protection Agency and Nuclear
i bone). However, it was soon recog- strains can cause a marked change in Regulatory Cornmission by a num-
I

' zed that N related to other things dose response. For example, Warren ber of citizens' orj;anizations. How-
well, ameng which were (1) the and Gates [3S1 found very large dif- ever, although sympathetic,I sm not

ssentistness of the tissue at risk in ferences in leukemia induction and convinced this would be an accepta- '
terms of proper body function, and in life shortening betiveen studies bic solution. To me this seems like
Q) the relative radiosensitivity of the with different kinds of mice. Yet, the putting a finger in the hole of a
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leaking dike. I see it this way primar. Table 3
*

ily fo.- three reasons: Votues of Modifying Factors Suggested )
1. Our goal should be a radiation by the International Commission on Radiological Protection

i

I

exposure that approaches zero and
especially one that reduces the pop- Present Vr!"e of New Values ofulation dose (man. rem dose) as low Organ MPE or k (re nfy) Values of Wf MPE or R (remly)*as reasonably achievable (ALARA),

_ tal body 5 1.0 52. The real culprit in respect to "

unnecessary population dose is not
canads 5 0.25 20the nuclear industry but rather the .

medical profession, and Breast 15 0.15 323. A smaller reduction of occupa- ,

tiornt maximum permissible Red marraw 5 3 0.12 42
exposwe-ice example, from 5 rem

Luns 15 0.12 42per year to 2.5 rem per year rather
than the preposed reduction to 0.5 n yroid 30 0.03 167
rem per yent-probably could ,be Bone 30 0.03 167accomplished withcut threatemng
the option of nuclear power. skin so

.

With regard to thefirstreason itis
partly a matter of edu,ation and PemairAer 15 0.3 17
r.cceptance of a moral obligation by
those responsible for human expo. MPE = maaimum permissible exposure
sure. For decades the average occu-

spational exposures at the govern- 'V*3"** I" ' ear l261
-

Oment's national laboratories (such as
at Oak Ridge, Argonne, Brookhaven . values given in this column are not siven specifiestly by iene bu: are obtained by dividins the
and Savannah River) have been kept icRFs value of 5 rem per year by those in column 3. It is probabic also that the teme will set an
in accordance with ALARA (as low as upper limit ot so rem per year for each of these values in making internal dose calculations.
reasonably achievable), and the av-
erage dose has been less than 10
percent of the maximum permisible

exposure (that is < 0.5 rem per good health physics practices. I am ceive small doses of less than 0.5
year), and accidents involving large very much concerned about the rem per year with a marked increase
individor.1 exposures have been ex- growing practice of " burning out" in the total man. rem dose.The man.
tremely pre cients.This, of course, temporary employees: the fact thr.: rem dose would increase for the
does not rule out the possioility of many nuclear power plants are find- same radiation job for two reasons:

| rnistakes in exposure estimates and ing it necessary to solve the individ- (I) inexperienced persons always get
! especially the risk of greaterinternal ual exposure problem of repair work more exposure, and (2) much of the

dose than was measured with tech- in persistently high radiatio t expo- exposure on a " hot" job is received
'

niques available at the time; but at *

least a sincere effort was made to sure areas of the plant by hiring going into and away from the hot '
temporary employees to spread out operation. Golden [391 has made '

keep al! exposures ALAar.This pre- the dose on " hot" operations. This
| cautionary practice was applied to has increased the man. rem dose or some estimater cf the increased .'

rnan. rem dose that would result in a findividual doses (rem) and man. rem the overall cancer and genetic risks
| doses of the radiation workers as to the population, and I believe this nuclear power plant were the occu. |
; ell as those of members of the is exactly what we should strive tc pational maximum permissible ex- (posure to be reduced to 0.5 rem peri encral public. Unfortuna:ely, how- avoid.

year.ever, this is not the uniform practice
I cannot be certain of the effect of The second reason for my hesits-throughout the nuclear industry. the proposed lowering of the occu- tion in mlying on solving this prob-

I was particularly unhappy, for pational maximum permissible ex-,

lem by simp y lowering the occup.ylI

pxample, with what went on at the posura to 10 percent of its present tional MPE to 0.5 rem per year is|

Ucst Valley, New York, reprocess- IcVel (that is, down to 0.5 rem per because at present the medical pro-
ing plant and the Kerr McGee Okla- year). Certainly,it would reduce in. fessions are exempt from the recom- ,

homa fabrication plant. I believe in dividual exposure levels; but I fear : mendations sug.ested by the,truthese instances it was a matter of in many cases it would just mean the ' for the MPE from ionizing
wanton disregard of ALARA and of hiring of more people, each to re. radiation--even though they are de.
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Only Nsw York, New Jersey, Kentucky and Califernl$
.

require X-ray technologists to have training and M
certification in the proper use of X-ray equiprnent. E

- gy
7:vering over 90 percent of the man. which is 90 percent of our problem. fort in this regard should be with

made dose.* I have shown that the Then, perhaps, I can see that the those power plants that are now in *

dose delivered bymedicaldiagnostic next ster might be to reduce the the design stage. ~-

rays could be reduced to 10 per- maximum permissib!c exposure to The Nuclear Regulatory Coramis- -

nt of its present value, which 0.5 rem per year for the occupational sion took the bold and commendable -

ould at the same time increase the worker and to reduce the corre- step of setting the dollar cost of
quality and amount of diagnosticin- sponding value for mernbers'of the man. rem at $1,000 at a time when

3

formation from medical radiography population at large. Just a redection others [421 were suggesting a value
140). Only New York, New Jersey, of one percent of the prescat unnec- as low as S10 per man. rem. Although
Kentucky, and Califo:nia require e:sary medical diagnostic exposures most of us probably recoil from the
X. ray technologists to have training in the United States would reduce thought of setting a dollar value on a
tnd certificatinn in the proper use of the population dose of man-made human life,in the practical world we
X. ray equipment. Only California sources of radiation more than the inust recognize there may be no

.

rzquires questions on the State elimination of the nuclear power in- other alternative. Using an overall
Board Examinations on the effects dustry to the year 2000. risk coefficient of 6 x 10-4 cancerscf X rays and health physics. I have fought to reduce unneces- per man. rem, we recognize this

Is it a wonder that those who are sary medical exposure for over a $1,000 per man. rem corresponds to
responsible for over 90 percent of quarter of a century but progress has St.7 million per cancer. In other
the mmmade dose from ionizing been very slow. The only marked words, the Nuclear Regulatory

.

radiation ignore almost completely successes have been abandonment Commission presumably applies f' the principle of At.AxA? of mass chest Xray programs, re- some pressure to have the nuclear |'Is it surprising that studies show straints on mass mammography pro- powerindustry eliminate a source of a

that the skin dose from a chest X ray grams and the recent limits set i41) one man. rem of occupational expo. I
from one medical facility may be 10 for doses delivered in the more com- sure to ionizing radiation if the cost !milliroentgens while at another it mon X. ray diagnostic procedures. It does not exceed SI,000. To put this a

' may be 3,000 milliroentgens, and yet is unfortunate, however, that the more bluntly, the plant should spend
r more useful medicalinformation most important and effective step as much as $1.7 million to prevent an

s provided by the 10 milliroentgens? remains to be taken: that we require employee from developing cancer.
Is it surprising that less than one, all members of the medical profes- One of the most. unfortunate re-

percent of the dentists are using tong sion to obtain education, training, cent developments in the setting of
cpen-ended cones with rectangular and certification in health physics. standards for exposure to ionizing
collimation to conform with the rec. Finally, were we to reduce the radi*ttion is a recommendation of the
tangular dental film while the rest , present maximuu permissible expo , International Commission on Radio- *

use a circular X ray field for a rec. ! sure by a factor of 10,'I sedously| fogical Protection, which was pub-

tangular film and most of the dent- doubt that many of our present nu-{' lished in1977 [261. Their report rec-
ists are using a short cone?

Why didn't esponsible govern.( clear power plants could continue in ommended weighting factors, W ,i
operation. It would especially be dif- t which I interpret may result in large

ment agencies correct these medical ficult for the pressurized water reac ~ increases in the p. resent tcRP Values '

abuses 20 or 30 years ago,instead of tors because of the high background of maximum permisdble exposure
carrying on endless discussions with radiation in the vicinity of the steam (MPE) and in all values of total body:

the American Medical Association, generator due to the accumulation of burden and maximum permissible
| the American College of Radiology, cobalt 58 and cobalt 60.I believe the concentrations (MPC) in air, water !,

the Americen Dental Association, sch. tion to this problem is to rede- and food for radionuclides except b
etc., to de: ermine how improve- sign the pressurized water re' actors wiiere they are isther uniformly dis- !ments can be made without cost or in such a way that the precursor . tributed throughcut the body. Tab!-i '

I inconvenience to the medical pro- elements do not enter the high neu- 3 summarizes these values. |

fessions? tron flux region of the reactor or.are ' I consider this report a retrograd- I

| When these questions are an. prevented from circulation in the step of the Commission because it
|ered. When we have stopped the primary cooling water. Also, rnore comes et a time when their own|

g| nnecessary expewre of the Ameri- room must be provided in certain internal reports [19) emphasize that a
can public to ioni.ing radiations- areas for shielding arid the use of . the cancer risk is many times what * *

remote control equipment, remote , we considered it to be 15 years ago.
me Cornrnission does not suggest any TV cameras, etc. There should be j This change was made understands-

$y''cian enust weigh the benefits against the
1PE s for disanostic procedures. It says the some tightening of the measures to bly in an effort to remove the incon-

reduce occupational exposures in (. sistency that the maximum permissi-
rn2stIoc"'to*" '),'$ 'no't dedn thYradI the nuclear power plants that are ' ble exposure for total bo' y has beend,

explain the risk of radiation. induced cancer. now in operation; but the major ef- the same as that for gonads and red|
*
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bany'nuctsar pow:r plants selve the prcblam of rep Ir
, .
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*

work in percist;ntly high radiation exposuro areas by .

! hiring temporary ernployees to spread out the dose on
" hot" operations.

O
marrow. What the Commission as low as reasonably nchievable-in Youthful Popuistions Fo!!owins X Ray Treat.
should have done is set the maxi. all areas of exposure to ionizing ra. ment in !dancy," EnvironmentalRestarch. I
mum permissible exposure at 5 rem diations and apply it to all hazardous II967

,o. t E.' Albert and R. E. Shore." Follow.
C,per ycar for gonads and red marrowagents, mcludmg, for examph, non- up Study of Irradisted Tinea Capitis Cases."

and the maximum germissioie ex,o- ioaizi#a as weii as icnizins rediation. >cr resented at iooth annu i meetins of
sure for total body at some value and chemical agen:s. . American Public Health Association.1972.
less than 5 rem per year, for exam. * In making the choice of fuel for g,$ ,8- cYTi.5bots'.

*
,d cst 1(Feb.pie,2.5 rem per year. a central power stttion consider all *

1974).277.Given that we are beginning to the risks and all the advantages of 12.c.silveiman ana n. A. Hoffman." Thy.
rccognize that radiation risks are cach type of fuel. In this evaluation roid Tumor Risk from Radiation During
greater than we used to consider keep in mind that exposure to ioniz. ned." Preventier Afedicine, 4 (1975).
th:m, I sincerely hope the National ing radiation is only one of the risks, 6, . . F. Mancuso. A. Stewart and c.
Ccuncil on Radiation Protection, the and in many cases the risks of chem- Kneare. "Ra'diation Exposure of Hanford

,
.

BEIR (Biological Effects of lenizing ical exposure.- may be far greater .5 Workers Dyins from Cancer and other Caus.
Radiation) Committee, the Nuclear than those of radiation.(Don't forget **." Heatih Physics. 33:5 (Nov. 5.1977). 369.
Regulatory Comrnission, the Envi. there is a, serious exposure from ,;,'R II* SS'n*#d" *$* 19.I97 *

3 k

ronmental Protection Agency, etc., radiation in the burmng of coal,
,

sogs,
* in this country will strongly object to radium.226 and 228; radon 222, etc.) 15. E. B. Lewis. " Leukemia. Radiation and

this move of the Commission and Give adequate support to re. Hyperthyroidism." Science,174 (Oct. 29,*

will reject thes,e new values which search programs designed to define j 3871454
3 7, Najarian and T. Colton. "Monality

would tend to mcrease the mternal more accurately the risks from / from Leukemia and Cancer in Shipystd Nu.
dose from radionuclides deposited human expo ure to ionizing radiai clear workers." Loncer,(May 13.197s). loss:
within the body. In conclusion I sug. tion. / see also L. Torrey. "Radi: tion Haunts Ship.
gest the following actions: yard Workers," New Sci,atist.72s(March is.

1T!:).l o Rej.ect proposals at this t.ime to NOTES
17. 2 rank Barnaby,"The Continuing Body2

reduce the maximutn permissible ex-
Count at Hiroshima and Nasasaki." Butlerin,

osure by a factor of 10; but consid- 1. Samuel Milham. occupationat Afortclity Dec.1977.
er the possibility of reducing it by a in Washington State. JSD/971. 3 vols 18. Naturs! Science Group (of Geneva.i

l

f2CIOI Og ",I N osH 76173 (Washington,D.C.: Department based International Pesce Bureau). "Ph>sical
.

of Health. Education and Welfare). and Medical Effects of the Hiroshima and-
ducm, Cont. der the feas.bil.ity of re-2. P. R. J. Burch. " Age and Sex Distribu. Nagssaki Bombs." Builcin. Dec.1977.

* i
g the maximum permissible ex. tions for Some tdiopathic Non Malignant 19. Internstional Commission as Radiologi.

,

posure by a factor of 10 at some later Conditions in Man."in Proceedings of Colfo. -est Protection. working paper
date if it can be shown that all un. quium on Radiation and Aring. Austria. June ICP.P/71/L:C -1.1971. *

necessary exposure (especially med- 23-24.1956. edited by P.J. Lindopand and G. 20. Environmental Protecticm Agency,.

scal) can be reduced and that there
A. Sscher (Londen: Taylor & Francis).p.117. " Rules and Regulations." FtJeref Registir

3. Burch. " Radiation Biophysics."in Pnb (Thursday. Jan. 13. 1977),
will be a net benefit to mankind by cipier of Radiation Protection. edited by K.Z. 21. K. 2. Morgan "Ma.ximum Permissib'e
such action. Mors2n and J. E. Turner (New York: R. E. Levels of Exposure to tonizing Radiadon."

Take immediate measures to Krieger.1973). Chap.11 and references on p. Proceedings af Internationzi Summer School.
396.

reduce the man. rem dose.Th.is could on Rsdiation Protection. Cavtat. Yugostma
4.1. D. J. Bross. "Lenemia from Law. (Belgrade: Boris Kidrie Institute of Nuclear

j be accomplished in several ways. Level Radiation." Ne- Enr4nd /ournal of Sciences). I (Sept. 2130.1970) 7.
For example, in the nuclear energy Afedicine. 287 (July 20.1972).107. 22. Morgan. The Linear Hypothesis of

'

industry a limit of 500 m.an. rem per 5. Bross, Procardinrr of a Congressional Radiation , Da, mage Appears to be Non.i

!

Seminar as Law. Level tomang Radiation. Conservstsve m Many Cases." Prcmdinzs of1,000 megawatt (electrical) years House. 94th Cong. (Washington. D.C.: Envi. 4th International Congress of Internation21
| might be set for presently operstmg ronments: Policy Institute. 317 Pennsylvania Radiation Protection Association. Paris,

plants and those under construction. Ave. SE. 20003). Trance. August 1976.~ pspet no. 451, p.11.
and 200 man. rem per !.000 megawatt 4. This confirms the findings of the exten. 23.J. w. Baum. " Population Heterogeneity
(electric sive stuJies in the (Jnited Kiigdom by A. Hypothesis on Radiation Induced Cancer."

,

p)the des.al) years for plants now on
| Stewart and G. W. Knesic ("Radistion Dose Hrafth Thysics. 25 (August 1973),97ign board.i

Effects in Re!stion :o Obstetrie X-rays and 24. A. G. Craig."Atternatives to the Linear( o Take bold steps to reduce un- Childhoed Cancer." Lancer siss (June 5 Risk Hypothesis." Health Physics,31 (Julynecessary exposure from medical 1970)). 1976).s1. '
sourt.cs of ionizing radiation. In 7. B. MacMahon. "X Ray Exposure and 25. J. M. Brown. "Linearity vs. Non.
February 1978 the Environmental M*h '*"*Y'."Is3 (1963). 721.

8 ##"'""' "I d'"' nun x<dini 1. nesnty of Dose Response for Radiation
Association Carcinogenesis." Realth Physics. 31 (Ser.t.Protection Agency and the Bureau s. atta (Diotcgical Effects of tonizing Radi. 1976) 231.

f Radiological Health (FDA) made ation) Committee. "The Effects on Popula. ' 6. International Commission on Radiologi.
some encouraging progress [41] in tions of Exposure to Low Levels of Ionizing cs! Protection. Rcrommendations. tcar no. 26
this arca; but we,sti!! have a long Radisti n." (Washingt n. D.C.: National (New York: Pergsmon Press,1977).

Academy of Sciences Nationsl.Research 27. A. Stewart. "Les Dise Radiation Can.way to go. Council. Nov.1972). cers in Man." Advance:. In Czaru Research,
l * Apply the principle of ALARA- 9. L. H. Hernpelmann " Neoplasms in 14 (1971). 359
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Three uite faland nuclear power plant he accident in 1979 at the nree Mile Island nuclear power plant in
near Harrisburg. Pennsylvania. Pennsyhania thrust into sharp relief an issue that has beccme one of the

',
experienced an accident in 1979 that most controversial and sensitive in modern technology-the hazards to hu.

--~ed radioactive gases to escape man health oflow levels of :adiation. Concern for these hazards had already
-

. -
t

into the atinosphere. The incident
led many people throughout the world to oppose the building of nuclear

focused concern on the hazards to
human health of low tevels Power plants, opposition that was intensified after the Three Mile Island

of radiation. episode. The related issue of the disposal of radioactive nuclear waste also
*came to the forefront and caused additional controversy.

Scientists have long known that large amounts of ..aiation can cause' ,

cancer in man and can be harmful in other ways.but most also believed that

! low doses produced few or negligible ill effects. Recent studies, however,

| have produced strong evidence indicating that low levels not only cause
cancer and genetic damage but may indeed be even more harmful than
higher doses per unit exposure.

Types of radiation
KARL Z. MORGA# is a Professor in Radiation is often classified as either ionizing or nonionizing. Ionizing radia.

O the Schoolof Nuclear Engineering at tion is that which has sufficient energy to separate one or more electrons
the Georgia Institute of Technology, (each with a negative charge) from an atom. leaving it with a positive charge.

.

.

gf,,,,,
As a matter of convention radiations with energy greater than about ten

(Overleaf) Photo by Dan Morriff electron volts (eV) are classed es ionizing. Most substances have ionizing
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potentials greater than 15 eV; for example, the ionizing potential < f molecu-
'

.

O lar nitrogen (N,) is 15.5 eV. Above this potential about 'salf the energy of
.

the radiation is used in producing lonization and the rest in exciting the
atoms and molecules.

Radiation can be further classified as mechanical, particulate, and electro-

magnetic. Mechanical radiations consist of sound, ultrasound, and in-O f-nd. aii of which a,e nonioni ini. ea,ticuiste radiations a,e of manr
'

types, the most common of which are alpha. beta, neutrons, protons, and
mesons All of these are icnizing radiations except neutrons. Fast neutrens

__

are not directly lonizing, but they can give up their energy to atoms so that

the atom or part of it recoils as a heavy lon that produces ionization along
its track. Slow neutrons (thermal) can be captured by the nucleus of an acom

in meh a way that the atom becomes radioactive, giving off electromagnetic
.

radiation (X- and gamma rays) and particulate radiation (such as alpha or ,g
beta). Such an atom is then termed a radionuclide.

Electromagnetic radiations can be either ionizing or nonionizing. At the
high energy end of the scale cosmic radiation can have tremendous ener-

gies, as high as 10's V, and can be either particulate or electromagnetic.e

Common X-rays have energies from about 30 kev to 50 MeV. Ultraviolet

radiations have energies ranging fr:;m 3.18 eV to 100 eV so that at the high
end they are slightly ionizing, but at the low end the energy is not sufficient
to produce any lonizatiort As the energy decreases, there is next the narrow

band of visible radiations,1.57 eV to 3.18 eV; infrared or heat,1.2x 10-3eV

to 1.57eV; microwave 6x10-7eV to 1.2x10-3eV; radio frequency,4x10-a -

eV to6x10-7eV; and long wavelengths of energy less than 4 x 10-e V. NoneO e

of these radiations can produce ionization, and so they release energy by
current induction and excitation.

Even low levels of these nonionizing radiations can be damaging to man.
.

For example, skin cancer can be caused by ultraviolet and cataracts by
microwave radiation. There is considerable uncertainty regarding what
should be the maximum permissible exposure (MPE) levels for these radia.
tions. The occupational stPE in the U.S.S.R. for microwave radiation is set

at ten microwatts per square centimeter, while in the U.S. the level is ten *

; milliwatts per square centimeter.

The quantity expressing the energy density delivered by lonizing radiation
;

is absorbed dose (D), the unit of which is the rad; one rad corresporids to
100 ergs delivered per gram of the medium. The quantity that is considered

to relate most nearly to human damage from exposure to ionizing radiation

is dose equivalent (H). The unit of dose equivalent is the rem. Dose equiva-

lent is given by H(rem) = D(rad) x Q x N,in which Q and N are modifying -

factors. Values of Q are determined by the ion density along the track of
ionizing radiation, but it is common practice to set Q = 1 for X . gamma, and
beta radiations. 20 for alpha, and 8 for chronic exposure to fast net'trons.
N is a biological correction factor and is taken as equal to one for all external

exposure and for all internal X. and gamma ray exposure. N = 1 for all

organs except bone and whenever radium is the parent element in the organ.
| N = 5 for alpha and beta radiations in the bone when radium is not the

parent element.
.

$
,. .
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Fuel rods like those used in nuclear,

| power plants would sweII and corntort
;' from their normal round shapes by

exposure to high temperatures as --

scen in a laboratory simulation. Such
temperatures could be produced 11 an i&

_ accident drains the reactor of coolant;
_ M*Sf

the subsequent distortions of the rods
might prevent the circulation of

emergency coolant and allow the rods
to melt through the containment,

releasing radioactivity.

Sources of ionizing radiations
There are both natural background and man-made sources ofionizing radia-
tion. Ntural background radiation consists both of cosmic radiation from
outer space and the Sun and the terrestrial alpha, beta, and gamma radia-
tions from radionuclides (radioactive atoms) in the rocks, soil, air, food, and,

even from radionuclides such as potassium 40 and radium 226 in our bod.
, les. Man made radiations come from fallout from atmospheric testing of

nuclear weapons, from medica! X rays and radioisotopes used in medicine,

O luminous watch dials containing hydrogen-3, smoke detectors containing
americium 241, the nuclear powerindustry,and many other sources. In the
U.S. the average natural background dose to the total body is about 105

millirem per year. that from medical applications about 90, that from weap-
ons fallout about 4, and that from all other sources including nuclear power
plants about 3.

When exposure results from a radiation source external to the body,it is

referred to as external exposure. When a radionuclide is contained in a body
organ, the body receives internal exposure. Exposure may result from a
relatively insoluble form of a radionuclide as it passes through the gastroin.
testinal tract, from a soluble radionuclide such as hydrogen-3 or sodium 24
that is relatively uniformly distributed in the body, or from radionuclides

,

such as lodine-131 that go selectively to the thyroid gland and plutonium.
239 that localizes in bone. External radiation takes place when a person is
near a source, but for internal exposure a person carries the source in his

body where it continues to irradiate him until it is eliminated by biological
excretion and radioactive decay.The term " low-level radiation"'s not well

dermed, but in general it is considered to be at levels less than fwe rem per
year, the occupational .MPE for total body exposure.

Genetic hazards

Early studies cf H. J. Muller on fruit flies indiested that ionizing radiation
is a major mutagen (a substance that tends to increase the frequency or
extent of mutations). This caused some people to suggest that perhaps

i . . .
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Iow-level exposure to ionizing radiation is beneficial because it accelerates |.

the mutation rate and results in more rapid evolution and improvement of
the human race. A few moments further reflection, however, should con-

-

vince cne that such radiation should be avoided as much as is practicable. ,
Though this radiation increases the mutation rate, the improvement in !!ving
organisms comes about only by the survival of the fittest. Such radiation has -

been benefscial over the long centuries of time only in the same sense that

certain diseases, blizzards.and man eating tigers were beneficialin that they
more frequently eliminated the weak that might othenvise have been our
forebears.

Muller not only showed that dominant and recessive mutations increase

in direct proportion with the accumulated dose ofionizing radiation but also

emphasized that a more serious consequence oflow-level radiation exposure
.

-
.

was its production of what he called nonvisible mutations. These mutations

were difficult to study in animals, and he held that they could produce
insidious and comparatively subtle effects such as greater susceptibility to
disease. lack of rcsilience, and failure to attain peak performanc.e. He es-
timated that there are about 10.000 nonvisible mutations produced by radla-

tion per visible mutation and that because of their nature they persist a very
long time and spread widely in the gene pool of every !!ving organism. As

a consequence of these findings most of the maximum permissible exposure
levels were odginally set to reduce the risk of genetic damage.

Conce-n for radiation induced genetic mutations was somewhat dimin.,

ished in 1965 when W. R. Russell in his studies on mice found the mutation
-

i

|
frequency (mutations per rem) at low doses and low dose rates was only
about 10% of that at high doses and dot s rates above about 5,000 roentgens
per hour. This seemed to be a particularly important finding because most
exposures except those used h medical therapy are of low doses and at low

dose rates. More recently, however. Mary F. Lyon and coworkers collected *

- * . ' fruit flies have undktgone a genetic,

, change as a result of exposure to,

o *

-
radioactive materiel. A normalmale
fruit sty was led a tiny smount of*

,

radioactive phosphort's, and this,. s

,
' *

.j . affected its reproductive cells in such,
|

,

; .h.| a way that offspring grew wings that'~ .
'.'

were short and rudimentary. This
.

^

.? Characteristic also eppeared in later% g *

| / h. generations. thus proving to be a.

,

& % ; true mutation.
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and studied other data on low-level genetic effects and reported that there
.

is strong evidence that at doses and dose rates lower than those studied by- .

Russell and approaching natural background levels the mutation frequency *

actually seems to increase.nus there may be no genetic safety factor at low

doses and low dose rates, and the genetic hazards of low-level radiation may

be as great or greater than predicted by Muller.

Somatic hazards
ne only well-recognized somatic hazard of serious consequences from
exposure to low levels of ionizing radiation is radiation-induced cancer. l.ow
levels of radiation exposure do shorten the lives of mice by about 10* life
spans per rem (equivalent to about 2% days per rem for man), but it is not
well established whether there is hfe shortening in man that is indapendent

of cancer induction. Although there are changes in the human system
brought on by low-level exposure to ionizing radiation, such as an increase
in the number of chromosomal aberrations, the relation to human damage

is not well established.
The hazard of cancer production by lonizing radiation has been recog-

nized since the early years of the century, but until the past two decades
most radiobiologists and health physicists believed in the threshold hypothe-
sis; that is, that there was a safe dose of radiation and so long as one did not

During cell division in a Trillium exceed this threshold dose there was no risk of that radiation producing

erectum chromosomes normally cancer or other forms of damage during a person's lifetime. They believed
:eparate into two sets and withdraw that at doses less than the threshold dose any radiation damage would be!

I to opposite ends of the cell (below repaired, or,if a cancer were initiated, the incubation period until the cancer
right) When a cell has been exposed is recognized clinically would exceed the remaining life span of the exposeds

'
individual. During the past nvo decades, however, there has accumulated ao o the e o cel nd o e

pair fails to separate, forming vast amount of data on t0tny kinds of animals, including man, which reject

a bridge (below1 the threshold and support a so-called linear hypothesis for cancer induction.
,
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The International Commission on Radiological Protection (tCRP) in a 1971 X-rav!ation at various levels can cause
working paper noted that the risk of radiation induced cancer might be normas ceits to become malignant. At
much greater than had been considered earlier, stating that further observa. the top right Is a colony of normal

tion could lead to the conclusion that "the ratio of somatic to genetic effects **### *# * ^'{*''' '** ' ' ^ * " ' ,, , , , , , , , , , ,,
after a given exposure is 60 times greater than was thought 15 years ago." left are hamster embryo ce/Is that
it is inte esting and instructive to observe that this ratio of the estimate of have been mede matignant br a dose,

cancer risk to genetic risk has continued to rise since 1971 in spite of the or one rad et X. rays. At the boffom
fact that the estimates of genetic risk ha e risen in this period also. right is a culture at normal human

There are many mechanisms of chronic radiation damage to body ce!!s. [ ' #y*"#*','*" ^*''' " ''" '''.

, ,,
They include damage to the blood vessels that supply the cells, damage to

mailgnant by 400 rad or X. rays,
a celts membrane, the formation of harmful chemicals such as hydrogen
peroxide, damage to the body's repair and maintenance system (the reticulo-

endothelial system) such that these white blood cells fail to recognize and
remove foreign protein and early-developing cancer cells, and direct damage
to the nucleus of a cell. At low dose levels probably the last two forms of
damage are most significant in causing cancer in man. In the nucleus of the

O normal somatic cell of man there are 46 chromosomes comprising the genes

that were inhented from one's father and mother. Combinations ofinforma- .

tion amom: the genes along these chromosomes correspond to the amount

of data in a hmte library. In even a small dose of one half of a rem of X rays
as is commonIv dehvered in a diagnostic X ray procedure, more thanO m

.

.
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[ --9,.y;.rWM.v'<Wyf. .a a billion photons (bundles of electromagnetic energy) are absorbed per
4 square centimeter of the body, and for the most part the cell nuclei are the |.0. < = .

-

> n

2.7- 6 9 most likely targets for radiation damage. When these photons stream
i 2 '4 - . ., -h 5} through the cells of the body, there are four possible consequences: the
b ['4% .] photons pass through or near a particular cell without producing any dam.
I ,1.8 - * '

*J age; the cell is so damaged that it is killed or no longer able to reproduce-

1;5
. d I d itself by cell division; the cell is damaged, but the damage is repaired; and.

(0:
1:2.

.

M the cell nucleus is damaged, but the cell survives to reproduce itself in its.

E C j disturbed form. It continues to divide and multiply, forming a clone of cells7
30.6

:1 03-
<;

.
;

.
that eventually is diagnosed as a malignancy, perhaps 5,10, or 50 yea rs after

<
-

this one photon damaged this single body cell.q^ .g
No ;4.:20 ..,40. 60 80 100

N._&se omonimg radatgr,em) M}
Fortunately, this latter event is very unlikely because every day mi!! ions

I
of photons from natural backgrcund radiation pass through the human,

.

body. Early in a person's life his Immune system usually recognizes and
removes these damaged cells before they can develop into a clone unless, as

dos of n ng adiato dese a
different paths on a graph, depending in the case of exposure in the uterus, the precursor cells to the immune

upon the hypothesis used. Case A system (the red bone marrow cells) are damaged. Unfortunately, as a person
illustrates the linear hypothesis, in gets older, less of his bone marrow is active (an increasing fraction is inac-
which the risk increases in direct tive or yellow rather than red marrow). Therefore, his immune system is

proportion to the dose received. In
weakened. and at the same time he has received through the years more and

Case B, the threshold hypothesis, the
risk is low at a low average dose per more radiation so that the chances increase that he carries within his body

person and increases rapidly with one or more clones of cells that are incubating and developing into a clinical.
higher doses. Case C,in which the ly diagnosed malignancy.
risk is greater at low than at high Some types of cancer may require two or more damaging iftsults to a cell

doses, may be applicable to leukemia before they can be generated. These insults to the cell may come from a

8 '*',# ] '"# # *"#$* ,8' virus infection, a carcinogenic drug, Ionizing radiation, or in some cases
*

,, f ,, , , , , f
the victim's age. there may be a contributing inherited defect.This genetic factor may be the

reason some families or races of people have a probability higher than the
i average of developing certain types of cancer.

On this simple theory of cancer development it is seen that the Induction

| of cancer by ionizing radiation is simply one of chance. A person might

| develop cancer from the chest X-ray he received 20 years ago or from
| natural background radiation received 50 years ago. The more exposure a

| person gets the greater the chance he will die of a radiation-induced cancer,
but there is no way of predicting except on a statistical basis who will die

of a radiation-induced cancer or when it will occur following a given expo-
sure, nis is like most other risks in a person's life. For example, a fatal

l

airplane accident may come during a person's f rst plane ride or on his 79th.

but on a statistical basis the more rides one takes on a plane the greater the

chance one will die in a plane accident. This analogy would be even better

if one likens the radiation exposure that eventually leads to a malignancy
to a rough landing of a plane that caused a smallerack in the plane structure
that led to the crash some years later.

Thus it can be concluded there is no " safe" level of radiation exposure,and

V no dose can be set so low that the risk is zero. This is why the standards-

wtting bodies are emphasizing that people should keep all exposures "as low

as reasonably achievable"and should have no exposure unless the associated

benerts exceed the risks of radiation damage.
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Studies of low-level exposures o. .c _ m r , ,. -

7.r -----,

During the early period until about 1955 most of the information on the -

- - -- -c--.g
. .l

-
'

eficets of ionizing radiation on mammals was on mice and rats, and for the
- -

" '
g. ,, , ,

most part such experiments were conducted at relatively high doses above _Q Ns
50 rem. Almost no data were available on chronic human exposure. \yhat g's

' *Ndl__' .

was available was information on such conditions as h aman exposure from g '..mO 6 a 6 ree err =a> a tai - - ir ' 8:ea ie eiexpe r r - a"=' . 3-
v a

women who had worked in the radium. dial industry. Although R. D. Evans ' l
in his early analysis of this data presented it in support of the threshold :)_
hypothesis, many other researchers have shown that such data are best

,

6-;y.(
represented by a linear hypothesis. In fact, recent analysis of such data g.' f
shows that the equation giving the best fit is: Effect - (constant) x (dose)* . J. '
in which n is less than one. Bus, the cancer risk per rem is greater at low
doses than at high doses. For practical purposes the threshold hypothesis

. ' .s
can be represented by this equation when n = 2, and of course the linear 7
hypothesis is given by this equation when n = 1. As discussed below there *~

is strong evidence from other data to suggest that n should in many cases
(and especia!!y for alpha or neutron radiation) be less than one, and that not

only is the threshold hypothesis (n = 2) nonconservative but also the linear
hypothesis (n = 1) tends in some cases to underestimate the radiation
hazard from low. level exposure.

Nuclear reactor at Hanford,
By far the most extensive studies of human exposure to low-level radia. washington, was the site et the

tion are the many investigations of in utero exposure. The largest of these '8'988'8' # C'*ao'**'88"4Y

studies, which involved hundreds of thousands of children exposed to diag- [",',' *,',,'#' '*''"''''''*#

O nostic X rays, or pelvimetries, during the nine-month period before they
., ,

f,ccomp,37,g ,,,,7
were born, was conducted in the U.K. by Alice 51. Stewart and George W.

Kneale. They found that the human is most radiosensitive during the time
of the fertilized ovum and the fetus, and t!at there is an increased risk of

a radiation. induced malignancy in a child even from a single pelvimetry to
its mother with an average dose of about 0.5 rad. The researchers found the

risk of leukemia is about 3 per 10,000 children exposed to one rad in the

uterus and that the total cancer risk is about twice this. nis risk decreased
linearly with decreasing number of pelvimetries down to a single pelvimetry.

*

and presumably there is no dose to the unborr so low that the risk of
inducing cancer is zero. Because of this high risk of cancer to the fetus the

ICRP in 1964 recommended that diagnostic X rays to the abdomen or pelvic,

region of women of child. bearing age be avoided except during the ten-day
interval fo!!owing the beginning of menstruation or for emergencies.

The largest study of a normal adult population exposed to low levels of
,

ionizing radiation is that by Thomas F. Stancuso, Alice h!. Stewart, and
-

Ccorge W. Kneale concerning the radiation workers at the nuclear reactor
facilities in Hanford, Washington. The average dose of the 442 radiation

workers who died of cancer in the period 1944 to 1972 was about one rem,

and 7 to 8% of these cancers were radiation-incuced. The total deaths in the
study group numbered 3,520, and so the risk of fatal cancer was about 8 per

i

1,000 persons exposed to one rem. This risk per rem is about 20 times higher

than that found in other studies where the human populations were exposed
to much higher doses.
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The Hanford study has led to a great controversy because the reported*

hazard of low. level exposure is much greater than many persons had be-.-

O ii v 4.^6 "s 'im his >' dr 6 === 8 w vid c r c= r a =rd-
the U.S. Department of Energy canceled its support of the program. This
led to numerous claims and counterclaims in subsequent congressional
hennngs, but as of 1980 the program was being supported by another
government agency, the National Institute for Occupational Safety and
Health (NIOSit). New dJta from this extended study have tended to confirm
and strengthen the earlier nndings.

Several groups were engaged to fmd fault with and refute the Hanford '

study. However, the rnore thorough of these were forced to conclude that
there is a statistically signi6 cant increase in cancer related to the recorded

radiation dose received by the Hanford workers in at least two of the three
malignancies earlier reported on the rise. '

s
The studies revealed several other interesting observations about the Han-

ford population: workers who had received Ave or more rem had an in-
creased longevity of ten yearst there was a slight decrease in the total cancer

risk in spite of a signincant increase in cancers of bone and of the pancreas;

and there was no signincant increase in leukemia. !: has been suggested that
these developments may be the result of some unknown factor other than

radiation or were due to the so-called " healthy worker syndrome." The
Hanford radiation workers were carefully screened for good health before
employment and kept umfer constant medical surveillance.

Thus one may take sides and draw his own conclusions, but the Anal .'
answer will come only with further studies of this and other similar popula-O iions of radiation workers whose accumuiated dose rrom e ternai and inter-
nal exposure has been recorded. One such group is the population of
radiation workers at Oak Ridge. Tennessee, which Stancuso. Stewart. and

Kneale planned to examine in detail if their Snancial support continued. '

Other radiation workers under study by stoss are those at the Portsmouth

(New Hampshire) Naval Shipyard. Preliminary studies by Thomas Najartan
and Theodore Colton indicated a statistically s8gnificant increase in leu.
kemia among these workers.

The studies of B. Stodan and coworkers of the induction of head and neck
turnors among !mmigrants into Israel who were treated with X-rays to -

combat ringworm are of particular Interest because these researchers found

a risk of thyroid carcinoma of 1.2 carcinomas per 10.000 persons whose
thyroid glands were exposed to one rad. This supports the linear hypothesis

,

down to the average dose of 6.5 rad used in those treatments. "Ihis dose may
be compared with the present 30-rad maximum permissible annual dose to
the thyroid tissues of radiation workers.

Alore recently there hase been disquieting reports of other large human
;

populations that were exposed to low doses of ionizing radiations decades '

O ago and are now showing an increase of statistical significance in malignan-
!

cy rates. Some of these population gro' ps are those once in the military who |u

developed leukemia years after taking part in atmospheric testing of nuclear
weapons. U.S. .\larines who helped clean up the Japanese cities of !!iro-

shima and Nagasaki after they were devastated by atomic bombs duringO m
-

t

.
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Work! War 11. and residents of Utah who were'in the high fallout ares

*

. durir.g atmospherk iesting of nuclear weapons at a Nevada test site.
The two population exposure groups that have been studied extensively

since the end of World War 11 are the survivors of the atomic bombings of

Hiroshima and Nagasaki and patients who were treated with lonizing radia-

tion as a palliative treatment of ankylosing spondylitis. Since 1960 these two

O groups have served as the principal sources of information on the effects of4
,

ionizing radiation on man. But unfortunately, as pointed out below, there is
overwhelmmg evidence that both these studies tend to underestimate the
hazards of low-level exposure.

,

Reasons for controversy
here ans many reasons for the large difference in opinion regarding the

*

hazards of low-level exposure. This difference exists among scientists and
engineers as well as concerned members of the general public. One reason'

why many people tend to underestimate these hazards is that they still c!!ng

to the threshold hypothesis, and some groups seem to have the mistaken
view that an admission of potential harm from exposure to low level radla-
tion would seriously weaken their profession. Good examples of such groups

are radiologists and nuclear engineers. On the other hand some members
*

of the public have developed a serious case ef radiation phobia that is
directed almost exclusively against the nuclear power industry.Dey fall to
recognize two important facts: a 1% reduction in unnecessary exposures of

the population of the United States to the diagnostic use of X-rays and

O rnedically applied radioisotopes would reduce the population dose more than

the complete elimination of the nue.ar power it.dustryt and at least for
many decades to come the principal sources of energy available in the U.S.,

! for the generation of electricity are coal and nuclear energy and both of ,

these choices present serious attendant problems regarding environmental

pollution and public health..

Today all the standards-setting organizations make use of the linear

I hypothesis in establishing radiation protection policias and the levels of ,

Mer. Members of the;e bodies claim that the use of this hypothesis, assum-

ing the risk of cancer per rem is the same at low doses as at high doses of*

.
radiation. provides a generous safety factor and a large measure of conserva.

* tism. Unfortunately, as mentioned above, the contrary seems to be true in .
,

most cases of human exp:r,ure. Some of the reasons that many scientists .

underestimate the risks of low. level radiation and why the linear hypothesis

actually underestimates the cancer risk are as follows:

(1) Overkill: most studies on animal and human exposures have been at high

doses, and the cancer risk at these levels has been extrapolated down to low

doses. However,at these high doses many of the exposed population do not

survive long enough to die of the malignancies under study.
(2) Cell Sterilization: Several scientists and standards. setting bedies have.

for example, extrapolated the incidence of thyroid cancer from very high

| doses of 83'l down to the risk of low. level exposure to the thyroid.They fail

to recognize that the high doses seleetwely destroy most of the tissue that

227
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- may be incubating a cancer, thereby preventing a malignancy from originat. .

V .

(
.

ing from the dead thyroid cells. .' '

9 (3) Short Follow.Up Period and Fractional I.ife Span Studies: Most animal <

studies are of animals that live only 5 to 10 years, while man is a 70. year-
'

~%. , g., I.

arumal; the risk of cancer in many cases relates to the time since the

; ~ radiation exposure occurred and not (as often assumed) to the effects, of

_ _.

radiation exposure over a certain fraction of the normal life span of the

_" A8" gi animal.'
..

$'.g Q*% -Ch r- [
- variation in response to a radiation exposure among young and old, sick and

(4) Heterogeneity of Human Populations: As with all animals there is a wide
.Igg.c

g well, fat and slim, smokers and nonsmokers, etc. Studies of Irwin D. J. Bross&g. rx
;

1 confirmed the work of Stewart and others and showed that a single pelvime.

T{~ - *f@9
-

h try gives the unborn cht]d a 50% increased risk of dying of cancer before,, Q q |

N.,.dmi Wf the age of ten, while if the child had received in utero X. ray exposure and
- j

' In the first few years of life developed certain respiratory diseases he has (
..

a highly increased risk of dying of cancer.
(5) Differences in Response of Different Animals: Many of the conclusions (,

' . ' .y
.

j!
'

-.. '
regarding the effects of low level radiation on humans are drawn from

MNt .~- U animal studies, yet it has been shown that there are extremely large differ.
'

ences in leukemia incidence and life shortening not only among different
" " ' " ' kinds of animals (rats, dogs, monkeys, etc.) but even among various strains

het er dos o gam
of mice. One should not be surprised, therefore, at even greater differences

radiation induce mutations in mice ,

-

at the US. Department of Energy's between human and mouse.

Oak Ridge iTennessee) Nationsi ..

'
.coratory. Caged mice are arrayed in Most of the controversy over effects of low. level exposure seems to arise .,

8 *I'##' ''' "# 8" # # #8# *' " fr m what many believe is a misuse of the data on effects of exposure of
,

. ,, v
the survivors of Hiroshima and Nagasaki nuclear explosions and the effects

by remote control.
of radiation treatments given to ankylosing spondylitis patients. Both of .

these sets of human exposure data conform with the linear hypothesis but :l

suggest a cancer risk of only about 2 cancer deaths per 10,000 persons i

exposed to one rem. By contrast, human data from many other studies !
suggest a cancer risk ranging between 6 to 80 cancer deaths per 10,000

+

|
persons exposed to one rem.

"Ihe problem with the data on the survivors of the bombings of Hiroshima 4
i

and Nagasaki is that the control group consists of those sur ivors that "e'

received Icw exposure, and if, as indicated above, the (effect) - Cx(Dose)%, (I
.)then the cancers per rem are greater at low doses than at high doses. ,

Furthermore, as indicated above, there are overkin and cell sterilization at ,,'.
high doses that tend to depreciate the cancer risk. Perhaps of even greater
importance is the fact that these survi cors were victims of blast, fire, trauma, j
disease, and deprivation: studies of other victims of fires, earthquakes, etc., :
show that such populations tend to have a reduced cancer risk because the ' T.

3incubation period for diseases such as pneumonia is much shorter than that
of cancer and the weaker members of the population who are more likely i

O to have cancers die of these diseases before the cancers have time to reach
-

the recognizable stage. Joseph Rotblat compared the cancer incidence j
t

among early entrants into Hiroshima following the bomb explosion against
the cancer incidence of late entrants after the residual activity from fallout .

.'
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[* and neutron induced activity had mostly died out anel found a much higher
'

cancer incidence among early entrants than among the survivors who hadO been exposed to other harmful effects of the bombing in addition to ionizing
radiation exposure.

Normally man's immune surveillance mechanism holds in check all
sources of foreign protein, including small colonies of mutant cells. Howev-

O er. this srstem seems to be reistiveir r diosensitive.and those en,anese who l
received numerous body insults at the time of the catastrophic atomic bomb-
ing died early of the radiation syndrome and common diseases, with which '

the weakered immune system was not able to cope. Kneale has shown that
!

the terminal phase of preleukemia is associated with a high risk of dying of

pneumonia, and the latter disease was a common cause of death in the early
period following the bomb explosion. Only the stronger and more resilient

,

of the population survived, a few of whom died later of cancer, but thg
weaker members of the population who were probably more likely to devel-
op cancer died too soon of other causes to be so diagnosed.

'

The situation is much the same with the ankylosing spondylitic patients
who were treated with radiation. In these studies the control group was the
general population but should have been nonirradiated patients with an-
kylosing spondylitis. Kneale and Stewart have shown that persons with
ankylosing spondylitis have less chance of dying of cancer because the
disease shortens their life span.

Future outlook
.

O In conclusion, it should be emphasized that there are great uncertainties

concerning the kind and magnitude of risk not only from ionizing radiation
but also from nonionizing radiations, from chemical pollutants in the envi.
ronment, fd supplements, drugs, pesticides, and many others. Unfortu-

nately,in most cases the answers that are most trustworthy can come only
from long. range studies of large human populations in which man serves

as the guinea pig. There is no question but that there are both genetic and

somatic risks (mostly cancer) from low level exposure to ionizing radiations
and that the cancer risk is far greater than scientists had considered it to

,

> be a decade ago.

Since there is no threshold or safe exposure level and because the risk of
>

>

cancer per rem exposure appears in many cases to be greater at low doses*

than at high doses,it is important to keep all exposures as low as reasonably *

achievable. Population studies should be continued in order that people can
i make wise choices about the food they eat, the source of electrical energy

that is safest, and the kind of environment in which they will live.
,
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Appreciation of Risks of Low-Level Radiation vs Nuclear
Energy '

,
.

G

The objective of this article is to provide some information that hopefully
*'

will aid the reader in grasping the significance of risks associated with low-
'

level human exposure to ionizing radiation, such that he may better judge
whether or not nuclear power can be an acceptable source of energy. .

.Perhaps it is axiomatic that with the rapid depletion of natural oil and with
the increasing world population, the world supply of energy must be'

; increased or we face a future of a depreciating standard ofliving and mass .

starvation. It is assumed here that we must increase this supply of energy; . .
~

however, it is recognized a priori that there are related questions, which are
,

more basic and must be considered but which are not addressed here. It
must be recognized, also, that any and all energy choices not only offer man
a better way oflife but also exact of him a price of environmental pollution, I
sickness and death, hiost persons agree that renewable sources of energy,
such as geothermal and solar, are preferable to expendable sources like oil, .

coal and nuclear, but the simple fact is that only coal and nuclear energy are
viable choices for meeting the energy demand to the middle of the coming ! .
century. We must put far more effort into the rapid development and, *

- application of renewable energy sources, but within the lifetime of our
7

grandchildren coal and nuc! car energy must bear the brunt as our major!

sources of energy. Also, there are many in the nuclear energy field who will -

claim - and I believe justifiably so - that nucicar energy should be listed
.

'

as a renewable source. Certainly nuclear energy, as now provided by light t
water reactors (LWRs), is an expendable energy source because the I
presently estimated 7 x 105 tons of U 0, reserves (and even the 3.6 x 10s3

,

:
I

*

.

'Some of the materist in this paper was presented orally at a panelof theNational Academyof

|
Sciences on September 27,1979. Washinston, D.C. and before the Stateef-the Art in-Biology
Symposium, Athens, Geor;ia. January II,1930.i
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1

{. ~ lons of resour,ces, if they can be made available at reasonable cost) cannot
'

I;rovide.an energy source over a period of centuries licwever, if an Imzards with these two forms of energy are the chronic diseases - for

acceptable hiecder program can be develrped, nuclear energy froin *cxample, black lung from csal mining and the stathticalincrease in all

. uranium could be the world s prme,ipal energy source for thousands of years forms of cancer from low-level, radiation exposure in the nuclear power

and this period could be rnore than doubled using both uranium and Industry. Thus, both of these energy choices are fraugh' vith serious health
,

thor,ium as energy sources. This writer beheves that the present world choice problems and there are no easy and simple solutions. E<en geothermal a'nd
solar-rclated sources of energy present man'y hazards, but the major issueof the liquid metal fast breeder reactor (LMFDR), which operates on --

plutom,um, was a very bad mistake and an unfortunate choice because of . we must face at the present Is coal vs nuclear energy and their costs and
-

. occupational and environmental risks, its inefficiency and high ' cost, and benefits. The principal risk from coal appears tole the chemical hazard

the great risk it imposes on the proliferation of nuclear weapons. Sti| dies of -
.wiille that from nuclear energy is exposure to ionizing radiation. Except for .

.
.

Karam and of Feiveson et of.* offer considerable hope for new types of major accidents a which hopefully will be few and far between - thet
.-

breeders and converters which appear to suggest that with sufficient question of acceptability of nudear poiver hinges on the magnitude of the
~

research and development of these new breeding systems rnany of the diffi. cancer risks from low-level exposure. At the present time, there is great -

culties associated with the LMFDR can 6e overcome such that 6ur long . .. controversy regarding the severity of the risk of radiation-i.nduced inalig.
nancies at low levels of radiation exposure. The balarice of this paper, range energy problems will be solved early in the next century. '-

. ddresses this issue. For a balanced perspective regarding the two major ' 'a.

In the meantime, research continues on nuclear energy from fusion.Ilc,e " .r
many extremely difficult problems are on the way to a solution but-it seems energy choices, the reader may wfsh to consider elsewherc 0}e major risks5

untcasonable to expect that fusioa can begin to meet energy needs before .of the coal power industry.,

.

Before embarking on a discussion of the effects of exposure to Icw-Icvelthe year 2030 at the earliest. With nuclear power, we have the problem of
-,*

radiation exposure, both occupational and environmental, and this adds to radiation from the nuclear power' industry, it should be remembered that
.

*

the carcinogeme an,1 mutagenic risks to ifie pppulation. . this. exposure is almost negligible in comparison with the average exposure
.

The other viable energy choice is coal, but this too' pre'sents many serious from natural background radiation (about 100 mrem /yr) and from medical

problems. Some of the coal-burmns plants - especially the older ones - dia;mosis (about 80 mrem /yr to total body). In fact, medical sources

,
, produced as much radiation pollution of the environment as a LWR account for over 90To of the radiation dose in thp US from man made

operating at the same power output. In addition, the coal-fired power sources. This in no way justifies the present exces'sive exposures in the

. plants produce a serious chemical hazard from oxides of sulphur, nitrogen nuclear energy industry and certainly increased efforts must be exerted to
-

and carbon, as well as hydrocarbons and particulates. In this case, the major reduce these exposures further and to lessen the accident potential, but it

, isks to the public are considered to be chrome bronchitis, emphysema and - does point up an odd situation in which many people seem to be far more -

r
, other respiratory diseases, although we cannot rule out hs possibic relation concerned about a small exposure from a nuclear po'wer plant than from a

*

much large/ exposure from unnecessary medical radiation. I am pleased to -'o heart disease -
. . .-

Accidents in coal mines have taken a large toll of human lives, while lung note that the Department of llealth Education and Welfare, after many -

- carcinoma from exposure to sadon and its radioactwe products has resulted years of prodding by myself5 and others, is now developing enough courage
. to make a few mild recommen'dations for the reduction of urinecessaryin about 200 deaths) among the underground uranium miners in the

Colorado plateau area and additioral.dcaths are expected to result from medical exposure. For example, they are recommending' a number of steps
be taken to reduce medical exposure of the fetus - steps whi:h hopefully-

past exposures. Cosi defaces and pollutes the landscape with its open-pit
mines, slag piles and acid dramage and threatens a serious greenhouse. will reduce their estimated 285 cancers /yr in the US resulting from medical

exposures during pregnancy.This figure is based on the liEW estime.te ofeffect, while uranium has presented us with a lung-range rnill trailing
prob!cm and the curse of the industry - high-level radioac.ive waste - 298,000 abdominal exposures of pregnant women in 1970 and on Stewart's

Oxford study.' Not much is being done to reduce the estimated 13,000disposal- that seems to defy all efforts of a satisfactory solution. Three
cancer deaths /yr in the US from natural background radiation but some

Mile Island shocked many people mio the realization that although the
, probability of a major accident happening is very remote,it may not be as consideration is being given to the choice of low-background building

nmterials (the source of about half of the average natural background
remote as suggested by the Rasmussen report.4 biote cruel and surreptitious.

radiation caposure) for our homes, schoo!s and places of work.
t

,
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/* For this bricf discuss!on the dosc/cffect relationship.ofionizing radiati:n
. i.4 g

-

f, can e expresse s mp y yl b the logarith,mic cxpressioni
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b di
i

-

.
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E(cffect) = Cnnstant x [Dosc(relu)}'l
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[I ' '
for human exposure below a few hundred rem as indicated in Figure 1. It . .

fo!!ows that when n>l and approaches 2 or 3 this approximates the ; - \, ''
* -

,
''

threshold hypothesis. When n = 1 we have the linear hypothesis and when * j:4 .

' --- . , , ..'n< 1, for cxample, when n = 1/2, we have the non-threshold superlinear ! \, *
., '*

hypothesis where, as indicated in Figurc 1, the slopi: of the curve or the /
E \,

'

.

. ' ' . ,
cffect per rem is greater at low doses than at'high doses. y '*.,

,, '

N) ;'Ty'

,

' ''7 '"

Only somatic effects, and in particular' radiation induced malignancy, are
,j um,,,a.. um .us ddiscussed here, but as indicated by Figu'rc 2 some of the same arguments

*

,, A. , , , , .

so' so-
i, i;oio' io io io'

could be applied to genetic damage. IIere it is noted that the early work of
.

*

Russell' suggested the genetic damage to mice (and presumably to . man) per
FIGURE 2 Data fron Oak Ridgc'(O oocytes & 6 spermatoconia) and from flarweli8'(o
spctmatogonia) of r . ice.The early data of Russett' suggested that at low dose rates the genetic
risk itecreased to reralor females and dropped by a factor of 3 for males. Other data suggested-

a risk reduction by a factor of 2 for low dose. Thus the genetic risk at low dose and low dose
raic for stic com .ined sexes has commonly been considered to be about 10% of that at highso; S

dose and hir.h dose rates where most studies are conducted;T.e. M x M x M = I/10. Recent
studics of Oak Ridge and Harwell data by Lyon cf sl.' suggests that the curve for .

23-
.

spermatoconia may turn back up at very low dose rates.T)ius the as:umption that Cenetic risk'

frcm commnn environmentat and background caposures is only 10% of that at high dose and.
(*

'24 - >. dose rates may not bc a valid assumption.
,

2.5 - .

*

roentgen at low dose rates and low doses is only about 10% of that at high .
j 18 - /

dose rates and high doses, but more recent publications 5' suggest that
5

maybe the mutation frequency curve turns back up at very low dose ratesg" '. '

near natural background and perhaps wc are not warranted in' making use'Y cast 4 -trrter e t costi
2f ,,, .

*

cast a -crrccr <ce oosci o this 10% factor for genetic mutations at low dose rates. crcast e -trrccr a t or .;,":
Prior. to about 1960, most health physicists and radiobiologistsy '

a

subscribed to the threshold hypothesis, but since that time an overwhelmingcrrccrarooscif, o,. c co"-y number of studies - many of them at low doses - h'as failed to provide
os. | evidence of a safe threshold dose. Rather such studies have supported a

-

aon-threshold dose /cffect relationship. Also, during this period a number,

of studies (and especially studies of human populations) has puggested theCF , . . ,
s*

' ^ risk.of cancer from low exposure is much gicater than~it had been
'

o i z'o .o 6'o e'o 4,o
considered to be some years earlier. As a result of these developments, the /

oosc arm
*

International Commission on Radiological Protection 58 in 1971 concluded (
.

that "the ratio of somatic to genetic effects after a given exposure is sixty .
*

FIGURE I Yt.rlous modc!s showing the increase In cancer risk at low levch of caposure to
lonialng ra&ation. (Data indicated is hypothetical - cditos) .
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! nat4onal and micinalmnat standarus setting councs, suus e n.inun.,, ~ ;
.;.. . , e', ,* "~

L, Council on Radiati:n Prcicction (NCRP). Atsmic Energy Ccmmission e . .
M, 8*

(ACC)- now Department cf Energy (DOE),- Federal Radiation Council ,-. . e*
.

'

* * o *;
. .-

E;| (FRC). International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP), . , ,
.

e
!' Envircnmental Protection Agency (EPA) Dureau of Radiological Health . . . .

* * *
(BRH), Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), the committee of * *'

. i- . e . .

Id
*

Dioingical Effects of lonizing Radiation'(DEIR) and the (Jnited Nations *- -50.

D ** '

Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation (UNSCEAR), - e
'* '' *' ' *

- .discarded.the threshold hypothesis in favor of the linear hypothesis. e .
..

~

Mcwever, many of those responsibic for this cimnge maintained that this ~0 ^
. .

~
-* *

l provided a generous factor of safety at low doses and dose rates and s'ome '. * *

persons even went so far as to make the fafse statement that there were no - .
.

*

data on low Icvel imman exposure. These persons for tmcxplained reasons O
-

.

failed to recognize low cxposure studies involving many thousands of subjects O 10 0 200 300* -

~

such as, for exampic: (1) Studies of' Stewart and Kneale' on canecis in DOSE t r erni. .

'

chlidren who received in utero caposure (doses from 0.2 to 0.8 rem /fclus); p g,g;g,- -

*

| (2) Studies of Mancuso et al.88 of radiation workers at I-lanforde 2-Short Followup S-Ce!! Sterilization
Washington (average dose about I rem);(3) The'fri-state studies of Brbss'8 3- Animal vs. Fluman Studies 6-fleterogeneity of Population

(doses = 1 rem) and (4) Studies of Modan et al." on thyroid carcinoma in 4-Animats of Short ute Span 7-Damage to immune Surveiltance System

persons irradiated for linea' capitis (average dose 6.5 rad / thyroid). Fictmt!3 t' actors responsible for some of the controversy about errecis of low leiet _

Mtny scientists have failed to recognize that in some cases not only does . caposure so ionking radiation. (Data Indicated ts hypothetical.),
| '

the linear hypothesis not provide a gencrous safety factor but it actually is
nonconservative," 28 i.e. n< l. A few of thi: reasons why low level

and myclogenous leukemia to differ considerably from the response ofradiation exposure data are often improperly interpreted, why the linear
those animals in which all or most of the boncinarrow remains active (redi ~

hyp: thesis often underestimates the cancer risk and why there is such Instead of partly ycilow) during their entire life.* Warren et al.88 found very
l

divergence of opinion are listed below.
large differences in carcinosccic response even among strains of the same
animal. For example, a large life-shortening and leukemia incidence were

1. Orcrkill At high doses, the cancer incidence curve drops over parabola recorded in one strain of mice and essentially no such observabic effects
shaped (as shown by Curve B in Figurc 3) because many of the animals do were found using another strain of mice receiving the same rodiation dose. .
not live long enough to die of cancer. However. this overkill effect begins at
Intermediate doses such that if one extrapolates this curve in Figure 3 from .

Intermediate exposurc levels to zero without appropriate correction for i 4.SIMrfli/c3 pan Animals with life spans ranging from five to twenty
years are of necessity used to simulate the effects.of radiation on man with acverkill the cancer risk (as shown by Curve A) is underestimated,
seventy year life span - this in spite of the fact that the latent period of *

suine cancers in man is thirty to fifty yers. It is' generally accepted that
2. Short fol/me-up Short follow up of both animal and human studies

*

"oncog;cncsis and the cancer incubation (latent) period relate to the time since
can eniy underestin*iate the cancer sisk, especially for those cancers that i

. here a very long period of incubation. .
.an exposure was received, yet sometimes the simplifying assumpt on is
made that the malignancies developing in a fraction of the animal's life span
following radiation exposure relate to the malignancies that would develop*

3. AnInml vs Innnan sturlies Man's oncogenic response in many respects Ji in man in the same fraction of his life span fo!!owing the same dose.
is significantly different from that of test animals. For exampic, the human
cvarian tumor response has long been known to be less than that of some 5. Cet/3rerill:rition Many studies (see Figure,3) are made on human and
*; trains of mice and one would expect his response to bone marrow tumors

animal populations where the organ doses are so large that cell sterilization.

6 47.
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6.fi/ destroys preferentially those weak cells which are most likely to develop into'! suffered the' trauma of blatt, fire, deprivation and loss cfloved ones, and ; '

long as the general population or through the normal cancer incubation ,,,'*
' the ankylosing spondylitis patients were sick persons who did not live as111 <ancer cells and extrapolation of thes'e data to zero dose seriously .-

' underestimates the cancer risk at low doses. A classic example of this type
!

,

cf bias is the use by standards. setting bodies (NCitP, ICitP, UNSCGAll) of period and, hcnec, as a group had a low incidence of cancer, Doth these '
,

. very high thyroid doses of 8381 in human subjects for estimating the risk of . studies are readily accepted although tije; contain these serious statistical
.

-
,

' * Isw doses of 8"!. Perliaps someone should have reminded these organi." ; biases that result in an underestimate of the cancer risk from low-level
exposure. Animal studies, although under perfect control, could lead to an .zations that a thyroid carcinoms capnot originate from a ce!! that was killed .

cven greater bias because man is not an inbred, enged animal: he is a duke's ','.,'*
- -

by_ ing, .

mixture' of almost everything one can imagine. I belicyc this Hanford*
.

6. //cterosencity ofpopulation The widely publicized paper 88 showing an ; study is th< kind of human study we so badly need. It is true that there are

increase of statistical significance in the incidence of cancers of banc j many difficuit!cs in interpreting this and all epidemiological studies of
,

marrow (multiple myeloma), pancreas and lung in relation to the recorded ( human populations because of the limited size and numerous variables but
when an increase of statistical significance in several types of cancer is. radiation exposures of Ilanford radiation workers has aroused considerabic , found that relates to the radiation dose, I belicyc such a study should becritleism.88 88 It was published while I was editor.In. chief of the journal .

'i published in the scientific !!!crature so that it can silmulate and provoke//ca/th Physics and one of the criticisms I received most often for
further evaluation by the scientific community and can be taken intopublishing this paper (in spite of the fact that it had a favorabic review by I

s account by, standards-setting bodies. This Hanford radiation workerfour very capabic reviewers) was that these data are useless because there .

are too many uncontrolled varib!cs - sick, persons on drugs, fat, slim, population was a healthy group (far above the average) and one : hat was

black, while, young, old, exposure to chemical hazards,' genetic differences, .

under the best of medical care. Maybe this is one of the ressans why the
workers had a high incidence of multiple mycloma and a low incidence ofsmokers, non-smokers, etc. I can hardly imagine a more ridiculous
leukemias. Kncale et al." note that in three populations where bone marrowcriticism. A study of any other kind of human population would be almost radiation effcets take the form of myeloid leukemia (i.e. atom bomb

fworthless in providing guidance for setting suitabic radiation protection
standards. The authors of this work did correct for age, years worked, sex survivors, early entrants into Hiroshima and, Nagasaki and radiotherapy

and internal dose, and the other variables are being taken into account by patients) the doses were prompt (acute) while in two populations where the
f rm was mycloma (i.e. the Hanford study arid the early radiologists) thethem as fast as possib!c" on a greatly-reduced level of financial support
dnses were spread out over many years (chronic). At present, these are onlyprovided by the National Institute of Occupational Safety and llealth
clues that hopefully may aid us in unraveling these resolved difficultics in!(NIOSH). The original contract under the AEC (now DOE) was cancelled

at about the time the data began to indicate a cancer risk of low-Icvel .
understanding the effects oflow !cvel radiation exposure.

exposure in confirmation of earlier studies of these Hanford radiation I believe it is mostly the heterogencity of a hbman population that causes
a higher incidence of malignancies per rem at low doses than at high dosesworkers by Milham.u ! interpret that the critics of this publication were
in so nnany studies (i.e., E = cF8 in which n < 1 and often n = 1/2). Studies '

saying essentially one should ignore and refuse ta publish these human data
and instead we should continue to base our stan'dards for low-level exposurc |

f Uross" seem to confirm the existence of subgroups in the populations4

!

only on the " accepted" human studies that suggest a low radiation risk or ! that are more susceptible to radiation-induced malignancies and the~

'

influence of cocarcinogenistic and syner,gistic factors. For example, he8

on animal studies where all these variabics can be contro!!cd. The cancer reported a very large increase in cancer risk (i.e., by 5000%) for childrencoefficient for this Hanford population of radiation workers was higher by I

a factor of ten io cighty than that of " accepted' studies (i.e., the coefficient ",ho rcccived In utero x ray exposure and later developtd cer,tain respiratory"

,
.

diseases. .was 7 - S x 10-5 fatal radiation induced cancers / person rem rather than i< .
*

- 6 'x 104 fatal cancers / person rem as found in " accepted" studies). So (
7 D"*''ge to the Intnnine survell/ance system Damace to man's

what shouki we do? Should we continue to base our standards on animal
-

reticulocndothelial system by ionizing radiation probably is another .

studies and on the "acicpted" high exposure data from the survivors of the
hnportant reason why Ms dose response la so many cases fo!!ows the-

4tomic bombings of Iliroshima and Nagasaki and on cancer incidence of.
ankylosing spondylitis patients who were treated with large doses of x-rays?

E0''n u A 'd**:inixim' fs Anierican stans for:arlieck or a'inen". - n.v.D.

.TheseJapan4curvivors 0only received large doset of radigion but also .9 G O.
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FIGURE 4

.

Early non.cnneer desths and late enneer deaths due to esposure both to high !cvet *

and 1:w level exposure to lonizins radiation. (Data Indicated la tirpotheticat.)
'

stasi v4,ims sv no sa,osv.t as coniaou- / *

,'tclation E = cDO. Nonnally, this huntunesystem holdsin check allsources '
*

, offoreign protein, Inchtding small colonies or clones of cancers in sitte
|

~
,

(cancers before they can be clinically recognized). .Ilowever, radiation g.tounE s showsong how the statale bomb casushy commission data thDCC) te,fd to
, underestimate the cancer rht or radiatien caposure. fdamages the ability of these scavenger cells to recognir.c virus and bacteria
: I .

as well as cancers In stru so, as shown by Figure 4, there is a large increase in
.

i
non-cancer deaths / rem and a low increasc in cancers / rem for those cxposed i
to high radiation doses and a low increase in non-cancer deaths /rcrn and a' I was director of the llealth Physics Division of Ook Ridge National

'

high increasc in cancers / rem for those exposed to low radiation doses. This, !
Laboratory we were in charge of the dosimetry for this study). I consider it

of course, is because of the short incubation period of many of the common unfortunate, however, that these data are being misused by ICRP, NCRP,* *

diseases, such as pneumonia, which develop fast when a large fraction of ' UNSCEAR,11EIR.I and 11, and other standard setting bodies. Most evalu-
,

the immune surveillance cells has been damaged or destroyed by high ations of these data ignore completely the factors discussed above. The

radiation doses. The weak and sickly persons, who are most likely targets !.
-Atomic Bomb Casualty Commission (ADCC) data identified the radiation-.

Induced cancers as A in Figure 5 (i.e. the difference in cancers / rem amongfor death by cancer, have their immune system so.wcakened that they are el
.

taken ca'rly by a disease, like pneumonia, before they have time to die of
!

the blast and fire victims and the low-exposure group as controls). Ideally, -

cancer.This undoubtably is one reason why the data on the survivors of the they should have identified C (i.e. the difference in cancers / rem among the
8

blast and fire victims that received radiation exposure and blast and firebombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki"'" tend to support the relation E = !
cD4 where n<1 and frequently is equal to 1/2 and why at the same time |

victims that received no expesure as controls), and then made an attempt
(although difficult) to correct for fire, blast and other traumatic influencesthey underestimate the risk of cancer, viz. most of the. cases under study

! of death, sickness, disease, hunger, etc. Kneale and Stewart" have shownreceived intermediate to high doses, along with damage from fire, blast, '
'

that a year or more Uefore cancers developed to the point of clinicaldeprivation, etc., which weakened the immune system.
. recognithm among the children in the ADCC study they were displaying

1 have long been, and continue to be, a strong supporter of the studies of signs of being abnormally senshive to lafection and Kneale" has shown that-

survi.vors of the bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. For example, while
; the terminal phase of preleukemia is associated willt a high risk of dying of
.
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g);3.:.pncumonia, flowever, long before this and In the early period after the* *j setting bodies and many who are dedicated to the mission cf selling nuc! car '.8
'

8,Q- -
. ... . ..

(,g. events associated with the bomb explosl:n, it wo~uld be the weaker and
; power use these two studies as hallmarks cf reference and accept them as *.#.

those more prone to developing cancer later that succumbed preferentially
]- Gospel truth while going to extreme efforts to depreciate the findings of I .

,
5

. .r3 carly death,from the radiation syndrome as a result "of very large epidemiological stud:cs that admittedly present some difficult problems of,

(f.;. /adiation dose. Thus, the stronger and Icss cancer-prone survivors becamc - : Interpretation but do not suffer from the serious bias'es discussed above.
the population upon which cancer risk to a normal populat!on is .be, g

I
m Finally, the c'itics of the study by Mancuso et al.u,of the Hanford workers * .' 'r

. .f Judged by the standards setting accacies. Rotblat3 based the cancer n,sk on . "
. should not overlook three important and uncontested observations:D in rigure 5 (i.e. the difference in cancer inc,idence/ rem among early

I8entrants into Hiroshima who were exposed to fall out and neutron induced t I) The study supports the car!!ct findings of Milham of a cancer risk to'

'
activity and late entrants who received essentially no radiation exposure). these radiation workers. -
Unlike the ADCC study, neither of these groups was subjected to the fire, .| 2) This is the largest epidemiological study of a normal population of
blast and trauma that existed among survivorg of the bombmas. He found a

,1 radiation workcts who have been monitored for radiation expos.ure,
-

leukemia risk of I.6 x 10 4 leukemias / person rem which is cight times that
, ,

commonly assigned to.the Hiroshima survivors of the atomic bombing and 3) The findings of the critics who were most thorough in their efforts to.

is .mtre in line with values found in other population exposurc j cmphasize the weaknesses of the study -as ccnfirm the principal finding ofn
grcups.82 8088 88 Mancuso et al.88 that there was an increase of statistical significance in two

The other human population which has been extensively used, or rather ! cancers (mulipic myeloma and tumors orqhe pancreas) re'ated to linet

misused, by tlicsc standards-setting bodies in determining the cancer. risk i accumulated exposure.
coefficient and !n setting levels of maximum permissibic exposure to-. .

'
This lack of impartiality by'the standards setting' bodies and by many

somzmg radiation is the group of ankylosmg spondylitis patients treated -
who arc strongly pronuclear ir cvaluating the risks of low level exposure

wnh iarge local doses of x-rays to the spinc. The mcidence of cancer / rem m has not made it casy for raembers of the public to be reassured and
this group was taken as that of the ankylosmg spondylitis exposed group in convinced that power from nuc! car energy is a safe and acceptable option.
referencc to the incidence in the general population; i.e. the general This writer still believes auclear power can be mhde acceptably safe but only
populat,on was taken as controls. However, studies have shown that such ! by corrceting our m4 takes, by giving far more 5ttention to radiation safetyi

patients as a group have a lower incidence of cancer 3t38 than the general and by beins homt with the public.
population because, as a result of the disease, they don,t hvc as long as
normal. Studies at Radford el ut.38 showed that. ankylosing spondylitis KARL Z. MORGAN

-

,
patients that were not treated with x-rays Smd about the same age-specific

: .schoot o/ Nucicar Ensincering
canccr rate as the gencial population but had a much highcr death raic Georgia lnstitute o/ Technology, Atlanto. Georgia ]0M U.S.A.

.(esgiecially among the men) due to ct mmon diseases such as ulecrative |
colitis, nephritis, tuberculosis, chron'c bronchitis, pneumonia, Influenza, |

* '

" * *cerebrevascular disease, circulatory .fiscase, etc. Thus, as indicated by the Itcrcrcuces .

absyc discussion, those persons v ho were programmed to die of cancer .
were being selectively removedlirom the study group by these diseases I. R.A. xaram and C.C. Lee. nrcedius performance cr meisitic Pu-Th. urn-Th. u2n-t;n*

venus (ru-u)o ructs in LMFDRs. International Syrnposisun on first 1:cactor Physics,s
before they had t.ime to d.ie of cancer. Th.is control group.should not have

.

2s it.A. reivcson T.H. Taylor. F. von Ilippet and R.ll. Wit!!ams. Fission power: An
3;s.cn Provence: France. IAEA Proceedings. IAEA-AM.244/60 (September 1979).

been the age-specific genera' population or the age-specific non-irradiated i
ankylosing spondylitis patients, but the non-Irradiated anky!osing 3, 'y',phU.*r*ro$c'*ibssif a 'Co sr ss$o atTc ,II ar o.; Low-Lever toai: ins Ra</ia'Ioa

- *

spindylius patients as r, group with approprhte correction for the missma gen,;,onmental Policy Institute. Washincton D.C.1976) p.3.
cider members of thcgroup. In such a case, the radiation induced cancer 4 N.C. Rasmussen. ficactor Safety Sturry W65H 1400.NRC (October 1973).

5.' R.t cotchy. llcafth Errects Attributab!c so Coal and Nuc! car Fact Creles A1: cts:a:i cs.risk would have been much greater than that reported so that these studies, NUREG-nJ)2-NucIcar Regulatney Commission (1977)..
-

as well as the stud.ies of the survivors of the atom. bombing of th. . hima 6. K.Z. Marsan. Reducing medical caposure to ionizing radiation. A'n. I':d 8I r * JHic ros
and Nagasaki, tend to seriously underestimate the risk of radiation-Induced (May 1975). . . m.a

7- ' '' ^
, cancer. This writer considers it extremely unfortunate that the standard;- (P',"",'''f,(3'j'j,h $i7t tj N' S 9
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.

"i1*TI M M * A* C"""'/''#w'#### C*"##'* usritc W/ Pits *28' Ne'Ji(A gu ii0 ,
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RADIATION RISK 5 FROM NUCI. EAR POWF.R:'

-

TINAL ROUND Ahrens et at umed:"If not ingoted or Inha:ed a if kept as a
duance, nutlear wages witt not cause cancer." H ean oce cha!-i 7. de Edsert la the Afar 22 Issue of theJawnsf. Dr. Arthur C. . lenge such a simplimic sentement? Translated, k "S e wes baseh*

Upton of iSe National Cancer Inuieute capressed the opinion chas , read:"If man is not empowd io radiation, man w. n,,a hase cancer*

Chi.ian et al., *.riting in the October 4.1979, Issue, emaggerated the caused by radiation."Emposure to radio.cdve is op<s can er.f ec.i
risk of cJ acer at:er the Three Stile Island incident when they stated, ,,, by lagenien, by Inblas; n, I,y rura.e , @h or by ;

;
"Karl 1 Morgan, a founder of the science of health physics es. p ,;.;ty to the source so abLthe inesopes ac :an easerna! source

.

*

&y tiennies there will be 50 escess cancer cases in the area surrounding g,g;mion. lf hp at a diumce** Wu dwe? A dimand,

Thra Mile Island.*- ,;i, .yy gg.,g,;rumm hid sp WIMasa.iais I;

j This figure of 50 caers was an off-the culTestirnase. On the buis Inch, and if some children in Hanford Vashington, are ptopn5
'

.

of early reports, I had estimated that,the total effective rnan-tem new an emdd rmpeade du hs ew m Wg fem h.t

I dose would k about 10*; accordingly, I espected ae I:au sia deaths se pmkbilky em sey wn! W ! e aw4dpd
from radiadon. induced cueer. I Indicated thm some federal agen. en &c dose the seytweive ud A Im'%e m*g.*

| cies had initially snadelower dose estimates, which had been forced le dreshold.
so increaw from time to time, and that furtherincreases could be Conse mises wiio klim a e auden is mend 'pahp
espected. Also, they had applied one of the lowest risk esusnaies snore for ourelfspring than for

.eslesh ein the Three Mite I>-
| that they casld find - 10" cases per man. rem. I stated thM if one land accident as a near 4sa rather than an encouraging dem.

used ik study d Mancuse et al.' on risk estimates dcancer la es. onoration d ee " safety" nuclima plaeus. Noe aR d us woWd
,

8

dation workers at the Hanford dump in Washingeon, onemight en* snak de sharp sepastu'en nuclear enwsy freen nuclearwapens
pect not sta but abast 50 cases of radiatme induced fatal cance' that Ahrens et atinsist cir emperts agree that "nuctaar power

,
: Ire's 10* mwems. is a small addition to problems of proliferation of rasclear wen. ..

g The low risk entwanee of 10-* was based snently on data in siervi. pens." B
g - _. ut la is not enough to prevent Inda, hardly the most *

,

.

vers of the atomic bombings of Hiroshima and Nagunki and on pa. _*uny advanced nation, frons building and tes Ing a ther.; tients wkh ankylosing spondylitis emsed by irradauen. I do not ,,,,,,g,,,,,,,,,, ,,,,,, ,,,;,g,;, y,g,,,, notes that with large.,. klieve that these data are as applicable to Inhabitants near Thre' seale reprocessing nuclear fuel under consideration, " safes ***ds
blile Island as are the data of the Hanford study on a normal popu. sechsedogv is an 'ng e

.

p ,,,,;,luk,kir eneush to detect major divenion
*

lasion, beaune theJapa.wse,in addition to radia.aon, suffered from g ,,,p ,,,,,, y
,, * Although "150 tons of plucoc.Iurnis a terrible hata-r ihm weakened their imenune systems. As a would be procjr:W rally It reiguires onlyg kilograms orless*

tesuk,large numbers died of common diseases, such as pneueno. weremea b.**5=ch prospats sisuu nncum uyone wh miah
nia, that have a snuch shorter latency period that cancer's. Rat. about the sien between nuclearp=er and th alear wen.e,

blat' compared leukemia in a Japanese group wlm had mend p,,, .

Hiroshinsa early after the emplosion and.had received a large dose la ma weD be true that the ThreeMite Island Incidesu cannot be
, .

frons ;-.--;-Mused radioactivity with lowhemia in a group who lenplicjsted In the pieducdori of a conddwable timenber of neo.
had entered laser, ascer radiation had mostly disappeared. He found ,;g;,, g, ,,, g,,, daada. b amral insipsonce a sad.

s

a risk dleukemia that was nine times that reported forjapanese ,y ,,, , ,,;,,,;go.g,, ,,,,;"3 8 8"'S885e that the riuclear u.,

} who sus,*i.ed eencurrens ionizing radiation and fire, bLm, and deP* Mlishmeru, id& an in usurances and ira apologists, must be-

rivation. The skuneion is essentially the same for patwnts widi critiedy and emidously by eose W bdiere en espsureg
spondylitis: they are sich people suffering trors a disease, and, like radiane energy should be avoided unless'therels potential nedi.| - . theJapanese groups, enany de not survive,se die of a malignant cal besidic m k derived.

! 3 1
l procen.

it may be true that the total. body dose to the populmion livia Bouen, MA 02115
Haceard Medical Schoot

Ilenazar I. Assasas. af.D.
.

wkhin 50 miles (g3 km) of Three Mile Island could be only 3300*

man rems;if so, I would estimate the number of cases of fatal cafm.

ser to be between two and 20. However, the number of nonfdtal
,8** I R8Procenseg plans may pane sapans esent.5emacs. IM

* .

.

-
*

esses of cancer may be about three times the number of fatalyases,
oming to a disproportionne nurnber dcases of skin cancer frpm the ,

large beta done. lJafortunately, the beta dose could noi Le asured #4: We do not like to prolong contro.ersies in these edumns
by the meters anilable when the radioactive clouds pas over the and ordinarily would not have published this fourth and final round

.

neighboring population. Some of the beta radiadens fropi the noble e(letters. However, the subjat is importue, and these awo tenera ,
gases have ran$es In ** cess of I em of tissu'e; ther$bre clothins 8"m to us word bnnsing to our reader's attemien. Those in.

,

ecold not provide ade<guate protection. To these esti esofrisk,of f sessed in further information on the subject oflow-level radiation*

course, must be added the risks of thyroid ca from raddo.
siould consult the so. cared BEIR III report on "The Effects on_g;,,,
Populations of Exposure to Lo= !.svets of Iona *5 Radiaz,on,I I agree with the irnplication of the tide of * on's fester ~ thar i

etcendy released by the National Acadewy of sciences. - Ea,radiation risks frosa nuclear power should be eaaggerated. I too: *

sm working for survival of nuclear power, vs I do not believe that I
this can be accomplished if riski are o imatedorifsome riAs

*.

| are not even taken lato consideratioss. WOMEN IN MEDICINE
.

| 7e tar Rias, In response to your editorial"Hent Come the ,
Kant 2. MoacasAtlanta, CA 30332 Wome."(May 29 issue): It's abeue times.

I
'a Institute-of Technology.

.

1. &lansvie T, See-set A, Xn G. Radtados empoista of flanford ..*
Brighton, MA 02135worters dying freni cancer her causes. Fieakh phyt 1917; 33:369 St. Elirabeth's Hospiral|

2. Restdat J.The risks f.ar radi on =orters. 3.alletia of Atomic Science. .
-

3eysaniber 1978.
-I '

O 7e tar Basert I was interpred to read the comments en wornen

we lettws on radiation rish from nuclear
phpicians. First of all, you enentioned that wornen doctors " mock7 an, FJise,: The

power by Upeun an, Ahrens et al. In the May 22 inue were f sci. fewer hours on the aserage than do their male coifcagues.** )listor.
,

) nasing. They en ssed a 200 per cent differena in the ewinnated Icatty, society has expected *.o.nen phpidans to ful!ill its capects.
tens et al noted a radi. Ion do , of "1000 tions of the woman as wife, rnother, and honess as we:1 as career-

!
t radimien dose.
j person-rerns," d Upson noted one of"3300 person. rems" from person. Indeed. t hawe yes te rneet a middie.aSed ansending phpi.

clan who can claim that hr did at lean ha:(the shopping, laundry.
. Three Male Island. *

.

carpoolias. and cooking foe his gr f il r,
.
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VOTERS OF ROCKFORD
noctrono stt Nots. .

March 7, 1983

O
Ivan W. Smith, Esquire Dr. Richard F. Cole
Adm histrative Judge and Administrative Judge

Chairman Atomic Safety and Licensing
,

Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
! Board U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Commission Washington, D.C. 20555

Washington, D.C. 20555

Dr. A. Dixon Callihan.

Administrative Judge
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
c/o Union Carbide Corporation

P.O. Box Y
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830

*

Re: In the Matter of Commonwealthe Edison Company
(Byron Nuclear Power Station, Units 1 and 2)
Docket Nos. 50-454 and 50-455'

;

1
Gentlemen:

,

i

I am enclosing some pages that were inadvertantly omitted
,

j from the Attachments to Dr. Karl Morgan's Testimony. Specifi. ally,
they are Attachment F: pages 31, 33, 35, 39, " Cancer and Low-level'

Ionizing Radiation;" Attachment G pages 216, 218, 220, 222, 224, .

226 and 228, " Hazards of Low-Level Radiation"; Attachment H, pages
41, 44,& 45, 48 & 49, 52 & 53, " Comments on Molecular and Cellular
Biophysics". -

,

_

The Rockford League apologizes for any inconvenience this may
have, caused. -

Sincerely,
N

.

-

Betty on, Chair of the
O Byron Nuclear P wer Plant Intervention

of the League of Women Voters of Rockfc-
-

.
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Canccr and Low Laval Ionizing Rcdiation

Pages 31, 33, 35, 37, 39
-

_ . . . . . - . - - -

,
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tion is: How great is this risk? Or, of the human body, and along each may require as many as three suc-
how great may a particular radiation chromosome are coded millions of cessive events (like throwing three
risk be before it exceeds the expect . bits of information like an immense electrical switches connected in se-
ed benefits,such as those from med- library which enables or instructs ries). For example, if one identical
ical radiography or nuclear power, the cell to function properly and to twin dies of a particular type of

it is obvious to all scientists in the divide or stop dividing at the appro- leukemia (one switch thrown geneti-
field, as well as to ciehards for the priate time. When radiation passes cally), the other twin has a high
threshold * hypothesis, that at least through the humaa body, four prin- probability of eventually sufferinga

similar fate. Some of these switchesfor some types of radiation damage cipal events can occur:
. ,

and for some kinds cf radiation ex- * the radiation passes through or may be thrown by viruses, bacteria,
posure (especially from low LET near the cell without producing any chemicals, mechanical insults or by
radiation, that is, X, gamma and beta damage, radiation.
radiatio'ns) there is som'e repair of * the radiation kills the cell or Studies by Bross [4,5) lend sup-
the radiation damage going on in the renders it incapable of cell division, Port for the series of events
body.The diehards however,do not * the radiation damages the cell hypothesis suggested by Burch, and

. seem willing or able to accept the but the damageis repaired adequate. suggest synergistic relationships be-
tween them. He has shown, for ex-evidence that for man there is never ly, or

-
.

* the cell nucleus (br library of ample, that children (ages 1-4) with
h . a complete repair of the radiationdamage, since even at very low ex- information)is damaged but the cell allergic diseases such as asthma or

posure IcVels there are many thou- survives and multiplies in its pertur. haves have a 300 to 400 percent
sands of interactions of the radiation bative form over a period of years (5 increased risk of dying of leukemia
with cells of the human body. For to 70 years) and forms a clone of compared with other children (that

| ' example', one rad of X rays of I cells that eventually *is diagnosed as is, a!!ergic diseases thaw one
* ' '

switch): Children who received inmillion electron volts corresponds to a malignancy. -

.

2.2 billion photons per square centi- Only this last event relates to so. utero diagnostic X ray exposure
meter acting on the body. itisincon- matic damage such as cancer from have a 40 to 50 percent increase in
ceivable that all thebillions ofirradi- low-level exposure. It seems 'obvi. risk of dying of leukemia [6] but
ated and damaged cells would be ous that if the cell nucleus is dam. children.with two switches thrown
repaired completely or replaced. aged and some information is lost or (that is,in utero exposure and later.

There a' e undoubtedly many if a similar series of events leads to .deveIoping an allergic disease) have- r
' mechanisms of radiation injury such the development of a malignancy, a 5,000 percent increase in risk of
as damage to cell membranes, dam- there can be no dose solow that the dying of leukemia.
age to the body repair mechanism,s, risk is zero. 'Ihus the risk of induc. Students of Stewart and Kneale'
indirect damage (for example, dam- tion of cancer from radiatio' expo. [61, MacMahon 17], the sEtR Coma.' ~

n
age to ce!I blood supply and . forma- sure increases more or less with the mittee [8], Bross [4, S] and others
tion of harmful chemicals such as increase or accumulation of radia. suggest that children have a higher

! hydrogen peroxide in cell cyto- tion exposure.The riskis simply one risk of dying of radiation-induced
plasm) and impairment of efficiency of chance, just the same as the risk leukemia than do middle-aged per-
to lung clearance mechanisms. Each of chance of an accident everytime a sons, Hempelmanri 19), Albert and
of these mechanisms may contribute trip is made .in a taxi. Shore [10], Modan, et al., [11], Sil-

| | to the development of a malignancy. verman and Hoffman [11,121, and* * -
.

However, perhaps the most signifi. . It is evident also that all persons do others have shown that radiation-
cant damage from low-level expo- not run the same risk of developing a induced thyroid carcinoma presents
sure results from direct interaction malignancy' from a given radiation a higher risk in children than in an
of the stream ofions with the nucle- ' exposure and that the risk of some adult population and, as with leuke-

| | us of one of the billions ofirradiated . types of cancer is greater for certain mia, this risk decreases linearly as
ccils that may in the rare event sur- people than it is for others. Burch 12, the dose decreases.
vive and continue t5 divide but fail 31 has shown, for' example, that the There are studies also whichindh
to repair the radiation damage. final onset of a malignancy or other cate that sex is a factor in the type off

There are 4 chromosomes in the disease may require a series of a malignancy which may develope
nucleus of cach normal somatic cell events and a given type of leukemia Mancuso et al. [131 report that oldem

- -- __ _ [ __ _________YN _"* ? '"i ___['
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MNt cf up r=gnin thrt tho rl;k cf inducing crnbcr ct '.T
II.w d s:s of radlStien is f;r gract2r thrn wo cnca ~b}

thought it to tie, and it may be as great or greater for the 9.

human race than the genetic risk. ..":-
'

.,.,

-
.

Norden to society than the easily Table 1
idsntifiable dominant mutations. Cancer Risk and Known Range of Linearity
This is because the small mutations Linearity of Risk per Personare elsmmated so slowly from the y,,, g,,, ,, ,,, ,,g ( , , ,,,,,

.

,

na pool. _

During the first years of the At- < 10 rad 0.3 - I.ox!o*t Hiroshima and Nagasaki atomb bomb survivon
cmic Age (1942-1960) almost every- 0.5 - 1.7x10-ac (s. 30,3th see also Moriyama and Kato*

Av. 370 nd a2 - E3xIN h *P "* * * *#" # 'i'} "' ' t'im wleve radia ion e os r 2
far exceeded the risks of chronic
c:matic damage such as cancer or o.2 - o.s rad 3xto~t utvimetry exposures-Stewart and Kneale
lifa shortening. However, it has be- 6xto*C (6.271

'

~1.0 nd 3 - 30x1o~t pelvimeunxpwes-Enns H. 51
mpt on m y un ar a te and

unfinable. The aEIR [7] Committee 20 rad 0.5 - 1.lslo-*T X. ray therapy-Hempelmann (9)
printed out "until recently, it has

i bein taken for granted that genetic 6.5 red 1.21to-r X ray for rinsworm (tinea capitis)-Modan et at.
(to and Savennan and Hoaman (121risks from exposure of populations .

to ionizing radiation near back- t -> ledemia risk pr prse. rad -

grcund levels (about 100 milltrems c - total cancer risk per person. rad -

per year) were of much greater im. T - thyroid car:cer riss per person. rad ,..

p rt than were somatic risks. How. rad - 100 erss pr gram or tissue
6vir, this assumption can no longer

*I.M. Moriyama and H. Kato. 4tonanty Experience or A. Bomb Survivors 1970-72." mm.
b made if linear non-threshold rela *y nec t.ife Span Study Report. Tech. Report 15-73 (Washinston. D.C.: Atomic Bomb Casualty
ti:nships sce accepted as a basis for commission.19733
estimating cancer risks." The com-

Cittee then went on to supply many '

Yagts of data,most of which support
the linear hypothesis. In 1971 the years.Some of thequantumdropsin matignancies increases progressive-
Int rnational Commission on Radio- permissible exposure levels during ly as the dose accumulates. These
logical Protection (ICRP) [19] made a this period are presented in Table 1. doses in some cases are considera-
similar observation: "It could be The occupational maximum permis- bly lower than the present levels of
ecncluded that the ratio of somatic sible exposure level has dropped by maximum permissible annual expo-
to genetic effects after a given expo- a factor of 10 and the level for the sure of the radiation worker. in fact,
sure is 60 times greater than was oublic by a factor of 300. inany researchers [22-251 have
th ught 15 years ago." Much of what has been said about shown that in some cases the linear

the risks of exposure tolowlevels of hypothesis actually underestimates, .

The ernphasis of this article on ionizing radiation would have con- the risk. .

cancer risk is not to depreciate the siderably less weight if it could be Table 2 indicates the magnitude of
striousness of genetic risks from shown that although the linear hy- the cancer risk and shows that this
exposure to ionizing radiation but pothesis holds at intermediate to risk increases linearly with the accu-
rather to point out that the scientific high levels of exposure it provides a mutated dose down to very low val-
c:mmunity was rather smug 15 very large element of conservatism ue, that is, down to o.8 rad for leuke-
years ago (as some scientists still are at low doses and dose rates. Unfor- mia or other forms of cancer (espe-
today)in the belief that somatic risk tunately, in most cases of human cially central nerve system tumors)
is far Icss than genetic risk and that exposure there is no evidence of a resulting from pelvimetries, and to
s matic risk is almost negligible at safety factor at low doses if we 6.5 rad for thyroid carcinoma result-
Iqw doses. Now most of us recog. assume that the linear relationship ing from X ray therapy of the scalp

deze that the risk ofinducing cancer . between radiation dose and cancer for ringworm (tinea capatis). It must
Vt law doses of radiation is far great- induction at high doses applies also be pointed out that these doses (0.8

cr than we once thou;,ht it to be and at low doses. We have a large to 6.5 rad) are not the doses below
| u may be as great or greater for the amount of data-much of it which the linear hypothesis breaks
| human race than genetic risk. human-showing a statistically sig- down, but the lowest points on the

There has been a nt:mber of re- nificant increase in a number of human exnosure curves for these
uctions in the permissible cxposure types of malignancies as a conse- two malignancies. And we have .

cvels for occupational wockers and quence of exposure to low doses of every reason to believe the linearity
fur the public during the past 35 ionizing radiation and the number of of these curves continues on down
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Mera eft:n th:n net ext:nsinn cf dets from animcla to -
man results In an underestimate of risks, especially at

Iow levels of exposure..
,

1

litiin insufficient account is taken from one animal to another or to ducted on animals exposed to high |
cf overkill at high doses and in no man. Differences in metabolism, doses of radiation, cell sterilization I

crse can more than 100 percent of turnover rate, GI tract uptake, skin may take place such that many of |

'ha animals be killed by radiation. perspiration, blood circulation, mi- these cells that are likely targets for '

i 2cmetimes one simply determines tatic index, etc., can have a marked development of a malignancy are
th2 best ! cast-squares line which will effect on animal response to a given preferentially destroyed. Thus, such'

pass through the (0,0) point. Some dose ofionizingor non-ionizingradi- data points at high. exposure 'evels
psints used in determining the slope ation. An examination of data leads .would tend to reduce the slope of the
cf thisline may be on the upper bend me to conclude that more often than curve that is extrapolated to zero
cf the curve where the animals are not this kind of extension cf data dose and may result in an underesti-
injured by large doses of radiation from animals to man results in an mate of risk at low levels of expo. -

cnd do not survive long enough to underestimate of risks, especially at sure.
din from the. malignancy under low levels of exposure. There is no question that some

*

study. * Heterogeneity of human poputa. animal studies of exposure to X or
o Shortfollow-up period ofhuman tion.The vast majority of studies of gamma radiation have shown that i

studies.Most studies [8]of effectsof effects of radiation exposure are the cancer risk per tem is less at low
i:nizing radiation on man extend carried out with disease free inbred . doses when the dose is protracted or
ovzr only a smali fraction of his life animals. Radiation ecology pro- fractionated. This seems, definitely,
span. If, for example, one deter- grams must be extended to animals not to be so for high LET radiation
mines the slope of the curve of thy- in the wild, if we are to simulate (alpha or neutron exposure) where ;

roid darcinoma risk vs. X-ray dose effects we expect from low doses to there is little or no repair of damaged
End the fo!!owup period is only human populations. cells and where only a single particle
ssven years, studies of the popula- In assessing population risk oflow (alpha or heavy recoil ion) passing
ti:n until all have died would in- levels of exposure we nced to know through the cellis required to initiate
crease the slope of the curve and the dose response for young and old, the damage (for' example, the rare

male and female, sick and well, fat events in which a surviving precur- ;

C: risk estimate especially at the low2 e end of the cerve - and sii different eatins hadits.cic. ser -siianant ceiiis areduced. How-
o Fractionallife span animatstud When we have such data, undoubt- ever, for some types of radiation i

its. Sometimes comparisons are edly our estimates of risk to certain damage (leukemia induction among i

made between fetal damage during groups of the population from low middle-aged persons), following ex-
the first trimester of a mou:e and level exposure will be much greater . posure to low LET (X or gamma)
fetal damage expected during the than the risk to the so-called average radiation.it may require two or more
first trimester of a woman, or a man. close encounters of the photons with
comparison is made between ani- * Cell sterill ation. It is well estab- the nucleus of a cell before the dam-
mais having a life span of 20 years lithed that as humans grow old, the age can become a precursor of a
with expected effects over the life percent of abnormal cells in the malignancy. In such a special case
span of man. Since in most cases body increases; for example, the the risk per rad would beless at low

.

damage from radiation exposure re- percent of chromosomal aberrated doses than at high doses and the|
htes to what happens in a given cells increases with age of an animal. linear hypothesis would be conser-
number of years following the expo- Using our earlier analogy we might vative (see figure).
sure rather than what happens over a say the body has accumulated more
czrtain fraction of the animals' life ce!!s in which one or more sveitches The average radiation dose of the
span,such extrapolations to man can are thrown or which present a larger 442 Hanford workers who died of

| cnly lead to underestimates of risk. cross section for cancer production cancer during the study period
* Radiosensitivity differs among from radiation exposure. (1944 1972) was only about I rem

animal species. Many studies have As indicated above itis commonly [131. Mancuso, Stewart and Kneale
emphasized the risk of extrapolating believed that some type of malignan- estimate only 6 to 7 percent of the
data on effects of radiation exposure cies develop as a result of a series of cancer deaths (26 to 31 cancers)

O changes that take place in the 46 were induced by this radiation.The .,
chromosomes that compris,e the nu- total number of deaths,in the study || , g, g , g ;,
cleus of a normal somatic cell in group was 3,520 so their cancer,r9skduction of thyroid cancer have been of stud. ,

' ies which involved a follow.up period of only man. Thus, as man ages he has a was 7 to 8 x 10-8 or about 25 times 1

5 to 10 years after Xey exposure or atter scattering of cells and clones of cells the 0.03 percent risk given by curve
Q radioiadine was siven.lf the exposed opula. which have one or more abnormali- A in the figure,and 10 to 25 times theP

rNs it ceNn'afdi ties and are highly susceptible to be commonly accepted total risk, of
2ni

have developed. At low doses cancers take triggered m the development of a radiation-induced malignancies.
,

| . longer to develop. malignancy. When studies are con- (This suggests perhaps that maybe ,
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The real culprit of unnecessary population dose is not T
the nuclear industry but the rnedical profession., . .

''
..

"cIpha should be much greater than ::adiated tissue. Thus N may be an standards are based on observations
tha o for X rays or for the electrons important factor also in determining of carefully controlled inbred,
prod'uced by X rays because the whether the radiation damage func. healthy animals. And it is these stan.
specific ionization is much greater tion behaves like curve A, B or C in dards which are used in animal ex-
1:ng an alpha. track than an the figure and why there are marked periments to determine carcinoge .

ct:ctron. track. For example S. = differences in dose response curves nicity data for man. But man is a
It,000 ion pairs per micron of tissue for various types of radiation, for wild or heterogeneous animalliving
f:r alpha particles while S, = 8 ion various animels (including man) and in many types of' environment with
pairs per micron of tissue for an as a functicn of age, sex, genetic various eating and drug habits, with
clictron when both particles have facters; certain diseases, etc. many diseases and eccentrici'.ies, of
energies of about I megavolt. This N factor may in time explain various ages, etc. -

Thus, the difference in damage to why the very young and the very old it is little consolation to a mother
a living cell in the two cases is like persons are most susceptible to radi- to know that the average risk to,
tha difference in damage from a ation damage,and why even for X or the persons living in her community
bulldozer or a rabbit running through gamma radiation curve C probably is 3 x 10-* cancers per man rem.or
o cornfield. Many rabbits may have gives the best fit for cancer induc. 0.003 percent from an environmental '

ta step on the same corn sprout over tion from fetal exposure and for dose of 100 millirem accumulated '

a short period of time to damage it exposure of the old.The difference over a 10 year period from a nuclear
( r many secondary electrons may in the applicatale curve in the figure power plant, when she learns that in
ba required near the cellnucleus in a for some animals and for man as a fact her child with asthma has a risk
short time to cause damage). And, function of age may be due to the of 50 times this or 0.15 percent
thus, i; is understandable why for fact that skeletal and bone marrow chance of developing cancer from
ssme types of X or gamma radiation development continue rather uni- this exposure. It helps very little to
damage (for example, leukemia formly throughout the life of some tell the mother that natural back-
a nong middle-aged persons) curve animals but not in man. In the very ground radiation is 100 millirem each
B in the figure provides the best fit early life of man bone turnover is year and this gives her child a 1.5

Qto experimental data or n = 2 in rather uniform and all the bone mar. percent risk of radiation-induced
Equation (1) (see figure). It is easy row is active, but later in life much cancer over the same 10 year peric,d.
tiso to see why n < l for curve C in of man's bone is less active and Neither does it help to tell her that'if
tha figure applies in the case of all more and more marrow becomes a coal burning power plant (even an
fcrms of chronic damage frominter- inactive (yellow marrow). unusually clean one) were to replace
nal alpha emitters. This is because at Radiation biologists have con- the nuclear power plant, the risk
high doses or dose rates there is ducted thousands of experiments from the power plant probably
"cverkill," that is much of the with various types of animals in would go up from 0.15 to 5 percent
alpha-energy is wasted, as would be order to determine the dose effect and the primary risk would then
the case were we to try to kill a relationships andin many cases have become one of chronic bronchitis
squirrel with a cannon rather than extrapolated these data to man (per. and emphysema rather than cancer.
with a rifle. haps brazenly or at best with some It is difficult for this mother to un-

The other modifying factor, N,in misgivings). Some ecologists and derstand why she should risk the life
Equation (1) is not as well under- health physicists have warned that of her child so that the power plant
strod as Q. When I first began using much of this animal data may not be can be located at a particular river

| N in 1947, I thought we needed a applicable to man for many reasons, site or, as she may rationalize, so the
i biological correction factor to ac- a few of which are: stockholders can expect a better re-
I c:unt for additional biological dam- * Studies have shown that the turn on theirinvestments.

age from certain interr; ally depcsited dose response of various kinds of Many perceive the solution to be
radionuclides and that this factor animals can differ by orders of mag- reduced levels of maximum permis-
was related mostly to non uniform nitude in going from one species to sible exposure (MPE) for occupa-

'

deposition or '' hot areas or spots"of another (for example, fly to fish to tional workers and for the public by
f ( T radiation of select parts of critical mouse to monkey to man). a factor of 10. In fact, petitions have(./crgan tissue (for example, the estudies have shown that even been submitted to the Environmen-

endosteal or peresteal tissue of the slight differences in species or tal Protection Agency and Nuclear -

bone). Ilowever, it was soon recog- strains can cause a marked changein Regulatory Commission by a num-
nized that Nrelated to other things dose response.For example, Warren ber of citizens' organizations. How-
cs well, among which were (1) the and Gates (38] found very large dif- ever,although sympathetic,Iam not
essentia! ness of the tissue at risk in ferences in leukemia induction and convinced this would be an accepta- *

terms of proper body function, and in life shortening between studies ble solution. To me this seems like
C) the relative radiosensitivity of the with different kinds of mice. Yet, the putting a finger in the hole of a
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Only New Ycrk, Ncw .lcracy, Kentucky cnd Ccilfarnia '. I

rsquiro X-rcy tschnci:gista to hevo training and t

certification in the proper use of X-ray equipment. .M
*

d-
Oiiverin, over 9a nerceni of the -a - -hich is 'o ,erceni of o#r erchiem. fort in ihis c=><4 shouid be with 7

made dose.* I have shown that the .Then, perhaps, I can see that the those power plants that are now in *

dose deliveredbymedicaldiagnostic next step might be to reduce the the design stage. "

X rays could be reduced to 10 per- maximum permissible exposure to The Nuclear Regulatory Commis- -

Oc:nt of its present value, which 0.5 remperyearfortheoccupationalsion took the bold and commendable -

couid at the same ii-e increa>e the + ker and io reduce the corre sie, of settin ihe doiiar cost of --

quality and amount of diagnostic in- sponding value for members'of the man. rem at $1,000 at a time when
fctmation from medical radiography population at large. Just a reduction others (421 were suggesting a value
(401. Only New York, New Jersey, of one percent of the present unnec- as low as 510 per man. rem. Although
Kentucky, and California require essary medical diagnostic exposures most of us probably recoil from the
X-ray technologists to have training in the United States would reduce thought of setting a dollar value on a ;

rnd certification in the proper use of the population dose of manmade human life,in the practical world we
X-ray equipment. Only California sources of radiation more than the inust recognize there may be no

: rzquires questions on the State elimination of the nuclear power in- other alternative. Using an overall
Leard Examinations on the effects dustry to the year 2000. risk coefficient of 6 x 10-* cancers
of X rays and health physics. I have fought to reduce unneces- per man. rem, we recognize this

; Is it a wonder that those who are sary medical exposure for over a $1,000 per man. rem corresponds to :
.

'

responsible for over 90 percent of quarter of acentury butprogress has $1.7 million per cancer. In other ;

the man made dose from ionizing been very slow. The only marked words, the Nuclear Regulatory !
radiation ignore almost completely successes have been abandonment Commission presumably applies |

the principle of A1. ARA 7 of mass Chest X ray programs, re- some pressure to have the nuclear
i Is it surprising that studies show straints on mass mammography pro- power industry climinate a source of

that the skin dose from a chest X ray grams and the recent limits set (411 one man. rem of occupational expo-
frorn one medical facility may be 10 for doses delivered in the more com- sure to ionizing radiation if the cost
milliroentgens while at another it mon X ray diagnostic procedures. It does not exceed $1,000.To put this
may be 3,000 milliroentgens,and yet is unfortunate, however, that the more bluntly, the plant should spend

O rar more useful medicalinformationarovid d 67ia ia-i>>ir =is2 - i ta 6 i h :ih i- rea#ir- - ai r tra = d r ai = c= = = r-

f most important and effective step as much as 51.7 million to prevent an
.

Is it surprising that less than one all members of the medical profes- One of the most. unfortunate re-
percent of the dentists are usinglong sion to obtain education, training, cent developments in the setting of
cpen ended cones with rectangular and certification in health physics. standards for exposure to ionizing
ccllimation to conform with the rec. Finally, were we to reduce the radiation is a recommendation of the
tangular dental film while the rest present maximum permissible expo- International Commission on Radio. '

use a circular X-ray field for a rec- sure by a factor of 10,I seriously logical Protection, which was pub-
tangular film and most of the dent. doubt that many of our present nu- lished in 1977 [261. Their report rec.
ists are using a short cone? clear power plants could continue in ommended weighting factors, W ,

Why didn't responsible govern operation. It would especially be dif-: which I interpret may result in large
ment agencies correct these medical ficult for the pressurized waterreac- increases in the present scar values
tbuses 20 or 30 years ago,instead of tors because of the high background of maximum per'missible exposure
carrying on endless discussions with radiation in the vicinity of the steam (MPE) and in all values of totalbody
the American Medical Association, generatorduetotheaccumulaim.of burden and maximum permissible
the American College of Radiology, cobalt 58 and cobalt 60.Ibelieve the concentrations (MPC) in air, water i

the. Americen Dental Association, solution to this problem is to rede- and food for radionuclides except '

ctc., to determine how improve- sign the pressurized water re' ctors where they are rather uniformly dis.a

ments can be made without cost or in such a way that the precursor tributed throughout the body. Table
inconvenience to the medical pro elements do not enter the high neu- 3 summarizes these values.
fassions? tron flux region of the reactor or are I consider this report a retrograde

When these questions are an. prevented from circulation in the step of the Commission because it

O =canered. When we have stopped the primary cooling water. Also, more
sw comes at a time when their own

a rv r r th ^ ; ri - ==== 6 ar id d 'a ri ia iai ra i r a r's ri91 -a*>>i that,

public to ionizing radiations- areas for shielding and the use of the cancer risk is many times what -

!
remote control equipment, remote we considered it to be 15 years ago.

'The commisden does not sussent any TV cameras, etc. There should be ,This change was made underttanda-
hiPE'

O 2m.s.tw dissantes procedwes. It says theTx?t."r .h. A".".'d % some tightening of the measures to i bly in an effort to remove the incon-' " ' r d== a ita==> ia si i ==r ih * th ===i=== a r-i=>i-
' me c dociars could noe derita the tag , the nuclear power plants that are ble exposure for total body has been

*=plaia me risk et radiati induced cancer. now in operationt but the major ef- the same as that for gonads and red
'
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O Appreciation of Rirks of Low-Level Radiation vs Nuclear
Energy ' y. ,

a 0,'

r3
The objecive of this article is to provide some information that hopefully *

**

will aid the reader in grasping the significance or aisks associated with low. A. "level human exposure to ionizing radiation, such that he may better judge .

whether or not nuclear power can be an acceptable source of energy. 3
.Perhaps it is axiomatic that with the rapid depletion of natural oil and with !

A
the increasing world population, the world supply of energy must be m
increased or we face a future of a depreciating standard of living and mass o
starvation. It is assumed here that we must increase this supply of energy; u

,

however,it is recognized apriori that there are related questions, which are

$more basic and mus- be considered but which are not addressed here. It I

must be recognized, also, that any and all energy choices not only offer man p
a better way oflife but also exact of him a price of environmental pollution, I
sickness and death. hiost persons agree that renewable sources of energy, '$
such ns geothermal and solar, are preferable to expendable sources like oil, *

coal and nuclear, but the simple fact is that only ccal and nuclear energy are u 4g
viable choices for meeting the energy demand to the middle of the coming ! t*q century. We must put far more effort into the rapid development and [V application of renewable energy sources, but within the lifetime of our u *w
grandchildren ecal and nuclear energy must bear the brunt as our major e
sources of energy. Also, there are many in the nuclear energy field who will | E
claim - and I believe justifiably so - that nuclear energy should be listed j j
as a renewable source. Certainly nuclear energy, as now provided by light i N
water reactors (LWRs), is an expendable energy source because the | $
presently estimated 7 x 105 tons of U 0, reserves (and even the 3.6 x 105 g3

..

'Some of the materlat In this paper was presented oestly at a panelof the h*stional Academy of
Sciences on September 27,1979, Washington. D.C. sad befou the State of.the-A,t in.lEclogy
Symposium Athens. Georgia. January I,19s0.

.
-

.

Comments.Ved.A Cell. Diaphys. O Gordon and Dreacia Science Publishers. Inc.,1950,

,
| 1980. Vol. l.No. I. pp. 415s PrintedinG cat Britain :
! 0143 8823/30/0101 0000504.50/0 *
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y * For this brief discussl:n the dnse/cffect relati:ns!)ip ef t:nirJng radiati:n sd '

_f, can be expressed simply by the logarithmic expressl:nt {
-

,

I.' - .

.4-9-E(cffect) = Constant x [ Dose (rem)ln-

g ,
, *

" '

= CD8 (1) 5 I L*

.

s i / _*

f,j I, [8 - .

3
'

for human exposure below a few hundred rem as indicated in Figure 1. It .
'*

-/ . . . ' , '
* *

f llows that when n>l and approaches 2 or 3 this approximates the .,
- -

threshold hypothesis. When n = | we have the linear hypothesis and when 5 eaa' <--- -

.
'', ..'3

I n< l, for example, when n = 1/2, we have the non. threshold supertinear F
+

,

**\.,'

E .

| hyp: thesis where, as Indicated in [*igure I, the slope of the curve or the i' -9,
,,

effect per tem is greater at low doses than at high doses. | "*.,
~

H K.*

3

N / ,""I....-
>>=_uaniy>> *,'" #

''
'

Only somatic effects, and in particular'. radiation induced maf!gnancy, are
'' m**

.

discussed here, but as indicated by Figure 2 some of the same arguments oA. . . . . . . ***a' a a' **, , , ' , , , , , , ,
|

could be applied to genette damage. Here it is noted that the early work of
.

,

*

Russe!F suggested the genetic damage to mice (and presumably to . man) per
Data from Oak Ridge' (O oocytes & a spermatoconla) and from Harwc!!d (o

.

Fl(IUNE 2
spermatoconia) of mIcc.The early data or RusseU' suggested that at low dose rates the genetic
risk decreased to sero ror females and dropped by a factor of 3 for males. Other data suggested

,
* .

a ti k reduction by a factor of 1 for low dose.Thus the genetic risk at low dose and few dose..

rate for the combired sexes has commonly been considered to be about IC% of that at high10-
,

Jose and high dose rates where most studies are conducted.,i.e. H x H x M = I/10. Recent
studies of Oak Ridge and Harwell data by 1. yon et al." suggests that the curve for .

,

spermatoconla me turn back up at very low dose rates.Tpus the assumption that genetic risk2.7 -

*

from common environmental and background exposures la ordy 80% or that at high dose and.
.

f'

dose rates may not be a valid assumption,'2 A -
'

* ,
U - ,

roentgen at low dose rates and low doses is only about 10% of that at high
h 38

- / dose tales and high doses, but more recent publications 8' suggest that'
maybe the mutation frequency curve turns back up at very low dose rates

~ e '

near natural background and perhaps we are not warranted (n' making use'
-

f"
' ' casc a -trrter cioosts

t*

of this 10% factor for genetic mutations at low dose rates,cast s -trrter se ooste
.

v2
Prior to about 1960, most health physicists and radiobiologists

au .

cast e -trrter et oosti 'y
subscribed to the threshold hypothesis, but since that tinte an overwhelming

a
.

.
trrterseooscij o,

y
,

number of studies - many of them at low doses - ha failed to providet co"-

os- evidence of a safe threshold dose. Rather such studies have supported a
non. threshold dosc/cifcct relationship. Also, during this period a number (
of studies (and especially studies of human populations) has puggested the \

' '' 'oF '

risic of cancer from low exposure is much greater than it had been
-

'o z'o to io ."o so considered to be some years carlier. As a result of these developmeats, the
r'~

L
'

International Commission on itadiological Protectiont8 in 1971 concluded
-

costtremi ,

that "the ratio Of somatic to genttic effects after a given exposurc is sixty
-

FIGURE | Ye.rloas snodels showing the increase in cancer risk at tow !cvels of exposure to 1
lonialng radiation. (Data indicated is hypothetical - editor) y
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J.pevm:nia. Ilowever. I:ng hefore this and in the early period after the *| setting bodies and many who are dedicated to the missita ef selling nuclear
,...crents annelated with the b:mb explosion, it w uld be the weaker and power use these two studies as hallmarks cf reference and accept them as'

'those m:re prnne to developing cancer later that succumbed preferentia!!r ! Gospcl truth while geing to extreme efferts to depreclate the findings cf
.to early death,from the radiahon syndrome as a result of very large cpidemiological studies that admittedly present some difficult problems of

'

r. Adlall:n dose. Thus, the stronger and less cancer pronc survivors became interpretation but do not suffer from the serious bins ~cs discussed above.-

the population upon which cancer risk to a normal population is being
I Finally, the critics of the study by Mancuso et al.18 of the Hanford workers

-

p, Judged by the standards settmg agencies. Rotblat38 based the cancer risk on : . should not overlook three important and uncontested observations:
J B 'n rigure 3 (i.e. the difference in cancer incidence / rem among early |

1) The study supports the earlier findings of Milham88 of a cancer risk tol entrants into Hiroshima who were exposed to fall out and neutron-induced *
*

activity and late entrants who received essentially no radiation exposure). these radiation workers.
*

Unlike the ADCC study, neither of these groups was subjected to the fire.
blast and trauma that ex!sted among survivors of the bombings. He found a j 2) This n. the largest epidemiological study of a normal population of

. .

l leukemia risk of I.6 X ltM Icukemias/ person rem which is eight times that q radiation workers who have been momtored for radiation exposure.
' '

comm:nly assigned to the Hiroshima survivors of the atomic bombing and 3) The findings of the crities who were most thorough in their efforts to.

is .mcre in line with values found in other population exposurc emphasir.c the weaknesses of the study:n confirm the principal finding of''

3rcups.88 88 88 25 Maneuso et tr/.88 that there was an increase of statistical significance in two
,

The cther human population which has been extensively used, or rather j cancers (muttiple mycloma and tumors of the pancreas) related to the
*

missed, by these standards setting bodies in determining the cancer * risk i accumulaicd exposure.
cacfficient and in setting levels of maximum permissible exposure to' This lack of impartiality by the standards-setting' bodies and by many.

. innizing radiation is the group of ankylos,mg spondylitis patients treated who are strongly pronuclear in' cvaluating tl.c risks of low level exposure
-

with large local doses of x. rays to the spmc. The incidence of cancer / rem m has not made it easy for members of the public to be reassured and
this f,roup was taken as that of the ankylosing spondylitis exposed group in convinced that power from nuclear eni:rgy is a safe and acceptable option.
reference to the incidence in the general population; i.e. the general i This writer still believes nuclear power can be mhde acceptably safe but only
popuistirn was taken as controls. However, studies have shown that such by correcting our mistakes, by giving far more attention to radiation safety

:

patients as a group have a lower incidence of cancer L28 than tiie general and by being honest with the public.
2

p;pulati n because, as a result of the disease, they don't hvc as long as
' n:rmal. Studies at Radford et al.38 showed that ankylosing spondylitis KAltL Z. MORGAN

*

,

patients that were not treated with x-rays had about the same age-specific scAeor e/nue/cer EnrIncertar
cancer rate as the general population but had a much higher death rate c,org;, fastiture of recAnology, Artento, ccorrie .10m u.s.A.

.(csgiecially among the men) due to common diseases such as ulecrative |
* '

c:litis, nephritis, tuberculosis, chronic bronchitis, pneumonia, influent.a. i
" ' '

cerebrsvascular disease, circulatory discare, etc. Thus, as indicated by the Itercrences .

above discussion, those persons who were programmed to die of cancer ,

I It A. Karam and C.C. l.cc. Iltccding performance of metallic Pu Th. D'"-Th. U'n-U'"
~

were bcIng selectively removecf from the study group by these diseases vEsus tro-U)0, rucis in LMFDRs. International Sy,nposLent on ("est Reactor (%ysicr.
bercre they had time to die of cancer. This control group should not have Ais-en Provence. France. IAEA Proceedings. I AEA-AM 244/s0 Iseptember 1979)-

been the age-specific general population or the age. specific non irradiated i
2. it.A. reiveson. T.n. Taylor, F. von Itippct and R.H. Wilrisms. FDslon Sower: An

anky!: sing spondylitis patients, but the non irradiated' ankylosing 3, 'y', $"','F,*',',87f',3'jf,''c,,,,, p,,,,nuar7;|,9nd; e everI nida,g Aer/istles
"' 203.33 Ja

-

f, , s,, ,

spondylhis patients as a group with appropriate cortcetion for the missing tenvironmental Poriey Institute. Washington D.C.,1976) p.3.

older members of the group. In such a case, the radiation induced cancer 4 N.C. Rasmussen. Irractor Sqfety SturI . WASH 1400-NRC (October 1973).I
3.' R.t Gotchy. Heatch Elfccis Attributable to Coal and Nuclear Fact Cpfes A!:ctrta .

risk could have been much greater than that reported so that these stud.ies. NUREG-nJJ2.Nucicar Regulatory Connetssion (1977).
as well as the studIcs of the survivors of the atomic bombing of Hiroshima 6. K.z Marsan. Reducing enedical caposure io lonising radiation. A* fai II't . 3!!

-

and Nagasski, tend to seriously underestimate Ihe risk of radiation Induced ,,, g,,,yc tIof Heahh Educalios and Welfare. PHS. FIJA. Raa!"d'*'s GIII"*** I'**'
rI s

, cancer. This wnter considers it extremely ur. fortunate that the standards- g,,,,ict 44, No. 225. 666 7 (Norc=ber :0. 88287-
n-,p
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['f[ destroys preferentially those weak cell.s which are most likely to develop into suffered the' trauma of blast, fire, deprivation and 1:ss of loved Cncs, and ,'

_ ' <ancer cells and extrap:lation of these data to zero dosc seriously the ankylosing spondylitis patients were sick pers:ns wh3 did n:t live as , ,8

iundcrestimates the cancer risk at low doses. A classic example of this type long as the general population or through the normal. cancer incubation

of bias is the use by standards setting bodies (NCitt', ICitP, UNSCGAR) of period and, hence, as a group had a low incidence of cancer. Both thesc

. very high thyroid doses of 8HIin human subjects for estimating the risk of' studies are readily accepted although !!;ey contain these serious statistical
.

~ 1:w d:ses of "81. Perhaps someonc should have reminded these organi- biases that result in an underestimate of the cancer risk from low-level .
zations that a thyroid carcinoma capnot originate from a cell that was k'illed exposure. Animal studics, although under perfect control, could Icad to an .

even greater bias because man is not an inbred, caged animall he is a duke's '.by.8881. ,--

.- mixture ' of almost everything one can imagine. I believe this Hanford-

G. //cterogenc/ry ofpopulut/on The widely publicized paper 88 showing an study is the kind of human study we so badly need, it is true that there are
many difficulties in interpreting this and all epidemiolodcal studies ofincrease of statistical significance in the incidence of cancers of banc ;

mirrow (multipic mycloma), pancreas and lung in relation to the recorded l' lunnan populations because of the limited size and numerous variabics but

,radiati:n exposures of Hanford radiation workers has aroused considerabic
when an increase of statistical significance in several types of cancer is

,

crilleism.88 88 it was published while I was editor in-chief of the journal found that relates to the radiation dose, I believe such a study should be
.

Health Phys /cs and one of the criticisms I received most often for 'i published in the scientific literature so that it can sitmulate and provoke
further evaluation by the scientific community and can be taken intopublish!ng this paper (in spite of the fact that it had a favorable review by ;

i account by standards-setting bodies. This Hanford radiation workerf:ur very capabic reviewers) was that these data are uscicss because therc .

are tro many uncontrolled varib!cs - sick, persons on drugs, fat, slim, p gudation was a healthy group (far above the average) and one that was'

black, white, young, old, exposure to chemical hazards, genetic differenecs, umler the best of medical care. Maybe this is one of the reasons why the
wnrkers had a high incidence of multiple mycloma and a low incidence of

.

sm:kers, non smokers, etc. I can hardly imagine a more ridiculous
leukennias. Kncale et of." note that in three populations where bone marrowcriticism. A study of any other kind of human population would be almost
radiation effcets take the form of myeloid,1cukemia (i.e. atom bombw rthless in providing guidance for setting suitable radiation protection

standards. The authors of this work did cortcet for age, years worked, sex survivors, carly entrants into Hiroshima andflagasaki and radiotherapy

and internal dose, and the other variables are being taken into account by patients) the doses were prompt (acute) while in two populations where the
form was mycloma (i.e. the Hanford study and the early radiologists) thethem as fast as possible88 on a greatly reduccd level of financial support
doses were spread out over many years (chronic). At present, these are onlypr vided by the National Institute of Occupational Safety and llealth
clues that hopefully may aid us in unraveling these resolved difficultics in(NIOSH). The original contract under the AEC (now DOE) was cancelled
understanding the effects of low Icvel radiation exposure.at ab:ut the time the data began to indicate a cancer risk of low-level

I believe it is mostly the heterogeneity of a human population that causescxposure in confirmation of earlier studies of these Hanford radiation
a higher incidence of malignancies per rem at low doses than at high doseswtrkers by Milham.n I interpret that the critics of this publication were
in so many studies (i.e., E = con in which n < 1 and often n = 1/2). Studies -

saying essentia!!y one should ignore and refuse to publish these human data
and Instead we should continue to base our stan'dards for low-level exposure i f 13ross" seem to confirm the existence of subgroups in the populations

that are more susceptible to radiation induced malignancies and the .a
cnly en the " accepted" human studies that suggest a low radiation risk or influence of cocarcinogenistic and synergistic factors. For example, he-

en animal studies where all these variabics can be controlled. *lhe cancer retmrted a very large increase in cancer risk (i.e., by 5000%) for1 children
coefficient for this Hanford population of radiation workers was higher by

"lio received in utero x-ray exposure and later developed cer,tain respiratory
a fact:r of ten to eighty than that of" accepted' studies (i.e., the coefficient .

&.seases. .was 7 - 8 x 10-5 fatal radiation induced cancers / person rem rather than ! .
'

- 6 k 104 fatal cancers / person rem as found in " accepted" studies). So
chat sh:uld we do? Should we continue to base our standards on animal

- 7. numu.ec to the Immune surveil /ance sysicm Damage to man's
reticuloendothelial system by ionizing radiation probably is another

studies and nn the "acicpted" high exposure data from the survivors of the important reason why his dose response in so many cases follows the
atomic bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki and on cancer incidence of. .

ankylosing spondylitis patients who were treated with large doses of x rays? N''d"*8 "''' ^ W8 "d""' 35 ^'""ican sisas for a *W a'ims". 4.u
.

.These Japanese survivors not only received large doses of radiation but also .
. aw- e e .e g g-

.
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"Ihe accident in 1979 at the Three Mie s and nuclear power plant inl Il
yhtee Mile Island nuciear power prant Pennsylvania thrust into sharp relief an issue that has become one of thenear Harrisburg. Pennsylvania.

experienced an accident in 1979 that most controversial and sensitive in modern technology-the hazards to hu-

caused radioactive gases to escape man heahh of low levels of radiatiort Concern for these hazards had already
-

lato the atmosphere. The incident led many people throughout the world to oppose the building of nuclear
focused concern on the hazards to Power plants, opposition that was intensified after the Three Mile Island

human healta of low fevets episode.The related issue of the disposal of radioactive nuclear waste alsoct raeistion.j came to the forefront and caused additional controversy.
i

Scientists have long known that large amounts of radiation can cause
cancer in man and can be harmfulin other ways. but most also believed that

,

!
low doses produced few or negligible ill effects. Recent studies. however.
have produced strong evidence indicating that low levels not only cause|

cancer and genetic damage but may indeed be even more harmful than
.

higher doses per unit exposure.

Types of radiation

KARL E. MORGAN is a Professor in
Radi.1 tion is often classified as either ionizing or nonionizing. lonizing radia.

the School of Nuclear Engineering at tion is that which has sufficient energy to separate one or more electrons

O the Georgia Institute of Technology. (each with a negative charge) from an atom.leav.ng it with a positive charge.
..

-
i

As a matter of convention radiatitens with energy greater than about ten
g ,,,,

electron volts (eV) are classed as lonizing. Most substances have ionizing
(Overleaf) Photo by Dan Morriff
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Fuel rods like l'sose usedin nuclear -

. .C .Y ~ \ f -
..

~
'

.
r

- : - k f ,d !_ , _ ,
^

G\power plants svauld swell and contort
from their normal round shapes by #~ % ,3

.' y'h
- .,' fog.;

esposure to high temperatures as ; _ ~3
'' L '- 2seen in a laboratory simulation. Such -

temperatures could be produced il an ' .=* I I '

* ^ ~
accident drains the reactor of coolant; ..F ..

?

_

] \ q ..g$7f. _
;:.

the subsequent distortions of the rods 'L Y';_.
~

,..
might prevent the circulation of _. L.j p 7'- s- . _y- p. " : ,;;c'- f

' - L . _. y - ~ :- CTWemergency coolant and allow the rods . -

.. Yj.| _ ,

releasing radioactivity. -
__

; /,to melt through the containment, - -

-

Sources of ionizing radiations
There are both natural background and man-made sources of ionizing radia.

'

tion. Natural background radiation consists both of cosmic radiation from
outer space and the Sun and the terrestrial alpha, beta, and gamma radia-,

tions from radionuclides (radioactive atoms) in the rocks, soil, air, food, and

even from radionuclides such as potassium-40 and radium-226 in our bod-

les. Man.made radiations come from fallout from atmospheric testing of
nuclear weapons, from medical X-rays and radioisotopes used in medicine,

O luminous watch dials containing hydrogen-3, smoke detectors containing
americium 241, the nuclear power industry,and many other sources. In the
U.S. the average natural background dose to the total body is about 105

mi!!irem per year, that from medical applications about 90, that from weap-
ons fallout about 4, and that from all other sources including nuclear power
plants about 3.

,

When exposure results from a radiation source external to the body, it is

! referred to as external exposure. When a radionuclide is contained in a body
organ, the body receives internal exposure. Exposure may result from a
relatively insoluble form of a radionuclide as it passes through the gastroin-
testinal tract, from a soluble radionuclide such as hydrogen 3 or sodium-24
that is relatively uniformly distributed in the body, or from radionuclides
such as iodine.131 that go selectively to the thyroid gland and plutonium.
239 that localizes in bone. External radiation takes place when a person is

| near a source, but for internal exposure a person carries the source in his
'

body where it continues to irradiate him until it is eliminated by biological
excretion and radioactive decay. The term " low level radiation" is not well

defined, but in general it is considered to be at levels less than five rem per
year, the occupational %!PE for total body exposure.

Genetic hazards
Early studies of H. J. Muller on frott flies indicated that lonizing radiation
is a major mutagen (a substance that tends to increase the frequency or
extent of mutations). This caused some people to suggest that perhaps

1,..
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and studied other data on low-level genetic effects and reported that there
.

is strong evidence that at doses and dose rates lower than those studied by- .

Russell and approaching natural background levels the mutation frequency -

actually seems to increase.'Ihus there may be no genetic safety factor at low

doses and low dose rates, and the genetic hazards of low-level radiation may
be as great or greater than predicted by Mu!!er.

Somatic hazards
The only well-recognized somatic hazard of serious consequences from |

.
exposure to low levels ofionizing radiation is radiation-induced cancer. Low I
levels of radiation exposure do shorten the lives of mice by about 10-4 life !

spans per rem (equivalent to about 28/s days per rem for man), but it is not
well established whether there is life. shortening in man that is independent ,

of cancer induction. Although there are changes in the human system )
brought on by low-level exposure to ionizing radiation, such as an increase |

In the number of chromosomal aberrations, the relation to human damage

is not well established.
The hazard of cancer production by ionizing radiation has been recog. I

nized since the early years of the century, but until the past two decades
most radiobiologists and heahh physicists believed in the threshold hypothe.

sis; that is, that there was a safe dose of radiation and so long as one did not
'

-

During cell division in a Trinium exceed this threshold dose there was no risk of that radiation producing

erectum chromosomes normatty cancer or other forms of damage during a person's lifetime "Ihey believed
:eparate into two sets and withdraw that at doses less than the threshold dose any radiation damage would be
to opposite ends of the cell (below repaired, or,1f a cancer were initiated, the incubation period until the cancer

' #* Y '* ' '8 ' P*" '*to X rey e ch s s do not a I
individual During the past two decades, however, there has accumulated ago to the ends of the cell and one

pair fails to separate, forming vast amount of data on many kinds of animals, including man, which reject

a bridge (below) the threshold and support a so-called linear hypothesis for cancer induction.

.
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| r 4tsemev=-Ww.:r.:::p a billion photons (bundles of electromagnetic energy) are absorbed per .

j.h
g y"~"~"

d
square centimeter of the body, and for the most part the cell nuclei are theJfm

'

? most hkely targets for radiation damage. Wh*.n these photons stream

*

2

' 2f h,(
j through the cells of the body, there are four possible consequer ces: the

photons pass through or near a particular cell without producing any dam.! j'
$ aget the cell is so damaged that it is k11]ed or no longer able to reproduce#, M

* ih,. 4 [4 (j] itself by cell division; the cell is damaged, but the damage is repaired; and
iA .) the cell nucleus is damaged, but the cell survives to reproduce itself in its

ot y W ** disturbed form. It continues to divide and multiply, forming a clone of cells

0.4 [7
,

f.} that eventually is diagnosed as a malignancy, perhaps 5,10.or 50 years after
e

. / . X%_4.dbM J, this one photon damaged this single body cell. , , .

. $ o .;.;20 .,40 , 60 80 100 } Fortunately, this latter event is very unlikely because every day millions
NI4til_ oso of ionizing radia6on (rem)d f of photons from natural background radiation pass through the humana

body. Early in a person's life his immune system usually recognizes and
,'' *,'f$" #

removes these damaged cells before they can develop into a clone unless, as
'#

, ad's de
different paths en a graph, depending in the case of exposure in the uterus, the precursor cells to the immune

upon the hypothesis used. Case A system (the red bone marrow cells) are damaged. Unfortunately, as a person
Ittustrates the finear hypothesis,in gets c! der,less of his bone marrow is active (an increasing fraction is inac.
which the risk increases in direct tive or yellow rather than red marrow). Therefore, his immune system is

weakened,and at the same time he has received through the years more andca a th hreshold h h , th
risk is low at a low average dose per more radiation so that the chances increase that he c.arries within his body

person and increases rapidly with one or more clones of cells that are incubating and developing into a clinical.
higher dosea Case C,in which the ly diagnosed malignancy.
risk is greater at low than at high Some types of cancer may require two or more damaging insults to a cell

*

doses, may be applicable to leukemie before they can be generated. These insults to the cell may come from a
*# *
, , " , , ," ff virus infection, a carcinogenic drug, lonizing radiation, or in some cases' 'Y

f, , , ,,

the vict!m's age. there may be a contributing inherited defect. This genetic factor may be the
reason some famthes or races of people have a probability higher than the
average of developing certain types of cancer.

On this simple theory of cancer development it is seen that the induction

of cancer by ionizing radiation is simply one of chance. A person might
develop cancer from the chest X-ray he received 20 years ago or from
natural background radiation received 50 years ago. The more exposure a
person gets the greater the chance he will die of a radiation. induced cancer,

but there is no way of predicting except on a statistical basis who will die

of a radiation induced cancer or when it will occur following a given expo-
sure. This is like most other risks in a person's life. For example, a fatal
airplane accident may come during a person's first plane ride or on his 79th,

but on a statistical basis the more rides one takes on a plane the greater the

chance one will die in a plane accident. This analogy would be even better

if one likens the radiation exposure that eventually leads to a malignancy
to a rough landing of a plane that caused a small crack in the plane structure

that led to the crash some 3 ears later.
Thus it can be concluded there is no " safe'* !evel of radiation exposure, andO no dose can be set so low that the risk is zero. This is why the standards-

setting bodies are emphastring that people should keep all exposures "as low

as reasonably achievable" and should have no exposure unless the associated,

benefits exceed the risks of radiation damage.
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from a distance of eight miles and
wuth their eyes shielded observers

floDI watch a nuclear bomb esplodeO (bottom)in 1955 near Yucca flats.
"***de Decades later those living in
the tassout area from such tests were

developing leukemia at rates

O significantly above normal
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. Modern technology has caused many
people to be esposed to various levels

of raciation, some on a daily basis. * * ^~ .
.

Above a broken footis X-rayed and at ~
.

'' ~
the top right workers in the plutonium -

processing facility at the Los Alamos
(New Mexico) Scientific Laboratory wear

protective gloves. At the center right is '|
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| the control room of a nuclear power a
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| may be incubating a cancer, thereby preventing a malignancy from originat.
*

ing from the dead thyroid cells.'

r ,

I (3) Short Follow Up Period and Fractlenal Life Span Studies: Most ani nal *

[
'

animal; the risk of cancer in many cases relates to the time since the
studies are of animals that live only 5 to 10 years, while man is a 70-year.+ .,

'[ -

radiation expusure occurred and not (as often assumed) to the effects of
radiation exposure over a certain fraction of the normal life span of 'the-,:

... M u% anirnal.~.
. $gy Q M-)h ' q (4) Heterugeneity of Human Populations: As with all animals there is a wide

.,

E'

! .yG. --yy . -f 3 variation in response to a radiation expsure among young and old, sick and

y $ g% ' g well, fat and slim, smokers and nonsmokers, etc. Studies of Irwin D. J. BrossIf
[ .. ;v - - \is rare, confirmed the work of Stewart and others and showed that a single pelvime.

| dh$d i try gives the unborn child a 50% increased risk of dying of cancer before
'

'

~~)a-WiWBkr1-f/JtiidgmM- 77
the age of ten, while if the child had received in utero X-ray exposure and8:

. .
i 'v=weg j : la the first few years of life developed certain respiratory diseases he has-

.. . ' NN . I- (4 3 )
N-). d a highly increased risk of dying of cancer.

f
,

' ph.A '

(5) Differences in Response of Different Animals: Many of the conclusions-.

..c.: ' -t: 3 7 - :. 3 regarding the effects of low-hvel radiation on humans are drawn from
'

. .f,fA . 7A [ E P.D animal studies, yet it has been shown that there are extremely large differ-.;.
ences in leukemia incidence and life shortening not only among different

'""""' js s kinds of animals (rats, dogs, monkeys, etc.) but even among various strains
''

d smeherh
rtdia' tion induce mutations in mice of mice. One should not be surprised, therefore, at even greater differences

at the US. Department cl Energy's between human and mouse.
Oak Ridge fTennessee) National ,

O .coratory. Caged mice are arrayed in -
Most of the controversy over effects oflow-level exposure seems to arise

a chcle around an in-floor radiation from what many believe is a misuse of the data on effects of exposure of
source which is operated

the survivors of Hiroshima and Nagasaki nuclear explosions and t..e effectsby rernote control
of radiation treatments given to ankylosing spondylitis patients. Both of
these sets of ht man exposure data conform with the linear hypothesis but

suggest a cancer risk of only about 2 cancer deaths per 10,000 persons
exposed to one rem. By contrast, human data from many other studies .

suggest a cancer risk ranging between 6 to 80 cancer deaths per 10,000
persons exposed to one rem.

"Ihe problem with the data on the survivors of the bombings of Hiroshima 4
*

and Nagasaki is that the control group consists of those survivors that
received low exposure, and if, as indicated above, the (efrect) - Cx(Dose)%, (
then the cancers per rem are greater at low doses than at high doses. .'

Furthermore, as indicated above, there are overkill and cell sterilization at

high doses that tend to depreciate the cancer risk. Perhaps of even greater --

"

importance is the fact that these survivors were victims uf blast, fire, trauma,

disease, and deprivation; studies of other victims of fires, earthquakes, etc., '

show that such populations tend to have a reduced cancer risk because the

incubation period for diseases such as pneumonia is much shorter than that

|
of cancer and the weaker members of the population who are more likely |

i to have cancers die of these diseases before the cancers have time to reach

the recognizable stage. Joseph Rottiat compared the cancer incidence '

8among early entrants into Hiroshima following t!'e bomb explosion against
the cancer incidence of late entrants after the residual activity from fallout .

<
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O
1 MR. MILLER: May I proceed, your Honor?

2 JUDGE SMITH: Yes.

O 3 CROSS EXAMINATION:

4 BY MR. MILLER:

5 Q Dr. Morgan, am I correct that you are sometimes referred

6 to as the father of the the health physics profession?

7 A Yes, you are correct. I have never claimed that but I am

8 often referred to that way.

9 Q It's a fact, though, is it not that you are not a medical

10 doctor?

11 A No, I am not.

12 Q Do you have a degree in biology?

O 13 i No.

14 Q Have you done any research in radiobiology?

15 A I would call it radiobiology, yes.

16 Q What was the nature of that work?

17 A The nature of the work was -- well, my doctorate students

18 at Georgia Tech, they have done several experiments that

19 could be classified both in that area and in physics. One

20 experiment was in cataract degenesis, in which we studied

21 the development of cataracts in gerbils and mice when

22 exposed to X-rays and neutrons.

/~N 23 Another experiment was using a neu dosimetry,
V

24 neutron dosimetry in determining the dose distribution in
,

|

25 mice and in humans, mice and human skeletons of plutonium. i

()
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0
1 Q If I recall your answer to one of the Board's questions

2 with respect to your relationship with Dr. Muller, you

C) 3 referred to him in the matters of radiobiology and didn't

4 consider yourself an expert in that field; is that

5 correct?
.

6 A That is correct; and I don't want you to construe that I

7 am claiming to be a radiobiologist.

8 Q Okay. Have you done any research, sir, in -- what I would

9 call cancer research for want of a better term?

10 A No, I have not.

11 Q Have you done any research or conducted any

12 epidemiological studies?

() 13 A At this point, by research I have read thousands of

14 articles on this subject but not carried out any

15 epidemiological studies myself.

16 Q So then I think is it fair to say that any conclusions in

17 your testimony that are based on knowledge of these

18 subjects, that is cancer research, epidemiology and so

19 forth, the other sciences that you identified in previous

| 20 questions, are based solely on your evaluation of the work
i

21 of others rather than independent, hands-on research

22 yourself?
|

23 A Except for the two that I mentioned, the distribution of
)

|
24 plutonium in the skeleton does have some relationship to

25 the origin of bone sarconium in the periosteal and osteal
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1

()
1 tissues of the tuberculum bone, for example, except for

2 those indirect relationships.

3 Q Now, would you agree that the NCRP and the ICRP and the

4 NAS BEIR committees are the leading and most prestigious

5 organizations with respect to recommendations involving

! 6 exposures to radiation?

7 A I am not sure whether you mean using most to be

8 superlative to be very. They are very, very outstanding.

9 I am not --

10 Q Are there any others other than the three that I mentioned

11 that you would put in the same category as far as the

12 availability of --

() 13 A Would you name the three again, please?

14 Q I am sorry. It's -- I will do that first and then let me

15 re-ask my question. It was NCRP, ICRP and the NAS BEIR

16 Committee.

17 A I would put the UNSCEAR Committee equal to those.

18 Q So that if we are looking for guidance with respect to

19 issues of radiation protection, those organizations and

20 the publications they sponsor are considered by you to be

21 very authoritative, are they not?

22 A I recognize those publications as being accepted by many

/~T 23 as the Bible, the authority; but I don't necessarily agree
V

24 with all of the decisions in those publications.

25 Q Is there any organization that you consider to be more
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1 authoritative in the area of recommending radiation

2 protection standards than the four that we have now

3 identified on the record?
_

4 MR. THOMAS: Your three and his one?

5 MR. MILLER: Yes.

6 A No.

7 BY MR. MILLER:

8 Q In fact, Dr. Abrahamson is a member of the NAS BEIR

9 Committee, is he not?

10 A I am not sure whether the committee is still in official

11 existence but he was.

12 Q He was, in fact, on the committee when it was functioning

() 13 most recently; is that correct?

14 A Right.

15 Q Was Dr. Muller on the --

16 A Muller has been -- it's the late Dr. Muller. He has been

17 dead for a number of years.

18 Q Did he, while he was alive, serve on any of these

19 committees?

20 A As I recall, he did make contributions to the first BEIR

21 report, but he has been dead for a number of years.

22 Q Now, Dr. Morgan --

/} 23 A Excuse me, could I correct?

24 Q Surely.

25 A There are BEIR reports and BEIR reports and I am not sure

SONNTAG REPORTING SERVICE, LTD.
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O
1 which ones he is going to.

2 Q We are going to be in a problem on the acronyms. You

(
3 better identify for the record the BEIR reports and then

4 spell out the BEIR report as well, could you do that for

5, us, sir?

6 A Well, the BEIR report is biological effects of ionizing

7 radiation. The -- I believe it was B-A-R-E, I don't

8 recall what that stood for now.

9 Q What date did that committee function, sir, approximately,

10 what years?

11 A I would, if I had to guess -- this would be a guess -- its

12 report must have been around 19 -- well, a guess would be

(') 13 1955, but this is just a poor guess, probably.

14 Q All right. And it was on that committee that Dr. Muller

15 served?

16 A I am not sure, but I know it's my impression from

17 discussions with him that he made contributions to the
|

| 18 committee. He worked with Dr. Russell, the two Dr.

19 Russells in Oak Ridge, and they were extremely active in

20 the preparation of these early reports.

21 Q Now, Dr. Morgan, are you currently an active member of the

22 NCRP, the National Council on Radiation Protection?

23 A No. I am just an emeritus member.
[}

24 Q When did you achieve emeritus status, sir?

25 A I don't recall the exact. Somewhere around 1971, I would
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; guess.

; 2 Q As emeritus member, do you attend meetings of the NCRP7
() 3 A I get invitations to them, to the meetings. I seldom

4 attend and haven't attended any meetings recently.

5 Q When you say recently, for how long a period of time, sir?

6 A Well, I have been so busy teaching, doing research and now

7 consulting work, that I don't believe I have attended a

8 meeting in the past eight or nine years.

9 Q Are you currently an active member of the International

10 Commission on Radiation Protection, ICRP?

11 A I am an emeritus member in that, also. I think each of

12 them has three or four emeritus members. I happen to be

(]) 13 one of the three in each case.

14 Q For how long a period of time, sir, have you been an

'
15 emeritus member of ICRP?

16 A That was-about the same time I became an emeritus member

17 of the NCRP.

10 Q Once again, do you attend the meetings of that

19 organization?

20 A No. They, again, send me all of their literature and

21 invite me to the meetings but they won't pay my way and I

22 am not associated with an institution that would, so I

23 don't spend a few thousand dollars for overseas trips.

24 Q I observed from your curriculum vitae that you are an

25 editor of the Journal of Health Physics; is that correct?

|
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1 A I was for a number of years, yes.

2 Q then was the last time that you were the editor of that

3 publication?

4 A I don't remember the exact date I officially left that

5 position. It must have been 1979, along in there, that I

6 was officially --

7 Q Now, between -- and I think that recently you left Georgia
8 Institute of Technology; is that correct?

9 A I recently left Georgia Institute of Technology, that is

10 correct.

11 Q Did you retire from that institution, sir?

12 A I have retired from there, yes.

(') 13 Q Your resume states that you are now adjunct professor at|

14 Appalachian State University.

15 Where is that stated?

16 A That's at Boone, North Carolina.

17 Q What does the title adjunct professor mean?,

|
18 A I don't know. I don't know what the English means but I

19 know what the interpretation is. It means that -- it's

20 applied very commonly to people that have been leaders in

21 certain areas. They are attached to departments to help

22 develop new programs, such as I am doing in Appalachia.

23 Q To which department are you attached?

24 A Physics department.

25 Q What are the programs that you are developing there?

SONNTAG REPORTING SERVICE, LTD.
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1 A I am in the process of trying to develop an education

2 program in health physics.

O
3 Q Do you currently have any students that are responsible to

4 you?

5 A We haven't gotten to that stage. I have been

6 corresponding with several utilities and making plans for

7 our first meeting. I have already made arrangements of

8 how each can contribute to the other in the way of

9 educating students in a profession and improving the

10 utilities by having access to personnel with better

11 training and the use of instruments and radiation

12 protection, ALARA, et cetera.

() 13 Q Are you seeking funding from these electric utilities for

14 the program?

15 A Yes.

16 Q All right, sir.

17 When do you anticipate that the program will begin?

16 A It will take longer than I had hoped. It will -- we hoped

19 to have our first meeting -- it takes a long time to get a

20 group together -- first meeting within the next few weeks

21 but whether it materialized, I don't know.

22 Q All right, sir.

23
) I would like to leave that subject, Dr. Morgan, and

24 ask you some questions with respect to the NRC regulations

25 that apply to occupational radiation exposure, and I would
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0
1 like to draw your specific attention to Page 8 of your
2 prepared testimony.

O
3 I would like to leave that subject, Dr. Morgan, and,

4 ask you some questions with respect to the NRC regulations

5 tht apply to occupational radiation exposure, and I would
6 like to draw your spccific attention to Page 8 of your

7 prepared testimony.

8 BY MM. MILLER:

9 Q There is a paragraph on that page that starts, the last

10 full paragraph on the page, it starts with the words, "I

11 believe the upper limit for the collective dose," and so

12 on.

() 13 Dr. Morgan, to your knowledge, is there any NRC

14 regulation that authorizes the setting of a limit on

15 collective dose for a nuclear power plant operation with

16 respect to occupational radiation exposure?

| 17 A To my knowledge, there is none.

18 Q Is it your judgment as you sit here today that such a

19 limit ought to be a part of the regulations?

20 A Yes.

21 Q If I understand your testimony, any imposition of a

22 collective dose limit would require a change in the

{) 23 regulations as they presently exist; is that correct?

24 A If adding something is a change, yes.
I

25 Q Now, turning briefly to Page 5 of your prepared testimony,

|
|
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O
1 the second sentence on the page refers to the " diehards

2 for the threshold hypothesis."

( 3 Do you se. - sentence, sir?

4 A Yes.

5 Q To your knowledge, Dr. Morgan, does the NRC -- do the NRC

6 regulations with respect to cccupational radiation

7 exposure rest on the threshold hypothesis?

8 A No.

9 Q Do you know what hypothesis they do rest on?

10 A The linear hypothesis.

11 Q Now, again, do you know when the last change in the NRC's
"

12 regulations dealing with occupational radiation exposure

() 13 took place?

14 A No, because the changes have taken -- you mean

15 occupational exposure?

16 Q Yes, sir.

17 A I may have. I don:t know. I get copies of all the

10 publications and haven't reviewed the more recent ones.

19 There might be something in them to that effect.

20 Q I don't want to mislead you, sir.

21 I think you actually have a spot in your prepared

22 testimony where you refer to some proposed changes to the

23 occupational radiation exposure limit.

'

24 A Yes.

25 Q My question war whether you recall the last actual change

A)\-,

|
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O
1 in occupational radiation exposure regulations that took

2 place.

3 A And you are referring to the NRC regulations?

4 Q Yes.

5 A Part 10 and part 20'in particular?

6 Q Yes, sir.

7 A I may have the date given in here, but I don't recall the

8 date of the material I have.

9 I think it was -- it may have been dated '82. I am

10 not sure whether it was '82 or '83
11 Q Let me see if I can't help.

12 JUDGE SMITH: Mr. Th'omas, I think you can

() 13 probably return to counsel table now. You were only to be

14 there so you could quickly respond to objections to the

15 testimony. ,

16 MR. THOMAS: Oh, okay.

17 MR. MILLER: Dr. Morgan -- I will wait until

16 counsel gets back to his seat.

19 MK. THOMAS: Go ahead. That's all right. Go

20 ahead.

21 BY MR. MILLER:

22 Q I call your attention to Page 7 of your prepared

23 testimony, the last few lines above Roman 4 on that pag{]) ,

24 A This is a misprint there that I just found a few minutes

25 ago. It should,be 12 instead of 1.2. In the typing that
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O
1 appeared.

I

2 Q That should be four lines above the Roman 47

3 A That's correct.

4 Q 1.2 rems should be 12 rems?

5 A Right.

6 MR. MILLER: Judge Smith, do you have the file?

7 JUDGE COLE: Could you give us that change

8 again?

9 MR. MILLER: It's on Page 7, four lines above

10 the line with Roman Numeral 4, 1.2 rems should be 12 rems.
t

11 BY MR. MILLER: I
;

12 Q Looking at the bottom, that last sentence on Page 7, does

() 13 that refresh your recollection as to when the last actual

14 implemented change in the regulations took place before

15 the change that you referred to there that is just a

16 proposed change?

17 A What it says here is August, '82 and that's correct. It

16 was in '82.
i

19 Q Yes, sir. You identified that as the proposed revision.
|

20 A Right.

21 Q That one hasn't taken place yet.

22 Do you know when the last preceding revision was?

23 A I don't recall the date. I may have it in my file but I

24 don't remember the date on it.

25 Q Dr. Morgan, I would like to get some definitions straight
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O
1 if we can before we proceed further in your cross

2 examination.
4 s

3 I would like you to turn to Page 4 of your prepared

4 testimony, if you would.

5 JUDGE SMITH: Excuse me. Off the record for a

6 moment.

7 (There followed a discussion outside the
8 record.)

9 BY MR. MILLER:

10 Q Almost more of a quantification than a definition.

11 The first is found on the fourth line on that page,

12 where you refer to the fact that scientists have long

($) 13 known that large amounts of radiation can cause cancer in

14 man.

15 could you tell us, if you can, what dose or dose

16 rate would be which would fit the term large amounts as

17 you used in that sentence?

18 A Putting the emphasis on the term large, long known, it

19 says "Jong known," long known first, observations of

20 carcinogenesis began just a few years after the discovery

21 of radium and radioactive materials by Roentgen and

22 Becquerel in 1895-96, and it was only a few years after

23) that that the -- I don't remember the exact length but

24 they got large burns, many of them, resulting in erythemia

25 and epilation and squamation and required skin grafts in
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O
1 many cases, and mostly surface burns in the early period

2 because the X-rays to begin with were low energy, and a

( 3 lot of the burns were due mostly to the beta radiation,

4 but as time went on then the other affects, carcinogenesis

5 began to appear. I don't remember the exact latent period

6 for the first cancer but it must have been on the order of

7 four or five years at a minimum.

8 Q What amounts, again, would in terms of dose or dose rate

9 are we talking about when you say large amounts of

10 radiation on Page 4?

11 A The various -- and in the textbook that Turner and I wrote

12 I have a chapter there dealing with some of these early

() 13 developments.

I 14 I don't think anyone can trust very much the

15 estimates of dose.

16 First, as I indicated, the -- in most cases the

' 17 energies were small except where later they were working
(

18 in concentrations of radium; and one then would have to

19 determine first what type of malignancy, it was

20 myelogenous leukemia, for example, you would be interested

21 in the dose to the active bone marrow, the red marrow, if

22 you like, thyroid carcinomas, CNS to the brain and so on,

23 but it would be very difficult to calculate the dose.

24 But in round numbers one could say that most of

25 these dose estimates were on the order of at least a few

()!

i
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1 hundred rads. We didn't even use the term rad in that
2 period so I have to translate from the units they used,
3 erythemia dose to what we now call a rad and a rem, the
4 first change from erythemic, to roentgen and then to rad

5 and now wo talk about rems here.
,

6 Q Your testimony goes on on that page, a few lines down you

7 talk about, "Recent studies however have produced strong

8 evidence indicating that low levels" -- I acsume that is

9 low levels of radiation - "not only cause cancer and

10 genetic damage but may indeed be even more harmful than

11 higher doses per unit of exposure."

12 Could you quantify the term " low levels" as it is

() 13 used in that sentence?

|
14 A Yes. I think best I can quantify it by mentioning

15 specifically a few studies.

16 Earlier in these hearings the studies of Modan,

17 where X-rays were administered because of tinea capitis to

18 the immigrants in Israel, where the average dose to the

19 thyroid was 6.5 rads, as I recall, and then there was the
\

20 Ann Arbor study, for example, where the average dose was

! 21 20 rads to the thyroid. There are the Hanford studies,
l

22 and it depends on which of the publications of Mancuso,

23 Stewart and Kneale, which evaluation you take as to,

24 perhaps, the best estimates, but there the doses were on

: 25 the order of between 1 and 2 rads.

()
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1 In case of the Portsmouth studies, the early

2 publication of Colton and Najarian, as pointed out in

3 earlier testimony in this court, these reseachers were not

4 able to get direct dose data. They had to rely on visits

5 to the homes of workers and phone calls to get the data.

6 So their early estimates of dose were essentially

7 nonexistent. It was a question of, "did you work at this

8 plant? Did you wear a film badge? If you did, then the

9 assumption was you were a radiation worker, not exposure,"

10 so it was qualitative, not quantitative.

11 NIOSH in Cincinnati, that group again, as has been

12 pointed out here, is refining this study and there if you - -

() 13 there now they do have some dose data which they have

14 gotten from this Navy repair facility; and if one takes

15 the -- in the data if one includes some subjects that got

16 essentially no data, you get no evidence of cancer.

17 If, however, you throw out or include with your

18 controls those that got such low readings on their badges

19 that they were meaningless, then you do get what I

20 construe as a significant increase in the malignancy.

21 Q Excuse me, sir. Are you referring to the study by -- I

22 don't know whether it's Dr. or Mr. Rinsky that Dr.

23 Fabrikant referred to in his testimony.

24 A Yes, Rinsky versus Colton in particular. I had to set up

25 e workshop in December whet <- both parties were there and I
O
\./,

i
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1 had a chance to see their slides and to discuss with them

2 and with other scientists their findings, and from the

( 3 data presented I saw no conflict between Colton's findings
.-

4 and the findings of Rinsky.

5 Q Sir, do you knew what the levels of radiation were that

6 had been developed with respect to the workers who became

7 ill at the Portsmouth facility?

8 A The data that I was looking at were person rems and so it
,

9 was a matter of comparison -- of comparing those that got

10 a significant dose above a few millirems with those that

11 got no dose; and so the significance was when you included

12 all those that got any exposure of significance and
,

(]) 13 compared your cancer incidents that those that got -

14 essentially no dose.

15 Q Can you give us the range of doses that were experienced

16 by those workers as disclosed in the study that we have

17 been talking about?

| 18 A I may have it in my material I brought with me. I do n ' t ---

19 I wouldn't want to go on record as giving the range, but

20 it would be something above, as I recall, the neighborhood

21 of 10 milli-R on up.

22 Q Do you recall the most that was receivea by any worker as

n 23 analyzed by professor Rinsky?i

| U
24 A Well, I thought Rickover in his -- Admiral Rickover in his

25 operation there did an outstanding job of, shall we say,

O
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1 cracking the whip and getting the job done and the type of

2 military or Navy man you need to defend your country.
A
\/ 3 So he enforced the rules as best he could, and in

4 spite of that, though, there were a few large exposures

5 but not many.

6 In fact, looking over the record, there was

7 essentially no very large exposures.

8 Q I have to ask you what you mean by very large, more than 5
i

9 R, more than 10 2?

10 A The largest routine exposure I remember from the 29 years

11 at Oak Ridge was, I believe, 22 R. I don't think it had

12 any that high and that was in an accident we had.

() 13 Q Now, I have to go back and ask you about one of the

14 studies you identified as defining low levels. I think

15 you said there was an Ann Arbor study.

16 A Yes.

17 Q Can you give us some further information on the nature of

18 that study?

19 A I don't remember the details. I have a paper here that

20 gives something on it, which summarizes it.

| 21 Q Which population was studied by the group at Ann Arbor if

22 you recall?

23 A It may be here in this report but I can't be sure. I

24 think the Ann Arbor group, though, was quite large; but

25 you want to know what that means and I don't remember.

()
,

;
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1 I don't seem to lecate that report at the moment.

2 Q Well, let's move on and, perhaps, you could -- I suspect
() 3 we are going to go over until tomorrow and perhaps before

4 tomorrow morning you could let us know about that. '

5 A Okay.

6 Q Are there any other -- well, strike that. I will ask a

7 preliminary question.

8 Are the four studies that you have identified in

9 response to my earlier question, that is, the Modan study,

10 the Ann Arbor group study, the Hanford study, the

11 Portsmouth Naval Shipyard Worker Study, the recent studies

12 that are rr.. erred to on Page 4 of your prepared testimony

() 13 or are there any others?

14 A That give evidence of low-level effects?

15 Q Yes, sir.

' 16 A There are others that -- there are many publications that

17 claim to observe effects; but I don't at this time wish to

10 hold them up as supporting that, necessarily, because --

19 well, I can give examples to be specific.

20 Dr. Bross' tri-state study certainly shows that

21 there are affects if you take verbatim what is printed in

22 the reports.

23 On the other hand, I don't agree with the way the

24 data is treated in similar cases, and so, though I

25 sometimes use that study to indicate that there is good

O
i
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1 evidence that there are synergistic effects, effects

2 between radiation and other carcinogens and that there may

3 be groups and there are groups in the population that have

4 a high radio sensitivity, I would like to see studies of

5 that sort sharpened ~more before I put much support to

6 them.

7 Q All right, sir.

8 Now, that first paragraph on Page 4 goes on and

9 says, "From 1960 to the present" -- strike that question.

10 Dr. Morgan, are you familiar with the definition of

11 law and high doses of radiation as found in NCRP Report
,

12 No. 64, that was published in 19807

() 13 A I have glanced over that 1980 report. I don't remember

14 what the --

15 Q Well, let me read it into the record and then you will be

16 free to consult with the document and then I want to ask

17 you whether you agree that this is a reasonable

18 definition.

19 I am reading from Page 1 of the document. It is

20 footnote No. 2 on that page. Quote " low" close quote and

21 quote "high," close quote of sparsly ionizing radiation

| 22 are arbitrarily defined here as O dash 20 and about 150

23 dash 350 rads respectively. The doses in between are
)

24 referred to as quote " intermediate" close quote and doses

25 in excess of 350 rads are placed in the quote " ultra-high"

() -

,
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O
1 close quote category. Quote "high" close quote and quote

2 " low" close quote dose rates are defined here as greater
C')T 3 than 5 rads per minute and less than 5 rads per year

4 respectively. Dose rates in between those extremes are

5 termed quote " intermediate," close quotes, and then there

6 is a reference to Appendix A.

7 Let me, with your counsel's permission --

8 MR. THOMAS: Yes, certainly.

9 BY MR. MILLER:

10 Q -- show you the document and take a minute or two to look

11 it over and then my question is whether you agree with

12 thht definition.

() 13 A You are referring primarily to the note at the bottom?

14 Q Yes, sir. It's Footnote 2.

15 A Of course, I would have to read what it refers to.

16 Q By all means, feel free to consult as much of the

17 publication as you need to.
1
'

18 A The values -- well, let me say first of all that you can
i

19 find many different interpretations of what is meant by

20 low and intermediate and high. It depends on which

! 21 publication, NCRP, ICRP and so on you pick and what type

22 of syndrome and other effects they are referring to; but ---

23 so if you are referring to chromisome aberrations and

24 mutate, synergistic effects and so on, that's one thing,

25 but if you are referring to allowable doses to members of

O
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O
1 the public, that's an entirely different thing. Then we

2 are talking about high doses that would be something maybe

3 over 25 millirems per year, so it's in the context in

4 which these terms are used that determines their

5 definition.

6 So here where you are talking about these things

7 such as chromisomal aberrations, then I think when you get

8 down to -- I would rather put it something less than 25

9 rems if that's a low dose, and then when you get to

10 something, say, 5 -- between 50 it would be intermediate

11 and when you get above that, you are getting in high.

12 If you are talking about tertogenic effects, then

([) 13 again you would have to set other limits and, of course,

14 carcinogenesis, cataract genesis, I would say low is

15 perhaps up to 50 rems for cataracts degenesis and so it

16 depends upon what effect.

17 Q So I take it the answer to my question is no, you do not

18 agree with the definitions stated in that publication?

19 MR. THOMAS: Well, I object to the form of that

20 question. I think he is explaining the nature of his view

21 of what is stated in that publication. As I understand

22 his answer, it's simply not susceptible to a yes or no

23 response, at least in the form that he has put it.
| n)\~

24 MR. MILLER: I disagree. I think Dr. Morgan has

25 explained very well his approach to these definitions of
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()'

1 nigh, low, intermediate doses and dose rates and I just

2 want to make absolutely certain that he does not accept

(
3 the derinition that is set forth in the NCRP publication.

4 JUDGE SMITH: Well, wait a minute. His

5 testimony, as I understood it, is he doesn't accept it for

6 all purposes.

7 MR. THOMAS: That's right.
,

8 JUDGE SMITH: Within the context of the
,

,

'

9 publication does he accept it?

10 THE WITNESS: I would have to read through the

i 11 chapter and see what the incidence of chromisomal

12 aberrations is at their level of zero to 20 rads to decide

() 13 whether I felt that was acceptable for chromisomal

14 aberrations under the definition of low and I would have

15 to do the same thing with tertogenic effects, and so this

16 high, intermediate and low are just relative terms that

'

17 are applied with different context.

18 BY MR. MILLER:

19 Q Well, okay. I am sorry. But I really must come back to

20 this, Dr. Morgan, because I think it's important to the
,

,

! 21 rest of your testimony, so we understand what the thrust

22 of your comments are with respect to low levels of

23 radiation as used on Page 4 of your testimony.

24 Is it less than 5 rem? Is it less than 50 rem?,

;

25 A For allowable doses to employees, I feel that something
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|

A
V

1 more than 10 to 15 percent average is the upper limit of

2 low.
;-

3 Q 10 to 15 --

4 A Let me restate that.

5 I feel that from zero up to, say, -- I didn't mean

6 to say rems.

7 From zero up to 10 to 15 percent of your 5 rems

8 would be in the low range. The records that I have seen

9 on exposures at national laboratories and other workers

10 with radiation suggest to me that there are tens of

11 thousands of radiation workers in the low exposure field

12 which are not getting one and ten percent of the five rems

([) 13 per year, so I consider this up to that level, say, ten

14 percent as a round number. That's low.

15 Q I don't want to be confusing in my questions and I am sure

16 it's my inartfulness in asking these questions.

17 But I want to be very specific.

18 As you used the term, " low levels," on Page 4 of

19 your testimony, have we now defined it so that it means

20 zero to 10 to 15 percent of 5 rems.

21 A Now, where on Page 47

22 Q It's right up at the top, sir, the sentence you were

~g 23 looking at before, "recent studies, however," and so on.
(G

24 A Here I am talking about, as I said when you first asked

25 the question, I am talking about levels in relation to
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O
1 carcinogenesis which is in that next line and genetic

2 damage, levels such as the 6.5 rems in the Modan study and

O 3 maybe up as high as the 20 rads in the Ann Arbor study. I

4 am talking about that range here in relationship to human

5 studies we have on the development of cancer in man.

6 Q All right. Now then --

7 JUDGE CALLIHAN: Mr. Miller, with apologies, may
'

8 I interrupt with something that may clarify?

9 MR. MILLER: Please.

10 BOARD EXAMINATION

11 BY JUDGE CALLIHAN:

12 Q Dr. Morgan, if you look at Page 4, also of your testimony,

() 13 there is the statement that low level radiation in general

14 considered to be less than five rem per year.

15 I refer to the testimony of the preceding witness

16 and I think, also, to the quotation that Mr. Miller just

17 made from NCRP document which says that low levels

18 partially ionizing arbitrarily defined as zero to 20 rads.

19 Now, is there an inconsistency between those two

I 20 statements, your less than 5 rem per year and -- please

21 correct me, Mr. Miller, if I need to be corrected.

22 MR. MILLER: I will be happy to.,

q 23 JUDGE CALLIHAN: -- zero to 20 rads? Is there>

! (_/
'

24 an inconsistency any place in there?
,

|
25 I know that I am referring to rates in your

4 ()
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|

O
1 testimony but one consideration has been, I think, to rads

2 and the other to rems and I am seeking that as a possible

3 important concept in this discussion.

4 THE WITNESS: May I respond?

5 MR. MILLER: Please.

6 A Dr. Callihan, that's one of the problems I have with that

7 statement there. I would have to check the whole

8 paragraph -- I mean the whole chapter.

9 If they are talking with just about low-L-E-T

10 radiation, for practical purposes the rem and the rad are

11 considered the same.

12 But unless one specifies, and, as you point out or

(]) 13 you imply, it can make a tremendous difference, because

14 the ICRP says we should use a quality factor of 20 for

15 alpha particles, so the rem and the rad differ by a factor

16 of 20 for alpha particles.

17 When it comes to fast neutrons, the value used again
|

| 18 can vary from 1 to, say, 20 depending on the velocity of

19 the neutrons. For thermal neutrons, a figure most

20 commonly used is about 2.5 as a quality factor. So you

21 could be off by those factors of 2.5, 10, 20 and so on

22 between the two. So there is need for some clarification.

23 MR. MILLER: To speed this along, I would be

24 happy to -- I want to represent on the record, subject to

25 objection by counsel and the witness, that the paragraph
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1 to which this footnote is appended in the NCRP report No.

2 64 does refer to low-L-E-T radiation.

()'

3 JUDGE CALLIHAN: In what units, Mr. Miller,

4 please?

5 MR. MILLER: That is the footnote with respect

6 to rads.

7 JUDGE CALLIHAN: Thank you.

8 MR. MILLER: But it's subject to check.

9 MR. THOMAS: What is the relevance? Is it a

10 question?

11 I mean what are --

12 MR. MILLER: Now I want to ask this.

() 13 BY MR. MILLER:

14 Q With that qualification, with accepting my reputation as

15 true, Dr. Morgan, before you check it, does that change

16 your answer to Dr. Callihan's question with respect to the

17 rad versus rem problem?

18 A No. If it's low-L-E-T radiation, that is electrons and

19 electromagnetic radiation, the rad and the rem are

20 commonly considered the same. So if you are doing an

21 experiment and get down to very low energy electrons, the

22 quality factor can go up quite high because the specific

23 ionization shows up near the end of the track of these

24 particles.

25 Q I would like now to turn for just a second to the last

O
.
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0
1 sentence on Page 4 in the attachment you provide, I refer

2 there to the term again " low level radiation," but I am

() 3 correct, am I not, that as you used that term in the last

4 sentence on Page 4, you are referring to dose rate rather

5 than dose 7
,

6 A Yes, in this sentence I am referring to the dose rate and

7 I use the allowed -- the more common allowable annual
8 limit of 5 rems.

9 JUDGE SMITH: Should we just write in there dose

10 rate levels, write it in the testimony; would that be

11 helpful?

12 THE WITNESS: One could do that.

([) 13 BY MR. MILLER:

14 Q Now, it's a fact, is it not, Dr. Morgan, that it is simply

15 not possible in human populations to trace a specific

16 incidence of cancer induction to a specific environmental

17 insult, if you will, that is, you can identify a specific

18 cancer -- we cannot identify a specific cancer induction

19 that is related to, say, the operation of the Byron

20 Station?

21 A Oh, of course.

22 Q All right. So what your testimony really then does, as it

23 must, is a statistical analysis of the relationship

24 between radiation dose and incidence of ccncer; isn't that

25 correct?

O
I

l
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1 A Yes, in the final analysis, I suppose everything is

2 treated statistically. That's why we have quantum

3 mechanics in physics. We can't deal with individual

4 particles. Even the most commonly-accepted laws you have

5 to deal with numbers and statistics and averages,

6 probabilities.

7 Q All right, sir. I guess the differentiation that I am

3 trying to make is there is no way of physically observing

9 the ra'diation dose from Byron Station and a specific

10 cancer induction; is that right?

11 A You have an employee at Byron that dies of leukemia and he

12 has a record of exposure, you no wise can say with

. O ' 13 certainty that this leukemia was caused by his expocures,

14 if that is what you mean.

15 Q Yes. That is a fine illustration. Thanks.

16 Now, let me turn to Page 8 of your testimony, about

17 just below the middle of the page, once again, we are

18 talking about the low dose rate, are we not, of .5 to 5

19 rem per year; is that correct?

20 A Yes.

21 Q The sentence goes on to state that ''the total overall

22 cancer coefficient is about two times ten to the minus

23 third cancers per person rem" or ten to the minus third

24 fatal cancers per person rem.

25 I would like to stop -- the sentence goes on but I
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1 would like to stop there just a second and ask you:

2 What is the source of the ten to the minus third

() 3 number that appears on Page 8 in your testimony?

4 A As pointed out in the testimony earlier today, our

5 knowledge in this field is increasing with each passing

6 year and through the years the coefficient -- our estimate

7 of the proper coefficient to use has increased, increased.

8 If you go back to some of these earlier years, it

9 would have been -- the coefficient would have been

10 something like that ten to the minus five or five times

11 ten to the minus five and this figure that I am using here

12 for fatal cancers or lethal cancers of ten to the minus
,

(]) 13 three is a figure that I picked out where I have the
,

14 scattering of points of human data. The Hanford data

15 would suggest the best choice would be something -- to me,

16 at least -- some figure between six times ten to the minus

17 three and eight times ten to the minus three,

l 18 Q In fact, you make that statement at Page 18 of your

19 prepared testimony, do you not?

20 A Right. I think I have answered, perhaps, your question.

21 Q Is the source of ten to the minus third number that
22 appears on Page 4 the Hanford data?

23 A No. I just said that the Hanford data would make it
I ()
' 24 necessary to choose a figure larger, closer to six times

25 ten to the minus three or eight times ten to the minus

O
.
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()
1 three; but making use of that data, plus the ankylosing

2 spondylitis data, the Hiroshima, Nagasaki data, I get

()'

3 these scattering of points on the curve; and I feel that

4 at low doses, the dose rates, that this at the present

5 time is the most appropriate value that I should use.

6 Q Did you rely in any way in adopting or picking this ten to
"

7 the minus third number on the work done by Dr. Bross whom

8 you referred to earlier?

9 A No, I did not.

10 Q Did you rely in any way on the conclusions reached by Dr.

11 Abrahamson in the BEIR-III report?

12 A No. This is just treating carcinogenesis.

(]) 13 Q Do you know what risk coefficient Dr. Abrahamson stated in

14 the 1980 BEIR report?

15 A No, I don't recall aat he stated a figure for -- he may

16 have. I don't recall that he stated a figure for -

17 carcinogenesis.

18 Q No, sir. I was talking about genetic, genetic effects.

19 A We were talking --

j 20 Q I did switch subjects on you and I apologize, but I wanted

'

21 to follow up on Dr. Abrahamson.

22 A Well, I don't recall what he gave in that report, no, at

23 the moment. I only record here what he gave at Shoreham.
)

'

24 Q Isn't it a fact that if we do the arithmetic with respect

25 to the calculations as found on the bottom of Page 8, that

(
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O
1 it comes out to a risk coefficient for genetic damage of

2 ten to the fourth, approximately, ten to the minus fourth?

3 A Yes.

4 MR. THOMAS: Excuse me. Are you talking about

5 based on Abrahamson's figures?

6 MR. MILLER: Based on the figures that are right

7 in this report, right in the prepared testimony at the

8 bottom of Page 8.

9 MR. THOMAS: Before we get to the Abrahamson.

10 MR. MILLER: No. The one that he quotes Dr.

11 Abrahamson.

12 MR. THOMAS: That was the figure. That's what I

(]) 13 was asking about. It wasn't clear which set of figures we

14 were talking about

15 BY MR. MILLER:

16 Q Do you know what the standard setting bodies, that is the

17 NCRP, the ICRP and UNSCEAR have adopted as the cancer

18 coefficient for fatal cancers?

19 A It depends on which page you look in each of these

20 publications. Take BEIR-III. I tried to make a summary

21 out of it awhile back and I got some 50 different values

22 depending on which curve, which table, which method of

23 calculation I was using.
)

24 So it's very hard, just looking at a few pages to

25 pick out a value, so one has to get the general drift of a

O
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1 whole publication before you decide what seems to be the

2 more logical consensus.
(~h
(/ 3 Q Well, let's see if we can't approach the subject this way,

4 Dr. Morgan.

5 I believe you testified that you did not accept Dr.

6 Bross' analysis; is that correct?

7 A You keep switching from carcinogenesis to genetics.

8 You are back now to carcinogenics?

9 Q Yes, sir, I am. I am sorry. I am glad you caught me on

10 that.

11 A It was hard to follow that.

12 Q I want to stick with carcinogenesis for a while.

(]) 13 I think you said you didn't accept Dr. Bross' risk

14 estimates that he derived from his tri-state study with

15 respect to --

16 A You are paraphrasing what I said.

17 What I indicated was that I don't accept his -- I

10 don't take his data in determining the coefficients which

19 I use. There are parts of the studies which I think are

20 very meaningful and certainly they indicate that there are

21 effects, but from a quantitative point of view I don't

22 accept what I would have -- the numbers I would have to

23 accept in determining what are the best values for the
O

24 coefficient of carcinogenesis using his data.

25 Q Isn't it a fact that his overall risk coefficient for

O
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1 carcinogenesis was ten to the minus third?

I

2 A Again, he has had so many publications,-it's hard to know

() 3 which one you are referring to; but he has published

4 several papers that showed that it goes up by a factor of

5 50 if there is concurrent insult such as respiratory

6 diseases, and another publication, if there are cats in

7 the home the factor goes up, I forget a factor of ten to

8 the 15, I believe, and many other factors. I think there

9 are concurrent and synergistic factors that have a big

10 influence, but I reserve using his data until I can get

11 more data to go with it and until he addresses it in a
,

12 different manner.

(]) 13 For example, in some of the publications he seems to

14 sort of pool the data on inutero exposure and

~15 preconception. That worries me to have to treat that
'

16 mixed data.

17 There are other things about the data that make it
s

18 hard for me to at this time accept his conclusions.

19 Q All right, sir.

20 The -- do you know what the risk estimate -- risk

21 coefficient for fatal cancers was developed in the

22 Hiroshima and Nagasaki data that you say you relied on in

23 developing the ten to the minus third number?

24 MR. THOMAS: I am just going to object for the

25 record.

()'
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1 I don't recall that specific statement. If I am

2 wrong, I am wrong; but my recollection of the testimony is
t~

3 it's not the same as Mr. Millers'. So I guess I object to

4 the form of the question on that basis.

5 MR. MILLER: My notes show that that was one of

6 the studies that he identified as being one of the data

7 points for developing the ten to the minus third number

8 which appears on Page 8.

9 MR. THOMAS: Okay. I think that is different

10 from the form of the question as it was put. That was the

11 point of the objection.

12 THE WITNESS: Yes, that is. I interpret that a

(]) 13 good number to take from the BEIR-III report would be, for

14 the lower figure, would be something like two times ten to

15 the minus fourth and for a higher figure something like

16 six to eight times ten to the minus fourth when you make

| 17 corrections -- before you make any corrections for the

18 changes in dose estimates that have come out recently.

19 BY MR. MILLER:

20 Q All right, sir. I accepted that answer, even though it

21 does not specifically relate to the Hiroshima and Nagasaki

22 data.

23 Do you have a cancer coefficient for fatal cancers

24 that you derive from the Hiroshima and Nagasaki data which

25 went into your determination to pick the ten to the minus
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O
1 third number? I

I
2 A I am sorry. To me it's the same thing. '

(')(- 3 Q Oh, all right.

4 A I feel that the BEIR report puts so much weight on the

5 Hiroshima and Nagasaki data, that in determining what

6 seems their best estimate, I used the Hiroshima, Nagasaki

7 data; but then now I made correction for what I think is

8 the best estimate of the dose in terms of the present

9 publications.

10 Q Do you know what the cancer coefficient that was developed

11 through the analysis of the ankylosing spondylitic

12 patients?

({} 13 A The ankylosing spondylitic data, as indicated in my

14 written testimony, I believe, the GAO report indicated

15 some problems in using that.

16 For leukemia, using different dose levels, they

17 found that the best fit was the combination of the square

18 root of cubic function. That means you have a variable

19 value of the coefficient.

20 I should emphasize at this point that one of the

21 probleh:s in giving a fixed number for the coefficient is

22 that unless you are assuming a linear relationship, it has

23 to vary depending on what dose level, what dose value, you

24 are referring to.

25 Q The GAO report also said, did it not, that the linear dose

O
.
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1 response curve fit the data for the ankylosing spondylitic

2 patients as well, did it not?

() 3 A No. It said that, as pointed out in the testimony

4 earlier, that you can use the linear quadradic, and they

5 mentioned several other mathematical relationships that

6 fit fairly well; but the best fit, as I recall, was the

7 comoination of the square root or the half pouer ard the

8 cubic term.

9 Q So are you unable to give a mathematical expression to the

10 cancer coefficient to be derived from the ankylosing

11 spondylitic study?

12 A As in my testimony, the written testimony, at low doses,

({} 13 dose rates, then the cubic term would be ineffective, so

14 it would vary as a half powe. of the dose and you would

15 have a supralinear relationship.

16 My impression that using that data you still come

17 out with a factor not too different from that at Hiroshima4

18 and Nagasaki.

19 JUDGE SMITH: Mr. Miller, when you come to a

20 logical time for adjourning, would you please indicate?

21 MR. MILLER: I think this is -- let me just

22 check my notes, but I believe this is as good as any.
,

! () 23 MR. THOMAS: Judge, I was just consulting with
|

24 Mr. Miller, trying to get some estimate of the remaining

25 cross examination.

O
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1 As the Board knows, we had scheduling problems with 1

2 both of the witnesses who appeared today, and Dr. Morgan

() 3 does have a plane at 2: 30 tomorrow afternoon from O' Hare.

4 So certainly everybody I know wants to complete his

5 examination and it's difficult to get precise estimates as

6 to how long it's going to take. I just wanted to make the

7 Board aware of the problems.

8 I don't know whether it might be good to start early
>

9 this morning or go a little longer tonignt or just break '

10 and start at the normal time and hope that we finish. I

11 just, you know, want everybody to know what the situation

12 is. That's all.

({} 13 JUDGE SMITH: What is your -- I know the Staff

14 has substantial amount but I don't know how much of it has
15 been covered by Mr. Millers' cross examination.

16 MR. RAWSON: Mr. Miller is obviously chipping

17 away in a number of the same areas, Judge.

18 My best estimate at this point would be that I have

19 something on the order of an hour, but, again, Mr. Miller

20 may continue to eliminate large sections of that as he

21 continues his examination.

22 JUDGE SMITH: Mr. Miller, assuming that you make

23 a linear progress here --

24 (Laughter.)

25 JUDGE SMITH: -- what would your estimate be?

O
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O
1 MR. MILLER: I think my estimate is, I would

2 say, between an hour-and-a-half and two hours, your Honor,
() 3 and I will do my best to speed it along; but,

4 unfortunately, this is a highly technical area. I confess

5 to not understanding -- having a complete understanding of
6 these terms and concepts myself and maybe that makes

7 things go slowly as well; but I have consulted with Dr.

8 Fabrikant and others and I believe that the questions that

9 I am asking are important to develop a full record.

10 JUDGE SMITH: I didn't hear the first remarks

11 you made at the outset.

12 MR. MILLER: I said between an hour-and-a-half

(]) 13 and two hours, probably.

14 JUDGE SMITH: Let's continue to 5:30 and then
15 see where we are.

16 BY MR. MILLER:

17 Q Dr. Morgan, have you done any independent analysis of the

18 underlying data of the Hiroshima, Nagasaki data?

19 A I worked with some of the data when I was at Oak Rioge.
20 Q And when did you leave Oak Ridge, sir?

21 A I lert there in 1973

22 Q So when you say that you made some adjustments in the

23 Hiroshima and Nagasaki data, you made some adjustments to.

O
24 the reported values that are the product of the work of

,

25 others; is that right?

()
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() :

3 A Yes.

2 I make a correction. It was actually '72 that I

() 3 began my exodus from Oak Ridge.
~

4 When I was at Oak Ridge, it was my group that had

5 charge of the dosimetry at Hiroshima and Nagasaki, so

6 through the years I worked with my own men on that

7 program.

8 We conducted numerous experiments at the test site

9 to try to duplicate some of the exposure situations, so I

10 did work with that.

11 Q But there has been significant additional work since 1972,

12 has there not, additional data?

(]) 13 A There has been additional work both in the dosimetry and

14 on the effects, carcinogenesis.

15 Q Now, did you do any independent analysis of the ankylosing
16 spondylitic data that you relied on to develop the ten to

17 the minus third number that appears on Page 4 of your

18 prepared testimony?

19 A Well, as I do with any tables and reports, I very often

20 plot them on a graph to see what the best fit is.

21 If I think it's a logarithmic or parafigures, I

22 function it on log paper. If it's exponential, I plot it
i

23 on sinelog. !()4

24 Q Do you recall if you did it with data on ankylosing or

25 spondylitic patients?
Og
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)

1 A Yes, I am sure I did, because I did that with -- I do that

2 regularly with most studies that I look at.

() 3 Q And how about with respect to the Hanford data: Did you

4 make any independent analysis of that data?.

5 A I did the same thing, plotting the data on various graphs
' '
,

6 so I could get a good idea of the type of mathematical

7 function.

8 That's the common method of getting the first clue

9 as to what form the mathematical relationship should be;

10 but, in addition, I prepared one of the reports in which I

11 attempted to evaluate the dosimetry at Hanford..

12 Q Did you look at the underlying accumulation of data in

(]) 13 order to attempt to calculate dosimetry?

14 A I got numerous reports, a stack maybe two feet high,

15 various reports from Hanford, and went over them and

16 attempted to evaluate them in preparing this report.

17 Q Were these the published reports of Mancuso and others?

10 A No, not that.
,

; 19 They included studies of Allen Brotski at the NRC,

20 some of his earlier evaluations when he was a party or a

21 part of the Mancuso study, and it included numerous

22 reports from Hanford, raw data of records of -- primarily !
|

i 23 of X and gamma radiation, with some records on beta and '(q>
|

24 internal dose.

l
'

25 Q Now, Dr. Morgan, we have referred, I think, in earlier 1

I ()
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O
1 testimony to a GAO report,

l

2 I am going to read the title of this volume into the '

() 3 record and then ask you if it is the GAO report to which

4 you referred.

5 It's a report to the Congress of the United States

6 of Problems in Assessing the Cancer Risks of Low-level

7 Ionizing Radiation Exposure and hss a date of January 2,

8 1981.

9 When you refer to the 1981 GAO report, is that the
10 document that we are referring to?

11 A I think this is Volume 2 of two volumes.

12 Q Yes, sir, that's correct. ,

(]) 13 A I don't recall whether it was Volume 1 or Volume 2, but

14 this is the report. It might have been the summary.

15 I worked with that committee to the extent of
16 meeting with them at least on a couple of times, and so I

17 have their preliminary reports as well as their final; and
18 what I have in the preliminary fashions is -- it was put

19 out in a number of different volumes; I think 10

20 altogether.

21 I believe the part I referred to -- I am not sure if

22 my memory serves me right -- I thought it was Volume 6 or

23 Part 6.

24 Q When you say and when you refer to it, are you referring
25 to --

O
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O
1 A That cubic half-power function.

2 Q Yes, sir.

() 3 That is at Page 12 of your prepared testimony.
4 A 'Yes.

5 Q I would like to call your attention to Page 11-12 of this - -

6 MR. THOMAS: I have a copy, so if you want to, I

7 can furnish this to him.

8 Is this Volume 17

9 MR. MILLER: Yes.

10 MR. THOMAS: Here is Volume 1, too.

11 (Indicating.)

12 I am giving him Volume 1, also.

(]) 13 BY MK. MILLER:

14 Q I would like you to turn to Page 11-12 in the second

15 volume of the GA0 report.

16 Is that the reference on which you rely on Page 127

17 A Yes, that is.

18 Well, when you say is that, can I read what that is?,

19 Q certainly, by all means.

20 A "All the - "all mixed models tested did much better than,

i

21 the linear model, and the unusual square root cubic model

22 did the best of all."

23 Q That is the precise sentence on which you rely for the
m)

24 assertion on Page 12 of your testimony; is that right?

25 A Yes.

O
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1 So at low dose, the cubic drops out, so it's

2 supralinear, a half-power.

() 3 Q And you regard the 1981 GAO report as an authoritative

4 document with respect to dose responses to low levels of

5 ionizing radiation exposure?

6 A Well, to me there is only one authority document. That is

7 the Holy Bible.

8 I don't think, when it comes to rules and

9 regulations of this sort, or discussions of what are

10 appropriate levels, that one can say it's authoritative in

11 that we know it's right or we accept it as being correct

12 or we don't question it's accuracy.

({) 13 Q You gave it enough weight to put it in your prepared

14 testimony as a reference for your assertions regarding the

15 fact that there are more cancers produced per rem at low

16 doses than at high doses on Page 12 of your prepared

17 testimony; isn't that right?

18 A That's right.

19 Q dow, we have been talking about the Hanford data.

20 Again, I am switching back on you, and I want to be

21 absolutely clear on'that. -

22 That is the data that was developed by Dr. Mancuso

23 and others over the years; isn't that right?

! 24 A That is correct.

25 Q All right, sir.

O
|
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O
1 Do you know whether or not this GAO report had

2 anything at all to say about Dr. Mancuso's study?

() 3 A Oh, yes, it reviewed a number of studies.

4 That was one of those that it reviewed.

5 Q Sir, would you turn to Page 16-42 in this Volume 2, GAO

6 report

7 A 16-427

8 Q Yes, sir.

9 A All right.

10 Q I guess it really starts on Page 16-41.

11 You are free to look at any other pages in the

12 report that deal witn the Mancuso data.

(]) 13 But would you read into the record the conclusions

14 of GAO with respect to Mancuso analysis?

15 A Read into the record the conclusions?

16 Q Yes, sir, yes, sir. If you will just read for the Board

17 and the other parties what conclusions are found at Pages

18 16-41 and 16-42 with respect to the Mancuso study.

19 MR. THOMAS: I object to just reading the
.

20 document into the record.

21 I mean, if he wants to ask him a question based upon

22 that document, that's one thing. Simply reading the

23 document into the record is quite different.

24 MR. MILLER: I think that the Board -- we have

25 established that Dr Morgan relied on this document for a
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1 portion of his direct testimony, and I believe it's fair

2 cross examination to have the Board and the parties aware

( 3 of what this same document says about a study on which he

4 relies in another part of his testimony.

5 JUDGE SMITH: I agree.

6 MR. THOMAS: Well, I -- I am sorry.

7 JUDGE SMITH: You see -- are you opposed to his

8 objective? Are you opposed to his objective or do you

9 oppose his approach?

10 MR. THOMAS: It's more his methodology.

11 Obviously, if there are documents which criticize

12 some of the studies on which Dr. Morgan relies in some

(]) 13 respects, then that's a fair subject for cross

14 examination; but just to have him read into the record a

15 document which he did not prepare and which he relied on

16 for one purpose and read it in, you know --

17 JUDGE SMITH: We will see what he has to say

18 about the language that someone is going to read in, so

19 that we have a complete picture of the cross examination.

20 MR. MILLER: I will be happy to do it myself;

21 and my ultimate question to him is going to be whether he

22 agreed or disagreed with each of these conclusions, and if

23 so, what his basis for agreement or disagreement is.

24 MR. THOMAS: Okay. That is fine.

25 JUDGE SMITH: It's better for the witness to
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1 read it in, but it gives him not only the opportunity to

2 read it in for us, but to read it; you know, become

() 3 familiar with it.

4 THE WITNESS: May I, your Honor?

5 JUDGE SMITH: Would you mind reading it in for

6 the accommodation of the record and then for your own --
'

7 refresh your own memory, too?

8 MR. THOMAS: My objection was it was in the

9 context of a question and now it is in the context of a

10 question. All right.

11 A Page 16-41. " Conclusions. The overall results of all the

12 most recent analyses of Hanford worker deaths show no

([) 13 statistically significant positive effects of radiation

14 exposure on cancer induction among Hanford workers. Our

15 very uncertain estimate that radiation. caused one death in

16 this group is compatible with conventional risk estimates

17 for the Hanford population. At present the Hanford data

18 are not sufficient to rule out somewhat larger effects."

19 That is, it could be worse. "However, the present Hanford

20 data give no support to the" --
|

21 MR. MILLER: Excuse me. There was an editorial

22 comment, was there not?

23 (Laughter.)

24 THE WITNESS: That was my editorial comment,

25 yes.

|
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1 MR. MILLER: The record won't reflect what you

2 are reading and your editorial comments.

( 3 JUDGE SMITH: The words, quote, "it could be

4 worse," was your editorial comment?

5 THE WITNESS: That is correct, your Honor.

6 JUDGE SMITH: Yes.

7 A (Continuing.) "However, the Hanford data give no support

8 to the very large effects originally estimated by Mancuso,

9 et al., in their 1977 report. The results of Dr. Kneale's

10 October, 1979, analysis also fail to support the existence

11 of such large effects."

12 This doesn't mention the other three or four other
'

() 13 reports that followed.

14 MR. MILLER: That also is an editorial comment,

15 that last sentence.

16 MR. THOMAS: Is that everything that you want

17 read?

18 MR. MILLER: No. I would like, so the record is

19 complete, to continue the reading of these conclusions.

20 A (Continuing.) "The initially wide differences in findings

21 about radiation effects on Hanford workers were not

22 primarily due to differences in data bases nor to the use

23 of or non-use of surviving workers' experience. The
)

24 effects initially found by Mancuso, et al., appear in a

25 simple regression model, but disappear when that is

()'
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(:)' !
1 replaced by better models, even without the data for !

2 surviving workers. !

() 3 "Dr. Kneale's acceptance of a GA0" - "of the GAO

4 suggestion of a more sophisticated treatment of their

5 internal radiation variable has resulted in all three
6 recent analyses, parentheses, GAO, Gilbert's and Marks',

7 and Kneale's, end of parentheses, reaching similar

8 results. The inclusion of survivor data further weakens
9 evidence of irradiation effects and seems even to show a

10 reverse association for non-cancer deaths in cancers not

11 judged highly sensitive. Whether there is a real affect

12 on high sensitivity cancers cannot be resolved by analyses

(]) 13 of the present data. Somewhat more reliable conclusions
14 about the radiation effects may be possible as additional

15 data on Hanford worker deaths accumulate in the next
16 decade."

17 MR. MILLER: That, I think, concludes the

18 conclusions in the GAO report with respect to the Mancuso

19 reports as of that document.

20 BY MH.. MILLER:

21 Q Now --

22 THE WITNESS: Could I make a comment?

23 MR. MILLER: Let me ask a question, Dr. Morgan.

24 BY MR. MILLER:

25 Q Do you agree with these conclusions that are expressed in

() '

I

,
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1 the GAO report?

2 A I agree especially with the last paragraph.

() 3 JUDGE SMITH: I don't know. Is that responsive?

4 MR. MILLER: Well, he agreed. I interpreted his

5 answer to mean that he agrees with all of them, especially

6 with one in the last paragrapn.

7 JUDGE SMITH: That's what I would have inferred

8 from his statement, yes, his response.

9 MR. THOMAS: Well, you know, it's a seven-part

10 compound question as he read in all of the conclusions
,

11 into the record.

12 MR. MILLER: Well, you know, this is one of the

(]) 13 really world experts in health physics. As a highly

14 educated, intelligent man, I am sure he understood my

15 question for what I intended it to mean.

16 JUDGE SMITH: I am sure you don't want such an

17 important point to turn on --

18 MR. MILLER: Certainly not.

19 JUDGE SMITH: -- such a tenuous basis.

20 The question to you was: "Do you agree with the
|

| 21 language of the GAO report," what you-just read, and the

22; answer you gave, "Especially the last paragraph," which

! 23 would be a fair inference that we could draw that you

24 agreed with it, in its entirety, the portion that you

! 25 read, and in particular the last paragraph.

()!
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O
1 THE WITNESS: My specialty, your Honor, is not

2 English.

() 3 JUDGE SMITH: No. You do very well.

4 THE WITNESS: My specialty -- I did not mean

5 that I agreed with all the paragraphs or even all of the

6 sentences in the paragraphs. I meant to say that there is

7 a portion of the last paragraph that I very strongly

8 support.

9 Now, I would have to take paragraph by paragraph to

10 answer the question.

11 My answer, if you want it in one word, no, I don't

12 agree with everything in this, by any means.

(]) 13 MR. MILLER: I have got no choice but to go
'

| 14 through it sentence by sentence then, Doctor.
1

15 BY MR. MILLER:

16 Q The first sentence --

17 JUDGE SMITH: Well, is that our choice?
'

18 MR. MILLER: Well, if you would like -- perhaps,

| 19 I will tell you how we can do this.

|

|
20 Since it's 5:35, perhaps Dr. Morgan overnight can

|

| 21 identify, in some sort of summary fashion, the sentences
l

22 with which he disagrees, the sentences with which he
t
!

3 23 agrees, and we can put that on the record first thing in(J
24 the morning.

25 JUDGE SMITH: I think that's a good idea.

O
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1 MR. MILLER: In addition, he is going to try and

2 identify the Ann Arbor study for me with some greater

O 3 particularity.
1

4 JUDGE SMITH: Is that satisfy, Dr. Morgan?

5 THE WITNESS: I had as much bag as I could carry

6 and I didn't bring the more pertinent references, so it's

7 a little difficult to do that in the time I have.

8 JUDGE SMITH: You are referring to the Ann Arbor

9 study?

10 THE WITNESS: I don't happen to have that

11 particular reference. I have some references, but I doubt

12 I have the one I would prefer having from Ann Arbor.

() 13 JUDGE SMITH: You are referring now to the Ann

14 Arbor study?

15 THE WITNESS: Yes.

16 JUDGE SMITH: But there is no problem attendant

17 to refining your agreement and disagreement with the GAO

I 18 report?

; 19 THE WITNESS: No problem there.
|

20 I think that most people in this field refer to the

| 21 Ann Arbor study. It was quite -- it's quito a well-known
|

22 study, and I am sure that the NRC delegation and others
,

[

[{} 23 have full reference to that; but I just don't have the

! 24 library with me that gives all of these reports.
1

25 MR. THOMAS: Judge, we will endeavor to, either
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O
1 through the NRC or whatever other sources we can, provide

2 as much information on it overnight as we can, whenever

() 3 that turns out to be and from whatever sources.

4 MR. MILLER: May I just ask a question by way

5 of, perhaps, clarification?

6 BY MM. MILLER:

7 Q Is the Ann Arbor study the Michigan component of the

8 Tri-State Study, by any chance?

9 A No.

10 MR. MILLER: All right. Thank you.

11 MR. THOMAS: We will provide whatever

12 information we can to clarify the reference.

(]) 13 JUDGE SMITH: All right. Then shall we conclude

14 his testimony tonight?

15 MR. MILLER: Yes, sir. That is satisfy.

16 JUDGE SMITH: Is there anything further this

17 evening before we adjourn?

16 MR. THOMAS: I don't have anything else.

19 JUDGE SMITH: What will we do tomorrow afternoon

20 following Dr. Morgan's testimony?

21 MR. THOMAS: There are two additional witnesses,

22 I believe, on behalf of the Applicant.

23 MR. MILLER: Right.()
|

24 MR. THOMAS: There are all the Staff witnesses.

25 JUDGE SMITH: Okay.

O
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O
1 JUDGE CALLIHAN: Can you identify them please,

2 Mr. Miller?

3 MR. MILLER: Yes. Mr. Van Laere and Mr. Lahti

4 are the two witnesses from the Applicant who remain.

5 JUDGE CALLIHAN: Thank you.

6 JUDGE SMITH: All right. If there are no

7 objections, we will adjourn until 8:45 tomorrow.

8 MR. THOMAS: Thank you, thank you.

9 (Whereupon at 5:50 P. M., the hearing in

10 the above-entitled matter was recessed, to

11 reconvene at 8: 45 A. M. on Thursday, March

12 10, 1983.)

([) 13
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